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Introduction to Metropolitan Region Scheme major amendments 
 
 
The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) is responsible for keeping the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) under review and initiating changes where they are 
seen as necessary. 
 
The MRS sets out the broad pattern of land use for the whole Perth metropolitan region. The 
MRS is constantly under review to best reflect regional planning and development needs. 
 
A proposal to change land use reservations and zones in the MRS is regulated by the 
Planning and Development Act 2005. That legislation provides for public submissions to be 
made on proposed amendments. 
 
For a substantial amendment, often referred to as a major amendment (made under section 
41 of the Act), the WAPC considers all the submissions lodged, and publishes its 
recommendations in a report on submissions. This report is presented to the Minister for 
Planning and to the Governor for approval. Both Houses of Parliament must then scrutinise 
the amendment before it can take legal effect. 
 
In the process of making a substantial amendment to the MRS, information is published as a 
public record under the following titles: 
 
Amendment report 
This document is available from the start of the public advertising period of the proposed 
amendment. It sets out the purpose and scope of the proposal, explains why the 
amendment is considered necessary, and informs people how they can comment through 
the submission process. 
 
Environmental review report 
The Environmental Protection Authority must consider the environmental impact of an 
amendment to the MRS before it can be advertised. Should it require formal assessment, an 
environmental review is undertaken and made available for information and comment at the 
same time as the amendment report. 
 
Report on submissions 
The planning rationale, determination of submissions and the recommendations of the 
WAPC for final approval of the amendment, with or without modification, is documented in 
this report. 
 
Submissions 
This document contains a reproduction of all written submissions received by the WAPC on 
the proposed amendment. 
 
Transcript of hearings 
A person who has made a written submission may also choose to appear before a hearings 
committee to express their views. The hearings proceedings are recorded and transcribed, 
and the transcripts of all hearings are reproduced in this volume. 
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Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 1210/41 
 

Rationalisation of Stirling Highway Reservation 
 

Cities of Fremantle and Nedlands, Towns of Cottesloe, Claremont and 
Mosman Park and Shire of Peppermint Grove 

 
 

Report on Submissions 
 
1 Introduction 
 
On 22 February 2011, the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) resolved to 
initiate this amendment to the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) in accordance with 
provisions of Section 41 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. 
 
 
2 The proposed amendment 
 
The amendment proposal is detailed in the previously published Amendment Report 
(March 2012) and summarised below. 
 
The purpose of the amendment is to rationalise the Primary Regional Roads (PRR) 
reservation in the MRS which presently exists over Stirling Highway from Queen Victoria 
Street, North Fremantle to Broadway, Nedlands.  The amendment, as advertised, reduces 
the existing reservation by more than 26 hectares. 
 
Stirling Highway traverses six local government areas, including the Cities of Fremantle and 
Nedlands, the Towns of Claremont, Cottesloe and Mosman Park and the Shire of 
Peppermint Grove.  Accordingly, the highway requires application of consistent regional road 
planning and design guidance along its entire length. 
 
Generally, between Broadway/Hampden Road, Nedlands and Jarrad Street, Cottesloe, the 
existing 80 metre wide reservation is proposed to be reduced by up to 51 metres to vary 
between 29 and 40 metres. 
 
Between Jarrad Street, Cottesloe and Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle, the existing 
smaller reserve, which cannot accommodate safe road requirements, will generally be 
increased to between 27 and 40 metres, expanding by varying amounts from centimetres to 
more than 10 metres over some properties. 
 
The proposed reservation is based on a concept design for Stirling Highway that is 
supported by the Department of Transport representing: Bikewest, Public Transport 
Authority, Transperth and Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) agencies.  The detailed 
road design requirements are part of the Main Roads Supplement to Austroads Guide to 
Road Design, and are updated regularly.  They may be viewed on the MRWA website 
(https://www.mainroads.wa.gov.au/BuildingRoads/StandardsTechnical/RoadandTrafficEngin
eering/GuidetoRoadDesign/Pages/home.aspx). 
 
The concept design shows that wider (than existing) verges, a solid central median strip, on-
road cycle lanes, bus queue jump lanes and right turn pockets can be accommodated in the 
rationalised reserve.  The design retains two through traffic lanes in each direction. 
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The proposed reservation is wider at signalised intersections to accommodate turning and 
bus queue jump lanes.  Changes to reservation width vary, based on the difference between 
the existing reservation and the concept design. 
 
The concept design merely demonstrates the proposed amendment provides an effective 
reservation for future road planning and is a starting point for MRWA detailed design work. 
 
Amending the reservation over Stirling Highway will provide clarity and certainty for orderly 
land use planning along the highway’s multi-functional activity corridor.  The modified 
reservation will inform road planning initiatives and budgets necessary to give priority to 
improving the existing physical road environment of Stirling Highway. 
 
 
3 Environmental Protection Authority advice 
 
The proposed amendment was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) for 
advice on whether environmental assessment would be required.  The EPA advised that the 
proposed amendment does not require formal assessment under Part IV of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986.  
 
A copy of the notice from the EPA was included in Appendix D of the previously published 
Amendment Report. 
 
 
4 Call for submissions 
 
The amendment was advertised for public submissions from 20 March 2012 to 27 July 2012. 
 
The amendment was made available for public inspection during normal business hours at 
the offices of the: 
 
i) Western Australian Planning Commission, 140 William Street, Perth 
ii) Cities of Perth, Subiaco, Fremantle and Nedlands; 
iii) Towns of Claremont, Cottesloe and Mosman Park; 
iv) Shire of Peppermint Grove; and 
v) State Reference Library, Northbridge. 
 
During the public inspection period, notice of the amendment was published in The West 
Australian, the Sunday Times and relevant local newspapers circulating in the locality of the 
amendment. 
 
Full details of the amendment including detailed concept plans were accessible online at 
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/ during and after public consultation (link: 
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6242.asp). 
 
Written notification was sent to 1480 landowners affected by the amendment based on local 
government rates records.  Plans showing detailed reservation requirements were provided 
for land where the reservation is proposed to be increased or reduced.  Where an existing 
reservation is proposed to be totally removed from a property, a plan was not prepared. 
 
Consultation activities included a Stirling Highway information telephone line; a designated 
Stirling Highway email address to assist the community and landowners to ask questions 
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and gain a better understanding of the amendment; information sheets; and, community 
information displays at Fremantle, Nedlands and The Grove libraries. 
 
 
5 Submissions 
 
A total of 628 submissions (including 26 late submissions) were received on the amendment. 
An alphabetical index of all persons and/or organisations that lodged submissions is 
provided in Schedule 1. 
 
5.1 Source of submissions 
 
Origin of Submissions Number of Submissions Percentage of Total 
Local government areas included in 
the amendment 340 54.2% 
Rest of Perth metropolitan region 166 26.4% 
Regional Western Australia 9 1.4% 
Other states/territories of Australia 11 1.8% 
Overseas 4 0.6% 
Email address only 9 1.4% 
No postal or contact details 89 14.2% 
TOTAL 628 100% 

 
Of the total number of submissions, 340 are from local residents (the six local government 
areas in the amendment) and 166 are from the rest of the Perth metropolitan region.  No 
postal or contact details are provided in 89 submissions.  A total of 218 pro forma 
submissions (identical submission from more than one person) were received.  Landowners 
of property included in the amendment made 178 submissions. 
 
Ten submissions are from State Government agencies; seven from local government 
(Submission 70 - Mosman Park; Submission 80 - Subiaco; Submission 123 - Nedlands; 
Submission 203 - Claremont; Submission 425 - Peppermint Grove; and, Submission 626 - 
Cottesloe) and nine from special interest groups, including heritage, community, education 
establishments and Aboriginal interests. 
 
Objections are made in 579 submissions (this includes suggesting changes to the reserve) 
with 35 submissions of support. 
 
 
6 Hearings 
 
Section 46 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 provides the opportunity for each 
person making a submission to be heard on the submission by a committee established by 
the WAPC.  The Hearings Committee, approved by the Chairman, WAPC, comprised: 
 
Megan Bartle 
(Chairperson) 

Member of Statutory Planning Committee of WAPC  

Corinne MacRae Local government representative from relevant district planning 
committee (Western Suburbs District Planning Committee) 

Kent McDowell Independent person with knowledge of the main issues raised in 
submissions 
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All submitters were given the opportunity to present their submission in person to the above 
WAPC committee in accordance with legislation. Of an initial 113 hearing requests, 45 were 
either withdrawn or the submitter did not attend the hearing. 
 
Sixty-nine (69) hearings occurred on 4, 15, 16, 18, and 29 October and 6 and 8 November 
2013.  The transcript of hearings is provided under separate cover. 
 
 
7 Main issues raised in submissions 
 
7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 

Fremantle 
 
A reservation proposed toward the northern end of Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle 
to accommodate a bus queue jump lane is discussed in 379 submissions (60% of 
submissions).  It is the main issue raised in submissions. 
 
A proposed bus queue jump lane was designed to assist northbound buses enter 
Stirling Highway at the Queen Victoria Street intersection.  A row of shops identified by the 
City of Fremantle as local heritage is affected by the proposed reserve. 
 
Issues raised include: 
 
• specific opposition to the proposed reservation over Lot 1 (No. 257-261) 

Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle - a 1904 Victorian Regency style row of four 
two-storey shops for future construction of a bus queue jump lane; 

• opposition to demolition of North Fremantle heritage buildings in general; 

• community support for continued regeneration of the North Fremantle town centre; 

• concern at loss of vibrancy of the North Fremantle town centre due to loss of heritage 
buildings and the businesses and venues within them; 

• contention that buses will have to queue with other vehicles to reach the queue jump 
lane in any case, thus decreasing the value of the lane; and 

• concern that the bus queue jump lane and related demolition are inconsistent with City 
of Fremantle improvements and traffic calming at North Fremantle town centre. 

 
No submissions support a bus queue jump lane in Queen Victoria Street. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
The proposed road reserve widening for Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle affects its 
northern 100 metres on the west side, directly south of the existing Stirling Highway 
intersection.  Accommodating a proposed bus queue jump lane will require full or partial 
demolition of a local heritage listed row of four attached two-storey shops referred to above. 
 
The purpose of the bus queue jump lane is to give buses priority over queued cars at the 
highway traffic signals.  This is intended to improve services and timetable performance and 
encourage increased public transport patronage, especially during peak hours. 
 
In response to submissions, the Department of Transport re-examined the proposed bus 
queue jump lane and concluded that the existing design of Queen Victoria Street is 
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acceptable and performs satisfactorily.  The existing two lane configuration at the approach 
to the traffic signals facilitates the kerbside lane as a potential bus queue jump lane, if 
necessary in the future. 
 
The WAPC supports a reduction to the proposed road reservation to avoid potential 
demolition of heritage buildings at Lot 1 (No. 257-261) Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and therefore upholds submissions on the issue.  The amendment is 
modified accordingly. 
 
7.2 Potential loss of buildings with local heritage significance 
 
Concern over impacts of the reservation on Stirling Highway’s heritage is mentioned in 59% 
of submissions (368). Most submissions do not specify between local and State heritage. 
 
Submissions discussing heritage generally refer to a specific site, suburb or locality; or, 
make a general statement supporting retention of heritage.  Heritage is mostly raised in the 
context of reducing, or completely avoiding, impacts on existing (or perceived) heritage listed 
properties by the proposed reservation.  Comments include suggesting heritage should be 
protected in preference to Stirling Highway roadworks. 
 
North Fremantle and Claremont town centres as well as North Fremantle (along 
Stirling Highway) are considered heritage precincts in several submissions. 
 
Local heritage buildings specifically mentioned include Sproule’s Coffee House (Cottesloe), 
National Australia Bank (Cottesloe), Albion Hotel (Cottesloe), Captain Stirling Hotel 
(Nedlands), Windsor Cinema (Nedlands) and Claremont Baptist Church as well as various 
private residential and commercial properties. 
 
The WAPC notes, from submissions, that some of the above listed local heritage buildings 
are considered to have State heritage significance by persons in the community, however, 
none are formally State heritage listed.  For discussion and determinations on local heritage 
not detailed below, refer to responses to individual submissions in Schedule 2. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
Each local government has a local heritage inventory as part of its local planning 
scheme.  Properties may be added or deleted at the local council’s discretion so the number 
of listed properties may fluctuate over time.  This amendment covers six local governments 
and therefore six municipal inventories apply.  Each local government sets its own 
parameters for local heritage. 
 
WAPC State Planning Policy 3.5 - Historic Heritage Conservation provides a context for 
considering local heritage in land use planning.  The policy discourages demolition of local 
heritage wherever possible.  Stirling Highway is, however, reserved for PRR under the MRS 
and serves a regional traffic movement function.  Circumstances may arise where impacts, 
including demolition of a local heritage building are unavoidable.  That is to say, regional 
road requirements may sometimes be deemed a higher priority than retention of local 
heritage. 
 
Three local heritage listed properties acknowledged for special attention by the WAPC are 
the: 
 
• Albion Hotel - Lot 5 (No. 535) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
• Windsor Cinema - Lot 123 (No. 100) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
• Captain Stirling Hotel - Lot 1 (No. 80) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
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The Department of Transport supports modifications to the concept design to ensure that the 
footprint of each of these three buildings does not form part of the highway reservation. 
 
No change to the concept design, other than modifying the adjacent verge, is necessary to 
avoid the Albion Hotel, and as a result, the neighbouring - to the south -  local heritage listed 
National Australia Bank at Lot 50 (No. 541) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe is also excluded from 
the modified reservation. 
 
The deletion of a proposed westbound bus queue jump lane at Dalkeith Road, Nedlands 
results in the Windsor Cinema and Captain Stirling Hotel buildings being excluded from the 
highway reservation.  The modification does not compromise the long term function of the 
highway as a primary regional road connecting Perth and Fremantle. As a result, the west 
neighbouring local heritage building at Lot 237 (No. 102) Stirling Highway will no longer be 
affected by the modified reservation. 
 
At the time this report was prepared, 104 local heritage listed properties were identified in 
the Stirling Highway amendment area based on lists maintained by local government. 
 
For the section of Stirling Highway between Jarrad Street, Cottesloe and Broadway, 
Nedlands, the existing road reservation, set in 1963, all 55 local heritage listed buildings are 
affected.  In this area, the advertised proposed reservation reduces the number of affected 
local heritage building footprints to 19 (i.e. 36 local heritage buildings no longer impacted). 
 
Along Stirling Highway south of Jarrad Street, Cottesloe where the reservation is proposed 
to be increased (and few local heritage listed buildings are presently reserved) 12 local 
heritage buildings are impacted. 
 
The overall outcome of the amendment is 31 local heritage buildings are affected by the 
proposed reservation, down from 55 affected by the existing reservation.  The modified 
reservation ensures an additional 24 local heritage buildings are no longer in the highway 
reservation and thus are protected from future highway roadworks. 
 
The WAPC supports the reduction of the proposed highway reservation to avoid three 
significant buildings - the Albion Hotel, the Windsor Cinema and the Captain Stirling 
Hotel. Modifying the proposed reservation to achieve this results in the National 
Australia Bank, Cottesloe and Lot 237 (No. 102) Stirling Highway, Nedlands buildings 
not being reserved. Submissions about the properties are partly upheld and the 
amendment is modified accordingly. 
 
7.3 Potential loss of buildings with State heritage significance 
 
Continuing the heritage theme, State heritage is a separate consideration to local 
heritage.  Specific references to State heritage or a State heritage listed property occur in 
44 submissions. Submissions focused on State heritage come from the State Heritage Office 
(Submission 69), National Trust of Australia (WA) (Submission 292), The Fremantle Society 
(Submission 334), Art Deco Society of Western Australia (Submission 337), North Fremantle 
Community Association (Submission 381), local governments (refer part 5.1) and individuals. 
 
Submissions on heritage consistently request protection and preservation and object to the 
demolition of heritage for roadworks. 
 
State heritage listed properties specifically referred to in submissions include: 
 
• the former Cottesloe Police Station (Peppermint Grove); 
• Christ Church (Claremont); 
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• Claremont Municipal Chambers (Claremont);  
• the former Coronado Hotel (Claremont);  
• “The Maisonettes” – residential flats (Nedlands); and, 
• the former Nedlands Post Office (Nedlands). 
 
Submissions frequently overestimate the extent of the proposed reservation and rarely 
acknowledge the substantial existing reservation. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
WAPC State Planning Policy 3.5 - Historic Heritage Conservation further provides a context 
for consideration of State heritage in land use planning.  The policy emphasises demolition 
of State heritage is rarely appropriate.  It reiterates the State Heritage Office role, and the 
Heritage of Western Australia Act 1990, in identifying and protecting State heritage. 
 
For State heritage listed property the usual road reservation practice is to avoid the building 
footprint where possible, provided the long term regional road function is not compromised. 
 
Eighteen State heritage listed properties are identified within, or in close proximity to, the 
proposed Stirling Highway reserve.  The name, address and extent of reservation over each 
State heritage property are provided below for the existing, proposed (as advertised) and 
modified (recommended) reservation (starting from the south): 
 
State 
Heritage: 
Property 

State Heritage: 
Address 

Extent of reservation over land and building 
 

Existing 
Proposed 

(advertised) 
Modified 

(recommended) 
North 
Fremantle 
Town Hall 
(former) 

Lot 102 (No. 
220) Queen 
Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle 

No reserve No reserve No reserve 
(same as before) 

House Lot 1 (No. 66) 
Stirling 
Highway, North 
Fremantle 

No reserve Building not 
reserved; 
portion of land 
reserved 

No reserve 
(same as before) 

North 
Fremantle 
Primary 
School 
(former) 

Lots 510 and 
511 (No. 101) 
Stirling 
Highway, North 
Fremantle 

Building not 
reserved; 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
increase of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than advertised 
(more than 
existing) 

North 
Fremantle 
Infants School 
(former) 

Lot 14 (No. 98) 
Stirling 
Highway, North 
Fremantle 

No reserve Building not 
reserved; 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than advertised 
(more than 
existing) 

Great 
Southern 
Roller  
Flour Mill  

Lots 15, 16, 82, 
172 and 700 
(No. 111) 
Stirling 
Highway, North 
Fremantle 

Building not 
reserved; 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
increase of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than advertised 
(more than 
existing) 
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State 
Heritage: 
Property 

State Heritage: 
Address 

Extent of reservation over land and building 
 

Existing 
Proposed 

(advertised) 
Modified 

(recommended) 
Leighton 
Battery 
(former) 

Lot 455 (No. 2A) 
Boundary Road, 
Mosman Park 

Portion of land 
reserved 

Increase to land 
reserved 

Less land 
reserved than 
advertised 
(more than 
existing) 

St Lukes 
Anglican 
Church 

Lots 4-6 (No. 
582) Stirling 
Highway, 
Mosman Park 

Building not 
reserved; 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
increase of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than advertised 
(more than 
existing) 

Cottesloe 
Police Station 
(former)  

Lot 330 (No. 
550) Stirling 
Highway, 
Peppermint 
Grove 

No reserve *Building 
reserved; 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than advertised 

Cottesloe 
Primary 
School and 
shelter shed 

Lot 135 (No. 
530) Stirling 
Highway, 
Peppermint 
Grove 

Portion of land 
reserved 

Main building 
not reserved; 
*heritage shelter 
shed reserved; 
increase to land 
reserved 

Main building and 
heritage shelter 
not reserved; less 
land reserved 
than advertised 
(more than 
existing) 

Claremont Fire 
Station 
(former) 

Lot 1 (No. 441) 
Stirling 
Highway, 
Cottesloe 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Claremont 
Police Station 
(former) 

Lots 11 and 12 
(No. 435) 
Stirling 
Highway, 
Claremont 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Christ Church 
and the 
neighbouring 
rectory 

Lot 301 (No. 2) 
Queenslea 
Drive, 
Claremont, 
corner Stirling 
Highway 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Claremont 
Municipal 
Chambers 

Lot 15627 (No. 
308) Stirling 
Highway, 
Claremont 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Congregational 
Hall and 
Congregational 
Church 
(former) 

Lot 202 and 
2021 (No. 262-
264) Stirling 
Highway, 
Claremont 

*Buildings 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 
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State 
Heritage: 
Property 

State Heritage: 
Address 

Extent of reservation over land and building 
 

Existing 
Proposed 

(advertised) 
Modified 

(recommended) 
Coronado 
Hotel (former) 

Lot 801 (No. 
206) Stirling 
Highway, 
Claremont 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Peace 
Memorial Rose 
Garden 

Lots 1-16, 76-
78, 87-90 and 
141-144 (No. 
116-124) Stirling 
Highway, 
Nedlands 

Large portion 
of land 
reserved 

Substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Less land 
reserved than 
existing and 
advertised 

The 
Maisonettes 

Lot 29 (No. 67) 
Stirling 
Highway, 
Nedlands 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Nedlands Post 
Office (former) 

Lots 589-590 
(No. 35) Stirling 
Highway, 
Nedlands 

*Building 
reserved; large 
portion of land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; 
substantial 
reduction to land 
reserved 

Building not 
reserved; less 
land reserved 
than existing and 
advertised 

Note: * potential eventual result - demolition, relocation, or substantial alteration 
Total number of State heritage 
buildings reserved 8 2 0 

 
No State Heritage Buildings in Modified Reservation 
 
Of the above State heritage, eight buildings are within the existing highway reservation, two 
are within the proposed (advertised) reservation and no State heritage building is reserved in 
the recommended (modified) reservation. 
 
Christ Church, Claremont 
 
The advertised reservation over Christ Church, Claremont and potential impacts to the State 
heritage property and/or its ongoing religious use is raised in 24 submissions.  Most 
submissions on this issue appear unaware that the existing reservation substantially affects 
the church.  The proposed reservation does not reserve any portion of the church building 
and substantially reduces the reserve over the church’s landholding.  Although the church 
side setback to Stirling Highway will ultimately be reduced by several metres, all buildings 
onsite are protected against future highway roadworks for the first time since 1963. 
 
Former Cottesloe Police Station 
 
The Shire of Peppermint Grove, State Heritage Office and the landowner (Submission 282) 
request the former Cottesloe Police Station be avoided by the proposed reservation.  Due to 
its State heritage significance, the Department of Transport investigated reducing the 
proposed reservation to avoid the building.  A review of the road concept design in this 
locality identified a way to modify the reservation to avoid the building footprint without 
compromising the regional road purpose or potential future highway design options. 
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Peace Memorial Rose Garden (Nedlands) 
 
The advertised amendment reduces the existing 3,880 m2 reservation over the Peace 
Memorial Rose Garden local parks and recreation reserve to 573 m2. The modified 
amendment further reduces the reservation to approximately 475 m2, a reduction of more 
than 3,000 m2 to the existing reservation over the park. 
 
Cottesloe Primary School 
 
There is no proposed reservation over the building footprint of the Cottesloe Primary School 
building.  However, a shed constructed against the Stirling Highway boundary in 1910 (and 
part of the overall State heritage listing for its rarity and original siting) will require future 
relocation or demolition.  As detailed in part 7.5 Opposition to reservation width, below, there 
will be no impact to the heritage shed building footprint by the modified reservation. 
 
Former Nedlands Post Office 
 
The former Nedlands Post Office was added to the State Heritage Register in 2013 (after 
conclusion of amendment consultation).  The Department of Transport supports a modified 
reservation that excludes the post office building footprint from the PRR reservation via 
alterations to the adjacent verge. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Recommended modifications ensure no currently identified State heritage building is 
reserved for future Stirling Highway roadworks. 
 
The WAPC supports submissions seeking protection of State heritage on 
Stirling Highway and modifies the PRR reservation to ensure no State heritage listed 
building is affected by the reservation, including the former Cottesloe Police Station 
and Nedlands Post Office.  The amendment is modified accordingly. 
 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs 
 
Many submissions include options to amending the Stirling Highway reservation including: 
 
• 155 submissions (25%) propose utilising Fremantle railway reserve for highway 

expansion where the two are adjacent; 

• 130 submissions (21%) suggest alternative transport/traffic routes to Stirling Highway; 

• 111 submissions (18%) request alternative transport solutions (either specific 
suggestions or a general statement to investigate alternative options); 

• 41 submissions (7%) call for an increase in public transport instead of, or in addition to, 
upgrading the highway; and 

• 27 submissions (4%) advocate construction of a new highway in the Fremantle 
railway. 

 
Suggested alternatives vary considerably with no single design concept consistently 
mentioned.  Suggestions include aligning the highway closer to or within the Fremantle 
railway reserve; tunnelling Stirling Highway or intersecting roads at certain locations; raised 
highway/bridge through Claremont; reducing the highway speed limit; constructing a new 
vehicular bridge across the river; sinking Fremantle railway to facilitate a new highway or 
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residential development above; using other transport/traffic routes, such as Curtin Avenue; 
and, improving public transport instead of costly roadworks and land acquisition. 
 
Many submissions suggest alternatives are cheaper to implement than resuming 
Stirling Highway private property to construct roadworks. 
 
Further, some submissions consider the concept design, which the proposed reserve is 
based on, as too expensive to construct and reason in itself to abandon the amendment. 
 
WAPC response 
 
Alternative suggestions, including tunnelling (road or rail) or the construction of a new 
highway within the Fremantle railway reservation, are likely to require a substantial budget 
and inflict major disruption to surrounding residential areas and streets during construction, 
with no demonstrated benefit.  Traffic demand for a new and separate highway utilising 
Fremantle railway line is not supported by MRWA traffic volume modelling.  A new highway 
would unnecessarily duplicate the existing highway network at significant cost while 
construction would require years of major disruption to existing railway services, highway 
use and railway crossing. 
 
Realigning sections of the highway west may undermine proposed improvements to highway 
geometry, safety, accident risk and the regional function of the highway, so is not supported 
at this time. Submissions suggest a public perception that the Fremantle railway reserve is 
wider than it actually is.  In fact, north of North Fremantle train station where the railway 
reserve abuts the highway reserve, it is rarely wider than 30 metres, increasing to 40 metres 
in some locations; whilst in Mosman Park it is generally 15-25 metres wide. Through 
Cottesloe, where the railway is not adjacent to the highway, the rail reserve varies  
20-30 metres in width.   
 
The Department of Transport does not support co-location of infrastructure in the rail reserve 
for safety reasons. It applies a 10 metre buffer separation distance for uses such as a 
highway. The buffers, applied to both sides of the railway means there is effectively little, if 
any, available space to realign the highway. However, 3,400 m2 of existing rail reserve is to 
be reserved PRR in locations where surplus rail reserve is available and highway 
functionality is improved. In North Fremantle, the significant difference in ground levels of the 
highway and the adjacent railway further discourages realigning the highway to the west.  
 
The level of residential and commercial development over or near a tunnel or sections of 
tunnel to offset the cost of sinking either the railway or highway would need to be huge in 
scale and be of high density to be viable due to a lack of space.  Anticipated future traffic 
volumes do not warrant an additional highway system in the Fremantle railway reserve 
without a significant population increase. 
 
Curtin Avenue is important for access to Fremantle, Fremantle Ports and coastal commuter 
traffic, however, it is not intended to cater for Perth - Fremantle traffic.  An alternative traffic 
route to Stirling Highway through surrounding suburbs is not identified.  Any such proposal 
would likely encounter strong local opposition if proposed as an amendment. 
 
The intent of a reservation is to achieve the best outcome for the community, which may not 
necessarily be the most financially economical option.  However, the modified reservation 
the subject of this amendment is, overall, 25 hectares less in area than the existing highway 
reservation (representing an overall 40% reduction to the existing reserve). Data from 2011 
Stirling Highway land acquisitions suggests the proposed reserve as advertised may reduce 
State liability by upwards of $500,000,000. 
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The WAPC dismisses submissions on alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
7.5 Opposition to reservation width (diverse reasons) 
 
The proposed reservation is considered too wide in 111 submissions (18%). Various 
submissions qualify the statement by identifying design components of the reserve that 
could be removed/deleted.  Opposition to reservation width includes: 
 
• 62 submissions (10%) objecting to loss of car parking/access to affected properties; 

• 51 submissions (8%) opposing on-road cycle lanes (see part 7.7 Objection to on-road 
cycle lanes); 

• 33 submissions (5%) indicate the proposed verge is too wide; and 

• 11 submissions (2%) object to bus queue jump lanes (see part 7.8 Bus queue jump 
lanes). 

 
WAPC Response 
 
A number of submissions mistakenly assume the amendment is creating a new reservation 
over Stirling Highway.  In fact, the reservation already exists and, as mentioned above, is 
mainly being reduced.  However, an increase to the reservation is proposed between Jarrad 
Street, Cottesloe and Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The Department of Transport applies minimum width standards to vehicle, bus, cycle and 
turning lane widths and central medians that are not flexible as they are designed for safety 
and a travelling speed of 60 kilometres per hour. 
 
The WAPC may apply flexibility to the proposed verge width.  The 5.1 metre verge width 
advertised with the amendment is the recommended maximum.  Verge width requirements 
range between 4.1 and 5.1 metres in severely constrained to unconstrained locations.  It is 
intended that infrastructure is placed in verges on main roads to minimise disruption to traffic 
during maintenance or improvements to services.  Due to the highways historical 
development, existing services pass under both existing and proposed Stirling Highway 
carriageways meaning that lane closures for future maintenance may be unavoidable. 
 
Existing Stirling Highway verges generally vary in width between 3 and 3.5 metres.  The 
WAPC minimum verge width of 4.1 metres for severely constrained locations is an increase 
to the current verge space allocation. 
 
In 2009, the WAPC recommended approval for part of the PRR reservation over Canning 
Highway in MRS Amendment 1100/33 “Canning Highway between Canning Bridge and 
Petra Street” based on a 4.1 metre verge width.  The WAPC acknowledges similarities 
between the two highways and considers both severely constrained due to historical 
development.  It concludes that, like Canning Highway, a 4.1 metre wide verge is 
appropriate for Stirling Highway. 
 
The WAPC investigated impacts of reducing the verge width by one metre (i.e. from 5.1 to 
4.1 metres) for the full amendment area.  It concluded that two additional local heritage and 
20 other buildings would be excluded from the reserve with a 4.1 metre verge width.  This 
was considered beneficial and an appropriate modification. 
 
A reduced verge width decreases the proposed (advertised) reserve by approximately  
1.9 hectares resulting in a greater than 28 hectare reduction to the existing reservation (not 
including additional/new PRR reserved land). 
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The one metre modification to both sides of the reserve is not applied to existing publicly 
owned reserves or beyond existing title boundaries.  If the advertised reserve extended one 
metre or less into private property, the modified reserve will now match the title boundary. 
 
If an MRS reservation affects lawfully approved development subject to car parking 
provisions or conditions, the development generally becomes a non-conforming use under 
the relevant local planning scheme. Removal of on-site parking to facilitate roadworks 
therefore does not prevent the continuation of a lawful use. Investigating additional on-site 
parking options may inform redevelopment proposals or the eventual resumption process. 
 
The WAPC partly supports submissions about overall width of the proposed highway 
reservation and accordingly modifies the amendment by reducing the reservation by 
up to one metre on each side to accommodate a 4.1 metre verge width. 
 
7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing 
 
Comments about land acquisition include: concerns about fair compensation; land 
devaluation through the amendment process; uncertain timing for acquisition/roadworks, and 
self-funded retiree investment properties being devalued by the reservation. Such concerns 
are mentioned in 84 submissions (13%). 
 
Submissions on this issue suggest land acquisition and compensation legislation related to 
regional reservations is neither understood nor trusted for fair recompense. 
 
In addition to the general response to the issue below, detailed responses to individual 
submissions are provided in Schedule 2. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
The Land Administration Act 1997 provides the statutory framework for compulsory 
acquisition instigated by the State for imminent public works.  It will likely be the main 
method for acquiring or resuming this reserve. Part 11 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005 enables compensation and acquisition initiated by an affected landowner.  It is 
usually related to adversity in selling or redevelopment, prior to roadworks becoming 
imminent.  One entitlement to compensation exists for any single matter under all legislation. 
 
Planning legislation requires valuations of properties affected by a regional reservation to 
disregard the reservation for valuation purposes. Land is purchased at ‘fair market value’ 
which is determined by two independent valuations. The fair market value is established on 
the basis that the reservation (public work) does not exist and the ‘highest and best’ 
alternative use zone is assumed. 
 
Each land acquisition is unique and includes consideration of site specific factors.  Generally 
where the main building footprint (i.e. dwelling, shop, office) is impacted by a reservation the 
State would eventually purchase the entire lot.  This is subject to negotiation with the 
landowner and in some cases the State may only purchase reserved portions of the lot and 
‘make good’ any structural alterations necessary to ensure any existing building is modified 
so as to not encroach the reservation. 
 
This legislation has been in place since the now repealed Town Planning and Development 
Act 1928 came into being.  The practice of reserving land years or decades in advance of an 
intended public use (in this case a Primary Regional Road) may inform landowners 
contemplating future redevelopment. It is common practice to set a regional reservation well 
in advance of actual public works. In the interim, a number of properties are likely to be 
redeveloped or subdivided enabling reserved land to be ceded; the State may purchase 
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property as opportunities arise; or landowners may continue the ‘quiet enjoyment’ of the 
property (that is, continuing the existing land use). The long lead period may also assist by 
spreading the State financial burden over time. 
 
Where a landowner seeks to redevelop or subdivide a parcel of land with an existing 
reservation over it, consideration of the reservation is included in assessment.  Where a 
development application is refused based on a reservation, the landowner may seek 
compensation for injurious affection based on lost development potential of the property, if 
they owned the property when it was first reserved.  Refusal of a subdivision application 
does not trigger injurious affection. 
 
A landowner may write to the WAPC requesting that the State purchase land which is 
affected by a regional reservation.  Such a request is considered on its individual merit and 
the availability of State funds for the purchase. The decision is informed by the level of 
priority for the associated public work in the context of other regional priorities (in this case, 
priority roadworks across the Perth metropolitan region). Roadworks, such as 
Stirling Highway improvements, are guided by MRWA’s short term priority list. 
 
Timing for acquisition and actual roadworks cannot be progressed in the absence of an 
agreed reservation and highway design concept.  This amendment addresses both matters 
so finalisation will enable MRWA to prioritise Stirling Highway roadworks against other 
metropolitan roadworks and seek allocated funding for the roadworks for the first time. 
 
The WAPC notes that “Planning makes it happen; Phase 2 Review of the Planning and 
Development Act 2005” (September 2013) includes a review of injurious affection and 
compensation legislation and suggests amendments to improve its clarity and 
effectiveness.  The Minister for Planning and the WAPC will consider the matter 
independently of this amendment. 
 
The WAPC dismisses submissions on land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
7.7 Objection to on-road cycle lanes 
 
Fifty-one submissions (8%) include an objection to on-road cycle lanes.  Most come from 
owners of affected land.  Cycle lanes require a wider highway reserve than would otherwise 
be necessary.  Rationale for objecting to cycle lanes is mainly that Stirling Highway is not 
safe for cyclists, the highway environment does not favour child cyclists, few cyclists use the 
highway, other cycling infrastructure exists; barrier or grade separated cycle lanes are safer, 
and, the existing principal shared path in the Fremantle rail reserve should be extended to 
Fremantle. 
 
Sixteen submissions support reserving land for on-road cycle lanes. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
The WAPC required inclusion of on-road cycle lanes in future Stirling Highway planning in 
2005.  Department of Transport guidelines state the desired width of on-road cycle lanes is 
1.5 metres in a 60 kilometre per hour speed zone. 
 
Between 2001 and 2011, the number of people cycling to work in Perth increased by 49.8% 
with a 28.6% increase between 2006 and 2011 according to the Western Australian Bicycle 
Network Plan, March 2014.  The plan suggests people do not cycle because of concerns 
about safety, traffic and the physical environment.  Each of these factors may be improved 
by the provision of good cycling infrastructure. 
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Cycle lanes provide a designated space for cyclists and discourage conflict between cyclists 
and other road users.  The absence of cycle lanes increases risk of accident or congestion 
on dual lane roads as vehicles attempt to pass cyclists by veering into the right traffic lane 
usually interrupting safety and efficiency of both traffic lanes, especially in peak periods. 
 
The Department of Transport suggests cycle lanes on Stirling Highway will more likely cater 
for commuter cyclists seeking the fastest route to a destination than children cyclists.  In 
close proximity to Stirling Highway, a varied range of recreational cycle routes exist that 
better cater for children and inexperienced cyclists, resulting in a range of cycling 
environments for the wider community that suits each cyclist’s level of expertise. 
 
An off-road cycle path or principal shared path along Stirling Highway is not supported due 
to the large amount of crossovers directly accessing the highway, the many misaligned 
intersections, reducing visibility and safety; and existing cycling alternatives in the area. 
Whether cycle lanes are grade or barrier separated will be determined by MRWA prior to the 
commencement of roadworks. 
 
The WAPC dismisses submissions objecting to the provision of on-road cycle lanes. 
 
7.8 Bus queue jump lanes 
 
With 2% of submitters (11 submissions) opposing bus queue jump lanes and 1% 
supportive (6), over 95% of submissions do not comment on the proposed introduction of 
bus queue jump lanes at traffic signalised intersections. 
 
Opposition to bus queue jump lanes is generally in the context of an unnecessarily wide 
reservation although some submissions indicate the concept is unclear or disagree that the 
land reservation will afford a benefit to public transport. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
Bus queue jump lanes are key bus prioritisation infrastructure in locations where a 
designated bus lane is not viable, warranted or realistically achievable.  A key element of the 
infrastructure is enabling efficiency in time tabling of services due to shorter delays at traffic 
signals.  The WAPC acknowledges the principle of bus prioritisation as a major public 
transport initiative, and supports retention of space for bus queue jump lanes within the 
reservation (excluding Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle northbound and Dalkeith 
Road, Nedlands westbound) and further site-specific investigations to confirm benefits. Bus 
lanes along the full length of the highway are not supported in this situation. 
 
Further studies to justify the most suitable design for bus queue jump lanes will be 
undertaken by the Department of Transport prior to roadworks.  The WAPC notes that 
Department of Transport does not support indented bus stop bays. 
 
The WAPC dismisses submissions objecting to bus queue jump lanes. 
 
 
8 Other issues raised in submissions 
 
Although the following issues are raised in few submissions, they result in recommended 
modifications to the advertised amendment. 
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8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle 
 
Nine submissions refer to the eventual closure of Jackson Street to all traffic to and from 
Stirling Highway.  Limited alternative vehicular access options and the small number of 
vehicles using Jackson Street are main reasons provided for retaining access. 
 
The landowner of the south west corner property of Jackson and Queen Victoria Streets 
requests a proposed full cul-de-sac bowl be reduced to a smaller scale hammer head design 
to reduce impacts on existing development and onsite car parking (Submission 25). 
 
WAPC Response 
 
Jackson Street is proposed to eventually be closed to traffic to and from Queen Victoria 
Street to improve traffic safety and reduce congestion associated with traffic entering and 
exiting Jackson Street from Stirling Highway. 
 
Vehicular access to the local area is provided at other locations.  The actual closure is not 
part of the amendment and will be progressed at the roadworks detailed design stage.  The 
Department of Transport supports a reduction to the standard truncation on the south west 
corner as it retains the future option of closing Jackson Street to highway traffic. 
 
Reducing the reservation to accommodate a standard truncation on the south west 
corner of Jackson Street to ensure pedestrian visibility is supported and the 
amendment is modified accordingly. 
 
8.2 Glyde Street, Mosman Park 
 
The owners of the apartment complex at Lot 50 (No. 630) Stirling Highway (corner 
Glyde Street) object to the proposed transfer of 230 m2 of the highway road reservation to 
the Urban zone at the property’s Glyde Street boundary (Submission 94). The owners 
consider that the 230 m2 parcel does not relate to the apartment complex and the strata 
company is concerned about future maintenance and use. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
In response to the submission, the Department of Transport reviewed this matter and 
concluded that the existing Glyde Street alignment be retained as the proposed advertised 
reserve may limit future design options. 
 
Deleting a proposed east side (Glyde Street) reservation adjacent to Lot 50 (No. 630) 
Stirling Highway, Mosman Park is supported and the amendment is modified 
accordingly. 
 
8.3 Lot 200 (No.40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Twenty-four submissions from property owners in the St Quentins apartment complex 
oppose an increase to the reservation along its Stirling Road boundary.  If reserved, the 
mixed use residential development would be at risk of complete or partial demolition. 
 
WAPC Response 
 
It was not intended to retain the existing reservation over this property.  Advertised 
amendment plans however retained part of the residual reserve to be removed, along the 
side street frontage (Stirling Road). 
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Deleting the proposed reservation over the Stirling Road frontage of Lot 200 (No. 40) 
St Quentin Avenue, Claremont is supported and the amendment is modified 
accordingly. 
 
 
9 Other modifications (not in response to submissions) 
 
9.1 Cottesloe footbridge, Peppermint Grove 
 
The eastern access steps to the pedestrian bridge adjacent to Cottesloe Primary School, 
Peppermint Grove were inadvertently omitted from the proposed Stirling Highway reservation 
and proposed as Urban zone. As the bridge is public infrastructure its entire extent should be 
retained in the highway reservation. 
 
Accordingly, the amendment is modified to retain Cottesloe footbridge in the 
reservation. 
 
9.2 Lots 9582, 9723 and 10240 (No. 328) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
When Lots 9582, 9723 and 10240 (No. 328) Stirling Highway, Claremont were approved for 
redevelopment in 2012, land to be ceded for the highway reservation formed a condition of 
approval and was agreed to by both the State and landowner. The subsequent land ceding 
is approximately 150 m2 larger in area than the advertised proposed reservation. The 
additional ceded land is to be retained in the reservation to increase future design options. 
 
The WAPC supports the retention of 152 m2 of land ceded from Lots 9582, 9723 and 
10240 (No. 328) Stirling Highway, Claremont as PRR reservation and the amendment 
is modified accordingly. 
 
 
10 Modifications 
 
In response to submissions and in accordance with the discussions above, the following is a 
summary of the modifications made to the advertised amendment: 
 
10.1 Reduce the width of the entire proposed reservation by a maximum of one metre on 

both sides (refer to part 7.5 of this report). 
 
10.2 Delete the proposed reservation over Lot 1 (No. 257-261) Queen Victoria Street, 

North Fremantle (refer to part 7.1). 
 
10.3 Delete the proposed reservation from buildings at Lot 5 (No. 535) Stirling Highway, 

Cottesloe (Albion Hotel) and Lot 50 (No. 541) Stirling Highway Cottesloe (refer to 
part 7.2). 

 
10.4 Delete the proposed reservation over buildings at Lot 1 (No. 80) Stirling Highway, 

Nedlands (Captain Stirling Hotel), Lot 123 (No. 100) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
(Windsor Cinema) and Lot 237 (No. 102) Stirling Highway, Nedlands (refer to part 
7.2). 

 
10.5 Delete the proposed reservation over buildings at Lots 589 and 590 (No. 35) 

Stirling Highway, Nedlands (former Nedlands Post Office) (refer to part 7.3). 
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10.6 Delete the proposed reservation over the building at Lot 330 (No. 458-550) 
Stirling Highway, Peppermint Grove (former Cottesloe Police Station) (refer to 
part 7.3). 

 
10.7 Reduce the proposed reservation over and adjacent to Lot 1 (No. 261A Queen 

Victoria Street) by approximately 200 m2 (refer to part 8.1). 
 
10.8 Delete the proposed Urban zone over Glyde Street, Mosman Park adjacent to Lot 

50 (No. 630) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park and retain as reservation (refer to part 
8.2). 

 
10.9 Delete the proposed reservation over Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont (St Quentin Apartments) (refer to part 8.3). 
 
Other modifications (not in response to submissions): 
 
10.10 Delete the proposed Urban zone from the eastern approach and access to the 

pedestrian bridge adjacent to Lot 315 (No. 530) Stirling Highway, Peppermint Grove 
(Cottesloe Primary School) and retain as reservation (refer to part 9.1). 

 
10.11 Retain as reservation land ceded to the Crown adjacent to Lots 9582, 9723 and 

10240 (No. 328) Stirling Highway, Claremont (refer to part 9.2). 
 
The above modifications reduce the advertised reservation by approximately 2 hectares and 
the existing reservation by approximately 28 hectares (excluding the 3 hectares of 
additional/new PRR reservation). 
 
 
11 Responses and determinations 
 
A response to each submission is in Schedule 2 of this report.  Where a large number of 
submissions were received on particular issues, these have been discussed in part 7 Main 
Issues raised in submissions. The response to the issue determines whether the 
submissions mentioning that issue are upheld, dismissed or noted. 
 
The above modifications are relatively minor in the context of the entire amendment and do 
not alter the intent of the amendment as advertised. The modified reservation is smaller than 
the existing and proposed (advertised) reserve. The amendment is not recommended to be 
re-advertised. 
 
 
12 Coordination of region and local planning scheme amendments 
 
Section 126(3) of the Planning and Development Act 2005 allows for concurrent amendment 
of a local planning scheme as part of an MRS amendment proposal. Planning 
Bulletin 105/2010 states that, in practice, land to be transferred to an Urban zone in the MRS 
may be automatically rezoned if the local zone proposed is an ‘Urban Development’ or an 
equivalent zoning. 
 
Submissions from the City of Fremantle, Town of Cottesloe, Town of Claremont, Town of 
Mosman Park and Shire of Peppermint Grove do not request concurrent local planning 
scheme rezoning. 
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The City of Nedlands (Submission 123) requests the WAPC concurrently rezone affected 
land to same zones under Town Planning Scheme No. 2 as land within the same lot.  The 
request is not supported as no affected land is Urban Development or an equivalent zone. 
 
 
13 Conclusion and recommendation 
 
This report summarises the background to major MRS Amendment 1210/41 and examines 
the various submissions made on it. 
 
The WAPC, after considering the submissions and hearings, is satisfied that the modified 
amendment as shown generally on Figure 1 in Schedule 4, and in detail on the MRS 
Amendment Plan in Appendix 2 (as modified), should be approved and finalised. 
 
Having regard to the above, the WAPC recommends that the Minister for Planning presents 
the modified amendment to Her Excellency the Governor for her consideration and approval 
and subsequently commend the amendment to both Houses of Parliament. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Schedule 1 
 
 

Alphabetical listing of submissions 



Alphabetical Listing of Submissions 
 

MRS Amendment 1210/41 
 

Rationalisation of Stirling Highway Reservation 
 

Submission 
Number 

 
Submitter Name 

48 Abzalov, Aygul 
137 Albrecht, Marina 
308 Aldrovandi, Jill 
309 Aldrovandi, Riccardo 
128 Allan, Ken & Dot 
189 Allan, Sarah 
447 Allerding and Associates (act on behalf of landowners Harman Nominees 

Pty Ltd) 
446 Allerding and Associates (act on behalf of landowners Two Twenty 

Investments Pty Ltd & Dion Nominees Pty Ltd) 
398 Anglican Church, Diocese of Perth 
120 Annear O.A.M., Anne 
355 Armstrong, Patrick H 
337 Art Deco Society of WA (Vyonne Geneve) 
44 Artelaris, Spiro & Penelope 

138 Artelaris, Steve (Steve Artelaris Architects) 
587 Ashford, Max 
184 Asphar, Florence E 
365 Asphar, Ian 
145 Auer, John 
433 Australian Urban Design Research Centre 
175 Auto Management Pty Ltd 
30 Backhouse, Lisa M 

132 Bagshaw, Anthony & Ann 
468 Bailey, Carolyn 
119 Bailey, Mark 
440 Balfe, Michael 
441 Banfield, Tim & Gemma 
17 Barker, David 

228 Barron, Steve 
419 Barrymore, Geoffrey 
211 Bartel, Matt 
385 Basson, E J & R M 
32 Beamish, Marjorie (Flamenco Holdings Pty Ltd) 

124 Bellson Pty Ltd ATF Brady Property Trust 
47 Bennett, Pamela 

576 Bennett, Pia 
75 Bennett, Samuel 
63 Bentley, Marjorie R 
62 Berden, Matthew 

165 Bishop, Luke 
13 Blackburne Property Group (on behalf of The Owners of St Quentins 

Apartments) 
282 Blackwell & Associates Pty Ltd (Tony Blackwell) 



470 Blackwell, Emmet 
416 Blackwood, Beth (on hehalf of the Presbyterians Ladies' College) 
459 Blair, Alison 
294 Blanchard, Serverine (Co-Manager of Allegro Pizza) 
114 Blight, Nicole 
361 Blumann, Siobhan 
92 Boehm, Peggy R 

190 Bogue, Kevin & Marion 
520 Bond, I L 
50 Bowra & O'Dea - Funeral Directors 

195 Boyd, A G 
202 Boyd, L 
384 Boyland, Father Peter (Parish Priest, Anglican Parish of Christ Church 

Claremont) 
68 Boyle, Peter & Celia 

109 Boyle, Rafeena 
484 Brake, Anne 
59 Bremner, Mark 

399 Brescacin, Danny (on behalf of his parents) 
323 Brooker, Jacinta 
201 Brooks, Y 
327 Brown, Carolyn 
31 Brown, Russell & Sally (Belregis Pty Ltd) 

270 Brown, Sherri 
322 Bruns, Maurits 
580 Burns, William 
329 Burrows, Amanda 
91 Butcher, Luke 

378 Butler, David & White, Justine 
219 Calcutt, Julie 
430 Cant, Ryan 
49 Cardno (WA) Pty Ltd (on behalf of BP Australia Ltd) 

390 Carles MLA, Adele (Member of Fremantle) 
163 Carr, Emma 
452 Carter, Jacqui 
45 Carton, Romilly 

522 Caslleden Family 
262 Catelli, Anna & Maria 
429 Challen, Michael B 
523 Charlecraft, Henry 
12 Charlesworth, Kate 

153 Chartres, Margot (owner Violet Pilot) 
155 Cheffers, Freya (owner Violet Pilot) 
453 Cheffins, Jane & Pete 
574 Cheffins, Peter 
110 Cheung, Carol 
310 Christy, Julie-Anne 
223 Churack, Danielle 
77 Churley, Julie 

180 Clancy, Robyn L 
103 Claremont Baptist Church (Ian Simms) 
203 Claremont, Town of 



95 Clark, Donald (on behalf of the Landowners of Seaview Lane Strata Lot 
52/100 Stirling Hwy, North Fremantle) 

579 Clune, Anna 
212 Cmielewski, Cecelia 
581 Cock, Daniel 
369 Connor, Tony 
100 Cook, Bruce 
568 Cooper, Katey 
284 Cooper, S P & G R 
273 Cotton, Sandra J 
577 Courtney, Liam 
341 Cowell, Wendy 
89 Craig, Daniel 

391 Cranfield, Richard L J 
332 Cromag Pty Ltd 
498 Cropley, Cecily 
491 Cropley, Peter 
386 Croudace, Michael 
387 Croudace, Susan 
487 Crugnale, Gianpaolo (Gage Roads Construction) 
415 Cullity, Dr Marguerite 
93 Cunningham, Lesley 

111 Cunningham, Tom & Bryant, Peri 
115 Currie, Rachel 
121 Curtis, Jackie 
280 Dagg, Alan & Jennifer 
72 D'Angelo, Marissa 

388 D'arcy, John L 
346 Date, Russel 
141 Davidson, David K 
232 Davidson, Ron & Dianne 

6 Davies, Denise 
3 Davies, Xian-Li 

253 Davis, Christopher 
382 Davis, Dr Neville J 
252 Davis, Mary 
373 Daw, Ian T 
396 Daw, Trevor A (Chairman of the Forrest Grove Villas Body Corporate on 

behalf of the Forrest Villa owners) 
420 Day, Brenna 
485 Day, Robert 
191 D'Cress, Brian G 
288 de Caux, Christian 
104 Dean, Allan & William 
28 Deejay Nominees Pty Ltd (Durack & Zilko Lawyers on behalf of)  

272 Deighan, Dorothy H 
566 Demissie, Bayoush 
331 Department of Transport, Main Roads WA & Public Transport Authority 
286 Desforges, Jonah & Danielle 
519 D'Esterre Family 
81 Dobra, Wendy & Max 

277 Dodd, Marilyn 
423 Donovan, Kim S & Payne, Carl D (Twine Court Pty Ltd) 



55 Douglass, Tony (on behalf of Empire City Superannuation Fund) 
237 Drayton, Roslyn 
254 Dreyfus, Michele 
313 D'Souza, Father James (Parish Priest Cottesloe/Mosman Park) 
139 Dutry, Danicia 
394 Dwyer, Bryan & Nyree 
358 Eastwood, David 
436 Eidsvold. Jaimie 
502 Eldon, Lisa 
255 Eldred, Sara 
267 Elsey, Richard 
23 Elton, Sophie 

474 Evans, Glenn 
207 Farnsworth, Kate 
351 Faye, Bridget 
178 Fearis, Neil 
583 Ferguson-Thomas, Susan 
210 Ferrari, Robert 
431 Ferrell, Margaret 
181 Ferrell, Walter J 
596 Findlater, Kate & Brendon 
489 Finn, Kirsty 
243 Fiocco, Suzanne & John 

4 Fire & Emergency Services Authority of WA 
135 Flack, Ian 
136 Flack, Jacqueline 
345 Fleming, Hamish 
404 Fletcher, Paul F 
87 Flynn, Amber 

257 Forarty, Cain 
438 Ford, Patrick 
244 Forma, Ann 
98 Forrest, David & Nedela, Janis 
19 Freind Investments Pty Ltd (Clayton Friend, Director on behalf of)  
8 Fremantle Ports 

84 Fremantle, City of 
307 Galan-Dwyer, Bianca 
242 Gamblin, Paul 
336 Gardiner, Leigh 
25 Gare, Robert C & Kathleen L 

595 Gay, Marlene M 
269 Gerard McCann Architect (on behalf of the owners Lot 51 Stirling Hwy, 

North Fremantle) 
206 Gilchrist, Sylvia 
584 Glass, Stuart 
401 Glassby, Cathie 
353 Glegg, Trevor 
479 Godden, Alison & Andrew 
35 Godlonton, Heath Sanderson & Sasha 

226 Goodlich, Mary-Ann 
570 Goodridge, Phillipa 
214 Goodwin, Clare 
506 Grant, Barbara 



505 Grant, Randall 
260 Green, David 
261 Green, Janet 
558 Green, Russell 
559 Green, Shirley 
389 Greenway, Claire 
427 Greg Rowe and Associates (act on behalf of owners Ortona P/L & Don 

Russell Holdings) 
445 Greg Rowe and Associates (act on behalf of owners Yat-Wing Liu & 

Precious Holdings Pty Ltd) 
458 Griffin, Scot & Clare 
82 Groves, Norman John 
67 Hall, John D & Penuel K 
43 Hall, Lorraine & Geoff 

409 Hamersley, Vicki & Simon (property held in the name of LF Rural Nominees 
Pty Ltd) 

76 Hammond, L 
9 Hams, Simon D D 

362 Harper-Meredith, Karri 
54 Harriott, John F 

408 Harris, Daphne 
134 Harvey, Clare 
186 Hasluck, Sally A 
162 Hatton, Damien 
172 Hawkes, E 
371 Hay, Cameron 
71 Hayes, Bruce 

333 Heagney, Karen 
412 Health, Department of 
301 Heard, Kent 
421 Herbert, Serina 
381 Hewitt, Maxwell E (on behalf of the North Fremantle Community 

Association) 
350 Hill, Richard & Schell, Fleur 
147 Hills, Lisa J 
340 Hills, Neville F 
483 History Council of Western Australia (Dr Lise Summers, president) 
572 Hopkins, Alexandra 
74 Hopkins, Philip & Mary 

511 Hos, Joanna 
503 Hoskings, Janet 
57 Hotchkin Hanly Lawyers (on behalf of Euro Form Constructions Pty Ltd) 

276 House, Kate 
357 Howe, Jim 
10 Howe, Peter M 

321 Howieson, Jill 
379 Hume, B 
196 Hunter, J M 
197 Hunter, W 
342 Hutchison, June 
225 Hyndman, Trish 
20 Imani, Dr Pedram 
64 Independent Cinemas Pty Ltd 



11 Indigenous Affairs, Department of 
113 Ioppolo, Gary 

1 Ioppolo, James 
463 Jackson, Andrew (on behalf of all owners of Greenough Home Units) 
131 Jeffree, Marjorie G V 
377 Jelovsek, Francesco 
39 Jeta Pty Ltd 

241 Johnson, Jill 
300 Johnson, Josephine 
235 Johnstone, Graeme 
231 Johnstone, Klara 
424 Jones, Alex 
289 Jones, Bryn 
383 Jones, Peter F 
518 Jordan, Ray 
216 Joyce, Fletcher J 
338 Kaesehagen, David 
170 Kain, Anthony 
393 Keely, Dr Nicholas 
352 Keen, Michelle 
108 Kelly, Simon 
168 Kennedy, Dorothy 
274 Kenny, Judith 
204 Kent, Jack 
205 Kent, Louis 
125 Kidd, Paul 
209 King, Natasha 
158 Kleinig, Richard 
221 Knutson, Barry 
493 Kohan, Kimberley 
591 Kotsoglo, Imogen 
339 Kowald, Brian 
588 Kruit, Michael 
169 La Fontaine, Monique 
348 Lane, Glendon 
349 Lane, Jennifer 
293 Lane, Richard 
188 Langmead, Rex A (representing Langmead Investments P/L in trust for the 

Langmead Familty Trust) 
33 Leach, Jeffery & Helen 

215 Leah, Ann 
375 Leahy-Kane, Jane 
14 Lee, Shirley C L 

466 Leighton, Chris 
271 Leondro Mika 
83 Leslie, Benjamin & Oliver, Nicole 
46 Lim, Tanya Fong 

496 Line, Wendy 
38 Ling, Kendrick 

599 Litis, Desi 
586 Llewellin, Michael 
578 Loe, Louise 
302 Lopresti, Frank (on behalf of the owners of 176 Stirling Hwy, Nedlands) 



482 Lorenz, Anita 
27 Lund, Wayne 

562 Lushey, Robert A 
126 Lyndon, Angie 
367 Lyons, Christopher 
557 Lyons, Emma 
60 MacDougall, Sonya Lee 

258 MacGill, Gerard (on behalf of the North Fremantle Community Association) 
85 MacGowan, John & Charmaine 

291 MacKay, Sharon 
504 MacKie, Maggie 
151 MacLeay, Shayne 
112 MacLeay, Travis 
299 MacNeill, Ron 
359 Maher, Ingrid 
356 Mair Property Securities Ltd (on behalf of all the owners of 525 Stirling Hwy, 

Cottesloe) 
585 Malacari, Luke S 
217 Maley, Kirsten 
573 Maloney, Bruce 
246 Mannolini, Amanda; Gerrish, Laurence & Connolly, Anne-Maire 
142 Mansell, Vanya 
65 Martinick, Dirk 

171 Martino, Bianca 
368 Marwick, Susan 
130 May, Sarah 
249 McCormick, Jonathon R 
179 McGechie, David & Ada 
592 McGowan, Claire 
571 McGown, Michael (on behalf of Kirsten Maley) 
575 McKean, Andrew 
594 McKenzie, Ian 
473 McNab, Sandy C 
461 Meehan, Pamela 
230 Mellor, Edward 
229 Mellor, Thomas 
354 Meredith, David 
56 Merks, Kristy 

501 Metcalfe, Chris 
517 Mian, C 
192 Mignot, Belinda A 
563 Miller, Todd 
316 Milliner, Andrew 
315 Milliner, Jessica 
24 Mines and Petroleum, Department of 

140 Monk, Anthony & Shirley 
450 Monro, Caroline 
360 Monro, Victoria 
53 Morgan, Sue 

303 Moriarty, Bruce 
41 Morris, Dr Christina (Appollonia Nominees, Cottesloe Dental) 

500 Morton, Keith 
70 Mosman Park, Town of 



582 Moulden, Deanne 
457 Muir, Gregory 
600 Mullen, Kate 
476 Mulvena-Trinder, Brendan 
495 Murray, David 
413 Murray, John (Creation Landscape Supplies) 
494 Murray, Lisa 
101 Mussared, Helen A 
372 Musto, Ken & Lyn 
486 Nairn, Pam 
26 Nardone, Rocco A (for Conpec Pty Ltd) 

292 National Trust of Australia (WA) 
29 Naughton, Paul  

183 Nedlands Electors Association (Inc) 
123 Nedlands, City of 
462 Neil, Anne & Tepper, Steve 
347 Newson, Alan & Barlow, Johanna 
182 Nguyen, Thai Duy 
434 Niblett, Dylan 
222 Nichol, Colin 
567 Nicholls, Scott 
437 Nicholson, Charlie 
52 Nikakhtar, Loghman 

298 Nikolich, Amanda & Goran 
236 Nixon, Bruce & Handcock, Karen 
99 Nomet Pty Ltd 

516 Nottage, J 
314 O'Connor, David 
187 O'Dea, John 
256 Officer, Meg 
296 O'Keefe, Joe 
418 O'Loughlin, Edmond (on behalf of Geraldine O'Loughlin) 
213 Orchard, Stuart 
512 O'Reilly, Alexandra 
513 Oria, Conrad 
90 Orly, Tammy 
34 Ou, Zhiliang 

561 Owenell, Ben 
560 Owenell, John 
467 Owners of Brookwood, 396 Stirling Hwy (Andrew Bremner) 
263 Owners of Terrara (Strata Plan 1275) 
233 Palmer, Narayani 
428 Palmer, Richard D 
320 Paparone, Jack 
319 Paparone, Romaine 
278 Parmentier, Brice 
247 Paterniti, Robert & Sue 
295 Paterson, Alistair 
564 Paterson, Eleanor 
480 Paterson, Jennifer A 
266 Paton, Mary-Anne 
364 Pattison, Cate & Giles 
156 Paulik-White, Dr Georgie 



335 Pauling, Glenn 
265 Paxton, James F 
88 Pearce, Cameron 

149 Pedro, Zamia 
425 Peppermint Grove, Shire of 
66 Petrides, Peter 

218 Phillips, Dodie 
118 Phillips, Jenny 
51 Philpott, Martin & Mary 

220 Pickles, Carol 
410 Pieniazek, Jan & Cecilia 
200 Pinkster, Lauren 
597 Pinto, E 
185 Pisano, Ngarie & Giglieto 
465 Pittaway, Janine & Brown, Stewart 
403 Planning Solutions (on behalf of Amana Living) 
426 Poland, Greg 
227 Pollard, Helena 
166 Porter, Clare 
287 Pratt, Brian & Gillian 
590 Prindiville, T 
208 Pritchard, Georgina 
328 Ptolomey, Brendon (AAPI Certified Practising Valuer) 
312 Pyvis, Sally 
251 Quayle, Monica 
106 Rae-Frae, Ama 
78 Ramdas Tampi & Pamela Hendry 

161 Ramsay, Rob 
159 Randall, Brooke 
370 Rattigan, Annabel 
451 Rattigan, Graeme 
569 Redgrave, Sian 
167 Reed, Sandra 
144 Rees, John (Mosman Park Veterinary Hospital) 
297 Reeve, Thomas & Valerie 
18 Reid, Sarah M 
37 Remmerswaal, N 

477 Revell, Kerry 
58 Richardson, Gavin 

598 Ridley, Ben & Dietrich, Jessica 
593 Ridley, Cate 
129 Rigg, Jeremy 
157 Riley, Jim 
454 Rippingale, Kelly 
443 Rivalland, Virginia & Daniel 
407 Roberts, Giles 
193 Roberts, Lynn 
411 Roberts, Peter; Strauss, Caroline; Wood, Anne & Lankester, Keith 
435 Roberts, Tom 
133 Robinson, John 
514 Rogers, Joanna 

5 Rogers, John 
238 Rogers, Steve 



515 Rogers, Steve 
127 Rosenstein, Jennifer 
173 Runco, Mario & Mary 
160 Russell, Glenn 
400 Ryan, Gary 
326 Sambrailo, Christian 
565 Savill, Julie 
79 Savoy Management Pty Ltd 

510 Scott, Elizabeth 
40 Seng, James Cheah Kit (Duomark on behalf of the owners) 

488 Shaw, Jeni 
432 Shepherd, Melissa 
290 Shepherd, Pip 
380 Showell, John A 
22 Simpson, John & Marie-Louise 

275 Skipworth, Ric & Tish 
490 Sluga, Lena 
259 Smith, Deonne 
250 Smith, Keith & Elizabeth 
281 Smith, Roland 
344 Smith, Sophie 
343 Smith, Stewart 
448 Socha, Pauline M 
21 South West Aboriginal Land & Sea Council (SWALSC) 

107 Spencer, David 
234 Stansfield, Judith 
69 State Heritage Office 

414 Staude, Anita 
442 Steffen, Thomas & Franscesca 
248 Stirling, Kim 
116 Stokes, Amy 
366 Stone, Noel T 
509 Stoner, B 
80 Subiaco, City of 

481 Sullivan, Andrew 
279 Sullivan, Jane 
224 Suttar, Craig 
97 Swan River People Native Title Holders 

330 Sweetman, Lorraine 
456 Swift, Omega 
499 Swiney, Tracey 
469 Tambasco, Serena 
15 Tan, John Tiang Tong 

283 Tapp, Aimee 
285 Taylor, Annie 
240 Thayne, Nell 
334 The Fremantle Society 
94 The Landowners of Stirling Heights - SP5036 

102 The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth 
154 Thomas, Jacinta (Manager Violet Pilot) 
521 Thompson, M O 
148 Thompson, Stephen 
174 Thorpe, John 



122 Thorpe, Susan 
444 TPG (on behalf of Rhys Edwards, owner Nedlands Post Office) 
397 TPG (on behalf of the landowners Amhurst Enterprises Pty Ltd and John 

Fountain as trusteee for the John Fountain Family Trust) 
439 TPG (on behalf of the owners CITI Fiedlity Nominee Co Pty Ltd) 
497 Tregonning, Anne 
492 Trishs' Place (Antiques) 
245 Truscott, Kate 
449 Tucak, Layla 
478 Tucak, Michael 
146 Tulloch, Alastair (Councillor) 
376 Turner, Stacey 
96 University of Western Australia (Professor Paul Johnson) 

471 Unknown 
524 Unknown 
525 Unknown 
526 Unknown 
527 Unknown 
528 Unknown 
529 Unknown 
530 Unknown 
531 Unknown 
532 Unknown 
533 Unknown 
534 Unknown 
535 Unknown 
536 Unknown 
537 Unknown 
538 Unknown 
539 Unknown 
540 Unknown 
541 Unknown 
542 Unknown 
543 Unknown 
544 Unknown 
545 Unknown 
546 Unknown 
547 Unknown 
548 Unknown 
549 Unknown 
550 Unknown 
551 Unknown 
552 Unknown 
553 Unknown 
554 Unknown 
555 Unknown 
556 Unknown 
601 Unknown 
602 Unknown 
61 Vasudavan, Dr Sivabalan (Sole Director of Lola Management Pty Ltd) 
16 Victoria Creek Pty Ltd 

198 Vidulich, K M 
199 Vidulich, M 



86 Vigano, Anthony J 
152 Vujic, Tara 
164 Vujic, Tijana 
507 Wall, Jon 
472 Wallbridge, Philip 
239 Walsh, Aiden 
143 Walsh, Brett 
317 Walsh, Jane 
318 Walsh, John 
402 Walter, Peta (on behalf of the North Fremantle Community Association) 
422 Walton, Haylee 
306 Warrall, Ian 

2 Water (Swan Avon Region), Department of 
363 Water Corporation 
177 Watson, Nevin J 
264 Weber, David 
460 West, Carly 
455 West, Michael 
105 Wheeldon, Chris 
176 Whelans WA Pty Ltd (on behalf of owners Gull Properties) 
268 Whelans WA Pty Ltd (on behalf of owners WA Flour Mills Pty Ltd) 
508 White, Rolf 
374 Whitley, John 
417 Wickenden, Kyele J 
589 Wilkinson, Kate 
395 Williams, Simon & Jill 
325 Willis, Jane 
475 Willson, Hayley E 
73 Wilson, Kerri 

117 Wilson, Stacey 
150 Wilson, Tracey 
464 Woods, Trent 
405 Woollett, Sara 
305 Worrall, Charlotte 
304 Worrall, Karen 
36 Yau, Bonnie 

311 Yeaton, Jeff 
392 Yeo, Veronica J 
406 Yu, Lawrence 
42 Yuen, Julie (for Weng Hoong Nominees Pty Ltd) 
7 YWB Pty Ltd 

194 Zevis, M A & A C 
324 Zuvela, Peter 

  
Late 

Submissions 
 
Name 

623 Adams, Pete 
612 Bekkevold, Sacha 
620 Bell, James 
622 Berrovic, L 
608 Caddy, Stephen M 
626 Cottesloe, Town of 



627 Crandell, J D 
606 Evans, George M 
624 Evans, Susan 
625 Gow, Peter 
621 Graeme Robertson Group 
610 Hood, Libby 
614 Lane, Gary 
613 MacRae, Jenna 
611 Merride, Christopher 
609 Nolan, Clint 
607 O'Driscoll, Nanette 
618 Owenell, Helen; Willing, Suzanne & Bennett, Christine (Busatti) 
604 Page, Jane & Gilmore, Mike, Jane, Tom & Elea 
615 Rowe, Jacqui 
628 Shell Company of Australia, The 
603 Silove, Dr Kym 
605 State Development, Department of 
616 Unknown 
617 Unknown 
619 Wright, Timothy (Wrightfeldhusen Architects) 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Schedule 2 
 
 

Summary of submissions and determinations 



Submission 1:  James Ioppolo 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Maylands) 
 
Summary of Submission: Support  
 
This submission supports long term improvements to Stirling Highway. 
 
The submitter observed improvements to Great Eastern Highway and recognises the 
importance of good planning across Perth. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Support noted. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 2:  Department of Water 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
Assessed. No Comments. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Noted. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 3:  Xian-Li Davies 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 103 (No. 2/16) Crossland Court, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A minor reservation intrusion into a garden bed is acceptable, but not private courtyards. 
 
Nuisance and noise pollution from the road widening should be considered. Impacts to water 
meters and courtyard walls at 16 Crossland Court are unacceptable without compensation. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Compensation and acquisition is legislated; unique to each situation and, the subject of 
negotiation. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
A new reservation over the 15 grouped dwellings is proposed. An original reserve was 
deleted in 1996. The advertised reservation varied 7.9 and 8.8 metres into the property as 
measured from the Stirling Highway title boundary. The modified verge width (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) reduces the reservation to between 6.9 and 7.8 metres 
including Stirling Highway fronting courtyards and parts of the existing building. 



The severe angle of the highway here and poor visibility at nearby Keane Street dissuade 
further modification at this location. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 4:  Fire and Emergency Services Authority of Western Australia 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
No comment. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Noted. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 5:  John Rogers 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mosman Park) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Fifteen thousand properties will become unsaleable and unable to be improved based on a 
plan that may never happen. Government is unlikely to have $1 billion to compensate 
landowners and construct roadworks. Advertising the amendment has affected land values. 
 
This is a black cloud for residents hanging over economic, social infrastructure. A significant 
number of small businesses operate on Stirling Highway, particularly Mosman Park. 
 
The worst outcome of decades of inaction (no immediate buy back or action) ensures 
declining property values with no positive community outcome. For what? No more lanes, a 
wider median strip, another cycleway and a bus lane for a virtually non-existent service.  
 
Photo overlays of affected areas to show the true effect should be released. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The amendment involves 
approximately 1,500 properties, reducing the overall extent of reservation (and related State 
financial liability) by greater than 28 hectares (about one third) as modified (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
Securing an effective reservation and associated ultimate highway design affords greater 
certainty for landowners than at present. Redevelopment proposals will be better informed 
ensuring no new development is approved within the reservation. 
 
If finalised, for the first time funding and prioritisation for highway improvements can 
progress. 



A regional reservation does not prevent sale of land or ongoing maintenance. Also, lawful 
additions that do not intensify development over the reserved portion of the site may occur. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing.  
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 6:  Denise Davies 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 500 (No. 10/26) Broome Street, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The owner supports the removal of the existing reservation over the above lot. There is no 
point holding land in a reservation that will never be required. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The amendment deletes the existing reservation over the Broome Street strata development. 
 
The existing reservation is entirely deleted from almost 200 freehold properties and reserves. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 7:  YWB Pty Ltd 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 4 (No. 208) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A reservation of 9.7 metres from the boundary will leave no car park at the property. 
 
The proposed reserve will severely impact the value of the property, businesses and tenants. 
The owners will seek compensation from the council for the loss of revenue, devaluation and 
the changed economic value of the original investment. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The lot’s amended reservation is approximately 1,100 m2 less than the existing reserve. 
 
The advertised reservation reduces the existing 46 to 47 metre reservation (as measured 
from the Stirling Highway title boundary) to 9.6 to 9.7 metres. A modification (refer to 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) further reduces the reservation to 8.6 to 8.7 metres. 
 
If the amendment is not finalised, the existing reservation will remain unchanged. The 
modified reservation includes existing parking at the front of the site however excludes the 
entire building and rear car park. Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs 
and 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 8:  Fremantle Ports 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection / Comment 
 
Fremantle Ports’ comments that southern Stirling Highway is a strategic road freight route 
servicing Fremantle Inner Harbour with Port Beach and Tydeman roads and Curtin Avenue. 
 
The potential extension of Curtin Avenue to Stirling Highway is not considered. 
 
Strategic planning for the wider regional road network and integrated transport planning for 
strategic road freight routes in the area should be part of the amendment consideration. 
 
Land use planning similar to the Beehive Montessori School MRS amendment should be 
considered. 
 
Planning of the Curtin Avenue extension in a timely and coordinated manner for certainty and 
clarity of landowners and stakeholders is urged. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
For information and transparency, the advertised road concept plan refers to a potential 
extension of Curtin Avenue into Stirling Highway but it is not part of this amendment. 
 
A separate amendment focused on regional transport and Fremantle Ports may advance a 
potential connection of Curtin Avenue with Stirling Highway if identified as the preferred 
option. Continued liaison between Fremantle Ports and Department of Transport is 
encouraged. Any subsequent amendment will be subject to public consultation. 
 
The WAPC recommended approval of MRS Amendment 1217/57 Beehive Montessori 
School Rationalisation in its Report on Submissions dated March 2012. The amendment 
rezones 6963 m2 of Parks and Recreation reservation to Public Purposes (special uses) and 
772 m2 to Public Purposes (water, sewerage and drainage) west of the Fremantle train line 
(approximately 150 metres west of Stirling Highway) following the same legal process as this 
amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted / objection dismissed 
 
 
Submission 9:  Simon Hams 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 210/40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed reservation over the above mixed use strata development is objected to.  
 
The reserve will devalue and negatively affect enjoyment of the property. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont. 
 
Determination:  Submission upheld 



 
Submission 10:  Peter Howe 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 35 (No. 3/1A) Osborne Parade, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Reduce verge width by 1 to 2 metres near Osborne Parade to reduce land resumption. The 
west side footpath adequately caters for pedestrians due to the Eric Street traffic signals. 
 
A higher stone fence for noise abatement is mentioned.  
 
For the most part, right turns should not be allowed on Stirling Highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Catering for safe pedestrian movement within the reservation is essential. A pedestrian 
facility (footpaths) on both sides of the highway is necessary. Due to its east-west 
connectivity roles, no additional changes to the reserve at Eric Street are supported. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Formalising right turns via queuing pockets are a central feature of the concept informing the 
amendment. Local Government informed identification of appropriate turn locations. 
 
The existing reserve over the 10 grouped dwelling site extends 30 metres into the lot from 
the highway title boundary. The advertised reservation varied between 2.5 and 7.6 metres 
and the modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) further reduces 
the reservation over the lot to between 1.5 to 6.6 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 11:  Department of Indigenous Affairs 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment  
 
There are two Aboriginal heritage places in the Stirling Highway amendment area as 
identified by the Aboriginal Heritage Information System (AHIS): DIA 3336 (Victoria Street 
Station) and DIA 21253 (Mosman Park). 
 
Reference is made to Due Diligence Guidelines for identifying risks to Aboriginal Heritage. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The reservation of land in the MRS does not itself physically disturb land. 
 
Protection of sites from specific development proposals is in accordance with Section 18 of 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AHA), via detailed archaeological/ethnographic studies. 
 
The WAPC encourages continued liaison between the Department of Indigenous Affairs and 
MRWA to ensure Aboriginal heritage is identified and protected in subsequent planning and 
roadworks related to the Stirling Highway MRS amendment. 
 



Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 12:  Kate Charlesworth 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 35 (No. 23/375) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
Support is given for encouraging active transport (walking and cycling) and public transport. 
 
The doctor/parent is concerned over increasing: car accidents/pollution; child injuries/deaths 
in car accidents; obesity; lung/heart disease; noise pollution; and, traffic congestion. 
 
Walking and cycling have many health and environmental benefits. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The amendment attempts to focus away from a traditional car based approach by prioritising 
pedestrian, cyclist and public transport above private vehicle movements. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 13:  Paul Webb (Blackburne Property Group) 
 

(also submissions 16, 17, 19, 22, 27, 29, 30, 33, 44, 47, 51, 56, 
58, 59, 60, 79, 124 and 175) 

 
Interest: Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A 
 
A pro forma submission has identical detail to another submission however is lodged by a 
different person. This pro forma (also known as Pro Forma A) was used for 19 submissions. 
 
The strata company (Council of Owners) of St Quentin’s Apartments, and various individual 
unit owners, reject increasing the reserve over 40 St Quentin Avenue because: 
 

1. It would require demolition of St Quentin’s apartments; 
 

2. St Quentin’s apartments are only recently built and meet all local planning 
requirements, including density and appearance; 

 
3. An extra lane on Stirling Road will not alleviate traffic congestion on Stirling Highway. 

 
Increasing the flow of traffic along Stirling Highway is supported. Increasing the reservation 
over Stirling Road boundary is contested. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Deletion of the proposed reservation over 40 St Quentins Avenue, Claremont is supported 
(refer to part 8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont). 
 
Determination:  Submissions upheld 



 
Submission 14:  Shirley Lee 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 9 (No. 26/18) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Any reduction to building access will reduce the enclosure area leading to the stairs. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The existing reservation over this property extends 22 to 23 metres into the lot from the 
Stirling Highway property title boundary. The advertised amendment sought to reduce the 
reserve to 8.5 to 8.6 metres from the boundary. The modified reserve (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) measures between 7.5 and 7.6 metres into the site. 
 
The existing reservation includes almost the entire existing 38 strata titled commercial 
building. Although significantly reduced, the modified reservation will retain the building 
frontage and the entry/staircase detailed in the submission. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 15:  John Tiang Tong Tan 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 1/128) Forrest Street (444 Stirling 

Highway), Peppermint Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The double garage of unit 1 will become unusable and reduce property value by one third. 
Six other adjoining villas will be similarly affected, creating a shortfall of 14 parking spaces. 
There is insufficient on-site space to replace the 14 car bays. Owners parking cars on 
adjacent streets will add to congestion and increase car insurance costs. 
 
Elderly affected villa residents parking in dimly lit streets is a safety issue, especially at night. 
 
Considerable inconveniences include: 
 

• Residents carrying groceries a long way from street parking; 
• Affected villa rubbish being taken out through the front door instead of the garage; 
• Designed for free access at the rear, only a narrow path exists at villa frontages; 
• Moving large items (e.g. furniture, white goods) along the narrow path will be difficult. 

 
The greater than 30 metre road reserve has been in place since 1963, yet this development 
was approved and constructed in 1974. It is unfair to punish property owners. For severely 
affected properties, such as this, the State should resume the entire property. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The advertised amendment sought to reduce the existing 31 metre reserve over the site from 
the Stirling Highway title boundary to between 7.6 and 12 metres. The modified reserve 
(refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) reduces the reserve to 6.6-11 metres. 
 



The modified reserve does not resolve garage access. Eventually seven garages will directly 
front the highway, side by side, which is untenable for the main road. Access to the garages, 
not the garages themselves, is affected by the reserve. The grouped dwelling advertised to 
be reserved is not within the modified reserve albeit with a minimal setback. 
 
No further modification to the highway design concept is supported in this locality. If the 
amendment is not finalised, the existing reserve remain unchanged. 
 
Resumption is negotiated once roadworks become a priority and funding is allocated. A 
solution to garage access may form part of negotiations. As fifteen grouped dwellings are not 
affected by the reserve, acquiring the entire development may be unlikely. Refer to part 7.6 
Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 16:  Victoria Creek Pty Ltd 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 17:  David Barker 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 212/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 18:  Sarah May Reid 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 55 (No. 8) Dalgety Street, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter does not want part of her house taken. Marketing the house to sell with this in 
the background will be difficult. Guidelines for selling reserved land are requested. The 
proposal should not go ahead. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The property (one house lot back from the highway) is presently partly reserved. The 
amendment seeks to entirely remove the reserve from the lot, not increase it as inferred. 
 
Attempts to clarify the amendment with the landowner occurred in consultation. 
 
Deletion of the reserve over the lot is supported. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 19:  Clayton Friend – Friend Investments Pty Ltd 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 202, 301, 305 and 307/40) St Quentin 

Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13  
 
 
Submission 20:  Pedram Imani 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 3 and 4/40) St Quentin Avenue,  
    Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed reserve increase over 40 St Quentin Avenue, Claremont is rejected. 
 
Suggestions to improve Stirling Road are: planter boxes in the verge; trees/vegetation on 
traffic islands; increased signage identifying Stirling Road, St Quentin Avenue and Stirling 
Highway; and, limiting heavy traffic flow on Stirling Road. 
 
A reserve over units 3 and 4 is contested. Achieving the proposed changes is impossible. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont - modification supported. 
 
As a local road, suggestions for Stirling Road are for Town of Claremont to determine in 
liaison with MRWA (due to proximity to Stirling Highway). 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (40 St Quentin Avenue excluded from 
    reservation) 
 
 
Submission 21:  South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council 
 
Interest:   Special interest group (indigenous) 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
Subject to the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AHA) and the memorandum of understanding 
between the SWALSC and the WAPC, monitors should attend the commencement of 
roadworks.  
 
If a registered site is affected by roadworks, a section 18 clearance may be required. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The reservation of land in the MRS does not itself physically disturb land. 
 
Protection of sites from specific development proposals is in accordance with section 18 of 
the AHA, via detailed archaeological/ethnographic studies. 
 
  



The WAPC encourages MRWA to liaise with the SWALSC to ensure Aboriginal Heritage 
sites are identified and protected in subsequent roadworks associated with this amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 22:  John and Marie-Louise Simpson 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 401/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 23:  Sophie Elton 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 100 (No. 261A) Queen Victoria Street, North 
    Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The value of the currently rented commercial kitchen and townhouse at 261A Queen Victoria 
Street will be drastically reduced by the proposed amendment due to loss of parking. 
 
The development at 261A was approved with one car bay per dwelling. No street parking 
exists close by. The amendment ignores this. No one will buy or rent a house without parking 
- the property will become derelict. The commercial kitchen at 261A will almost certainly be 
demolished. The owners will be forced to pursue council for the March 2012 value of the site. 
 
North Fremantle recently began to overcome blight. Queen Victoria Street has thriving 
shops, pubs and cafes for the first time in decades. This proposal could undo improvements 
by demolishing at least one building and ruining others. 
 
Heritage buildings and walls will be demolished - so much of Perth and Fremantle’s history 
and culture is already lost. A heritage wall on the south boundary of 261A will be destroyed. 
 
The extra bus lane is strongly objected to and is entirely unnecessary. Traffic is not heavy 
along Queen Victoria Street. It and Jackson Street are not Stirling Highway. Traffic planning 
for Perth’s main roads should not threaten this thriving local community.  
 
The amendment is a social and cultural threat and the WAPC should cancel the proposal. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation 
and timing; and 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The City of Fremantle acknowledges 261A Queen Victoria Street as local heritage. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street and reduction to Jackson Street reserve). 
 



Submission 24:  Department of Mines and Petroleum 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
Access to mineral/petroleum, geothermal energy and raw materials resources is not affected. 
 
The Geological Survey of Western Australia does not object to the amendment. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Comment noted. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 25:  Robert and Kathleen Gare 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 100 (No. 2 and 4/261A) Queen Victoria Street, 
    North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Number 261A Queen Victoria Street is nine strata lots and common property. The proposed 
amendment impacts strata lot 1, CP lot 7 and parking for strata lots 1 to 4. 
 
The church (1895) was purchased by its present owners in 1976; four townhouses 
constructed in 1979, a granny flat in 1990 and a commercial catering kitchen in 2001. Higher 
density was approved for preserving the heritage building. The property provides financial 
security for extended family and conforms to the aim of increased density near the highway. 
 
The proposed reservation will result in demolition of the catering kitchen and on-site car 
parking at 261A. This will impact upon the viability and value of the units. On street parking in 
the area is exacerbated by houses in Jackson Street having no off-street parking. 
 
Five attached two-storey shops south of 261A Queen Victoria Street will be demolished if the 
advertised amendment is approved. The shops are local heritage listed. 
 
The proposal affronts the integrity and the gateway of North Fremantle. It is rejuvenated after 
years of being depressed by the highway and Stirling Bridge creating a barrier for locals. 
 
The proposed bus queue jump lane will remove the original 1895 access stairs to the church. 
The Jackson Street cul de sac will partially demolish convict-built limestone church walls. 
 
The proposed bus queue jump lane on Queen Victoria Street and nearby closure of Jackson 
Street will impact the heritage shops and landscaped frontage of 261A. With a nearby bus 
stop in Queen Victoria Street the proposed short bus lane could be deleted. 
 
Jackson Street between Jewell Parade and the highway only serve four properties so a full 
cul de sac and turning circle is not needed. Rubbish collection could be managed and 
coordinated at the Jewell Parade junction. A hammerhead design utilising existing 
crossovers for turning, as many do now, could service smaller vehicles. 
 
With insufficient rents, units 2 and 4 may be sold with the amendment diminishing the sale. 



The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation 
and timing, and 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street and reduction to Jackson Street reserve) 
 
 
Submission 26:  Rocco Nardone (CONPEC Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 76 (No. 187) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A site visit to discuss the proposed 2.5 metre reserve and 8 metre truncation is requested. 
 
The two storey development has two tenancies - a telecommunications business upstairs 
and a health and beauty clinic at ground level. Entry is where the truncation is proposed. It 
employs six staff operating six days per week. Client access is at the front. 
 
Based on ‘duty of care’ and safety, disabled access and parking is only available at the front. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The advertised amendment sought to reduce the existing 14 metre reserve to 2.5 metres as 
measured from the highway boundary with a corner truncation. The modified reserve (refer to 
part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 1.5 metres with no effect on existing buildings. 
 
Eventually, front bays and southern (second) crossover may be removed (refer part 
7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing). No modification 
supported. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 27:  Wayne Lund  
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 104/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A - Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 28:  Deejay Nominees Pty Ltd 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 12/40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed reservation over part of St Quentin Centre is objected to. Recently completed, 
as a large complex, this issue should have been raised before approval, not after completion. 
 
The existing development is minimally setback. Loss of land to road widening will seriously 
affect amenity and safety for pedestrians. Stirling Road should not be reserved. 
 
Implementing the Stirling Road reservation will seriously interfere with access and use of the 
St Quentin Centre. Access to the centre from Stirling Road should not be altered. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont. 
 
Determination:  Submission upheld (40 St Quentins Avenue excluded  
    from reservation) 
 
 
Submission 29:  Paul Naughton  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A - Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 30:  Lisa Backhouse  
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 213/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 31:  Russell and Sally Brown 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 100 (No. 2/136) Stirling Highway, North 

Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The building is to be demolished under the amendment making it difficult to retain tenants, 
attract new ones or sell. It was purchased in 1987 to fund retirement. 
 
The rare Stirling Highway fronted office warehouse has a long term tenant (over 20 years) 
forced to consider relocating. The amendment will destroy the property value, leaving only 
the State to purchase, possibly not within the landowners’ lifetimes. 
 
Future traffic planning is supported however no reserve is needed at McCabe Street. 
 
The City of Fremantle fact sheet on Amendment No. 12 to its local planning scheme says 
that “land indicated for widening is to be ceded free of cost to the Crown”. This is inconsistent 
with the Amendment Report. 
 



This matter may be taken to the High Court of Australia. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
McCabe Street is less than 20 metres from the above property and connects east to the river 
and Mosman Park. Bus queue jump lanes; on-road cycle lanes; a left turn lane and traffic 
islands are planned so the intersection functions consistently with the rest of the highway. 
 
The now finalised amendment to the Fremantle local planning scheme rezoned the former 
Matilda Bay Brewery and the submitter’s property from ‘Industrial’ to ‘Development Area 18’, 
the same zoning as the former One Steele property on the north east corner of 
McCabe Street. It reinforces the need to resolve the ultimate highway design and reserve 
before redevelopment. It does not refer to ceding however prohibits development in the 
reserve. 
 
Increased development potential, intensification and the introduction of medium density 
residential development informs ceding provisions. Development Control Policy No. 1.7 
(DC1.7) General Road Planning details when ceding land free of cost may occur. Replacing 
industrial with residential development will increase regional traffic and potential congestion. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 32:  Marjorie Beamish (Flamenco Holdings Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 9 (No. 5/18) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The reduction to the existing reservation over the front of the property is objected to. 
 
It will reduce the future value and desirability of the building. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The subject site has an existing 22 to 23 metre reserve. The advertised amendment 
proposed to reduce it to 8.5 to 8.6 metres as measured from the highway boundary. The 
modified reserve (refer part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) varies 7.5 to 7.6 metres. 
 
The submission does not refer to the existing reservation. It is noted the landowner is 
objecting to a smaller reserve over the property than present. If, as requested, the 
amendment is not progressed, the larger 1963 reservation will remain unchanged. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 33:  Jeffery and Helen Leach 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 6/40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 



 
Submission 34:  Zhilian Ou 
 
Interest:   Regional Resident 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Extending Stirling Highway is objected to – funds should be reallocated to public transport. 
 
Stirling Highway is like Pacific Highway in Sydney which is much narrower and runs smoothly 
in peak hour because many people catch a bus/train to work. Will Stirling Highway go to six 
then eight lanes as congestion increases? 
 
People would not drive to the city if public transport was available/easy. The submitter drives 
daily between Bull Creek, Perth and Nedlands. Public transport requires bus/train changes. 
 
State and local government should construct more traffic islands for safer, organised turning 
movements. State Government should invest more in public transport for re-election. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The amendment proposes Stirling Highway remains as two traffic lanes each way (similar to 
present) not six or eight lanes. Formal right turn pockets for cars to queue out of the through 
traffic lane is a feature of the concept design. The amendment and design concept attempt to 
prioritise pedestrian, cyclist and public transport above car movements. 
 
Local government assisted identifying appropriate and inappropriate right turn locations. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 35:  Heath Sanderson and Sasha Godlonton 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 5 (No. 2/412) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment will reduce the likelihood of attracting and retaining suitable tenants due to 
road noise and level of comfort, and is not supported. The proposed relocation will bring the 
highway closer and decrease property value. 
 
Roadworks are only acceptable if individual compensation to each strata owner occurs. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Acquisition of reserved land is negotiated with individual strata owners unless it is common 
property. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The advertised amendment proposed to reduce the existing approximate 18 metre 
reservation over the property (as measured from the Stirling Highway title boundary) to 
6 metres. The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 
5 metres. 
 
If finalised, the amendment will, for the first time, exclude the apartment building from the 
reserve - two car bays will remain reserved. 



If the amendment is not finalised, the larger existing reserve will remain over the property. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 36:  Bonnie Yau 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Nedlands) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Stirling Highway is objected to. It will attract more cars via Fremantle to the city as 
an alternative to the freeway and not solve congestion. 
 
Too few traffic islands cause traffic jams. Build more traffic islands for turning cars to queue. 
 
Congestion will again worsen in the future unless government improves public transport. 
Sydney’s efficient public transport allows you to go anywhere without driving. The State 
needs to do a lot of planning and public infrastructure for return after the next election. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The highway concept design informing the amendment introduces solid central medians 
preventing informal right turn movements at all but safe locations. The concept design 
prioritises public transport, pedestrian and cyclist movements over cars. Two traffic lanes 
each way as per the current alignment is proposed. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 37:  N. Remmerswaal 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 1/1) Dean Street, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
Reducing the reserve over the above property is supported. Please resume the reserve and 
improve the highway, landscape and public amenity.  
 
Plant big trees (similar to Bay View Terrace) along footpaths, verges and central medians 
and provide public rubbish bins where people congregate, such as bus stops. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The advertised amendment proposed to reduce the existing 32 to 33 metre reservation (as 
measured from the Stirling Highway title boundary) to 5.8 metres and an 8.48 metre 
truncation at the above property. The modified reserve (refer part 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width) reduces the reservation further to 4.8 metres and a truncation. 
 
Landscaping and other infrastructure will be considered by MRWA and Local Government 
prior to roadworks. Setbacks are applied to large trees for safety and visibility. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 



Submission 38:  Kendrick Ling 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Nedlands) 
 
Summary of Submission: Support  
 
The amendment is supported as providing for buses, pedestrians and bicycles is necessary. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The concept design informing the amendment attempts to prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and 
public transport above private vehicle movements. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 39:  Jeta Pty Ltd 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A reduced reservation of 159 m2 is proposed for the lot. 
 
The reserve will affect amenity of the ground floor unit as its garden and lawn buffer it from 
Stirling Highway via metres of mature vegetation providing privacy, shade and shelter from 
traffic noise. The unit will be on the edge of the highway with landscaping removed. 
 
The amenity and market value of the unit will suffer significantly. Currently its highway 
seclusion makes it desirable. It will be less so as a result of the amendment. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Impacts to this property are unavoidable due to design requirements for connectivity at the 
Congdon Street and Eric Street/Osborne Parade intersections, to avoid impacts on State 
heritage listed Claremont Fire Station building and the angle of the highway in the locality. 
 
The existing reservation varies between 25 and 34.6 metres (as measured from the Stirling 
Highway title boundary). The advertised reserve reduced it to between 4.3 and 5.5 metres 
with the modified reserve (refer to 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) further reducing it to 
between 3.3 and 4.5 metres resulting in a significant reduction to the existing reserve.  
 
Part of the multi-level building (three units and a garage) is partly reserved for future 
roadworks. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The modified reserve is significantly less than the existing reserve that takes in at least half 
the apartment block. If the amendment is not finalised, the larger existing reserve will remain. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 40:  James Cheah Kit Seng 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 505 (No. 301) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The property has restricted onsite vehicular circulation between upper and lower car parks. 
The proposed reserve will completely remove the access ramp between the two. 
 
Although the proposed reserve is less than the original, removing internal vehicular access 
between two parking areas will confuse clients unable to get vehicles between car parks. 
 
Rent will suffer beyond fair compensation as demonstrated by the April 2012 withdrawal of a 
lease offer (24% higher than current rent) once the amendment was disclosed. 
 
The amendment is not supported. It is not sustainable to the highway’s traffic management. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The proposed reservation here is in close proximity to Claremont town centre, Leura Avenue 
intersection and a proposed bus queue jump lane. Leura Avenue is the east access for 
Claremont Town Centre connecting with Gugeri Street. The concept design between Stirling 
Road to Leura Avenue was compromised by a narrower reservation with a reduced speed 
limit, the area is so constrained. No further modifications in this locality are supported. 
 
The existing reserve over this property by varies between 17.45 and 22.5 metres, as 
measured from the Stirling Highway title boundary. The advertised reserve reduced the 
existing reserve to 229 m2. Leura Avenue is to accommodate a new right turn lane into the 
highway. The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is further 
reduced along Leura Avenue and highway boundaries by up to 1 metre. 
 
Although current internal vehicle circulation may be affected by future roadworks, the entire 
building will not be reserved for the first time. 
 
The Leura Avenue crossover may be a traffic hazard requiring closure prior to roadworks. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 41:  Christina Morris (Appollonia Nominees) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 90 (No. 478) Stirling Highway, Peppermint  
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Redeveloped as two storeys in 2000, the owner opposes increasing the reserve as it will 
result in removal of the entry steps and universal access ramp. 
 
The dental practice has operated locally since 1923 and from this site since the early 1960’s. 
 



Increasing the reserve will adversely affect the business. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
A reserve over the property was deleted in 1996. Cottesloe Central Shopping Centre 
(adjacent to the north) retains the 1963 reserve. The two properties are a boundary between 
the smaller 1996 reserve and larger 1963 reserve. As this property fronts Jarrad Street 
intersection, it is vital the reserve adequately caters for and retains future design options. 
 
The advertised reserve was 6.4 metres as measured from the highway title boundary, and is 
modified (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) to 5.4 metres. 
 
The modified reserve includes the north-west corner of the building. A landowner may 
request to retain unreserved portions of their lot and negotiate alterations to modify an 
existing building during future acquisition negotiations. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The 2000 renovation demonstrates an appropriate reserve assists redevelopment proposals. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 42:  Julie Yuen (for Weng Hoong Nominees Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 280) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The property is heritage listed by Town of Claremont and no portion of it should be reserved. 
 
The proposed reserve will reduce its market value, future buyer interest and selling price.  
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The former electricity substation was built to the highway boundary in 1923, and operates as 
a tyre/battery business. It is on the Town of Claremont heritage master list (local heritage). 
 
The current reserve extends 31 metres into the site from the highway title boundary. The 
advertised reserve was a 20 metre reduction varying 10 to 10.8 metres. The modified 
reserve (refer part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) varies 9 to 9.8 metres. If the 
amendment is not finalised the existing 31 metre reserve will remain. 
 
This site is close to Leura Avenue and Claremont town centre. The modified reserve avoids 
three State heritage buildings in this locality through alteration of the concept design. Due to 
the importance of regional movement in the locality, further changes are not supported. Refer 
to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance and 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 43:  Lorraine and Geoff Hall  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 500 (No. 17/26) Broome Street, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The submission supports the amendment to change the Stirling Highway reserve. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
An existing 1963 reserve extends 15 to 16 metres into this residential strata unit 
development site as measured from the highway boundary impacting six strata dwellings. 
 
The advertised reserve matches the existing title boundary thus proposes to entirely delete 
the reserve over the property. The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width) is not applied at this site as the proposed reserve matches the existing 
title boundary. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 44:  Spiro and Penelope Artelaris 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 220/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
Addition to Pro forma: Newspaper article; West Australian, dated 15 March 2012 about the 
former Governor’s support for public transport in Perth (copy of article with submission). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (40 St Quentins Avenue excluded 
    from reservation) 
 
 
Submission 45:  Romilly Carton  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 111) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
The submission supports reducing the existing 16 to 19 metre reserve over the site as 
measured from the highway boundary to an average of 5.1 metres. 
 
Use of the road reserve could be reduced by using part of the 5 metre median to maximum 
efficiency - the highway is already wide at this point. 
 
Although a proposed bus lane is on the north side, properties on both sides should 
contribute. Common sense should apply to footpath width as it may not be totally straight. 
 



Clarification on resumption of common property, direct benefits to individual owners and a 
response on advertising the amendment reducing property value is sought. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The wide central median planned near the property facilitates right turn pockets to the east 
and west. Landscaping or lengthening proposed right turn pockets are future options. 
 
It is not practical to equally apportion the reserve (or its value) to both sides of the highway 
due to safety, engineering and historical evolution of the current highway alignment. 
 
Acquisition and resumption are legislated. Acquisition of reserved land is negotiated with 
individual owners for individual strata properties while common property is with the relevant 
strata company. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and 
timing. 
 
The existing 16 to 19 metre reserve was advertised to be reduced to between 4.4 and 
5.8 metres. The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 3.4 to 
4.8 metres and will not be applied as an average. 
 
For the first time, this apartment building will not be reserved although a portion of the site 
adjacent to the highway remains reserved. 
 
Determination: Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions)/Support 

noted 
 
 
Submission 46:  Tanya Fong Lim 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 12 (No. 1/51-53) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
Notice of the amendment was received late in consultation. The strata owner understands 
the entire reserve is to be removed from this lot. 
 
Reasons for support are widening the highway in this location is a safety risk to residents and 
pedestrians due to more traffic; widening the highway would encourage speeding; and, the 
deleted reserve will improve the ability to resell the property. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The WAPC makes reasonable endeavours to notify owners of land affected by a proposed 
MRS amendment. Local government rates records provide landowner details however 
updating records may take several months from the property sale.  
 
The ultimate highway design and reserve is intended to improve safety for all highway users 
and not encourage speeding or reduced safety.  
 
The existing reserve extends approximately 30 metres into the lot from the highway 
boundary. The advertised amendment proposed to delete the reservation entirely from the 16 
unit site therefore the modified reservation (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) 
is not applied at the reserve is to match the existing title boundary. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 



 
Submission 47:  Pamela Bennett  
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 221/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont; Cycle lane 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
Additional to the pro forma are comments about increased Claremont traffic and greater 
potential impacts on Christ Church than present. Street parking at the church will be severely 
decreased, although it is needed, and noise within the church, already a concern, will 
worsen. The traffic noise at St Quentin Apartments and Christ Church can be unbearable. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer Submission 13 and part 8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont. 
 
Refer to part 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. The modified 
reserve may retain on-street parking options for Queenslea Drive for future investigation. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (40 St Quentins Avenue excluded 
    from reservation); partly dismissed 
 
 
Submission 48:  Aygul Abzalov  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 51 (No. 3/120) Forrest Street, Peppermint  
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed and will lower the above property value and rental potential. 
 
There is already a cycle path along Railway Parade. If a road requires expansion, empty land 
on both sides of the Fremantle railway should be used for traffic related road expansion. 
 
There are other roads from Mosman Park to Crawley that can be used to ease traffic 
congestion or redeveloped without affecting existing properties. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing and 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Stirling Highway is the only main road reservation across the western suburbs east of the 
Fremantle railway. No other options or reservations exist to cater for regional traffic.  
 
The property is presently entirely reserved. The advertised reserve sought a reduction to 
7.5 metres or less as measured from the highway title boundary. The modified reserve (refer 
to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 6.5 metres or less and includes a corner 
truncation. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Submission 49:  Cardno (WA) Pty Ltd (on behalf of BP Australia Ltd)  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 533) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed reserve reduction over this property will still detrimentally impact the service 
station forecourt area and affect operation as a service station.  
 
The proposed reserve will diminish value and affect potential use as a ‘Town Centre’ site. 
 
If amended, the landowner will claim compensation for the site not being able to continue as 
a service station or be redeveloped as a town centre development. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
An existing reserve completely covers this site. The advertised reserve sought to reduce the 
extent to between 4.3 and 7.5 metres as measured from the highway title boundary. An 8.48 
metre truncation is proposed at the Station Street corner. The modified reserve (refer part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) between 3.3 and 6.5 metres and has a truncation. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. Until 
reserved land is acquired, the current use may continue as is. At the owner’s discretion, an 
approved legal use may continue with non-conforming use rights once the reserve is 
acquired. Local planning scheme provisions apply to redevelopment of unreserved land. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 50:  Bowra and O'Dea Funeral Directors 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lots 19 and 20 (No. 571) Stirling Highway, 

Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Part of the local fabric, the funeral director has provided a valuable service for 80 years. 
 
It will not be able to continue once the reserve is acquired and the branch will close. 
 
Funeral parlours are discretionary in the local scheme so approval elsewhere is uncertain. 
 
This type of business may be hampered by emotive community opinions that may influence 
decision making and prevent the business re-establishing elsewhere. Finding another 
Cottesloe site along Stirling Highway with appropriate access is also unlikely. 
 
The amendment disadvantages funeral parlours more than other uses. This business may 
suffer a potentially irreplaceable loss to its business enterprise. 
 
The amendment does not adequately address Claremont private school traffic congestion, 
cater for expanding Stirling Highway as a regional road for increased population or support 
additional modes of transport such as light rail. 
 



Planning policies are medium term view (e.g. Directions 2031) while planning experts 
suggest they should be long term for planning the provision of infrastructure. Piecemeal 
construction of bus, cycle and turning lanes is all that will result from this amendment. 
 
The existing large 1963 reserve more adequately caters for an important long term regional 
road. Expanding the reserve after this rationalisation will be socially/financially costly. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The subject two lots at the south west corner of Jarrad Street and Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
are not presently reserved. An original 1963 reserve, deleted in 1996, covered the entire site. 
The advertised 238 m2 reserve (for two lots) is almost half the total site area. The modified 
reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is approximately 20 m2 smaller. 
 
No other funeral parlours are identified from Shenton Park to Fremantle. If reserved, the use 
may continue, as is, until reserved land is acquired for roadworks. Continuation as a non-
conforming use after acquisition is unlikely as the reserve affects existing buildings. It may be 
requested in future acquisition negotiations and informed by council liaison. Securing an 
alternative site and land use approval in Cottesloe is limited to the Town Centre zone. 
 
The submission indicates the proposed reserve is inadequate and should be larger. The 
amendment offers, for the first time, a reserve based on an agreed design which prioritises 
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport above private car movement.  
 
Stirling Highway is not identified in any contemporary planning studies as a preferred light rail 
route. It has high frequency bus services and is mostly within walking distance of the 
Fremantle railway. Retaining/reinstating the 80 metre wide 1963 reservation is not supported. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 51:  Martin and Mary Philpott 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 204/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 52:  Loghman Nikakhtar 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 800 (No. 119) Stirling Highway, North 

Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Improve public transport with good access and improved station facilities before roadworks. 
Secondly, take the railway underground. 
 
If Stirling Highway is widened it should be on the west side toward the railway line (Cottesloe 
to Fremantle) as there are almost no houses, shops or businesses. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The design concept informing the 
amendment includes bus queue jump lanes to improve public transport timing and reliability. 
Increasing public transport use, walking and cycling are prioritised above cars. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 53:  Sue Morgan 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 18) Minderup Close, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
Addressing Claremont traffic congestion and cyclist/pedestrian safety is supported. 
 
A proposed 40 centimetre reserve on the south of this lot is 15 centimetres from a garage 
parapet wall, and affects mature trees and footpath and access behind the garage. The 
proposed 20 centimetre highway boundary reserve is within 35 centimetres of roof eaves. 
 
Questions whether the State will guarantee purchase of the property if it fails to sell in a 
reasonable time. The owner is willing to sell now to avoid disruption associated with 
relocating a limestone wall. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The entire property is covered by the existing reserve. The advertised reserve significantly 
reduces it to 4 m2 varying 20 to 40 centimetres into the lot. The modified reserve (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) results in no reserve over the property whatsoever. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. An 
acknowledgement letter included information on acquisition. There is no compensation 
option here as the modified reserve is entirely removed from the land parcel. 
 
Determination:  Support and comment noted / objection dismissed 
 
 
Submission 54:  John Harriott 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 500 (No. 26) Broome Street and Lot 1 (No.111) 

Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
The proposed change to the road reserve over 26 Broome Street, Nedlands is welcome.  
 
Addition to submission. 
 
The reduced road reserve is supported, the smaller the better, in relation to 111 Stirling 
Highway, Nedlands.  
 
The existing median strip is wide and should be utilised as effectively as possible. Apply 
common sense to the north side footpath: the width may vary and it may not be straight. 
 



Concern that advertising the amendment has decreased property value requests comment. 
The reserve should be applied equally on each side of the highway to minimise disruption. 
 
The bus turning lane into Dalkeith Road is questioned. If required it should be at Baird 
Avenue. 
 
Right and left turns from the highway are always a problem and should only occur at 
designated points, for example, Vincent Street for right turns. 
 
Compensation in relation to common property is discussed, including concern that 
compensation paid to a strata company cannot be passed to individual strata title owners. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The 20 strata dwelling development at 26 Broome Street, Nedlands has an existing reserve 
extending 13 metres into the site, measured from the highway title boundary. The advertised 
reserve proposes complete removal of the reserve from the site. The modified reserve (refer 
to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is not applied here as the advertised reserve 
already matches the existing title boundary.  
 
The existing 16 to 19 metre reserve over 111 Stirling Highway was advertised to be reduced 
to between 4.4 and 5.8 metres. The modified reserve is between 3.4 and 4.8 metres. 
 
The highway has evolved into its current alignment thus equally reserving each side is not 
possible as concept design is engineered to satisfy road standards and improve flow. 
 
The bus queue jump lane at Dalkeith Road will facilitate city bound highway bus priority over 
cars queued at the traffic signals and also function as the general left turn pocket. 
 
Formalising right turns via solid central medians is a feature of the highway design concept. 
A right turn pocket is proposed at Vincent Street. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. Acquiring a 
reserve on common property is negotiated with the strata council of owners with 
compensation to improve common areas. A reserve over an individual unit is negotiated with 
the unit owner. 
 
Determination:  Support and comment noted / Objection dismissed 
 
 
Submission 55:  Tony Douglass (for Empire City Superannuation Fund) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 10 (No. 232) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission suggests resuming land along the highway will not solve the core issue of 
the Claremont town centre bottleneck: Leura Avenue to Queenslea Drive. 
 
The reserve was drawn to reduce State costs by avoiding Claremont buildings, bears little 
relationship to design requirements and attempts to maximise land take for least cost. 
Reconsideration of the plan and development of traffic congestion solutions is suggested. 
 
Resumption will destroy the business leaving an uneconomical parcel of land not suited to 
retail showroom development. The State should compensate for the entire business and land 



value. The car wash cannot operate once the reserve is acquired as queuing space and 
wash controls will be removed. The remaining 22.3 by 27 metre lot is unviable for 
redevelopment. 
 
The property is owned by a superannuation fund managed by the landowners. 
Compensation will not be enough to reconfigure the site, meet mortgage costs, no income 
during alterations or fund retirement. 
 
Spending significant amounts of money on Stirling Highway, destroying livelihoods and 
retirements of many people for no economic benefit to the community is questioned. 
 
The submission provides a number of detailed suggestions for increasing highway capacity 
without land take (refer full submission). The lack of changes to traffic signals shows no effort 
to reduce Claremont congestion. 
 
Existing pedestrian numbers do not justify a 5.1 metre verge width. Physical barriers provide 
better pedestrian and cyclist protection. 
 
Cycle lanes on busy roads do not work. Extend existing riverside paths for rider enjoyment. 
 
Undertake a study of bus queue jump lanes and travel time through Claremont, which is the 
real bottleneck. It suggests minimal travel time improvement from bus lanes. 
 
In undeveloped situations, 2.2 - 5.5 metre wide central medians are justified, but not in the 
constrained Stirling Highway situation. A 1.2 metre verge is suitable for trees. No right turn 
pocket is needed in front of the landowner’s property. 
 
Upgrading Gugeri Street to four lanes from Subiaco through to West Coast Highway to allow 
traffic to take the faster Curtin Avenue route to Fremantle is suggested. It only requires 
relocation of Claremont train station, Dawson’s Garden Centre and about 13 houses. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The amendment is based on a highway concept design that avoids State heritage. Refer to 
parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing, and 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Stirling Highway signal performance is monitored and adjusted to optimise performance. 
 
The verge is intended to accommodate landscape amenity, pedestrian safety and 
above/underground services, including gas, water, sewer and power which, ideally, should 
be located in the verge to minimise service maintenance disrupting highway traffic. 
 
Gugeri Street is reserved ‘Other Regional Roads” east of Claremont to Aberdare Street, 
Nedlands, not west of Claremont to West Coast Highway. The suggested alternative route 
west of Claremont would require a separate amendment supported by relevant studies. 
 
With no other regional road reserve between Fremantle railway and Nedlands a regional 
alternative to Stirling Highway does not exist highlighting the highway’s importance. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 



Submission 56:  Kristy Merks 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 312/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 57:  Hotchkin Hanly Lawyers (for Euro Form Constructions Pty Ltd)  
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 72 (No. 1/113) Forrest Street, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
In 2008 the WAPC approved five survey strata lots at this address. The road reserve 
including truncation was resolved by the State Administrative Tribunal and the WAPC 
acquired 151 m2 of land for future roadworks. The advertised amendment exceeds this. 
 
It will remove vehicular access to the corner strata lot by closing its Forrest Street driveway. 
 
The objection is that the proposed truncation differs from the original approved truncation 
agreed as part of the development and is an insurmountable barrier to reasonable access. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Five grouped dwellings lawfully constructed and strata subdivided in 2008 were assessed 
and approved based on best information available at the time. Planning is not static and 
policies and provisions are reviewed and updated from time to time. The development 
preceded the amendment by several years. 
 
The WAPC acquired 130 m2 of land and 18 m2 (existing 18 m2 truncation and a future 3 m2 

truncation) ceded free of cost for road widening. Vehicular access is via Forrest Street. 
 
The Department of Transport current standard for truncations on main roads like Stirling 
Highway is 18 m2 (8.48 metres). It is larger than agreed in the 2008 ceding, however, a 
consistent highway design is necessary for a safer highway environment. 
 
The existing reserve extends 31 metres into the site. The advertised reserve proposed to 
reduce the reserve to a 7 m2 truncation. The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width) marginally reduces the truncation. 
 
Resolving vehicular access to the property will form part of eventual resumption negotiations. 
Options may include retaining or modifying the existing crossover, utilising the future, wider 
Stirling Highway verge or a new highway crossover, not normally allowed, as an existing 
double garage fronts the highway with approximately one car length to the highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 58:  Gavin Richardson 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 201/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 59:  Mark Bremner 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 113/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 60:  Sonya Lee Macdougall 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 108/40) St Quentin Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 61:  Dr Sivabalan Vasudavan (Lola Management Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 9/40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The landowner rejects reserving part of this strata property for future roadworks. 
 
Widening Stirling Road will exacerbate existing congestion and increase traffic in Claremont. 
Instead, increase the reserve at a cross street away from Stirling Road and Leura Avenue. 
 
The amendment will adversely affect the local sense of community. St Quentin’s apartments 
have reinjected higher density living into the western suburbs. 
 
St Quentins, Claremont Quarter and improved St Quentin Avenue retail have created a 
livelier hub of activity. Widening Stirling Road will increase traffic reducing pedestrian safety. 
 
St Quentin’s is a landmark and presents high density as an attractive living option. The 
apparent disregard for the St Quentin’s owners will likely affect future demand for similar 
projects with less developers being interested in higher density development. 
 
The sales value of St Quentins was $118 million in 2010. It is questionable that benefits 
derived from demolishing it for a wider Stirling Road will outweigh compensation. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing and 
8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont. 
 



Determination:  Submission partly supported (40 St Quentins Avenue excluded 
    from reservation) 
 
 
Submission 62:  Matthew Berden 
 

(also submissions 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 82, 83, 85, 88 & 374) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 7/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B 
 
This is the first of 13 pro forma submissions with identical comments (Pro forma B). 
 
The proposed reserve overlaps the existing building so impacts the entire development even 
though it is a reduction to the existing reserve. 
 
It is understood, where a building or part of it is affected by a reservation, the entire 
development may eventually be purchased/acquired. Owners purchased for investment or 
residence and will be financially and physically impacted. The design should be altered to 
avoid purchase and removal of this apartment development. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The subject 21 strata residential unit property is opposite State heritage listed Claremont Fire 
Station. The locality is affected by several bends in the highway alignment which are to be 
reduced in angle for improved visibility and safety. The signalised intersection of 
Eric Street/Osborne Parade is less than 200 metres from the site. These features eliminate 
opportunities to reduce the proposed reserve width. 
 
The existing reserve extends 25 to 34.6 metres into this property from the highway boundary. 
The advertised reserve varied from 4.3 to 5.5 metres and the modified reserve varies 3.3 to 
4.5 metres (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
Eventual land acquisition is subject to landowner negotiation and may result in only the three 
units within the amended reserve being acquired. If this is the case, alterations to the 
remaining building to enable its continued use will occur, minimising impacts on remaining 
units. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Determination:  Submissions dismissed 
 
 
Submission 63:  Marjorie Bentley 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 500 (No. 1/26) Broome Street, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The landowner supports the amendment to the reserve at the above property. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
This 20 residential unit development has an existing 15-16 metre reserve upon it that affects 
six units. 
 



The advertised reserve matches the site’s title boundary. The modified reserve (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is not applied at this location as it affords no benefit. It 
also ensures the existing title boundary, fence, physical road reservation and MRS reserve 
match. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 64:  Independent Cinemas Pty Ltd  
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 123 (No. 100) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 

(Windsor Cinema) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The landowner submission provides a history of the 1937 built Windsor Cinema in present 
ownership since 1984 with two cinemas (capacity of 500 and 200) on site. 
 
Stirling Highway has minor traffic delays in peak times. MRWA reports a low incidence of 
traffic accidents. The streetscape is varied and attractive. Three areas (Webster Street to 
Dalkeith Road; Leura Avenue to Bayview Terrace and Bayview Terrace to Queenslea Drive, 
including private schools) experience delay travelling west in the afternoon peak. 
 
Turning pockets are not needed as side streets carry local traffic. Existing signalised 
intersections enable right turn movements. The Village Hub plan is opposed. 
 
Stirling Highway traffic will not substantially increase due to physical constraints on growth 
(Swan River, Indian Ocean, Kings Park and Fremantle train line). Parking cost, availability 
and a possible congestion tax will reduce Stirling Highway traffic to Perth.  
 
The reduced highway width and proposed 50 kilometres per hour speed limit for Claremont 
should be applied all along the highway. Existing commercial parking will be reduced, 
possibly affecting viability. 
 
No details of staging or roadworks costs are provided with highway changes reported as not 
occurring for 20 years. The Dalkeith Road intersection design will be approximately 
12.5 metres wider. A new ‘minimal access’ roadway should be built in the Fremantle rail 
reserve. 
 
The Dalkeith Road intersection copes well with traffic apart from the afternoon peak. This 
could be addressed by relocating the post office bus stop and adjusting the traffic lights. 
 
Pedestrian traffic near the Windsor Cinema is limited due to rear parking. Rear parking 
reduces customers walking along the highway. Stirling Highway is a poor cycling 
environment and 1.5 metre wide cycle lanes will not improve the situation. 
 
City of Nedlands 2009 documents suggest the reserve is to be ceded free of cost. Property 
owner’s compensation rights should not be removed.  
 
Only protecting State heritage listed properties is disconcerting for owners of unlisted 
properties that may be demolished or remodelled. The Windsor Cinema is interim local 
heritage listed, not State heritage listed, so impacts to the site are not avoided. 
 
The proposed reserve will require partial or full demolition of the cinema. The existing 
footpath is 3 metres wide with overhanging awnings. West of the Windsor Cinema, number 



102 is also interim heritage listed and number 98 to the east is a building of significant 
character. The three nest as significant buildings, all to be demolished. 
 
The existing highway adequately caters for traffic, is underutilised most of the day and 
potentially accommodates future traffic. Only remediation of minor congestion is required. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Although not State heritage listed (considered in 1995), the Windsor Cinema is on the 
National Trust’s National Heritage List. A modification to delete a proposed west bound bus 
queue jump lane at Dalkeith Road is supported as the minor narrowing will entirely exclude 
the cinema building (refer to part 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage). This 
modification will exclude the building at 102 Stirling Highway, Nedlands from the reserve. 
 
Solid central medians and formal right turn pockets at suitable locations will resolve potential 
delays due to informal right turns. Modifying Stirling Highway’s speed limit to 50 kilometres 
per hour for its length is not supported. Timeframes, prioritisation and staging of Stirling 
Highway roadworks may be established when the amendment is finalised. 
 
Refer to parts 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing, 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs and 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Determination: Submission partly dismissed (alternative transport solutions) / 

partly upheld (reserve to avoid the building footprint of 100 
Stirling Highway) 

 
 
Submission 65:  Dirk Martinick 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 59 (No. 380) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The landowner supports reducing the existing reserve from 38 metres to 9.8 metres, 
however, objects to the future widening of the highway. Abolishing the entire reserve is 
preferred. 
 
The proposed 9.8 metre reserve will impact the front limestone wall and two-car garage, 
dramatically changing the property as it was designed to have a large front garden.  
 
Their removal will reduce property value. Compensation and reduced value of the remaining 
lot as the large garden is replaced by a small garden too close to the highway. Outright 
purchase, not compensation for reserved land, is requested for the $1.8 million property. 
 
A closer highway will endanger unsupervised children in the garden. Noise pollution will 
increase. Delete cycle lanes and reduce or remove the central median. The verge is large. 
 
The concept design impacts properties east of Stirling Highway more than the west side – 
both sides should be equally affected thus less overall impact. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The existing 1963 reserve extends approximately 38 metres into this property, about two 
thirds of the lot including the existing dwelling. The advertised amendment sought to reduce 
the reserve to 9.6 to 9.8 metres as measured from the highway title boundary. The modified 



reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 8.6 to 8.8 metres and excludes 
the entire dwelling however impacts the existing front fence, double garage and front garden. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
This part of Stirling Highway is undulating with an existing bend to be modified for improved 
safety. Distributing the reserve equally on each side would nullify the ability to improve the 
existing alignment (i.e. reduce the curvature of the existing alignment). 
 
Refer to part 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 66:  Peter Petrides 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 151 (No. 626-628) Stirling Highway, Mosman 
    Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The property was purchased as a family investment more than 40 years ago. The owner has 
worked hard to keep the property in the family for future generations. 
 
The building was constructed in 1909. It is Local Heritage listed. If the highway needs 
widening, railway land should be used. Compensation will be less than private sale value. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
On the north east corner of Glyde Street and the highway and built in 1909, the two storey 
building contains take away food and laundrette land uses. It is part of a row of shops 
opposite Mosman Park station identified as Local Heritage by the Town of Mosman Park. 
 
In 1996 the reserve was amended to reserve most of the property to mitigate an extreme left 
angle turn for traffic entering Glyde Street. Almost the entire lot is to be reserved. 
 
Transit oriented development (TOD) was explored here due to the nearby Mosman Park train 
station and high frequency of 98 and 99 bus services. The Department of Transport consider 
this intersection as requiring a new formalised right turn pocket, new bus queue jump lanes, 
improved left turn movements, retention of existing station car parking and a minimum 
10 metre buffer between the train line and the highway, removing potential for a TOD. 
 
The existing row of shops contributes to local identity and sense of place by alerting Stirling 
Highway users that they are in Mosman Park. The modified reserve (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) will likely result in the eventual demolition of this 
building. 
 
Restricting traffic movements at Glyde Street or deleting bus queue jump lanes is not 
supported. A considerable slope in this locality complicates road design. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 67:  John and Penuel Hall 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 3/128) Forrest Street (also known as 
    3/444 Stirling Highway), Peppermint Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Amendment plans do not detail the existing circa 1970’s villas. The existing reserve over 
unit 3 is not shown on title and was not discovered before settlement in 1975. Research to 
determine the exact extent of the reserve ensued after attending two information sessions. 
 
The proposed reserve severely affects 8 of 23 villas. Strata units 1 to 6 and 22 have garage 
access near the highway and will become inaccessible if the amendment is approved. 
Demolishing strata unit 23, partially reserved, will affect attached strata unit 7. 
 
With a mixed ownership, many strata owners see their unit as equity for retirement housing 
or superannuation. The amendment has caused great concern amongst owners, particularly 
the elderly ones despite public presentations about the amendment. 
 
Authoritative sources suggest the amendment has adversely affected property values. No 
one is interested in buying property with vague and open-ended encumbrances. 
 
It is not acceptable to say that roadworks “might” not happen for 20 to 25 years, and that ‘if’ 
owners are unable to sell, the government ‘may’ be prepared to buy or compensate ‘if’ funds 
are available. 
 
Due to distrust of the valuation process, all affected properties should be valued now. This 
information would set a benchmark with an allowance for annual property values. State 
liability is millions of dollars for future ‘real’ market value verses unreserved land value. 
 
The amendment has limited design goals with little thought for effects on highway home and 
business owners. Landowners should be able to rely on the original development approvals. 
 
There is in reality very little traffic congestion on Stirling Highway except in two limited areas 
(described in full submission). 
 
There will be a major traffic bottleneck in Claremont no matter what changes are made to 
Stirling Highway due to traffic movement related to the private schools in the area. 
 
There should be greater control and restrictions on right turns off Stirling Highway. It is 
believed there are sufficient right turn lanes and traffic lights on Stirling Highway to achieve 
the desired effect. 
 
Bicycles and cars together on a road can be a dangerous combination. A 1.5 metre lane is 
not wide enough for safety and Stirling Highway is designated as a Primary Regional Road 
under the Main Roads Act. This alone should be justification to not provide cycle ways on the 
highway. Cycle ways on the highway should be weighed against loss of homes and financial 
security of self-funded retirees and small business owners. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 15. 
 



The advertised amendment plans did not include buildings as this detail is not included in the 
MRS. Indicative structures were however shown on concept design plans. Landowners may 
request building plans and approvals through the relevant local government. 
 
MRS reservations are not detailed on land titles however MRS maps are publicly accessible. 
In Western Australia the sale of a property does not require regional reserve verification. A 
vendor or agent is obliged to inform potential purchasers of a reservation if they know one 
exists. A landowner may apply for a reservations certificate under Clause 42 of the MRS. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. Valuing 
properties now is not supported and should appropriately occur once acquisition is imminent. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 68:  Peter and Celia Boyle 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 121 (No. 502) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A better alternative to widening the highway from south of Jarrad Street, Cottesloe to Queen 
Victoria Street, North Fremantle is sinking the railway from Eric Street to Jarrad Street and 
utilising the railway reserve from Swanbourne to North Fremantle as a future transit corridor. 
 
This will be less disruptive and a more effective and functional for local and regional road 
users while eliminating congestion and danger at the two problematic rail crossings. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The need to secure and 
implement an ultimate design and corresponding Stirling Highway reservation remains. 
 
The existing reserve over the property (Vintage Cellars) is a truncation at the Irvine Street 
corner. The advertised reserve was 12.1 metres plus truncation. The modified reserve (refer 
to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) measures 11.1 metres from the highway title 
boundary plus a truncation. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 69:  State Heritage Office 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The amendment is assessed under Section 11 of the Heritage of Western Australia Act 1990 
for potential impacts on several State Registered Heritage Places. This includes impacts on 
places of cultural heritage significance, specifically curtilage and impacts to the built fabric. 
 
The amendment impacts settings and building fabric of 14 State Registered Heritage Places. 
The State Cultural Heritage Policy statement of intent is that heritage places should be 



conserved. The Heritage Act 1990 requires any act that adversely affects a registered place 
be avoided unless no feasible and prudent alternative exists. 
 
The reserve should not affect curtilage or buildings of Registered Places. 
 
The WAPC should review the proposed reserve to identify an alternative solution to minimise 
impacts on State cultural heritage. For example, realign the reserve with the Fremantle 
railway reservation within the North Fremantle, Mosman Park, and Peppermint Grove areas, 
to assist in the protection of the curtilage and building fabric of Registered Heritage Places. 
 
Potential for impacts to places in the Heritage Council’s current Assessment Program and 
local heritage is of concern. These places may be State listed by the time roadworks occur. 
 
The Government Heritage Property Disposal Process must be followed where a State 
agency intends to demolish property in its ownership. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Any person may nominate a place for State heritage significant to the State Heritage Office. 
It is the responsibility of the State Heritage Office to assess potential State heritage in its 
Assessment Program. Local Heritage identification is a Local Government responsibility. 
 
See parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance and 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 70:  Town of Mosman Park 
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
Town of Mosman Park supports rationalising the highway’s reserve. Two main concerns are: 
 

1. Impacts on private land east of the highway (including buildings of cultural heritage 
significance) as road widening could occur in the west side road/railway reserves. 

 
2. Impacts to urban environment quality and redevelopment opportunities at key 

locations. 
 
The Town is particularly concerned that the proposed reservation between St. Leonards and 
Willis streets is unnecessary and inappropriately configured. The reserve will have a 
substantial detrimental effect on the key local activity node by compromising development 
viability of strategically located privately owned land, some of which has locally significant 
heritage buildings. 
 
Use the opportunity to extend the proposed reservation into surplus railway land abutting the 
western side of the highway in proximity to Mosman Park train station, rather than 
encroaching on privately owned property. This will maintain functionality of the highway while 
allowing for broader design and development opportunities and reducing land acquisition 
costs. 



The Town’s submission outlines alternative road designs (refer to full submission). 
 
The Town acknowledges beneficial sustainability outcomes of the proposed reduction in 
reserve width and is supportive of encouraging greater public transport usage. However, the 
proposed road design in some areas is focused on private vehicle use not public transport. 
 
Regarding social and economic sustainability, the Town believes the road reserve proposals 
will not create higher amenity in all locations, will reinforce Stirling Highway as a physical and 
visual barrier, will compromise opportunities for redevelopment near the Mosman Park 
station, will discourage redevelopment in accordance with the Town’s strategic objectives 
due to reduced land availability at critical locations and will detrimentally affect opportunities 
for residential development close to transit due to the likely poor quality of the future urban 
environment. 
 
The Town considers the proposed reserve to be inconsistent with Directions 2031 and the 
draft Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-Regional Strategy as it will impact on the section 
between St. Leonards and Willis streets functioning as an activity corridor, detrimentally 
impacting potential higher density housing in the Town in the most ideal locations as well as 
dwelling targets. 
 
The Town considers the proposed reserve to be inconsistent with WAPC Development 
Control Policy 1.6 “Planning to Support Transit Use and Transit Oriented Development” as 
the proposed reserve will create a low urban amenity environment and compromise 
sustainable urban infill near Mosman Park station. This goes against the Town’s draft Local 
Planning Strategy which proposes higher density residential development close to the Stirling 
Highway Activity Corridor. 
 
The submission and plans may be viewed in entirety in the Submissions section. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Plans submitted by the Town of Mosman Park are not supported. They do not improve left 
turn movements into Glyde Street or introduce a right turn pocket at Glyde Street. Peak hour 
traffic capacity is reduced to a single lane in each direction as the second lane becomes a 
peak hour bus lane and vehicular access to Mosman Park station is removed. The 
Department of Transport reviewed the design concept and agrees that the existing 
intersection configuration (i.e. not realigned as a right angled intersection) should be 
retained. The revised design is similar to the advertised reserve (refer to parts 7.5 Opposition 
to Reservation Width and 7.8.5 Glyde Street, Mosman Park). 
 
The Town’s aspiration for higher residential density on Stirling Highway is consistent with 
Directions 2031; however, it is intrinsically tied to the highway’s continuing role as a primary 
regional road with high frequency public transport. 
 
The Town’s assertion that the proposed road reserve and possible future nature of 
construction of the highway to a high standard will lead to a lower quality urban environment 
is not supported. 
 
Determination: Submission noted / partly dismissed (alternative transport 

solutions) 
 
 
  



Submission 71:  Bruce Hayes 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Claremont section of Stirling Highway creates most traffic holdups so freeing up traffic 
there should free up system and reduce need for alternate routes through residential areas. 
A reduced speed limit will probably have little effect. Whatever is done in Claremont is 
unlikely to have a significant positive effect on transport mix in the western suburbs. 
 
There is unlikely to be much increase in pedestrian traffic, even if there is an increase in 
residential development. Existing footpaths could cope. 
 
The study was developed before the changes to traffic flow at Claremont Town Centre and 
recommends taking advantage of the changed circumstances. 
 
The submission details traffic control suggestions for various sections of the highway and 
several intersections as well as public transport improvements (refer full submission). 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Suggestions for the Bay View Terrace intersection are not supported. The Town of 
Claremont and Department of Transport regularly liaise and agree on future highway access. 
Access at Church Lane is supported by the Town of Claremont for access to local business. 
 
Refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. The verge is intended to eventually 
accommodate all services as well as improving amenity and pedestrian safety. 
 
Refer to part 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. Timed stops assist in operating to a schedule with 
the added benefit of co-utilising the departure queue jump lane. The east bound bus queue 
jump lane at Leura Avenue will also function as a left turn pocket so will not limit access.  
 
The existing Loch Street and Bay Road configuration is a suitable north-south distributor with 
suggested design changes are not supported. 
 
Side street access has been considered and a further detailed review will likely precede 
roadworks. Central median widths vary between 2 and 5.5 metres depending on need for 
right turn lanes and are absolute minimum road design requirements. 
 
Light rail for Claremont is neither under investigation nor part of this amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 72:  Marissa D'Angelo 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 3/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
  



Submission 73:  Kerri Wilson 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 11/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 74:  Philip and Mary Hopkins 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 2/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 75:  Samuel Bennett 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 18/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 76:  L. Hammond 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 14/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 77:  Julie Churley 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 1/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 78:  Ramdas Tampi and Pamela Hendry 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 8/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 79:  Savoy Management Pty Ltd 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 13, 17 and 18/40) St Quentin Avenue, 
    Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13  
 
 
Submission 80:  City of Subiaco 
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 



Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The City of Subiaco submission supports the amendment however notes potential indirect 
implications for its University and Hollywood precincts. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The City of Subiaco participates in the Stirling Highway Activity Corridor Study Project 
Working Group. A section of highway between Hampden Road and Winthrop Avenue, within 
the City of Subiaco, is not included in the amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 81:  Wendy and Max Dobra 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 92) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Consider current and apparent future needs. What is in place now has not been considered. 
 
The 50 kilometre per hour speed limit at Claremont, the area most in need, is proposed to 
solve congestion. Where widening is least needed (North Fremantle), it is proposed and will 
affect businesses, parking, heritage, the Croatian Church and North Fremantle train station. 
 
Only a right turn pocket at Alfred Road and bus stop bays are needed. The original two metre 
North Fremantle reserve is sufficient. Cyclists use Curtin Avenue. There are few pedestrians. 
 
Less disruption and more effective options include using the railway line, widening Curtin 
Avenue, sinking the train, realigning the highway closer to the railway reservation, tunnelling 
under Claremont, building a new bridge and the integrated bicycle network. 
 
The property is part of an art precinct that cannot continue in existing buildings. A self-
managed retirement fund, sale of the property may be required under superannuation law. 
Owners are vulnerable and buyers are wary. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
See part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. Claremont is influenced by State 
heritage, existing residential and mixed use development and various routes converging at 
its town centre. The amendment ensures this problem will not arise elsewhere. 
 
See part 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
This lots existing reserve is 2 metres. The advertised reserve varied 9.3 to 9.5 metres and 
the modified reserve is 8.3 to 8.5 metres (see part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 82:  Norman Groves 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 21/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 



 
Submission 83:  Benjamin Leslie and Nicole Oliver 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 5/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 84:  City of Fremantle 
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
The City of Fremantle supports the amendment in principle to improve pedestrian, cycling 
and public transport use of Stirling Highway. It objects to impacts on approximately forty 
North Fremantle local heritage listed properties, some of which are also State heritage. 
 
For McCabe to Staples streets (including North Fremantle station car park) the whole 
highway should be realigned west (partly into the railway reserve), or the reserve reduced by 
smaller verges, to avoid demolition of eight of 17 east side heritage buildings. 
 
Aligning the highway west to abut Fremantle railway line at its low ground level will improve 
the McCabe Street Urban zoned area by: 
 

• Reducing highway intersections and improving regional movement; 
• Enabling efficient highway and local access for Mosman Park and North Fremantle; 
• Facilitating a small local centre at McCabe Street with ocean views; 
• Placing the highway under Leighton Footbridge to improve pedestrian/cyclist safety; 
• Encouraging structure planning of a transit orientated development integrating One 

Steel, Matilda Bay Brewery sites with East Leighton - MRS Amendment 1138/41; 
• Investigating re-opening Leighton station as a redevelopment catalyst. 

 
Delete proposed truncations at Christina Parade and White Street as neither has highway 
vehicle access so no safety/amenity benefit for demolition of three local heritage properties. 
 
Traffic should exit Congdon Street into the highway as well as enter. Approximately 
75 metres of Congdon Street is reserved and managed by the City. Much of the street is 
railway reserve and whether the Curtin Avenue link will make it a no through road is unclear. 
 
Delete the Alfred Road north bound bus lane to reduce reserve width and retain five heritage 
properties at 87 to 99A Stirling Highway. The right turn lane at Alfred Road is supported. 
 
The reserve on the western side of Queen Victoria Street and Jackson Street intersection 
should not affect 261 Queen Victoria Street heritage or North Fremantle local centre viability. 
 
The northbound Queen Victoria Street carriageway should remain at two lanes north of 
Jackson Street. The existing lane may be utilised as a bus lane at a later time. 
 
The City supports cycle lanes suggesting similar treatment for Queen Victoria Street to 
reinforce the local centre and encourage through traffic to use the highway. 
 
Although a separate amendment, the City seeks to be involved in planning for Curtin 
Avenue. Two maps showing North Fremantle local and State heritage were included. 



Planning Comment: 
 
Realigning Stirling Highway lower and against the Fremantle train line is not supported due 
to costs, retention of a 10 metre buffer from the rail and variable topography (refer to 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs). Standard truncations for White Street and 
Christina Parade are for visibility and safety of pedestrians and cyclists traversing between 
residential and highway environments. Congdon Street will be considered in a separate MRS 
amendment if the Curtin Avenue link is to advance so changes to access are not supported. 
 
Deletion of the proposed northbound bus queue jump lane at Alfred Road, North Fremantle 
is not supported. The future option of a bus queue jump lane at this location is to be retained. 
Its deletion will not avoid heritage property footprints without deleting the proposed right turn 
pocket which is a necessary improvement for this intersection. 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination Submission partly supported (Queen Victoria Street, Jackson 

Street) / partly dismissed (alternative transport solutions; White 
Street and Christina Parade truncations) 

 
 
Submission 85:  John and Charmaine MacGowan 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 9/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 72. 
 
 
Submission 86:  Anthony Vigano 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 

   and 588 Stirling Highway, Mosman Park. 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Lodged in two parts, the first section rejects any increase to traffic on Stirling Highway. A 
tollway or alternative major thoroughfare on the railway reserve should be considered. 
 
The proposed reserve will remove customer parking at the veterinary practice at 588 Stirling 
Highway, Mosman Park. It will reduce land value affecting self-funded-retiree vet surgeons. 
Use the wide adjacent railway reserve east of the highway instead.  
 
The proposed reserve over St Quentins Apartments is rejected. It will require demolition of 
the recently constructed planning-compliant development – a type that should be fostered. 
 
An extra lane on Stirling Road will not alleviate highway congestion and contradicts the idea 
of diverting traffic from the highway. Do not increase the highway size or capacity. 
 
(Note: Multiple submissions by one person/company are registered as a single submission) 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
See parts 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 
8.3 Lot 200 (No. 40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont. 



An existing approved use may continue as a non-conforming use where previously required 
car parking areas are removed (see part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs). 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (40 St Quentin Avenue) / partly 

dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 87:  Amber Flynn 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Highway changes, specifically near Mojo’s Bar, Flipside and Mrs Brown are objected. Wider 
roads are secondary to vibrant cultural communities. Mojos Bar, a band venue, and nearby 
businesses are important to the local music scene and known globally. The loss of venues 
like the Hyde Park Hotel detrimentally affects the cultural community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
See part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. Businesses mentioned in the submission are not affected by the amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 88:  Cameron Pearce  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 19/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma B - refer to Submission 62. 
 
 
Submission 89:  Daniel Craig 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Changes to North Fremantle roads are objected to if it means removal of one of two night 
spots in Fremantle, Mojos Bar. Marginally improving traffic flow at the cost of the North 
Fremantle cultural hub is unacceptable. Invest in reduced car reliance instead. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
See part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. Mojos Bar is not within the amendment area. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 90:  Tammy Orly 
 
Interest:   Regional resident 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The loss of important cultural aspects and areas of Perth is objected to. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The submission does not clarify which specific uses, locations or cultural aspects will be lost 
although it may be referring to North Fremantle. Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential 
demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 91:  Luke Butcher 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection / Comment 
 
The amendment should go ahead without interfering community centres or cultural hubs. 
 
Verges of 5.1 metres and medians of 2 metres are not necessary for the entire highway. 
 
A good idea, the amendment should not negatively affect communities like North Fremantle. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
See parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle and 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
Determination: Submission partly supported (Queen Victoria Street, North 

Fremantle) / noted 
 
 
Submission 92:  Peggy Boehm 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 8/128) Forrest Street, Peppermint  

   Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Villa 8 of the residential strata development will be adversely affected by the proposed 
reserve and devalue its future resale. Quiet enjoyment of the villa and its character will be 
affected by removing trees and gardens that provide privacy and a buffer from the highway. 
 
The reserve should remain at its current extent to avoid detrimental effects on the villas. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submissions 15 and 67. See part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Submission 93:  Lesley Cunningham 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 100 (No. 2/39) Boreham Street, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The submission supports the proposed reduction to land required for road purposes. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The existing reserve envelops the entire lot. The advertised amendment proposed to reduce 
it to approximately 12.1 metres (as measured from the highway reservation boundary) plus a 
truncation. The modified reserve (see part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is a further 1 
metre reduction. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 94:  Stirling Heights Strata Council 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 50 (No. 630) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The strata owners object to impacts on property, including the reserve extent. Highway traffic 
within 4-5 metres of unavoidably open windows in warmer months will impact amenity. 
 
Avoid demolishing shops between Glyde and Stuart streets. The historic area form is intrinsic 
to the character of Mosman Park. 
 
The proposed parcel between this property and a realigned Glyde Street is not supported. 
 
A new boundary fence will see ‘leftover’ reserved land become unkempt space. Improved 
property access is supported. Use large tracts of the opposite railway reserve instead of 
moving the highway closer to the building, with associated noise and impacts. 
 
Realign the highway west to reduce noise and other impacts for apartment residents. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
See part 8.2 Glyde Street, Mosman Park. Deletion of the proposed triangular portion or 
urban land between this property and Glyde Street, Mosman Park is supported. 
 
Retaining the Mosman Park row of shops is not possible as eventual highway improvements 
at Glyde Street will necessitate demolition for a right turn lane and bus queue jump lanes. 
 
Determination: Submission partly dismissed / partly upheld (Glyde Street 

triangular parcel). 
 
 
Submission 95:  Donald Clark (for Seaview Lane Strata Council) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 52 (No. 100) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



Owners of the above eleven strata units strongly disagree with the amendment. Purchase of 
an unneeded highway reserve from the WAPC in 2005 for $38,664 gave owners security. 
 
It is long understood that Curtin Avenue will become the main traffic corridor. This should 
happen for safety as high numbers of pedestrians cross the highway in North Fremantle (a 
pedestrian bridge or tunnel was promised as part of the Leighton development). 
 
North Fremantle is a great, culturally significant place to live and is getting better. A bigger 
highway with more traffic goes against this. Use the opposite State owned land instead. 
 
Container handling will relocate to Kwinana improving congestion. For several years, there 
has been no noticeable increase to traffic volumes. 
 
Parking for four businesses will go affecting operations and compliancy with council parking 
requirements. They act as overflow parking for North Fremantle station (e.g. football crowds). 
 
Planning around the world moves traffic from heritage and popular gathering spaces. 
Instead, cars will be encouraged. For attachments to the submission see Schedule 2. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The residual reserve purchase of 2005 preceded this amendment. Decades of studies, 
consultation and design culminate the most detailed planning ever achieved for the highway. 
 
When reserved land is resumed, any existing legitimate use may continue even if it no longer 
complies with certain approval conditions, such as parking. This is known as a non-
conforming use. See part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
Modifying the amendment at this location is not supported. The proposed reserve does not 
impact existing buildings at this location although on-site parking may be reserved. 
Alternative parking solutions may be considered closer to land acquisition or resumption. 
 
Curtin Avenue serves a separate function, likely to be the subject to a future amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 96:  University of Western Australia (Professor Paul Johnson) 
 
Interest:   Special interest group (university) 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The University of Western Australia (UWA) has no objection to the proposed Public 
Purposes - University reserve over its Nedlands campus. UWA supports plans that promote 
public and alternative transport options to private cars. Public transport is important for UWA 
to potentially transport staff and students in an environmentally sustainable manner. 
 
UWA supports prioritising public amenity, pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users 
over private cars on Stirling Highway and certainty for Stirling Highway landowners whilst 
encouraging diverse, affordable, high-density housing and services. It is consistent with 
specialised activity centre as described in Directions 2031 and Beyond.  
 
UWA encourages SHACS Phase 2 to identify land use and urban design opportunities. 
 



Planning Comment: 
 
Land bounded by Stirling Highway, Hampden Road, Clifton and Gordon streets, Nedlands is 
owned by UWA and used for student accommodation. The advertised amendment proposed 
a significant reduction to the existing 38 metre reservation over the land to 7.6 metres or less 
from the Stirling Highway title boundary with truncations at corners. The modified reservation 
is 6.6 metres or less (see part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 97:  Swan River People Native Title Holders 
 
Interest:   Special interest group (indigenous) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitters state they are the traditional owners of Swan River and Native Title Claimants 
to the Swan River, its sources and historical course past Rottnest Island. They are 
concerned about land and what is below the surface. The Swan River People protect cultural 
sites according to their peoples’ spiritual beliefs. Traditional, Western Australian and 
international laws require the Swan River People to be consulted to speak for their country. 
Until consultation occurs in a proper way, the Swan River People object to the amendment. 
 
Consultation with the elders is important as the only native title holders and traditional 
owners of the Swan River, Swan Coastal Plains and Darling Ranges. The WAPC may also 
seek to consult with the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council (SWALSC). There is 
no opposition to the amendment if areas important to Nyungar People are protected. 
 
The submitters sought a hearing however were unable to attend at short notice. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Reserving land in the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) does not physically disturb land. 
Agreement of the Swan River People and WAPC on an MRS amendment is not required. 
Protection of sites from specific development proposals is undertaken in accordance with 
Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AHA), via detailed 
archaeological/ethnographic studies. SWALSC lodged a submission (Submission 21). 
 
The WAPC encourages MRWA to liaise with the Swan River People to ensure that 
Aboriginal heritage sites are identified and protected in subsequent planning and roadworks 
associated with this amendment in accordance with the AHA. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 98:  David Forrest and Janis Nedela 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 2 (No. 94) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitters identify their home and business as 94 Stirling Highway, North Fremantle. 
 



It was built to accommodate a 2 metre reservation. A 9 metre resumption will take in parking 
at the front of the gallery (see submission for photographs). Local parking requirements will 
result in demolition of the whole building and loss of business. 
 
The proposal doesn’t consider alternatives like utilising railway reserve; widening and 
aligning Curtin Avenue next to the rail line in North Fremantle; sinking the rail line to create a 
highway above; tunnelling under Claremont; building a new traffic bridge over the Swan 
River west of the Perth CBD or the integrated bike network announced in 2012. 
 
At double its present width, the proposal ignores history, communities and architectural 
landscape. It will isolate each side of the highway adversely affecting 1500 properties. 
 
This amendment is unnecessary. The only daily congestion occurs at Stirling Bridge and 
near Christ Church, Claremont. The amendment does not deal with the bridge and will not 
resolve Claremont. In North Fremantle there is no recurrent gridlock. A five metre median 
strip is not required, only a two metre one to allow cars to turn right. A five metre footpath is 
unnecessary for two pedestrians per hour. 
 
Cycle lanes on a major highway are dangerous. In North Fremantle, cyclists use Curtin 
Avenue. The government’s integrated bicycle network makes the cycle lanes redundant. 
 
A turning lane for buses at intersections makes no sense. Indented bus stops are needed to 
allow traffic to pass stationary buses. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
In place since 1996, the existing North Fremantle reservation is inadequate. Road design 
requirements are continually reviewed. The amendment considers all users and attempts to 
prioritise pedestrian, cyclist and public transport movements above the car. Wider verges 
and solid central medians reflect contemporary road design standards, safety and amenity. 
 
To improve the highway, the reservation in this area is proposed to be 32 to 36 metres wide 
where it is now approximately 25 metres wide. Alternatives detailed in the submission do not 
have wholesale government support, adequate justification, supporting studies, known 
benefits or committed funds (refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs). An 
amendment process is not a setting to explore alternatives/routes. 
 
The advertised reservation over this property varied between 6.3 and 9.5 metres however 
the modified reservation varies between 5.3 and 8.5 metres. 
 
Refer to part 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. It is the practice of the Department of 
Transport not to indent bus stops. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 99:  Nomet Pty Ltd 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 52 (No. 1 and 24/589) Stirling Highway, 

Cottesloe and Lots 9-11, 19, 20 and 27 (No. 606 – 620) Stirling 
Highway, Mosman Park 

 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



The highway and reservation at 589 Stirling Highway, Cottesloe should be redesigned to 
impact properties on its east side. Around Jarrad Street, Cottesloe, the proposed reserve 
affects heritage and buildings on both sides of the highway. Due to the prominent bend in the 
highway south of Irvine Street the reserve should only affect east side properties. With few 
pedestrians south of Jarrad Street, west side verge and median widths should be minimal. 
 
Addition to submission. 
 
The owners of 606-622 Stirling Highway, Mosman Park support the position of the Town of 
Mosman Park. The amendment is focused on road design rather than broader planning, 
urban design and redevelopment potential for key private sites. 
 
The reservation should use the railway reserve, not private property east of the highway. 
 
The transport orientated development (TOD) proposed by council in Amendment 36 should 
form part of the amendment. The amendment contradicts earlier WAPC support and will 
affect the urban edge, focal point and primary entry to Mosman Park. 
 
(Note: Multiple submissions by one person/company are treated as a single submission) 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Being between congested Jarrad Street and a bend in the highway near Irvine Street, the 
Department of Transport does not support the requested reserve modification in the vicinity 
of 589 Stirling Highway. The advertised reserve over the lot varied between 3.3 and 4 metres 
with the modified reserve reduced to vary between 2.3 and 3 metres. 
 
Due to its proximity to Mosman Park train station and Glyde Street intersection, a 
modification to avoid impacts on 606-622 Stirling Highway is not supported. The advertised 
reservation over the land parcel varied between 9.7 and 21.1 metres. The modified 
reservation is 8.7 to 20.1 metres (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 100:  Bruce Cook 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 58 (No. 382) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The landowner refers to the above property as 4 Aston Place. Owners do not know timing for 
resumptions stifles renovations, worsens living conditions, ambience and enjoyment. 
 
The Amendment Report’s Sustainability Appraisal ignores disadvantages focusing on 
perceived advantages. Proposed verge and pedestrian path widths are excessive for the 
estimated 5 to 10 pedestrians daily. As a cyclist, an off-road facility is preferred due to 
increased numbers of accidents. Potential for redevelopment suggests increased traffic will 
be to the detriment of existing residents. 
 
Retaining two lanes each way will not benefit traffic. Bottlenecks will still occur between 
Stirling Road and Leura Avenue. Without introducing tunnels or bridges the problem won’t go 
away with reduced speeds. Indented bus bays/stops could utilise existing blocked off streets 
or be designed into verges. Landscaping could be implemented. 
 



Traffic congestion does not occur between Napoleon Street and Bay View Terrace in school 
holidays. Schools should use their buses to transport students to safe pick up areas to ease 
morning congestion. The benefits do not justify the potential billions in financial costs. The 
amendment is based on engineering design, not town planning. A cost-benefit analysis by 
private consultants should occur. 
 
Constructing a new highway from Fremantle to Perth using railway reserve near Curtin 
Avenue would be of benefit. A new Perth entry would ease pressure off Mounts Bay Road. 
 
The submitter understands his house may be demolished. This is acceptable for real 
progress however the same number of lanes, bottlenecks and cost outweigh benefits. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Future traffic projections for Stirling Highway do not identify a need for additional traffic lanes. 
Improving pedestrian, cyclist and public transport amenity, controlling right turn movements, 
freeing up through traffic lanes and the provision of solid central medians are intended to 
create a safer, less congested highway environment whilst rationalising the existing 
reservation to a reasonable extent (i.e. rezoning land not realistically needed for future 
roadworks from the existing reservation). 
 
The existing reservation varies 38 to 39 metres into this property. The advertised reservation 
varied between 9.8 and 10 metres and affects buildings in the existing three strata unit 
development. The modified reservation varies from 9.8 to 10 metres, as measured from the 
highway title boundary and is a significant reduction to the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 101:  Helen Mussared 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 4/224) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission from the owner of Unit 4 ‘Terrara’ 224 Stirling Highway, Claremont states 
that if the proposal is adopted, property value will decrease making it hard to sell. 
 
The unit’s parking bay, two visitor bays and driveway access to Stirling Highway will be lost. 
Letterboxes, garden and reticulation will need to be reorganised. 
 
The reserve on this side of the highway will be 10.2 metres wide but only 2.1 metres across 
the road. This seems unfair. 
 
Attached to the submission is a newspaper article referring to an alternative concept of 
sinking Fremantle railway and highway at ground level (refer to submission). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
  



Connectivity at Bay Road and Walter Street highway intersections limits alterations to the 
highway concept at this location. Modifications to a property to cater for eventual roadworks 
forms part of acquisition negotiations (refer part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing). Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The existing reservation over this property varies between 44 and 46 metres into the site. 
The advertised reservation varied between 10.1 and 10.2 metres whilst the modified 
reservation is 9.1 to 9.2 metres, a significant reduction.  
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 102:  The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Saint Anne’s Catholic Church, Lot 12 (No. 92A)
    Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The intrusive nature of the proposed road widening of the north-east corner of the Stirling 
Highway and Alfred Road intersection will affect the St Anne’s parish community. 
 
Traffic noise, already a concern from the last widening, will increase significantly impacting 
the celebration of mass. Access to the church and community centre may be compromised. 
Increased traffic noise will impinge the resident priest's right to quiet enjoyment in his own 
home. The proposed reserve is within 1 metre of the existing church buildings so the building 
structure may be damaged by roadworks and traffic vibration may damage the building. 
 
The subject area provides a playground for children and safety may be affected. It is used for 
additional parking if needed so will create parking problems for people attending services. 
 
The existing masonry boundary fence will need to be reinstated. The church is concerned the 
proposed works will reduce its land holding, reduce amenities currently offered and create a 
financial burden through ongoing maintenance and running of the parish (e.g. installing costly 
noise reduction measures such as double glazing and acoustic insulation). 
 
If addressed effectively and appropriately, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth would 
accept the amendment. A diagram was lodged with the submission (see submission). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Department of Transport reviewed the proposed highway concept around Alfred Road. Due 
to the need for a right turn pocket at Alfred Road and retention of the future option to 
introduce bus queue jump lanes, a change to the concept design is not supported. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The existing reservation extends 2 metres into the site along the Stirling Highway boundary 
and up to 5.5 metres with a truncation along the Alfred Road frontage. The advertised 
reservation varied 9 to 12.2 metres into the property along the Stirling Highway boundary 
with a truncation area on Alfred Road. The modified reservation is reduced (see part 7.5 
Opposition to Reservation Width) to vary between 8 and 11.2 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Submission 103:  Claremont Baptist Church (Ian Simms) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lots 7-9 (No. 324A) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission refers to lots 7, 8 and 9 (No. 324A) Stirling Highway, Claremont – Claremont 
Baptist Church which is at least 110 years old. While accepting a reduction to the road 
reserve (which was placed on the church after it was built), the broad proposal has 
ramifications. The highway widening and construction is likely to have adverse impacts. 
 
The extent of the construction and duration of the roadwork is unclear. The submission 
details specific impacts to the existing church during and after roadworks, including parking, 
structural integrity and government assistance. 
 
Noise during construction and reduced parking will impact regular weekly meetings. Special 
consideration and dispensation is sought to mitigate inconvenience. Suitable temporary or 
permanent accommodation will need government assistance. 
 
The widening will bring the highway very close to the existing church and may result in the 
need to reorientate its use, impacting its functionality (e.g. relocating the sanctuary which will 
have flow-on impacts for other parts of the building). It is unclear if changes will directly 
impact buildings or structural integrity. 
 
The design of the building and significant drop in ground level back from Stirling Highway 
indicates encroachment on the building will be disproportionate on the overall structure and 
internal configuration with subsequent modifications required including retaining walls, 
foundations, structural engineering, asbestos removal and compliance with building codes. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Department of Transport reviewed the highway concept in the Claremont area. Due to many 
other local constraints, there is little flexibility in the extent of the reservation at this location. 
Therefore, change to the advertised reservation is not supported. 
 
The existing reservation over the three lots measures approximately 27 metres from the 
highway title boundary. The advertised reserve varied between 7 and 7.8 metres into the 
site. The modified reservation varies from 6 to 6.8 metres. This is a significant reduction to 
the current reserve. WAPC notes the property may have unidentified heritage features. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 104:  Allan and William Dean 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 2 (No. 70) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission requests White Street, North Fremantle remain closed to traffic. 
 
The proposed truncation needed to open access to the highway will damage the property. 
Traffic flow will be disrupted by entering traffic. The street is quiet and narrow and cars park 
on the street as many houses do not have garages. 
 



The proposed 5.1 metre verge should be reduced and bike lanes deleted from the proposal. 
 
The property was affected by widening in 1974. This amendment is a second loss of land. 
The house is already close to the highway with noise, disturbance and vibrations affecting 
living conditions and will increase. 
 
The dwelling at 66 Stirling Highway is State heritage. If the proposed verge is reduced there, 
a similar reduction should occur between 66 and 78 Stirling Highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
MRWA requests the retention of proposed truncation at White Street to assist pedestrian and 
cyclist visibility when travelling between the busier highway and quieter residential 
environment. White Street is not proposed to be reopened to Stirling Highway for traffic. 
 
Previous planning decisions are reviewed via processes such as this amendment. Refer to 
parts 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance and 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The existing reserve over the property partially affects the dwelling. The proposed reserve 
allows for a standard truncation. The modified reservation (refer part 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width) sees the modified reservation minimally increased along the highway 
frontage however provision for a standard truncation impacts the building. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 105:  Chris Wheeldon 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter objects to widening parts of Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle which may 
result in the loss of heritage buildings. Effects on the community have not been considered. 
Demolition of Mojo’s would impact many. 
 
The amendment should be reconsidered taking into account the local community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact any Queen Victoria Street buildings. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 106:  Ama Rae-Frae 
 

(also submissions 107, 108, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 207, 208, 209, 214, 
217, 233, 288, 372, 380, 465, 471, 557, 558, 559, 560, 561, 
562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574, 



575, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 
588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 
600, 601 & 602; Late Submissions 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 
612, 613, 614, 615, 618) 

 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The first of 95 pro forma submissions with identical comments (known as Pro Forma C), it 
objects to widening Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle and demolition of buildings at 
261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The City of Fremantle recommendations on the amendment are supported as they 
significantly reduce impacts on amenity and built heritage in North Fremantle. The City 
supports realigning Stirling Highway reservation west utilising railway reserve and abutting it 
next to the rail line at McCabe Street. This will create additional urban zoned land and 
improve connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists with adjoining suburbs and the beach. 
 
The proposed bus queue jump lane at the Queen Victoria Street intersection is destructive 
requiring demolition of two-storey, heritage listed shops at 261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Reserving this part of Queen Victoria Street to Other Regional Roads reservation will enable 
MRWA to undertake proposed works. Queen Victoria Street between Tydeman Road and 
Stirling Highway is zoned ‘Local Centre’ in Local Planning Scheme No. 4, reflecting its main 
street function with small shops, cafes, showroom, small bar, restaurant and entertainment. 
 
Recently traffic calmed by reducing traffic to a single lane each way with increased parking, 
few buses use the route and no off-road bus stop contributes to traffic calming. It is 
anomalous that bus movements are prioritised above heritage buildings and local functions. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reservation does not affect any Queen Victoria Street local 
heritage buildings. Refer to Submission 84 for the City of Fremantle submission. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is reserved Other Regional Roads and is maintained by the City of 
Fremantle in liaison with MRWA. 
 
Determination: Submissions partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 107:  David Spencer 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 108:  Simon Kelly 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 109:  Rafeena Boyle 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission supports improved sustainable transport options however does not support a 
proposed widening of Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. It is inappropriate that an 
analysis of social impact on North Fremantle town centre did not occur. 
 
As a visitor to the area, the proposal will adversely impact the North Fremantle cultural 
centre. The modifications suggested by the City of Fremantle should be considered. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and Submission 84 from City of Fremantle. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 
    Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 110:  Carol Cheung 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission disagrees with ‘Option 2’ affecting local businesses in North Fremantle and 
specifically the heritage listed shops from 261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle.  
 
The reference to option 2 in the submission is unclear as there is no option 2 detailed in the 
Amendment Report. It may relate to an earlier consultation related to the future extension of 
Curtin Avenue, separate to this amendment, which included a second option. Curtin Avenue 
is not part of this amendment, however it may be the subject of a future amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 
    Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 111:  Tom Cunningham and Peri Bryant 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The addition of a left turn pocket for southbound traffic entering Alfred Road is not supported 
as traffic volumes do not warrant it. Highway traffic has green light priority over Alfred Road 



so flow is always acceptable. The need for a left slip lane for north bound highway traffic at 
the Alfred Road intersection is not understood or supported. A right hand turning pocket into 
Alfred Road may only be needed as traffic volumes increase. 
 
The proposed changes between Alfred Road and Queen Victoria Street are not supported as 
changing two lanes into two lanes makes no sense. A longer slip lane into Queen Victoria 
Street is a good idea however can be achieved in the existing reserve. If the future Curtin 
Avenue link does not to go ahead, these changes are not necessary. 
 
The new left slip lane for northbound traffic on Queen Victoria Street is not supported. It 
would require demolition of important buildings and damage the street’s community feel. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The proposed concept for Stirling Highway remains at two lanes each way however it is 
realigned to incorporate improved safety, reduce congestion and cater for all road users. 
 
The proposed bus queue jump lanes at Alfred Road appear similar to, and may function as, a 
left turn pocket. Their deletion is not supported to enable future options to prioritise public 
transport movement. Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen 
Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
 
A right turn pocket into Alfred Road will reduce potential for congestion and accidents related 
to vehicles queuing to turn right into Alfred Road. The Curtin Avenue extension is not part of 
this amendment and may be the subject of a future MRS amendment process. 
 
Determination: Submission partly dismissed (alternative transport solutions); 

partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – Queen Victoria 
Street) 

 
 
Submission 112:  Travis Macleay 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 113:  Gary Ioppolo 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre. 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 114:  Nicole Blight 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
  



Submission 115:  Rachel Currie 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 116:  Amy Stokes  
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 117:  Stacey Wilson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 118:  Jenny Phillips 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 119:  Mark Bailey 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The negligible impact to State registered referred to in the Amendment Report ignores local 
heritage. About 40 local heritage buildings are affected and as many as 18 may be 
demolished, affecting North Fremantle heritage values and character. Remaining heritage 
will lose amenity through closeness to the highway. Setbacks of two former primary schools 
and St Anne’s church will be reduced to almost zero. 
 
The destructive proposal to widen the Queen Victoria Street reserve for a bus lane will 
remove heritage listed shops at 261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street. Reserving part of Queen 
Victoria Street will enable MRWA to undertake these roadworks. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is zoned ‘Local Centre’ to reflect its ‘main street’ function. It has been 
traffic calmed by reducing lanes and increasing parking. The lack of an indented bus bay for 
the few buses adds to calming. Putting bus movement above heritage is anomalous. 
Truncating and widening at Alfred Road will reduce shop parking and may affect viability. 
The shops contribute quality to North Fremantle living. Already inadequate train station 
parking will be affected and may spill into local streets, along with more highway traffic. 
 
North Fremantle’s quintessential ‘liveable community’ trait has been lost by population, shops 
and services moving to larger centres. Its revival will be halted by widening part of Queen 



Victoria Street. The town centre is a destination, not where passing through is the main goal. 
Amenity from Alfred Road to Mosman Park is blighted - a desolate unfriendly wasteland. 
 
The City of Fremantle alternatives are supported. Align the highway with the railway line 
between Queen Victoria Street and Alfred Road. Abut Curtin Avenue to the railway and turn 
Port Beach Road into a local road for improved development opportunities and 
pedestrian/cyclist connectivity between suburbs and the beach. 
 
Demolishing private property should be the last option with clear alternatives given for each. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The submission has similarities to Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106. Refer to 
Submission 84 for discussion on City of Fremantle suggestions. 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width and 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Alfred Road and McCabe Street intersections are reserved to retain future highway 
improvement options whilst Queen Victoria Street is not affected by the modified reservation. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 120:  Anne Annear O.A.M. 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Planned changes will impact Christ Church and Parish Hall. Proposed traffic flow into 
Queenslea Drive and loss of parking will make access difficult, especially for the elderly. The 
church is used to capacity with parking overflowing opposite. Accessibility will be eroded. 
 
A closer highway will create noise during services. Traffic vibration will structurally damage 
the church and the sense of sacredness. Community will no longer see it as a place of 
worship or meditation. The sense of identity and community of the church will be lost. 
 
The heritage listed church is over 100 years old. It is inconceivable that it is considered 
expendable. There must be other solutions to traffic problems. Please explore ways to 
ameliorate impacts that reduce people’s right to worship without hindrance. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The State heritage listed church is almost entirely within the existing 1963 highway reserve. It 
extends up to 29 metres into the site. This amendment reduces the reserve by more than 
half in this locality so that no part of the church or hall buildings is included in the reserve. 
 
Land between the Stirling Highway boundary and the church remains reserved to enable 
future options to improve highway amenity, safety and congestion in the Claremont town 
centre. The advertised reserve varied up to 12.7 metres into the site and the modified 



reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 11.7 metres or less. If the 
amendment is not finalised, the 1963 reserve will remain unchanged along with continued 
uncertainty of the future preservation of the State heritage property. 
 
If finalised, the amendment will see no part of the Christ Church or hall structure affected by 
future roadworks. The amendment therefore affords security for preserving Christ Church. 
Continued access and parking on Queenslea Drive is feasible subject to further planning 
prior to roadworks. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 121:  Jackie Curtis 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Bicton) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission requests the long, slow-changing traffic lights at the Stirling 
Highway/Queenslea Drive/Stirling Road intersection, Claremont are replaced with a double-
laned roundabout. This would help prevent the bottleneck along this part of the highway by 
allowing traffic to flow. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
A roundabout in this location would necessitate a larger reservation (than proposed) to 
accommodate the greater space required for a roundabout. This may impact nearby State 
heritage listed Christ Church and St Quentin’s development. MRWA advises the competing 
road’s traffic volumes here are insufficiently balanced for a roundabout, particularly at peaks. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 122:  Susan Thorpe 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 6/128) Forrest Street, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission refers to 23 mainly owner-occupied villas at the above address and 
specifically villa 6. It supports Forrest Grove’s submission (Submission 396). 
 
Stirling Highway should be a local road in a long standing varied demographic, high density 
area. It only requires thoughtful reorganisation of how space is used. 
 
At intersections with Leake, Napoleon and Jarrad streets, the highway needs to connect 
rather than disrupt local community and should be underground for safe pedestrian access to 
social/commercial centres. The Grove Library and community centre must be protected. 
 
Bike lanes are unnecessary. Secondary roads adjacent to the highway are safe for cyclists. 
Better define the median rather than enlarge it. Bus stops and bays should be on unutilised 
land like the east corner of McNeil Street. Footpaths are wide enough and need only barriers. 
Pedestrian crossings with warning beacons need to be near bus stops. 
 



At the Forrest Street intersection, large eucalypts, a block of flats, houses and part of Forrest 
Grove Villas will be demolished. Existing gardens need a long-term plan for planting and 
maintenance, as important parts of the community. 
 
Schools should rationalise their processes so that children are not overloaded and 
overcommitted and require driving to school. School buses could pick up students at bus 
stops and train stations. 
 
The amendment suggests roadworks are imminent. A timeframe is needed for certainty. 
Owners need to be assured of fair compensation for unsaleable, damaged or uninhabitable 
villas at 1-6, 22, 23 and common property. Security, structural integrity and tranquillity at 
Forest Villas will be lost to increased pollution and noise. 
 
The situation with the amendment is causing stress and grief in the community. 
 
The boundary of the reserve should be moved to the existing edge of the highway and 
footpath. The amendment has created stress and health issues. Owners need to know 
property will be fairly valued as they are unsaleable and devalued. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, Submissions 15 
and 67. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 123:  City of Nedlands  
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
The City of Nedlands supported the amendment at its meeting of 26 June 2012. 
 
It requests WAPC concurrently rezone land under its local planning scheme to the same 
zones as the rest of the lot, in accordance with the Planning and Development Act 2005. 
 
The submission seeks WAPC reconsideration of the reservation over numbers 26, 35, 80, 
100, 102 and 134 Stirling Highway due to heritage values. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 12 Coordination of Region and Local Scheme Amendments. 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance and 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. 
 
The modified reserve avoids building footprints of numbers 35 (Nedlands Post Office), 
80 (Captain Stirling Hotel), 100 (Windsor Cinema) and 102 Stirling Highway. Due to the 
existing nil setback of development at numbers 26 and 134 (Renkema Buildings aka Tudor 
Style Shops) Stirling Highway and lack of State heritage recognition, the buildings remain 
affected. 
 



Determination:  Submission noted / partly upheld (35, 80, 100 and 102 Stirling 
    Highway buildings excluded) / partly dismissed (concurrent 
    rezoning and reserve on 26 and 134 Stirling Highway) 
 
 
Submission 124:  Bellson Pty Ltd ATF Brady Property Trust 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 8/40) St Quentin Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 125:  Paul Kidd 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 343) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment will remove three car bays and bring the title boundary close to the front 
door of the above property. 
 
Create a new highway on the rail reserve from Tydeman Street, North Fremantle to the 
Thomas Street/Aberdare Road intersection, Subiaco with one exit for West Coast Highway. 
 
A new route for through traffic would mean Stirling Highway is not required to be widened 
and will result in less traffic density; separate slow local traffic and fast through traffic; be 
safer for pedestrians; reduce noise and pollution; avoid costly property acquisition with 
remaining property appreciating in value; and, existing businesses will retain parking/viability 
and compliance with parking requirements. 
 
A new route for through traffic will have faster and safer journey times. Much of the new route 
is unused railway reserve. No demolition of existing residences if a tunnel is built under 
Aberdare Road. Minimal impact to residences because few are close to the rail reserve; and, 
a reduction of traffic density on most existing roads, especially in Claremont. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 126:  Angie Lyndon 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter is upset at any prospect of impacting the Gare family church property and row 
of shops including Mojo’s, the cafe and Violet Pilot and cannot believe that such an idea can 
be considered. It would destroy the soul of North Fremantle. 
 



This goes against heritage principles with no consideration of sense of place or community. 
The submission supports any effort to keep Queen Victoria Street intact. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The proposed reserve over the Gare property is modified to not impact the 
existing building footprint (refer to part 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle). No building in 
Queen Victoria Street is affected by the modified reservation. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 127:  Jennifer Rosenstein 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 29 (No. 2A) Cliff Road, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter understands a 1963 reserve fully resumes her home. The proposed reserve 
will bring the highway closer to the home resuming part of the front yard to Cliff Road. 
 
This will affect: security – people could jump the wall and cars could collide into the property; 
noise – traffic and pedestrians are bad enough now and pets will bark day and night; danger 
accessing the driveway; loss of land area; expense of new walls, security gates, noise 
control and landscaping; and, devaluation of the property. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Continued connectivity between Richardson Avenue, Parry Street and the nearby Methodist 
Ladies’ College primary and secondary school is important in this locality. 
 
The existing reserve measures 32 to 33 metres into the three strata grouped dwelling 
development from the highway boundary. It affects the two northern most units (numbers 2 
and 2A) in entirety and approximately half the third unit (number 2B). The advertised 
amendment reduced the existing reservation to 10.7 metres and a corner truncation for Cliff 
Road, mainly affecting number 2. Strata unit 2A (the middle unit) will see almost the entire 
reserve lifted from it, apart from 4 square metres for truncation. 
 
The modified reserve will not affect the building or vehicular access to the submitter’s unit 
2A. Eventual demolition of 2 Cliff Road may see a residual 3 metres of land between the 
highway and the boundary of the submitter’s unit. This may be considered for inclusion to 
2A’s unit entitlement or common property as part of future resumption options. 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 128:  Ken and Dorothy Allan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitters are appalled that the amendment is being considered. It is sacrilegious to 
harm the sacred area of the old North Fremantle village in any way. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 129:  Jeremy Rigg 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
There has been community renewal since 1995 and objects to removing heritage listed 
shops at 261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Queen Victoria Street between Tydeman and Stirling Highway is zoned to reflect its ‘main 
street’ function. Transferring this portion of Queen Victoria Street from Urban to Other 
Regional Roads will hand MRWA responsibility, enabling them to undertake the proposal. 
Reserving land and removing heritage buildings will undermine amenity and community. 
 
The street is traffic calmed by reduced lanes, increased parking and there being no bus bay 
for the few buses using that route. Prioritising bus movement over heritage buildings and 
local functions is perverse. 
 
Consider City of Fremantle’s submission and retain North Fremantle heritage and amenity. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and Submission 84 from the City of Fremantle. 
 
Other Regional Roads reserves are administered by local government in liaison with MRWA. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 130:  Sarah May 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street is not needed. It is a main street, not a road. Cars should 
use the highway. 
 



Keep Queen Victoria Street as the urban, vibrant street that balances movement of cars with 
being a place for people. It does not need two lanes of traffic each way. On-street parking is 
needed to activate the streetscape (e.g. Oxford Street, Leederville). 
 
Create places, stop designing purely for cars. Urban designers have realised slow and calm 
moving traffic close to pedestrian civic spaces creates sustainable urban developments. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 
    Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 131:  Marjorie Jeffree 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 401 (No. 512) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment proposes to take 9.5m on the north side of the property (after an existing 
allowance of 0.7 m) to 9.1m on the south side which is a total of 222 m2. 
 
Reduced rental area and car parking will lower rental value. The current tenant is concerned 
about short term access and long term changes to traffic flow. 
 
The building is aging with renovations/changes being considered. The amendment brings 
uncertainty to improvements before roadworks. Drainage and resurfacing the car park is a 
wasted effort if reserved. A decision prior to planning for the run down building is sought. 
 
The amendment will encourage more traffic to the highway with no apparent improvement to 
movement or management of traffic exiting or entering the highway. Traffic crossing the 
highway will face longer waits with more traffic lights and no increase in railway crossings. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Impacts on this property are unavoidable due to design requirements for connectivity at 
Keane Street, Peppermint Grove which experiences very poor visibility for turning vehicles. 
An MRWA review supports securing the reserve as advertised, at this location, to retain 
options for improving the highway alignment to reduce an existing large bend. 
 
Resumption or roadworks related to the amendment are not anticipated in the short term. 
Roadworks will not be allocated a level of priority by MRWA until the amendment is finalised. 
Funding follows prioritisation so it may be a long time until roadworks occur. 
 



Improvements to property, with no new development on reserved portions, is encouraged for 
the continuation of existing land uses, attracting new tenants and continued ‘quiet enjoyment’ 
prior to resumption. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 132:  Anthony and Ann Bagshaw 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 35 (No. 4/1A) Osborne Parade, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter’s property will be directly affected if the amendment is approved. 
 
Perth population is increasing bringing more vehicles. Public transport should assume a 
greater role in moving people in the future. Encourage people to use public transport. 
 
If the highway cannot be sufficiently widened between Leura Avenue and Stirling Road, and 
a 50 kilometre per hour speed limit is introduced, it is self-evident that a bottleneck will occur 
in both directions causing traffic jams, especially during peak times. 
 
Stirling Highway should be a public transport route with private vehicles restricted to local 
traffic and commercial vehicles serving local businesses. 
 
Retain the two existing lanes making the left lane a bus lane from North Fremantle to 
Crawley with the outer lane being a 50 or even 40 kilometre per hour speed limit. 
 
A major route should be constructed along the railway line between North Fremantle and 
Subiaco. The railway should be sunk with a four lane road above it and minimal traffic lights 
for free flowing traffic. Key junctions would include Marine Parade, West Coast Highway, 
Aberdare or Nicholson roads and Bagot Road, Subiaco. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The residential strata development at 1A Osborne Parade consists of ten dwellings. The 
existing reservation extends up to 30 metres into the property, as measured from the 
highway title boundary. The advertised reservation is 7.6 metres or less. The modified 
reservation (refer part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is less than 6.6 metres and 
represents a significant reduction to the existing reservation. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 133:  John Robinson 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 500 (No. 14/26) Broome Street, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The submission supports deletion of the Primary Regional Roads reservation over the above 
property. The amended reserve will ensure retention of the existing courtyard retaining 



necessary living space. It will improve resale value and remove the potential complication of 
negotiating with twenty strata owners over common property exclusively used by unit 14. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The proposed amendment seeks to delete the existing 1963 reservation over the Nedlands 
strata development. The modified reserve excludes the cadastre title area. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 134:  Clare Harvey 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removing heritage listed shops and buildings on Queen Victoria Street to widen Stirling 
Highway in North Fremantle is opposed. North Fremantle’s strong, vibrant community has 
benefited from traffic calming on Queen Victoria Street creating social space for residents. 
 
The North Fremantle Community Association and the City of Fremantle submission are 
supported. The amendment should be reviewed in response alternatives in submissions. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Refer to Submission 84 – City of Fremantle and 258 - North Fremantle 
Community Association. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane –

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 135:  Ian Flack 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter objects to proposed changes at the Stirling Highway and Queenslea Drive 
intersection which will adversely affect people who use Christ Church, its hall and rectory. 
 
Impacts include failure to respect the visual, architectural, spiritual and social amenity of the 
church; elimination of essential parking; reduced area between the church and highway 
affecting peace and tranquillity within the church; and, a further reduction to quiet use of the 
adjacent Memorial Garden (already reduced when WAPC approved a mixed use 
development of 328 Stirling Highway). 
 
Elimination of the proposed cycle lanes would reduce some concerns. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 120 for discussion related to Christ Church, Claremont. 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential loss of buildings with State heritage significance and 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 136:  Jacqueline Flack 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed amendment will negatively affect use of Christ Church, its hall and rectory at 
the corner of Queenslea Drive, Claremont. This includes: 
 

• failure to respect the visual, architectural, spiritual and social amenity of the church; 
• elimination of current essential parking; 
• a reduced setback to the highway affecting peace and tranquillity within the church. 

 
The quiet use of the memorial garden has been reduced by a mixed use development at 
328 Stirling Highway. The amendment will further impact this sacred space. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 120 and parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with State heritage 
significance. The modified reserve excludes the church footprint for the first time since 1963. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 137:  Marina Albrecht 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle used to lack investment however economic improvement, new businesses, 
improved amenity through traffic calming and increased activity has occurred in recent years. 
 
A bus queue jump land is not needed at Queen Victoria Street as the street has 13,000 
vehicles per day, not Stirling Highway’s 34,000 vehicles per day. The bus queue jump lane 
will remove significant local heritage and potentially threaten local business, amenity and 
economic revitalisation. 
 
Address traffic congestion by altering traffic light signalisation. In the long term, a bus bypass 
lane could utilise west side parking on Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Establishing the proposed reserve with no short or medium term commitment to implement it 
will bring uncertainty to businesses and affect revitalisation of the town centre. 
 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 138:  Steve Artelaris (Steve Artelaris Architects) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 12 (No. 561) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
It is agreed that Stirling Highway needs a long term plan however impacts on the heritage 
facade of 561 Stirling Highway are objected to. 
 
Whether 2 or 20 metres is taken for the reserve, the over 100 year old heritage facade will be 
affected damaging the visual and structural integrity of the building. 
 
Instead, take two metres from the east side of the highway at Cottesloe Central Shopping 
Centre and The Grove library. 
 
A photo of the property is included with the submission. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing. If State heritage listed, future highway roadworks 
would attempt to avoid the building. 
 
The original facade of the 1903 constructed Sproule’s Coffee Palace remains largely intact. 
The property is a Category 2 listing of the Cottesloe Heritage List (municipal inventory). State 
or National Heritage values have not been identified. 
 
A review of the proposed reserve width at this location determined that transport 
improvements could not be achieved within a reduced reservation width. Protecting future 
opportunities to reduce traffic congestion at Jarrad Street and Cottesloe town centre negate 
a reduced reservation. Closer to actual roadworks, investigations may identify new options. 
Excluding the building from the proposed reservation, without State heritage listing, will not 
secure the building’s future as an application for demolition may be considered by the Town 
of Cottesloe. 
 
The existing road reserve takes in the entire lot. The advertised amendment proposed to 
reduce the reservation to between 2.2 and 2.9 metres as measured from the highway 
(23 m2). The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) extends 1.2 
to 1.9 metres into the lot. With its nil setback, the existing building is not avoided. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 139:  Danicia Dutry 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Queen Victoria Street should not be reinstated as part of the Stirling Highway reserve. North 
Fremantle town centre should be protected and its sense of place encouraged. Queen 
Victoria Street is a cultural, community and lifestyle asset. 
 
There is no need to resume or rezone Queen Victoria Street as Stirling Highway runs on the 
other side of it to Stirling Bridge with space for future improvements. 
 
Curtin Avenue and Port Beach Road from a major route to the old Fremantle traffic bridge via 
Tydeman Road. It has space either side for any future lanes if required. 
 
Use Stirling Highway/Stirling Bridge and Tydeman Road/Curtin Avenue for access in and out 
of Fremantle to encourage North Fremantle town centre. Queen Victoria Street, between 
Stirling Highway and Tydeman Road, should be local traffic, cyclists and pedestrians only. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 140:  Anthony and Shirley Monk 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont. 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed due to impacts on Christ Church, Claremont. Proposed cycle 
and bus priority lanes will bring traffic closer to the church, damage the historic building and 
increase noise pollution. The rationalisation is supposed to include adaptive design to 
minimise impacts on State heritage property. The proposal negates this. 
 
A proposed left turn pocket into Queenslea Drive will remove parking at the front of the 
church and impact parish hall users and the increasing number of elderly parishioners. 
 
School traffic should not override the needs of people using Christ Church. Independent 
schools have a responsibility to reduce traffic congestion. 
 
Introducing a cycle lane on Stirling Highway is misguided, unfeasible and unsafe. There are 
other cycle routes near the railway line and two on either side of Princess Road. 
 
The many changes in the Perth CBD and other inner city suburbs raise the question whether 
a review of Stirling Highway is appropriate at this time. 
 



Demolishing historic parts of North Fremantle, Cottesloe and Nedlands is not supported with 
a more radical solution devised for future traffic needs. 
 
Christ Church has served the local community and been maintained for 109 years. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 120; parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage 
significance and 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. The modified reserve excludes 
church buildings. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 141:  David Davidson  
 
Interest:   Local resident (Walter Street, Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The right pocket into Walter Street, Claremont is opposed. 
 
Speeding traffic is already dangerous on Walter Street. It is too narrow for additional traffic 
and altering on-street parking will remove and affect rate payer’s utilisation and safety. 
 
Saint Thomas’ school traffic causes congestion/parking issues on Melville and Walter streets. 
 
Rate payer’s amenity will be directly affected and rates and taxes will be increased. 
 
Walter Street will feed Stirling Highway traffic to Loch Street and the north. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Local access arrangements were informed by a State and Local Government project working 
group. Unsafe turns are prevented to reduce accident opportunities at misaligned highway 
intersections (i.e. where streets crossing the highway do not align). 
 
Prohibiting right turns into Walter Street, Claremont is not supported as it is safer for right 
turns than nearby streets. Locally, side streets are not aligned so right turns into Mary, 
Langsford, Reserve and Brown streets are unsafe, leaving Vaucluse and Walter streets as 
the only options for safe right turns between Leura Avenue and Loch Street. 
 
In conjunction with relevant local governments, a MRWA review of access arrangements for 
side streets such as Walter Street is envisaged prior to roadworks. At that time, the 
highway’s design and physical layout may be reviewed with Town of Claremont input. No 
other change to Walter Street is proposed. The Town of Claremont is responsible for parking, 
street trees and verges for local streets intersecting the highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 142:  Vanya Mansell 
 

(also Submissions 193, 195, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 204, 206, 
318, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 



501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 
513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 
525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 
537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 
549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 567 & 576; Late 
Submissions 616, 617, 620 and 622) 

 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
This pro forma (Pro Forma D) was utilised for 84 submissions. 
 
The submission strongly objects to demolition of buildings at 261 to 267 Queen Victoria 
Street. North Fremantle is a vibrant local centre with small retail specialty shops, cafes, 
galleries, small bars, restaurants and entertainment. 
 
The amendment does not consider how proposed changes to traffic flow will impact social 
activity and business. Disregarding heritage is absurd. Removing heritage to increase access 
for vehicles is short-sighted and not the view of local people. 
 
The proposal is contradictory to existing North Fremantle traffic calming initiatives. The North 
Fremantle proposal should be removed and other options considered. 
 
Fremantle is unique. Its heritage creates ambience. Maintain heritage with practical transport 
infrastructure. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 143:  Brett Walsh 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission discusses Mojos Bar at 237 Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle - a long-
time supporter of music. Widening the road will demolish the rare local, original music venue. 
 
This will harm the blossoming industry as other venues shut down for redevelopment. Don’t 
destroy remaining culture – it is culture like this that defines our great city. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Mojo’s Bar is not affected. See parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at 
Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Submission 144:  John Rees 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 23 (No. 588) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment affects Mosman Park Veterinary Hospital car park and part of the building. 
 
Approximately 30 people are employed by businesses at the address. Multiplied along the 
commercial strip to Glyde Street, the amendment will have significant economic impacts. 
 
Compensation for land acquired will not cover costs of business interruption, lost revenue 
and decreased goodwill if businesses are forced to relocate or redevelop. 
 
Existing businesses mainly serve local people with minimal burden to the highway system. If 
businesses relocate, local people will need to travel further and add to increased traffic. 
 
Off road cycle paths are safer. The submitter sometimes cycles on Stirling Highway as North 
Fremantle cycle paths are dangerous. The few highway cyclists could be encouraged to use 
the cycle path west of the railway. North Fremantle’s circuitous paths slow cyclists. 
 
The few Stirling Highway bus services (6 per hour) often replicate train services. Feeder 
buses to rail stations would be more efficient. 
 
The large rail reserve opposite Cottesloe Primary School to North Fremantle train station has 
only four businesses (all developed on the assumption that resumption would occur in the 
future) so any acquisition should be moved to that side. 
 
From Willis to Glyde streets, 30 businesses are affected by the eastside reserve with only 
one temporary business (in a demountable building) on the west side. Therefore the reserve 
should be moved further into the rail reserve. 
 
Relocate Mosman Park station car park west of the railway to ease Glyde Street congestion. 
 
Building an off road cycle path on rail land from Swanbourne to North Fremantle would be 
cheaper than acquiring properties, encourage more cyclists than on-road lanes and, with 
railway crossing closures, be easy to install. On-road cycle lanes deter cyclists due to safety. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Design changes in this locality are not supported as access/connectivity for Glyde and Stuart 
streets is important as is securing the future bus queue jump lane option at Glyde Street. An 
option for Curtin Avenue to border the west side of the railway in the future also exists. 
 
There is no existing reservation over the subject site. The advertised reserve varied between 
4.1 and 9.7 metres from the highway boundary with the modified reserve (refer 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) varying from 3.1 to 8.7 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
  



Submission 145:  John Auer 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to demolishing 261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street for road widening. 
Widening for bus priority in Queen Victoria Street is destructive to heritage. Road design 
should complement local communities by maintaining heritage streets and buildings. 
 
The City of Fremantle proposes moving the highway west to the railway reserve providing 
additional urban zoned land to encourage walking and cycling to the beach. 
 
Queen Victoria Street (Tydeman Road to Stirling Highway) is the heart of North Fremantle. 
No other place in North Fremantle can duplicate it so maintain this precinct. 
 
Supported by local council, Queen Victoria Street has transformed. The street is traffic 
calmed, has increased parking, priority for cyclists, pedestrians and locals and a lack of bus 
lanes contributes to this. Constructing a bus lane for the few buses will add traffic. 
 
Develop an alternative that respects work done to give North Fremantle a community heart. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. Queen Victoria Street is a 
high frequency bus route. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 146:  Councillor Alastair Tulloch (Town of Claremont) 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Walter Street, Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission seeks construction of a highway median to prevent westbound traffic turning 
right into Walter Street. A copy of a 2010 petition of 44 signatures to the Town of Claremont 
requesting the same infrastructure is included with the submission. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 141 for discussion about Walter Street, Claremont. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 147:  Lisa Hills 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 148:  Stephen Thompson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
Additional comments to the pro forma state widening the road and demolishing 261 to 267 
Queen Victoria Street will destroy historical buildings reduce heritage ambience and 
‘friendliness’ of the suburb. The City of Fremantle’s ideas should be adopted. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 106; part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen 
Victoria Street, North Fremantle; and Submission 84 from the City of Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 149:  Zamia Pedro 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 150:  Tracey Wilson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 151:  Shayne Macleay 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 152:  Tara Vujic 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 153:  Margot Chartres (Owner: Violet Pilot) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 



Submission 154:  Jacinta Thomas (Manager: Violet Pilot) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 155:  Freya Cheffers (Owner: Violet Pilot) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 156:  Dr Georgie Paulik-White 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 157:  Jim Riley 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 158:  Richard Kleinig 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 159:  Brooke Randall 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 160:  Glenn Russell 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
Additionally, the submitter comments that demolition of heritage for bitumen is insensitive. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
  



Submission 161:  Rob Ramsay 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 162:  Damien Hatton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 163:  Emma Carr 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 164:  Tijana Vujic 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 165:  Luke Bishop 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 166:  Clare Porter 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 167:  Sandra Reed 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (South Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Increasing road width for more traffic is absurd. Light rail is more cost effective and an 
environmentally compatible solution. As in Europe, light rail is the only progressive solution. 
 
Population increase requires more effective movement than road transport which adds cars 
and congestion. Light rail requires less land, perhaps two metres. 
 



Resumption of land for the proposed widening is negative to community social fabric and will 
add to isolation and antisocial behaviour as well as impair business and elderly/disabled 
access to community and support. Diesel fumes contain carcinogen impacting health. 
 
The cost of this proposal is not justified. New highway pedestrian crossings will be costly. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Light rail is not planned or under investigation for Stirling Highway. The highway is a high 
frequency public transport route with better access than many parts of Perth. Bus services 98 
and 99, local buses and proximity to the Fremantle railway (particularly between Claremont 
and Fremantle) make light rail unviable for Stirling Highway. Existing services have unmet 
capacity. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 168:  Dorothy Kennedy 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter moved to Fremantle for its heritage buildings. It is inappropriate to destroy 
heritage ‘to secure space for a consistent and safe Stirling Highway’. 
 
There are alternatives, the plan should be abandoned. Consultation with the community 
needs to be properly taken into account. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
The proposed amendment included a public submissions period with opportunity to present 
to a Hearings sub-committee of the WAPC in accordance with the relevant planning 
legislation. 
 
The Report on Submissions summarises and comments on matters raised in submissions. It 
informs the WAPC deliberation and recommendations for the amendment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 169:  Monique La Fontaine 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



The plan to widen Stirling Highway, North Fremantle, and demolish important, loved 
buildings is a disaster for Fremantle and Perth. The submitter regularly visits North Fremantle 
for its character. There is no place like Mojos. The venue should be heritage listed for its 
20 year contribution to the music scene. 
 
The range of businesses in North Fremantle, including Mrs Brown, reflect local community 
spirit and reflect what people want to experience - life, inspiration and uniqueness. 
 
This must not go ahead, don’t remove North Fremantle’s cultural and community life. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. No businesses identified in the submission are affected by the amendment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 170:  Anthony Kain 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 53 (No. 4) Dalgety Street, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The submitter supports removal of the highway reservation from his family home. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The existing reservation is proposed to be entirely deleted from the subject property. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 171:  Bianca Martino 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Stirling Highway amendment is objected to in its current form. The view of the North 
Fremantle Community Association submission is supported. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and Submission 258 from the North Fremantle Community Association. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 172:  E. Hawkes 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is objected to in its current form. Any alteration to the North Fremantle 
shops or damage to Mojos Bar is objected to. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Mojos music venue is not affected by the amendment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 173:  Mario and Mary Runco 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 31 (No. 235) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
This plan will cause uncertainty for many affected persons. The submitters lease the 
premises at Lot 31 as a restaurant. Tenants won’t be able to on-sell their business and it will 
be difficult to lease the restaurant long-term. The rent is the landowners’ only income. 
 
The 5.1 metre wide verge is excessive and affects this and many other buildings. The 
submission seeks confirmation on whether the subject lot will be acquired by the WAPC. 
 
Bottlenecks at Bay View Terrace and Claremont schools in peak times are the main 
problems and could be easily fixed without this major upheaval. 
 
The plan will change the character of the area irrevocably. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Many highway businesses, including this property are developed to the lot boundary. The 
modified reserve will provide greater certainty than the existing situation. However, with the 
large existing highway reserve in place for past 50 years, properties have sold, leased and 
redeveloped. Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and 
timing. Future resumption by negotiation with the landowner may consider various options. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject lot extends 21-22 metres into the site. The advertised 
amendment reduced it to 2 metres and the modified reservation is 1 metre (refer to part 7.5 
Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
Claremont is a main pinch point for Stirling Highway; however the amendment seeks to 
secure future options for highway improvements between North Fremantle and Nedlands. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed / partly upheld (reduced reserve width) 
 
 
  



Submission 174:  John Thorpe 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 38 (6/128) Forrest St, Peppermint Grove 
    (also known as 444 Stirling Highway) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter requests removal of the reserve and abandonment of the amendment over the 
subject lot as the reserve will see demolition of villa 23 and removal of villa 6’s vehicle 
access. Taking a forecourt fronting garages will increase noise/pollution, making villas 
uninhabitable. 
 
Publishing the plans has reduced property value and creates uncertainty and buyer 
hesitation. All villas are affected as the amendment degrades the environment and resident 
lifestyle. The proposal has caused anxiety, affecting health and well-being of occupiers. 
 
The demolition of villa gardens is a community loss. Widening is inappropriate for a town 
centre, undermining Cottesloe’s village atmosphere, destroying trees and The Grove Library. 
 
Traffic congestion is limited to morning and afternoon school traffic and is insufficient 
justification. Schools have and should assist in addressing traffic congestion. Widening will 
increase traffic. It would be more sensible to encourage public transport. 
 
There are already cycle lanes on Curtin Avenue as well as empty public land. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, Submissions 15 
and 67. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 175:  Auto Management Pty Ltd  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No. 315/40) St Quentins Avenue, 
    Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma A – Refer Submission 13 
 
 
Submission 176:  Whelans WA Pty Ltd (for Gull Properties) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lots 317-318 (No. 127-129) Stirling Highway, 
    Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The amendment proposes to reduce the existing reservation to 1.5 metres. The revised 
reservation may impact an existing awning however the existing reserve has a far greater 
impact on the development. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 



The existing reserve over the property measures 15 metres into the site from the highway 
boundary. The advertised reservation varied between 1.5 and 1.6 metres and the modified 
reservation is 0.5 to 0.6 metres (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width), markedly 
less than the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 177:  Nevin Watson 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Nedlands) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Replacing the existing central right turn area [Nedlands] with a pedestrian island will see 
turning vehicles block the outside traffic lane and increase risk of rear end collisions. 
 
There is very little foot traffic crossing the highway. The above change will result in more 
congestion and accidents exposing people to injury and death in head on collisions where 
vehicles are pushed into oncoming traffic. Central turning lanes work well in America. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The informal painted medians on Stirling Highway, Nedlands, will eventually be replaced by a 
solid median with designated right turn pockets. The formal right turn pockets will ensure 
through traffic is less affected by vehicles queuing to turn right. The solid median will be safer 
than the existing informal situation and also function as a pedestrian refuge. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 178:  Neil Fearis 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Walter Street, Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed right turn lane pocket in to Walter Street should not proceed. Currently, only 
Walter Street allows west-bound traffic between Loch Street and Leura Avenue to turn right 
to get to Gugeri Street, Claremont Showgrounds and north of the rail line. It is already a 
problematic thoroughfare for residents. This is evidenced by the Claremont imposing 
temporary parking restrictions for the Royal Show and other events. 
A right turn pocket in to Walter Street will encourage motorists seeking Gugeri Street access 
and increase traffic hazards for residents, including children who play in the street. 
 
Increasing Walter Street capacity by widening it will remove trees and destroy local heritage 
and amenity. The marginal benefits for Stirling Highway do not justify this loss of amenity. 
 
The turning lane will impede motorists turning right (west) out of Walter Street, which is 
already a hazardous manoeuvre, especially in peak periods. There is no demonstrated need 
for enhancing motorist access to Walter Street. 
 
To minimise disturbance to Walter Street residents, construct a continuous solid median 
between Loch Street and Leura Avenue for improved safety and traffic flow. 
 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 141. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 179:  David and Ada McGechie 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 23/128) Forrest Street, Peppermint 
    Grove (aka 444 Stirling Highway) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Unit 23 and its garage are affected by the amendment. The proposed cycle lane will cut 
through the unit’s front wall and garage making it unliveable. The need for safe pedestrian 
and cycle paths is understood however the interests of home owners is more important. 
 
The landowners were not informed that the unit was located within a road reserve when 
originally purchased and it is not clear on the certificate of title. 
 
The property is the owners’ major retirement asset. If the amendment proceeds, demolition 
of the unit and garage will occur. This implies the value of the property is already diminished 
because it will be harder to sell with this threat over the property. Compensation at ‘fair 
market value’ in the future is therefore likely to be inadequate. 
 
The submission requests withdrawal of the reserve. 
 
The main highway problem is increased congestion affecting public transport, traffic and 
pedestrian and cyclist safety. A broad limited-access highway near the rail line is preferred. 
 
Cyclist safety could be improved by further developing existing cycle paths along the railway. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 
Submission 15. 
 
An MRS reserve is not detailed on certificates of title in Western Australia. Vendors and real 
estate agents must communicate knowledge of a regional reserve to potential purchasers. A 
Clause 42 certificate detailing reservations may be requested of the WAPC. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 180:  Robyn Clancy 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 22/128) Forrest Street, Peppermint 
    Grove (also known as 444 Stirling Highway) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



Focused on villa 22, the submission complements that of the Forrest Grove Villa strata. 
 
The garage is part of the villa with common walls to living areas. Compensation will be 
sought for both the garage and unit. Being unwell, the owner drives into the garage for 
convenience, safety and weather. An unusable garage will reduce quality of life. The villa 
was purchased for the garage and the nearby amenities. 
 
In school holidays no Stirling Highway congestion occurs. Schools should use shuttle buses. 
 
The deluxe widening of footpaths, cycle lanes and median strips is suitable for greenfield 
development, not a built up area if people are forced to leave their homes. 
 
Redevelop Curtin Avenue and the rail reserve to manage traffic instead of disrupting highway 
residents. The proposal ignores the heritage of the districts along the highway which will be 
lost. A wider highway will increase barriers to suburbs. Focus on public transport instead. 
 
Underground the railway and build over it so highway residents will not need to move. 
 
Local residents will not wait 20 to 30 years for compensation so will sell earlier rather than 
wait for property prices to be driven down. Compensation costs will be higher as residents 
may engage legal representation. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submissions 15 and 67 and parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage 
significance; 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. See 
Submission 396 for discussion of the Forrest Grove Villa strata submission. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 181:  Walter Ferrell 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term resident opposes widening Stirling Highway through the western suburbs, 
particularly the adverse consequences for Christ Church, Claremont. Widening the highway 
will desecrate community atmosphere and centres along the route. 
 
It may increase traffic, noise and vibration to essentially residential suburbs; increase the 
existing divide between river and town precincts by the highway and threaten heritage. 
 
Impacts to Christ Church include closer traffic noise (it is already difficult to hear inside the 
church), removal of the few local trees, potential damage to the heritage church and a left 
turn pocket into Queenslea Drive will deprive church parking, affecting access and services. 
 
A better option is a new highway next to the railway on undeveloped land between Thomas 
Street, Subiaco and North Fremantle. Fewer residents/businesses will be disadvantaged and 
the option is likely to be cheaper. Relieve pressure on the highway, not increase it. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 120. The modified reserve excludes the 
church building for the first time. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 182:  Thai Duy Nguyen 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 501 (No. 12/1B) McNeil Street, Peppermint 
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed because of: 
 

• Disruption and noise from roadworks; 
• Lost income through noise and disruptions to tenants and attracting new ones; 
• A closer highway will generate more traffic noise for occupants; 
• A wall will be removed making the complex less secure; 
• Compensation is not defined for the land to be resumed or damage to property; 
• No guarantee of repair/rebuild of walls or gardens damaged by the highway widening. 

 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject lot measures 29 metres from the highway boundary. 
The advertised reserve was 12.5 metres with the modified reserve (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) being 11.5 metres. Due to the importance of the 
adjacent Eric Street intersection, further reduction to the reserve is not possible without 
compromising future highway options. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 183:  Nedlands Electors Association (Inc) 
 
Interest:   Special interest group (ratepayer group) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Preserving unique buildings is as important as the Stirling Highway roadworks. The 
association seeks to preserve local heritage, including prominent, unlisted structures. The 
Vincent to Bruce street area is of great concern with iconic buildings - Windsor Theatre, 
Persian Carpet building, Captain Stirling Hotel and Maisonettes apartments. 
 
The submission requests regard be given to the iconic nature of this area and, if necessary, 
realign plans to ensure such buildings are preserved for future generations. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 



Refer to part 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. All buildings 
detailed in the submission are excluded from the modified reservation although some 
properties may have a land portion reserved. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (reduced reserve width; local 

heritage) 
 
 
Submission 184:  Florence Asphar 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 10 (No. 1/522) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed reserve would require reclamation of part of the property, which is an 
investment and produces income for the owners (self-funded retirees). 
 
Removing the subject property’s driveway will make the garage unusable, formerly a 
drawcard for tenants. It will lower the building’s value and negatively affect the appearance. 
 
Instead, sink the Fremantle railway, build a new road atop and sell vacant land for housing. 
Is all the community discontent worth it for a bus lane and bike lane? 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 185:  Ngarie and Giglieto Pisano 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 394) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter strongly disagrees with cycle lanes on Stirling Highway. Cycling in peak hour 
is a health hazard due to pollution and will strain health care. Space for cycling on the 
highway is not viable. It is safer and healthier to use public transport on Stirling Highway. 
 
Cyclists slow other traffic: they stray from cycle-ways, disrupt traffic and reduce traffic safety. 
Well positioned cycle paths exist along the railway and river needing better connectivity. How 
many cyclists will use the route during peak hour when traffic flow is crucial? Unsightly city 
cycle parking facilities encourage theft and should be planned prior to cycle lanes. 
 
Instead, reduce city car parking; reduce Stirling Highway turning options; provide buses with 
fully indented bus stops; and, prioritise public transport over cars. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. Provision of cycle lanes will reduce 
potential for conflict between cyclists and other road users in peak hour. The highway design 



provides for formalised right turns, solid central medians and bus priority measures. Indented 
bus stops are not supported by Department of Transport unless for a timed stop. 
 
The existing reserve extends 30 metres into the subject lot. The advertised reserve extends 
10.5 metres into the lot while the modified reservation is 9.5 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 186:  Sally Hasluck 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The twice daily traffic congestion at Stirling Highway, Claremont is mainly due to school 
traffic added to peak hour. The amendment is extreme and impacts many historic buildings. 
Banning right turns will help traffic flow. 
 
Dedicated highway cycle lanes are not needed as Princess Road and the railway offer cycle 
routes. A connection at Stirling Street, Claremont is needed for safe Perth-Fremantle cycling. 
Cycle lanes make the highway reserve wider than necessary. The cost outweighs bike use. 
 
The amendment ignores local heritage and will destroy Claremont’s community identity. The 
historic gateway of Bay View Terrace has been protected by the community for forty years 
and all Bay View Terrace properties, including number 60-62 (National Bank) should remain. 
Historic buildings in Cottesloe and Mosman Park are also threatened for no improved result. 
 
Build a tunnel from east of Leura Avenue to past Methodist Ladies College for through traffic 
so local traffic can use the existing highway. While costly, it is a longer term solution. 
 
Claremont Council has alternatives for Bay View Terrace that save historic features. Bruce 
Hayes’ submission details options for Bay View Terrace and Bay Road/Loch Street. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
See Submissions 71 (Bruce Hayes) and 203 (Town of Claremont) for further discussion. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 187:  John O'Dea 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 4 (No. 128A) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



Vehicular entry and exit for the subject site is a traffic hazard. Access via 130 Stirling 
Highway utilising 3 Vincent Street’s crossover is proposed. If proposed by MRWA, 
arrangement to suit all parties could be negotiated. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Vehicular access arrangements over a neighbouring property is not within the scope of this 
amendment to resolve and is a matter for negotiation between landowners via agreement or 
legal easement. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 188:  Rex Langmead (for Langmead Familty Trust) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 4 (No. 133) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The property has been family owned since 1945. No landowner consultation occurred on the 
1963 reservation to Other Major Highway for a six lane highway reserve. 
 
In 1996 the reserve was reduced to 5.5 metres (four lanes) with the remaining land reserved 
Parks and Recreation. The owner’s request for Urban or Industrial zoning was not supported. 
 
In 2003, their submission to Omnibus 6 amendment requested rezoning local properties. 
 
In 2006 MRS Amendment 1138/41 East Leighton proposed an Urban zone over the subject 
property with owner support given in 2007 via submission and panel hearing. As it is 
assumed the amendment is unresolved, a request for its finalisation is made. 
 
An extra 8.8 metre reserve (185 m2 or 47% of the lot) will make redevelopment unviable. At 
no cost to the State, a land swap of 185 m2 with adjoining State land is requested. 
 
The City of Fremantle supports aligning Stirling Highway west to the railway with high density 
transit oriented development on land the subject of the East Leighton amendment. If this is 
adopted it will effectively wipe out the property. 
 
Continuous property ownership demonstrates a desire to participate in its development and a 
rezoning would afford landowner security to commit to long-term redevelopment. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
MRS Amendment 1138/41 East Leighton is a separate amendment. The outcome of this 
amendment may influence its eventual outcome. 
 
Refer to Submission 84 for discussion of City of Fremantle recommendations. 
 
The existing PRR reserve over the subject lot is 5.5 metres. The remainder of the lot is MRS 
Parks and Recreation reserve. The advertised amendment proposed a 14.2 to 14.3 metre 



reservation. The modified reservation is 13.1 to 13.2 metres (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width). 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 189:  Sarah Allan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
City of Fremantle and North Fremantle Community Association (NCFA) views are supported. 
 
The main concern is Queen Victoria Street, especially number 261-267. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; Submission 84 (City of Fremantle) and Submission 258 (NFCA). 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 190:  Kevin and Marion Bogue 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Stirling Highway and removing Queen Victoria Street buildings is objected to. 
 
There are no major traffic problems on Stirling Highway, North Fremantle apart from trucks 
entering at Tydeman Road. Heavy haulage trucks are dangerous and problematic for drivers 
and the bridge itself. 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street is ridiculous and should be re-examined. The current road 
layout slows traffic. This is the only available local shopping centre in the area. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. No Queen Victoria Street building is affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Tydeman Road is not part of this amendment. A separate amendment addressing traffic 
management west of Stirling Highway, including Fremantle Ports, is anticipated in the future. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 191:  Brian D'Cress 
 
    (also Submissions 192, 196, 197) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
This pro forma submission (one that includes identical detail to another submission lodged by 
a different person) was used by four submitters. It is known as Pro Forma E. 
 
North Fremantle, especially Queen Victoria Street is a vibrant local centre. The demolition of 
buildings at 261 to 267 Queen Victoria Street is objected to (some pro forma state street 
numbers 255 to 261 referring to the same property). Impacts on business or social activation 
are not considered. Removing heritage for vehicle access is unusual, especially as the street 
is traffic calmed. 
 
The City of Fremantle option of moving the highway west at McCabe Street is mentioned. 
 
Two options not out for public consultation are extending Curtin Avenue south to Tydeman 
Road or connecting it to Stirling Highway at Queen Victoria Street. 
 
An extra lane east of Stirling Bridge to assist heavy truck movement (port to Leach Highway) 
and left turns into Canning Highway could also allow for right turns toward Fremantle. 
 
The North Fremantle proposal should be deleted in favour of the above options. 
 
Focus should be on existing public transport and future light rail. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 84. 
 
No buildings in Queen Victoria Street are affected by the modified reservation. 
 
The future alignment of Curtin Avenue is anticipated to be a separate amendment process 
whilst the Stirling Bridge is outside the amendment area. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 192:  Belinda Mignot 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma E – refer to Submission 191 
 
 
Submission 193:  Lynn Roberts 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 194:  M. and A. Zevis 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposal at Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle is objected to and the views of the 
City of Fremantle and the North Fremantle Community Association (NCFA) are supported. 
 
Freight containers should be taken off the roads and onto rail. 
 
The vibrant local retail scene and community heart of Queen Victoria Street is greatly valued. 
 
Human scale and sense of community must come before bigger, faster, busier roads, cars, 
and, economies of scale. Sustainability and environmental damage are of real concern. 
 
The future created today for future children is more important than winning an election. 
 
Develop alternatives that acknowledge and respect the North Fremantle community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; Submission 84 (City of 
Fremantle); and, Submission 258 (NCFA). 
 
A separate amendment for freight transport to and from Fremantle Ports is anticipated. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 195:  A. Boyd 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 196:  J. Hunter 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma E – refer to Submission 191 
 
 
Submission 197:  W. Hunter 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma E – refer to Submission 191 
 
 



Submission 198:  K. Vidulich 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Addition to pro forma: The pro forma is modified to refer to 255 to 261 Queen Victoria Street 
(the pro forma refers to 261 to 267). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 199:  M. Vidulich 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 200:  Lauren Pinkster 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Addition to pro forma: The pro forma is modified to refer to 255 to 261 Queen Victoria Street 
(the pro forma refers to 261 to 267). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 201:  Y. Brooks 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 202:  L. Boyd 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 



Addition to pro forma – The pro forma is modified to refer to 255 to 261 Queen Victoria Street 
(the pro forma refers to 261 to 267). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 203:  Town of Claremont 
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
Claremont Council conditionally supports the amended road reservation. 
 
The submission includes a table of Stirling Highway (Claremont) heritage properties including 
those on the National Trust Estate, State Heritage Register and Municipal Inventory as well 
as trees to be avoided via modification to proposed reserve: 
 
Heritage Property 
and Iconic Trees 

Impact of advertised reservation Town of Claremont 
Comments / Recommendations 

National Trust 
Estate 

  

256 Stirling 
Highway 
(Congregation Hall) 

Postal box located immediately 
adjacent to the proposed road 
alignment. 

Re-align the reservation to protect post 
box on property or within the verge area 
in future Highway works. 

State Heritage 
Register 

  

206 Stirling 
Highway (former 
Coronado Hotel) 

Borders road reserve Re-align reservation to exclude the 
entire building (as was done for 
Claremont Council Offices. 

308 Stirling 
Highway 
(Claremont 
Municipal 
Chambers) 

Road reserve deviated on the Land 
Requirements and Changes Plan is 
inconsistent with associated road 
widening shown on Carriageway 
Plans. War Memorial will require 
relocation due to intersection 
works. 

Correlate Carriageway Plans with Land 
Requirement and Changes Plans and 
modify to protect buildings on the 
northern side of the intersection 
(Bayview Terrace). Minor relocation of 
existing War Memorial or another site 
following consultation. Main Roads to 
bear all relocation costs. 

Listed on Town of 
Claremont 
Municipal 
Inventory 

  

222 Stirling 
Highway (McLeod 
Solicitors & antique 
shop) 

Partially within road reserve. Re-align reservation to exclude entire 
building (as was done for Claremont 
Council Offices. 

280 Stirling 
Highway (former 
electrical 
substation, 
presently 
Beaurepaires) 

Within road reserve – significantly 
impacted by bus lane. If lane was 
not present, opportunity to save the 
historical integrity of the building. 

Delete bus lane proposed at the front of 
the property and reduce the reservation. 



288 Stirling 
Highway 
(Claremont Police 
Station) 

A number of significant trees and 
convict graves are located along 
the approx. reservation alignment. 

Re-align the reservation boundary to 
exclude tree and grave sites or retain 
existing verge. 

1 Corry Lynn Road 
(private dwelling) 

Within road reserve – significantly 
impacted. 

Demolition/partial demolition and 
reconstruction of sympathetic façade 
following completion of historical record. 

60 Bay View 
Terrace (east side) 

Entire building to be demolished. Modify reservation to exclude buildings 
on the northern side of the Bay View 
Terrace intersection (refer to plan 
included with submission 203). 

62 Bay View 
Terrace (north east 
corner of Stirling 
Highway) 

Corner truncation will require partial 
demolition of building. 

Modify reservation to exclude buildings 
on northern side of intersection (refer to 
plan included with submission 203). 

62A Bay View 
Terrace (north east 
corner of Stirling 
Highway) 

Corner truncation appears to 
slightly encroach on corner of 
building. 

Modify reservation to exclude buildings 
on northern side of the Bay View 
Terrace intersection (refer to plan 
included with submission 203). 

53-57 Bay View 
Terrace (west side) 

Demolition required. Modify reservation to exclude buildings 
on northern side of the Bay View 
Terrace intersection (refer to plan 
included with submission 203). 

Heritage Places 
proposed for the 
Municipal 
Inventory 

  

365 Stirling 
Highway (William 
Apartments) 

Front façade encroaches into 
proposed road reserve alignment. 

Town of Claremont to consider entry 
into Municipal Inventory in current 
review. 
 
Modify Carriageway Plans and Land 
Requirements and Changes Plans to 
save buildings on northern side of 
intersection as per attached plan. 

372 Stirling 
Highway (corner of 
Richardson 
Avenue) 

Existing mature Eucalypts planted 
in front of Claremont Community 
Hub by John Oldman have heritage 
value. One tree will be in the verge 
of proposed reservation while 
others will remain on the residual 
property. 

Recommend that the Eucalypt in the 
verge be maintained and protected 
under road work proposals. 

Iconic Trees   
South east corner 
of Queenslea Drive 
and Stirling 
Highway (mature 
tree) 

Existing 100 year old Stone Pine 
located at intersection, will require 
removal. 

The tree is a mature specimen and in 
reasonable vigour. Council request that 
roadworks for this intersection be 
delayed to enable tree monitoring to 
determine its viability. Modify 
carriageway plans to provide maximum 
protection for the tree. 

328 Stirling 
Highway (mixed 
use redevelopment)  

The tree is at least 80 years old and 
in reasonable vigour. Given the 
location there is no capacity to 
retain the tree within the verge even 
with the removal of the bus lane. 

Archival record of tree prior to removal. 

 
The submission requests modifying the proposed reservation at the Stirling Highway/Stirling 
Road intersection to reflect MRWA and Town of Claremont negotiations to improve the 
intersection geometry, impacts on recent buildings and to reduce the proposed reservation. 



MRWA is requested to consult with the council on traffic management treatment for 
intersections and mid-blocks along the highway at design stage. Intersection and turning 
lanes are significant factors to resolve. 
 
A review to reduce impacts on cultural environment, heritage character and streetscape is 
requested including reducing widths of verges, carriageways, medians, bus lanes, bicycle 
lanes and deletion of turning lanes at intersections. The reserve should encroach into rail 
reserve or be realigned to impact properties with less cultural or heritage value. 
 
The proposed speed limit reduction to 50 kilometres per hour between Stirling Road and 
Leura Avenue is supported. 
 
Consideration of measures to improve traffic flow before finalising the amendment include: 
 

1. A painted, not solid, median with turning lanes for turning movements into side streets 
out of peak traffic and introduction of a peak period tidal lane [central lane where 
traffic travels in the peak direction] including pedestrian refuges either side for safe 
crossing. 

 
2. Medians of 5.5 metres are sufficient for light rail other than passing lanes at select 

points. 
 

3. Stirling Highway is not a safe cycling environment so cycle lanes require review. 
Commuter cycling occurs on the Fremantle rail reserve and other options for shared 
use of the verge for cycling should be investigated. 

 
4. An Intelligence Transport System assessment for coordinated improvements to traffic 

flow and functionality to address current traffic volumes and constraints is requested. 
 

5. Realign Bay Road and Loch Street to provide a signalised four-way intersection. 
 

6. Close proposed central medians at Walter and Vaucluse streets. 
 
A speedy resolution to reduce urban blight is requested. Scheduling implementation of 
highway upgrade works within five years is requested of the Minister for Transport. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The post box in front of Congregation Hall may be relocated. State heritage, including the 
former Coronado Hotel building, is excluded from the highway reserve (refer part 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance). Future investigation may 
identify heritage gravesites and mature trees at Claremont Police Station (288 Stirling 
Highway). Reconstructing 1 Corry Lynn Road’s facade may be possible subject to future 
negotiations. 
 
A modified carriageway design to avoid impacts on Bay View Terrace properties is not 
supported due to resulting curvature to the highway alignment in this constrained area. 
Design review prior to actual roadworks is possible. 
 
Impacts on two proposed municipal inventory properties (365 and 372 Stirling Highway) are 
unavoidable with a modification not supported. Impacts on the ‘stone pine’ tree at the south 
east corner of Queenslea Drive and a mature tree fronting 328 Stirling Highway are 
unavoidable. No other council suggestions are supported. 



A review to reduce impacts on heritage and streetscape is not supported as introducing 
further kinks and bends into the regional road alignment will not improve safety, function or 
reduce accident risk. Investigations to improve traffic flow through Claremont are in progress. 
 
As per above numbering: 
 

1. A painted median will not reduce reserve width, however, may result in operational 
issues including driver confusion and greater potential for accidents associated with 
tidal lanes and right turn movements. 

 
2. Light rail is not under investigation for Stirling Highway. An 8 metre median is 

necessary for light rail, not 2 metres. Increasing median width for pedestrian safety 
contradicts the request to reduce reserve width. 

 
3. Cyclists use Stirling Highway and require consideration in terms of infrastructure and 

safety (refer to part 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes). 
 

4. The request for an Intelligence Transport System is noted for future MRWA planning. 
 

5. Realigning Bay Road and Loch Street to achieve local coordination, access and 
control may be investigated by the council. 

 
6. A solid median preventing right turns into Walter and Vaucluse streets from 

westbound Stirling Highway traffic requires an associated traffic study to demonstrate 
needs, benefits and impacts of no northern access between Loch Street and Leura 
Avenue. 

 
Council traffic engineering and planning representatives participated in a process to identify 
local access arrangements for the highway as part of a project working group in 2010. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 204:  Jack Kent 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 205:  Louis Kent 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed design is good for green-field situations not in the context of community, 
history and streetscape. Benefits are heavily outweighed by likely costs. 
 
Traffic passes though the single north-bound lane on Queen Victoria Street so could remain 
as a single lane to the intersection without affecting traffic flow. The short priority bus lane is 
of limited benefit and unnecessary. When traffic is flowing, there would not be enough time 
for buses to move into the priority lane before the intersection so will be often vacant. 
 



Wide footpaths are supported for new developments with plenty of space or to reclaim road 
space. People within this community would accept less footpath space in return for retaining 
heritage and front gardens as part of the streetscape. 
 
The proposed Jackson Street cul-de-sac is too big. Access from northbound lanes of Queen 
Victoria Street into Jackson Street should remain and a median to prevent other traffic 
turning right installed. Jackson Street will be very short with a cul-de-sac at each end. 
 
North Fremantle centre has prospered partly due to narrowing Queen Victoria Street. Historic 
buildings are a beautiful streetscape, enhanced by businesses, employment, amenity, and 
community spirit. Losing the buildings will dent variety and visitor opportunities. 
 
Removal of the house’s garden at the Jackson Street corner will also affect streetscape. 
 
Positive changes to the area have recently occurred. This proposal is not one of them. The 
plans should be revised to not disturb streetscape and history. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 206:  Sylvia Gilchrist 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 207:  Kate Farnsworth 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 208:  Georgina Pritchard 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 209:  Natasha King 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 210:  Robert Ferrari 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed as it will damage North Fremantle’s cultural and community hub 
by destroying significant buildings valued by State, visitors and businesses. It is a safe area 
for night time entertainment, not available elsewhere. 
 
Traffic in the area is not bad with Stirling Highway available to ease congestion. 
 
Removing significant community places for road widening and apartment blocks is another 
example of destroying community and cultural icons for greed, which people are sick of. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 211:  Matt Bartel 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission disapproves of the proposed amendment to expand Stirling Highway at the 
expense of local business. In particular the future of Mojos - a very important music venue - 
is of concern. 
 
A traffic problem solution that does not impact local community/business is requested. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Mojo’s Bar is not part of the amendment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 212:  Cecelia Cmielewski 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



Reversal of the plan to widen Queen Victoria Street is requested. The amendment 
misunderstands community needs and amenity. 
 
North Fremantle has a nice vibe and amenity. It is one of a few Perth examples that has 
grown from the ground up. This kind of ‘Brunswick Street’ vibe cannot be falsely created. Do 
not widen Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified amendment does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 213:  Stuart Orchard 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street is objected to. It will damage a burgeoning community area 
and historically significant buildings. Vehicles accessing the port can travel on Stirling 
Highway and turn at Tydeman Road. 
 
It is possible that the port will move in ten years, the area will be spoiled and a wider road 
may not even be necessary. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 214:  Clare Goodwin 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 215:  Ann Leah 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle resident is concerned the amendment will result in removal of the few 
highway dwellings in North Leighton, part of Fremantle’s built heritage. 
 



Widening the highway to six lanes will affect the flow of people across North Fremantle and 
beach access with increased physical, visual and noise obstacles. 
 
The proposed on-road cycle lanes duplicate plans for a railway bike path between Cottesloe 
and Fremantle, a much safer alternative. 
 
The submission strongly objects to the demolition of Queen Victoria Street shops. The 
situation works well and is finally functioning as a town centre. It was previously agreed to 
not favour traffic over people. 
 
Widening only temporarily improves congestion so traffic will once again increase. Hence, 
this is not a long-term solution. School trips add to congestion. Public transport should be 
encouraged rather than unnecessary car use. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 216:  Fletcher Joyce 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission opposes the reservation and widening of Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. The cost of losing iconic buildings and cultural venues is too high. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 217:  Kirsten Maley 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 218:  Dodie Phillips 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The North Fremantle resident strongly opposes the amendment as it will destroy the heart 
and soul of the North Fremantle community and affect local businesses. People will no 
longer have a place to congregate and history will be lost. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 219:  Julie Calcutt 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term North Fremantle resident will be affected by the widening of Queen Victoria 
Street so that more traffic can rumble along the small street. 
 
The amendment threatens newly emerging, rare and interesting, quality shops. More of this 
style of shop could be attracted to the area if retained as a sympathetic location. 
 
The proposal will only allow fast cars and polluting trucks to take over completely. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 220:  Carol Pickles 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 700 (No. 16/80) Stirling Highway, North 

Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to the terrible loss of community and heritage in North Fremantle. 
 
The architectural landscape is beautiful and holds the community together. The very 
businesses being destroyed are what attract new community members. 
 
The submission questions compensation for loss of property value funding retirement. 
 
Most people do not want the community or heritage destroyed; only car drivers will want this. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 



Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 221:  Barry Knutson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is lodged as a petition with 17 signatures. 
 
The impact of the proposal on the North Fremantle community and the value gained through 
the capital expense should be reviewed. 
 
North Fremantle advocates sensible community planning. Its social aspects attract people. 
 
The writer suggests Queen Victoria Street was restricted in line with an American study (not 
named in submission) and that forced traffic restrictions promote road rage and violence. 
 
The proposal to reinstate a wider transit way for Fremantle traffic flow will result in more 
traffic to the Swan Hotel/Fremantle traffic bridge section of Queen Victoria Street. Congestion 
is caused by the Tydeman Road/Queen Victoria Street traffic lights and car parking. 
 
Abandon this amendment and extend Walter Place through the North Fremantle railway 
station and isolate all port traffic to this route. Enhance Bracks Street and connect it to Swan 
Street so Tydeman Road can terminate at the Railway Hotel (see submission for diagram). 
 
Remove the Queen Victoria Street/Tydeman Road traffic lights and increase parking for 
Queen Victoria Street. This will maintain Queen Victoria Street access to Fremantle and 
retain North Fremantle’s strong identity. 
 
Relocate North Fremantle Train Station to the end of Jackson Street. This will give Fremantle 
Ports greater flexibility in its continued expansion and separate port and residential traffic. 
Move commercial traffic away from Port Beach Road to retain its beauty. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The suggested connection of Walter Place across the Fremantle train line to Stirling Highway 
would result in the demolition of the State heritage listed former North Fremantle primary 
school and site of former convict depot at 99-101 Stirling Highway. 
 
Rationale for relocating North Fremantle train station to Jackson Street is not provided and it 
is unlikely to be viable. 
 
A similar connection concept to allow traffic to cross the railway line near Walter Place is 
under investigation. Shown in this amendment’s concept design plans for transparency, it is 
not part of this amendment. A separate amendment related to freight traffic and Fremantle 
Ports is anticipated for eventual public comment. 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 
Queen Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 222:  Colin Nichols 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Urban areas and, consequently, the fabric of city life and amenity are under threat. North 
Fremantle is unique, has a clear sense of community and identity, and has survived 
development and traffic increases. There is a long history of roads destroying communities 
and individuals. Do not allow the village of North Fremantle to become another casualty. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 223:  Danielle Churack 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The feel of the area has improved and is gathering momentum as a family friendly hub. The 
proposal and destruction of heritage buildings makes no sense. 
 
There is room for an off-road bus stop on Queen Victoria Street to avoid traffic build up 
behind the buses. 
 
Heritage buildings contribute benefits to the local community and there are better route 
options in Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue. 
 
The WAPC should listen to what the local community wants. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Indented bus bays are only supported at timed bus stops. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 224:  Craig Suttar 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The local family enjoy the Queen Victoria Street precinct and oppose the widening of Queen 
Victoria Street. Curtin Avenue and Stirling Highway already provide north-south road options. 
Traffic calming on Queen Victoria Street has contributed to creating a North Fremantle heart. 
 
Stirling Highway facilitates bus transit and there is no need for more bus facilities. Better 
public transport and the City of Fremantle position are supported. 
 
The rail line between Mosman Park and Fremantle traffic bridge should be sunk and new 
property and open space created, then Stirling Highway could be widened. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
For discussion of the City of Fremantle view refer to Submission 84. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 225:  Trish Hyndman 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Queen Victoria Street business owner already has parking problems for customers and 
less parking will affect the business.  
 
Losing businesses from the area will make it less attractive to shoppers who stay in the area 
longer because of the diverse shopping. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not change existing Queen Victoria Street car 
parking or its regional road reservation. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 226:  Mary-Ann Goodlich 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment must not negatively impact on the history, heritage and greater context of 
buildings and architecture of North Fremantle. 
 



North Fremantle centre provides local resident and visitor amenity. Planning should preserve 
the amenity. The built fabric must be retained and road planning should consider this. 
 
North Fremantle has already been impacted by changes to Tydeman Road and the port. Do 
not destroy what remains of this town centre. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 227:  Helena Pollard 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle and its town centre have a rich cultural identity and vibrancy. North 
Fremantle will be negatively impacted if the row of shops proposed to be removed is 
demolished. The shops provide interest and keep the community alive. 
 
Increased heavy truck traffic through North Fremantle is unsustainable and unacceptable. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. A separate amendment is anticipated to address port-related traffic. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 228:  Steve Barron 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle used to have a larger community. The Tydeman Road by-pass cut the 
community in half. Many heritage buildings were destroyed by that amendment and 
population reduced. This proposal may further reduce the number of remaining buildings. 
 
North Fremantle is not merely an approach to Fremantle; it has its own identity and culture. 
 
A moratorium on port traffic travelling through the North Fremantle community is requested. 
An invasive port activity, like livestock trade, is already offensive and unsustainable, and may 
become worse. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 



Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. 
 
Port-related traffic is anticipated to be addressed via a separate amendment process. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 229:  Thomas Mellor 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Over the years, the local resident has seen North Fremantle become a vibrant town centre, 
enjoyed by the community. 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street will destroy the vitality of the centre. Losing heritage 
buildings would be tragic for the neighbourhood. 
 
The submission supports better traffic flow and increased safety without affecting the North 
Fremantle town centre and Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 230:  Edward Mellor 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Queen Victoria Street precinct is an incredibly vibrant and welcoming attraction. Small 
bars assist with reducing alcohol related incidents. Perth is spread out and it would be a 
travesty to damage such a wonderful destination. 
 
Increased traffic flow and safety are good things, however, there must be another solution 
that doesn’t involve the removal of so many heritage buildings. While the proposed changes 
may have some benefits there needs to be consideration of the detrimental impacts. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 



Submission 231:  Klara Johnstone  
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle precinct has a wonderful community feel. Losing heritage buildings to 
widen Queen Victoria Street not supported. Increased traffic and widening the street will 
adversely affect the North Fremantle community. 
 
Queen Victoria Street from Tydeman Road to Jackson Street should be limited to bus/taxi 
and local traffic only so public transport is improved without destroying the community heart. 
Change that risks destruction of a community is not progress. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 232:  Ron and Dianne Davidson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle town centre has thrived over the last 20 years and has a strong community. 
The proposal contains some positive elements but could destroy the community. 
 
Planning should be based on the assumption that North Fremantle town centre is preserved. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 233:  Narayani Palmer 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 234:  Judith Stansfield 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
While supportive of better facilities for cyclists and improved public transport access, the 
current proposal will: 
 

• Damage much used local businesses 
• Reverse the good work done reducing Queen Victoria Street to one lane for parking 
• Further divide North Fremantle village reducing its community atmosphere 
• Create more pollution and traffic dangers 
• Damage the look of the village by removing heritage buildings 
• Reduce the ‘finally back on its feet’ North Fremantle to just another intersection 

 
Alternatives, such as a cycle lane along the railway and better parking at North Fremantle 
train station, should be considered. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 235:  Graeme Johnstone 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Whilst major improvements to Stirling Highway are needed and most of the planning is 
forward thinking, damaging the growing, thriving North Fremantle community is going too far. 
Instead, limit access from Queen Victoria Street to Stirling Highway to buses, taxis and 
bicycles. Access from Tydeman Road to Queen Victoria Street should be sign posted to 
allow only local traffic and public transport. 
 
It would be a shame to see the area’s community value reduced for the sake of progress. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 236:  Bruce Nixon and Karen Handcock 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



The North Fremantle town centre has developed great character over recent years with new 
outlets such as bars, cafes and restaurants attracting many. It is an area people like and 
want. The proposed development will likely ruin the area. We are not opposed to more 
efficient vehicle and bicycle access and pedestrian safety however rarities like North 
Fremantle should be preserved. 
 
Long term traffic management planning for the port area would be better if port-related traffic 
went to an alternative port in Cockburn Sound. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 237:  Roslyn Drayton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle centre has great potential to be a vibrant centre for social activity without 
travelling to Fremantle’s centre. 
 
Why a huge road has to go through is not understood as Stirling Highway runs parallel with 
Queen Victoria Street and can provide a traffic diversion. Why bituminise this beautiful 
stretch of North Fremantle? Widen the highway instead. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 238:  Steve Rogers 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Increasingly suburban ‘village environments’ are being valued as a way of cultivating 
community spirit (e.g. Mount Hawthorn, Mount Lawley, Leederville, George Street, South 
Terrace). Queen Victoria Street is emerging as a similar village – don’t jeopardise this. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 
Queen Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 239:  Aiden Walsh 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Extending the road through North Fremantle is thoughtless and has no regard for local shop 
owner and resident opinions. This is a great area, similar to places in Melbourne and 
Vancouver - affecting it to extend is a travesty. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 240:  Nell Thayne 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission strongly objects to demolishing Queen Victoria Street buildings (261-267). 
North Fremantle is a unique and vibrant community with considerable historical buildings and 
creative and upbeat businesses. It is an irreplaceable part of the ‘Port City’ and contributes to 
its distinctive ambiance. 
 
The North Fremantle proposal should be deleted from the plan and other options considered. 
 
How can heritage buildings be so easily disregarded for traffic flow without the needs of local 
communities and social and economic viability being considered? Without healthy 
communities, what do we have? 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. The modified reserve does 
not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 241:  Jill Johnson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
There is no empathy for local needs as Queen Victoria Street develops into a place to 
socialise and enjoy. It is unfair to expect shop owners to lose their premises and livelihoods. 
 
Loss of car parking in Queen Victoria Street and an increase in cars travelling along it will 
increase the risk of accidents when crossing road, especially for children. Shops not affected 
by demolition will be deprived of trade. 
 
Diminishing heritage value is contrary to City of Fremantle efforts to protect historic buildings. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. The 
modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 242:  Paul Gamblin 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission supports considered examination of the Stirling Highway road reserve and 
provision of better cycle ways and bus lanes. 
 
The economic, community and heritage values of town centres should have a high value in 
this process. North Fremantle has developed a character and sense of place that is a model 
for other centres. 
 
The current traffic calming and traffic layout should not be altered. Instead, extend Curtin 
Avenue along the railway from Cottesloe to Tydeman Road. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The modified reserve 
does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 243:  Suzanne and John Fiocco 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



The amendment is short sighted and has many difficulties. It proposes to destroy the history 
of the North Fremantle area including heritage buildings, with its growing community of 
diners, shoppers and cyclists. 
 
Instead, redirect traffic across the Stirling Bridge. There is no point widening Queen Victoria 
Street as it leads to the two laned Fremantle Traffic Bridge. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 244:  Ann Forma 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission includes several attachments (refer to full copy of the submission). 
 
The submitter has been involved in planning for Fremantle and North Fremantle and is 
disappointed that successive Stirling Highway proposals have regarded North Fremantle as 
having less heritage value than Claremont. Even after the destruction of 1966 - 1971, minor 
improvements for a faster highway are prioritised over the heart of North Fremantle. 
 
Stating that the State heritage listed town hall is not affected is unacceptable. It will be lone 
building without context, missing the shops that contain the social history of the town hall. 
 
The corner of Jackson Street and Queen Victoria Street should be left alone and not 
truncated. The corner is the entry and curtilage of St Mary’s Church and Hall and is also the 
northern extremity of the town centre and needs to keep its historic road pattern. 
 
The Curtin Avenue extension, north of the town centre is a further threat to the town centre 
and its connectivity to the rest of the suburb. 
 
Cyclists should have safety but Stirling Highway is not the right place. Cycle lanes will 
unacceptably impact heritage buildings and negatively affect business and social fabric. 
 
The proposed highway design near the North Fremantle Primary and Infant School should be 
changed to return the curtilage of the school. 
 
The proposed highway design seriously affects parking at North Fremantle railway station, 
the local Alfred Road shops and Catholic church. The setback of the Matilda Bay building 
should not be reduced. 
 
The gains suggested by the amendment are far outweighed by the unnecessary removal of 
historic buildings that contribute to the social, cultural and historic fabric. The proposal does 
not provide suitable gain and is not supported. The government should sell government 
owned properties acquired for road building and end the blight over North Fremantle. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North 
Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 245:  Kate Truscott 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is objected to. The North Fremantle Community Association and the City of 
Fremantle views are supported. Any impact on Queen Victoria Street, the local village, must 
be avoided. 
 
Impacting a large tree at the intersection Queen Victoria Street and Stirling Highway should 
be avoided. It contributes to the visual amenity of North Fremantle, is very large and old. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street or the 
aforementioned tree. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 246:  Amanda Mannolini, Laurence Gerrish and Anne-Maire Connolly 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 51 (No. 3/89-91) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Although the amendment proposes to reduce the road reserve over the subject property, the 
submitters object to the highway design based on their collective knowledge of the highway 
between Loch Street and Hampden Road, Nedlands. 
 
The setback of the subject apartment building will be severely impacted (maps and pictures 
attached to full submission). Six and a half lanes of traffic are planned adjacent to the site. 
 
Existing lanes should be used to force a modal shift from cars to public transport. If bus lanes 
are to go to Perth, constraints between the University of Western Australia and Point Lewis 
will require removal of a traffic lane. Dedicated bus lanes should continue from start to end. 
 
Cycle lanes are not supported due to traffic volumes, location, being next to proposed bus 
lanes, crossovers and intersections, traffic speed and the poor road environment. On-road 
cycle lanes won’t encourage inexperienced cyclists (in particular women and children) just 



those experienced (mainly men). Instead, reduce speed limits and upgrade facilities in 
quieter local streets. 
 
Living next to a highway that carries 30,000 or more vehicles per day has its challenges. 
Gehl Architects ‘Flow Versus Quality’ suggests a rule of thumb that the more traffic, the lower 
the quality of environment for pedestrians and cyclists (refer to full submission). Stirling 
Highway is considered an ‘unpleasant street’ with noise and pollution. Cycling should only 
occur on roads with 25,000 or more vehicles per day if a raised, separated track is provided. 
Painted cycle lanes do not protect cyclists from traffic volume or speed. 
 
Traffic noise affects residential amenity. The front of the lot is almost unusable; the generous 
setback is our only respite. It is more important than a wide central median. 
 
High traffic volumes make the highway a poor walking and cycling environment. Talking on 
the highway is almost impossible. Widening to accommodate more vehicles by reducing 
building setbacks will further degrade amenity and isolate each side of the highway. 
 
Negative effects on heritage include the Captain Stirling Hotel and the Windsor Cinema. 
Heritage adds diversity and affordability. Limited diversity leads to dull suburbs. 
 
There has been no consultation with local residents and businesses or detailed analysis of 
existing conditions. Residents of No. 89-91 Stirling Highway were not even consulted and 
special needs residents not considered. Inconsistencies include demolishing local heritage. 
 
The 95 Stirling Highway building (circa 2009) is inadequately set back so will be demolished. 
 
Existing bottlenecks at Fremantle traffic bridges and Mounts Bay Road will worsen with more 
traffic due to physical constraints requiring costly upgrades and Claremont is not addressed. 
 
Increasing highway residential density should consider amenity adjacent to local centres. 
Make the highway attractive as possible. Encourage activity. Install trams instead of buses 
and reduce traffic lanes. Install safe cycling facilities in nearby quieter, low speed streets to 
encourage the broader community to cycle. 
 
The highway is designed for traffic not people – it is not a functional road design. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.7 Objection 
to On-road Cycle Lanes; 7.8 Bus Queue Jump Lanes. 
 
The concept design at the subject site includes four through traffic lanes, a wide, solid central 
medium (with allowance for right turn pockets) and two bus queue jump lanes, one of which 
is tapered. 
 
Bus prioritisation between UWA and Point Lewis is beyond the scope of this amendment. 
Bus queue jump lanes are not bus lanes. They enable buses to move to the front of the 
queue at signalised intersections (lane also functions as a left turn lane for other traffic). 
 
Design of on-road cycle lanes will not be finalised until a future time and may consider a 
raised and separated lane design. The proposed cycling infrastructure will likely attract 
commuter cyclists and reduce potential conflict between cyclists and passing vehicles. 
Mounts Bay Road cyclists are encouraged to use the off-road cycling paths, already in place. 
 



The modified reserve does not impact the Windsor Cinema and Captain Stirling Hotel 
buildings. 
 
Consultation occurred as detailed in part 4 Call for submissions. Any person may make a 
submission. A future amendment is anticipated to address Fremantle Ports related traffic in 
the Fremantle traffic bridges locality. Stirling Highway is served by high frequency buses and, 
in many locations, is in close proximity to the Fremantle railway – there is no demonstrated 
need for trams and no plans propose them in the future. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject lot extends 28 metres from the highway boundary. The 
advertised amendment decreased this to 8.2 metres and less. The modified reserve is 
7.2 metres and less, and will no longer affect any existing on-site buildings. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 247:  Robert and Sue Paterniti 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 206 (No. 63) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Increasing the road reservation over 63 Stirling Highway, North Fremantle is objected to. 
 
Over the past 25 years no increase of pedestrian or cycle traffic has occurred on Stirling 
Highway or Jackson Street. Provision of additional cycle and pedestrian paths is unjustified 
and a waste of funds. There is no evidence/argument to support benefits - the proposal infers 
benefits ‘may’ result. 
 
The Amendment Report states highway traffic volumes are likely to ‘increase marginally’ in 
future decades – there is no need to extend the reservation over the subject lot. It also states 
the plan is a ‘guide, not a definitive plan’. The property will be severely impacted based on a 
‘guide’ that places uncertainty over the future of the property and discourage improvements. 
 
Jackson Street is small, residential, has little traffic, low resident numbers and heritage 
making high density development unlikely. Increasing bus services or lanes is unnecessary. 
 
The reserve will decrease property value, leasing opportunities and remove future potential. 
If this argument is ignored, this virtual acquisition should result in immediate compensation. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes and 8.1 Jackson Street, 
North Fremantle. The concept design is referred to as a guide in the sense that the design 
may be improved as highway planning evolves in the future. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject lot is limited to a truncation at the Jackson Street 
corner. The lot is in the vicinity of a potential Curtin Avenue connection to Stirling Highway 
(subject to a separate amendment process) as well as Queen Victoria and Jackson streets. 
The advertised amendment proposed an approximate 6.2 metres and less reserve with the 
modified reserve being approximately 5.2 metres and less, with a truncation. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Submission 248:  Kim Stirling 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Traffic engineers must accept that evolving urban centres may develop stress points or 
bottlenecks. It is not possible to eliminate them all and it would be undesirable. Around the 
world appealing places do not include freeways or wide roads such as at Joondalup. The 
proposal is reminiscent of Vietnam War tactics of destroying a village to save it. 
 
North Fremantle town centre is returning to viability and exhibiting rare Perth vibrancy. 
Removal of a primary edge to this centre will destroy its ambience and appeal. Buildings 
replacing those lost will never have the same appeal (the corner of Tydeman Road and 
Queen Victoria Street provides one such example). Protect the town centre; do not destroy it 
as planned. 
 
Proposed changes to Jackson Street for a cul-de-sac and closure to highway access are not 
supported. This is not practical given the number of local residents and egress conditions at 
Tydeman Road. A small turning space will reduce the amount of reserved land - a slight 
inconvenience to vehicles however there is little rationale for change. With slow traffic the 
intersection works adequately. 
 
With no traffic problems or accidents in North Fremantle there is no need for any change. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 249:  Jonathon McCormick 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 2/224) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Terrara is a strata complex of 11 residential units. Unit 2 is near the highway with a garage 
8 metres from the highway boundary and a small courtyard. The proposed widening removes 
the garage so the footpath will adjoin the courtyard. A 4.1 metre setback will result in unit 
demolition. It is setback 14 metres and the owner does not want to relocate. 
 
Do not widen Stirling Highway – it should remain as is. Instead, traffic should be put on 
Curtin Avenue, along the railway reserve or sink the rail line and put roads above it. 
 
Taking 2.7 metres from the opposite side of the highway compared to 10.2 metres from this 
side is manifestly unfair. The other side gets an economic advantage. Imposing a 4.1 metre 
setback is unworkable; the entire unit complex will need to be demolished. 
 
If the complex is not demolished, its amenity will be degraded due to additional noise, 
pollution, dangerous pedestrian crossing, pedestrians being too close, loss of privacy, loss of 
setback, loss of reticulation and garden and unit 2's garage. 



The Terrara strata complex will lose three car bays used by units 3, 4 and 6; two visitor car 
bays; its driveway and safe feasible access to the highway, and letterboxes, making access 
hazardous and dangerous. 
 
Prohibit right turns into Walter Road to reduce reserved land. Relocate the bus stop further 
down the road towards Claremont Town Centre (near Lot 11). 
 
If property beside Terrara is resumed, part of the land is requested to be given at no cost to 
Terrara strata complex for car parking for owners who lose car bays to the reserve. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 
Submission 141 for discussion on Walter Street. 
 
The existing reservation over the subject lot measures 44 to 46 metres from the highway 
boundary. The advertised amendment proposed a reduced reserve varying 10.1 - 10.2 
metres, whilst the modified reserve is 9.1-9.2 metres. The modified reserve affects one of 
two existing garages at the front of the property. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 250:  Keith and Elizabeth Smith 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is objected to in its present form and the North Fremantle Community 
Association submission is supported. 
 
Relocating the port of Fremantle is suggested. Truck traffic from the port exacerbates 
increasing traffic problems in North Fremantle. Heavy and dangerous truck loads from ports 
travel through few built up areas, including North Fremantle. Elsewhere, ports move to better 
locations. 
 
Build more bridges/tunnels across Swan River between the Stirling Bridge and the Narrows 
Bridge. North Fremantle is located on a narrow peninsula and ever increasing numbers of 
vehicles utilise it as there are no alternative north-south routes. Daily traffic queues on 
Stirling Bridge from 2.30pm to 6.00pm are proof alternatives need to be found. The traffic 
limit in this area is exceeded and plans to make it more attractive to vehicles will reduce local 
amenity. 
 
Destroying North Fremantle township is a high price to pay for not planning an alternative. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 258 
(Pro forma F) for discussion on the NFCA submission. 
 



The amendment area does not extend south of the Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle, 
intersection. 
 
Port and associated freight traffic planning is likely to be the subject of a future amendment 
and may include extending Curtin Avenue to Stirling Highway at the Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle intersection as shown on plan 1.7221. 
 
Planning for Stirling Bridge (including increasing capacity) occurred prior to its construction. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 251:  Monica Quayle 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 2 (No.37) Albion Street, Cottesloe (also known 

as 517 Stirling Highway) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long-time resident has no plan to move from her home and does not want to be forced. 
 
Extend Curtin Avenue as there is enough space for widening without displacing people from 
their homes. If the rail line goes underground, there will be more space for widening. 
 
The highway widening may result in removal of the Catholic Church, Albion Hotel and old 
police station. The submission asks if owners of affected properties were contacted. 
 
Reconsider the amendment as it affects the people of Cottesloe and all along the highway. 
The question of whether buses and cars have priority over people and their homes is raised. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
The potential extension of Curtin Avenue is subject to a future, separate amendment 
process. There are no plans to sink the Fremantle train line in this area. 
 
A letter was sent to each affected landowner inviting submissions. Buildings mentioned in the 
submission are not affected by the modified reserve. 
 
The subject property is entirely reserved. The advertised amendment sought to reduce the 
reservation to approximately 4.2 metres or less measured from the highway boundary. The 
modified reserve is approximately 3.2 metres or less, a substantial reduction. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 252:  Mary Davis  
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mosman Park) 
 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to widening the highway between Jarrad Street, Cottesloe, and 
North Fremantle. Heritage buildings, popular dining, entertainment and retail in North 
Fremantle add character to the area and are valuable in retaining community. 
 
Saint Anne’s Church, North Fremantle has a vibrant community of people from North 
Fremantle, Mosman Park, Cottesloe and Peppermint Grove as well as Perth’s Croatian 
community. Its heritage is something to be proud of; should not be interfered with; and, other 
alternatives should be considered. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential loss of buildings with State heritage; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
St Anne’s Catholic Church has a portion of its land reserved; however, the church building 
itself is not affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 253:  Christopher Davis 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mosman Park) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed amendment for Stirling Highway between Jarrad Street, Cottesloe and Queen 
Victoria Street, North Fremantle is objected to. 
 
A number of heritage buildings are located on the east side of the highway. Widening will 
impact the buildings or lead to their demolition. There are already too few historical buildings 
in Perth. Heritage is part of Fremantle’s special character. They are irreplaceable. 
 
Impacts to Saint Anne’s Church and Queen Victoria Street are of particular concern. 
 
Alternatives, such as utilising the rail reserve to improve traffic without threatening these 
historic areas, are urged for reconsideration. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 252. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 254:  Michele Dreyfus 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The submission supports the broad intent of the amendment; however, negative impacts on 
the urban environment, heritage values and amenity of North Fremantle are unacceptable. 
 
The main concern is the proposed widening of Queen Victoria Street as it will lead to 
destruction of heritage buildings and reverse recent moves to traffic calm the street, which 
encouraged an attractive precinct for restaurants, entertainment and specialty shops. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 255:  Sara Eldred 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Amendment Report fails to consider effects on the North Fremantle (Queen Victoria 
Street) character and social amenity. A proposed bus lane at the intersection of Queen 
Victoria Street and the highway is especially damaging and results in heritage listed shop 
removal. 
 
Queen Victoria Street has become a thriving community and place, attracting local and other 
visitors. The proposal will diminish North Fremantle town centre’s character. Insufficient 
consideration has been given to the social impacts on the North Fremantle community. 
 
The submitter supports alternative proposals by the City of Fremantle. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and Submission 84 for 
discussion on the City of Fremantle submission. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 256:  Meg Officer 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street by demolishing buildings numbered 261-267 is objected to. 
These heritage buildings are irreplaceable. 
 
The community’s local centre is zoned as such in the local planning scheme. Traffic calming 
has allowed businesses to revitalise or start up as it is pleasant with adequate parking. 
 



There is an alternative route west of the rail line. This amendment panders to cars when it 
should encourage public transport. North Fremantle is already divided by the highway; 
please do not wreck the hub that is being created. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 257:  Cain Fogarty 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Comments 
 
The submission generally supports the amendment. Stirling Highway nears maximum 
capacity at peak times and lacks safety features so upgrading it seems appropriate. 
 
There should be more measures to promote mass transit for the future. If we continue 
building better roads people will drive more. 
 
This may be the last chance to widen the highway as future widening will remove many 
buildings. 
 
Tunnel through congested areas like Claremont as the State is good at mining and 
tunnelling. 
 
Bus stops off the highway would allow traffic to avoid changing lanes to avoid stopped buses. 
 
Many places allow right turns causing traffic to bank up as cars wait to turn. Provide more 
right turn lanes, ban turns completely, or, only allow right turns at traffic lights. 
 
Buildings should only be affected by the reserve where absolutely necessary. For example, 
reserving historic buildings in Queen Victoria Street for a 90 metre, rather than 80 metre, bus 
lane should not be part of the final reservation. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. There are no plans to tunnel through 
Claremont. 
 
In practice, embayed bus stops are only provided for timed stops. A central feature of the 
concept informing the amendment is formalising right turns via formal pocket lanes and 
prohibiting right turns at unsafe locations. 
 
Determination: Submission noted / partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 



Submission 258: Gerard MacGill, Convener, North Fremantle Community 
Association (also Submissions 381, 402) 

 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro forma F 
 
The rationalisation of the highway reservation will improve viability of automobile, pedestrian, 
cycling and transport use; however, insufficient attention to impacts on the urban 
environment, heritage values and amenity has occurred so the amendment is not supported 
in its present form. 
 
The Amendment Report discusses State registered buildings but ignores local heritage. 
About 40 local heritage buildings are affected, with as many as 18 to be removed. This will 
affect North Fremantle heritage values and character. Buildings not demolished will have 
amenity reduced by closeness to the highway (e.g. Saint Anne’s church). 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street/Stirling Highway intersection for a bus queue jump lane is 
particularly destructive and would result in demolition of heritage-listed double-storey shops 
at 261-267 Queen Victoria Street. Once reserved this portion of Queen Victoria Street will 
become MRWA responsibility, enabling them to undertake the proposed works. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is zoned as a local centre reflecting its main street function of varied 
small scale commercial activity. Traffic calming has led to one traffic lane in each direction 
with more parking. The lack of bus bays for the few buses that use the route assists traffic 
calming. It is unusual that bus movement be considered a priority over heritage buildings and 
their functions. 
 
The widening and truncation at Alfred Road will significantly reduce local shop parking, and, 
possibly viability. The shops contribute to the North Fremantle quality of life. Parking at North 
Fremantle train station is inadequate and will overspill into neighbouring streets with more 
cars on the highway. 
 
Planners promote ‘liveable communities’. North Fremantle was once a quintessential liveable 
community; however, it has lost this as its population decreased and businesses relocated to 
larger centres. Revival of the town centre has occurred, however, widening will halt this, 
discouraging improvements and causing blight. 
 
The City of Fremantle submission is supported. The City recommends moving the highway 
reservation west making use of the railway reserve and relocating the highway west near 
McCabe Street to run along the rail line. This would provide for redevelopment in the locality 
whilst improving pedestrian/cyclist connectivity between suburbs and the beach. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, Submission 84 for discussion of City of Fremantle. 
 
The realignment of Stirling Highway to abut the Fremantle rail reserve in the vicinity of 
McCabe Street is not supported due to severe differences in topography in this locality. 
 



Determination: Submission partly dismissed / partly upheld (delete bus queue 
jump lane, Queen Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 259:  Deonne Smith 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 17 (No. 1/396) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
The submission supports a reduction to the reserve, however, raises a number of issues. 
 
Highway congestion only occurs at school drop-off/pick-up times (8am to 8.45am and 
3.15pm to 3.45pm). No congestion occurs during school holidays. 
 
No additional traffic lanes are proposed so congestion will not be alleviated. 
 
Local public transport is extremely efficient (never at a standstill) and flows during peaks. 
 
Congestion occurs at Claremont near the new shopping centre, Bay View Terrace, Christ 
Church and Methodist Ladies College schools. 
 
Widening at the subject lot is not necessary to alleviate the Claremont town centre problems. 
 
Congestion is only a problem for one hour per day. The extra space for bikes and 
pedestrians will not alleviate this non-existent problem. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.7 Objections to on-road cycling lanes. 
 
The proposed reservation facilitates future safety improvements including reducing the angle 
of the highway in this locality, improved cyclist and pedestrian amenity and formalised right 
turns and acknowledges MRWA modelling which anticipates moderate future traffic changes. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 260:  David Green 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to the slip road adjacent to Christ Church, Claremont and the 
consequent removal of parking in front of the church. It will result in greater traffic noise in the 
church and may potentially damage its structure. 
 
Parking fronting the church is vital for the elderly and infirm as well as for daily activities. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 120. A bus queue jump lane/left turn lane is proposed at this corner. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 



 
Submission 261:  Janet Green 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to the proposed slip road adjacent to Christ Church, Claremont. The 
church is an historic part of Claremont and adjacent parking is vital for the elderly, infirm and 
members of the congregation. It will also affect church activities. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 120. A bus queue jump lane/left turn lane is proposed at this corner. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 262:  Anna and Maria Catelli 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 7/224) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitters own unit 7 as an investment property which they lease and is their source of 
income in retirement. They do not want to lose it or for it to become unlettable. 
 
Stirling Highway should not be widened – congestion can be dealt with by rerouting traffic 
along Curtin Avenue, along the railway reserve, or sink the rail line and put roads above it. 
 
Only taking 2.7 metres from the other side compared to 10.2 metres on the submitter’s side 
is unfair as the other side gets an economic advantage. Imposing a 4.1 metre setback is 
unworkable. The complex will need to be demolished. 
 
The amendment will result in loss of income if the unit is removed or, if it is not, its amenity 
will be degraded through additional noise, pollution, danger in road crossing, closeness of 
pedestrians, loss of privacy, and loss of setback. On-site impacts include removing 
reticulation, garden, unit 2’s garage; unit 3, 4 and 6 parking; two visitor car bays; feasible, 
safe driveway access to the highway; and, letterboxes. 
 
Minimise impacts on the subject property by banning right turns into Walter Street (less land 
resumed), relocate the adjacent bus stop further west, adjacent to Lot 11, which has a 
greater setback. 
 
Part of the neighbouring property is requested, free of cost, for car parking for owners who 
lose car parking and safe highway access. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 101 (discussion of subject lot); Submission 141 (Walter Street access) 
and parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 
and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
To effectively improve highway alignment and safety, the reserve cannot be applied equally 
to each side of Stirling Highway. The existing bus stop has been relocated away from this 



property. The subject site will gain non-conforming use rights so may not have to comply with 
normal setback requirements. The request for adjacent land cannot be addressed by way of 
this MRS amendment process. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 263:  Owner's of Terrara (Strata Plan 1275) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 224) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject development of 11 units houses approximately 17 people. The submission 
states that the units do not lend themselves to be subdivided, therefore, if one unit were to be 
resumed, then all must be. 
 
The highway should remain as it is. Address congestion by relocating traffic along Curtin 
Avenue; the railway reserve or sink the rail line and put roads above it. 
 
The proposed resumption would severely impact the strata complex through degraded 
amenity, additional noise, pollution, danger in road crossing, closeness of pedestrians and 
loss of privacy. 
 
The submission states that the entire block will be demolished as the units are not free 
standing. 
 
Other adverse impacts include loss of reticulation and garden; removal of unit 2’s garage, 
units 3, 4 and 6 car bays, two visitor car bays, feasible and safe driveway access to the 
highway, letterboxes, and unit 1’s garage will be almost impossible to access. Access to and 
from the highway to the units will be dramatically reduced and will be a traffic hazard and 
dangerous. 
 
To minimise impacts on the subject site, ban right turns into Walter Street (to reduce reserve) 
and relocate the proposed adjacent bus stop to the west near Lot 11. 
 
It is unfair that the reserve opposite is only 2.7 metres while this side is 10.2 metres. 
 
Land from adjoining Lot 2 is requested for additional car parking for owners who lose car 
bays. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 262 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 264:  David Weber 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



It is absurd to claim an increase in number of lanes will encourage other transport modes. 
 
Fremantle trains are well utilised but rarely full. Most cars have one person in them. Fewer 
cars on the road and more people on public transport are needed. 
 
The North Fremantle section of the circle bus route is well-timed and does not cause enough 
congestion to substantiate destruction of heritage. 
 
The amendment may exacerbate traffic jams at the bridges. Other alternatives and outcomes 
are suggested in the submission. 
 
Widening is not needed. People are more important than vehicles, heritage is more important 
than roads, and trains are better than cars. North Fremantle already has a train between two 
roads. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
The concept design informing the amendment does not propose an increase in traffic lanes, 
rather, a safer road environment with pedestrian, cyclist and public transport infrastructure. 
Bus queue jump lanes/left turn pockets at signalised intersections, formal right turn pockets, 
on-road cycle lanes and solid central medians (pedestrian refuges) are proposed. 
 
Determination: Submission partly dismissed / partly upheld (delete bus queue 

jump lane, Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 265:  James Paxton 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 2 (No. 236) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject lot is identified by the Town of Claremont for its heritage significance. A 
10.5 metre reserve will destroy the building and its practical use. Use railway land instead. 
 
This will create a Leach Highway and negatively impact the residential fabric of the suburbs. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject site extends 37 to 38 metres into the lot from the 
highway boundary significantly impacting the existing development. The advertised 
amendment sought to reduce the reserve to between 10.4 and 10.6 metres. 
 



The modified reserve (see part 7.4 Opposition to reservation width) is further reduced to 
9.4 to 9.6 metres and excludes the building footprint of the existing local heritage listed 
dwelling (presently used for offices). 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 266:  Mary-Anne Paton 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening will not solve highway problems and is an expensive, short-term option. Sinking the 
rail line and building a road over the top is a better option - even though it is expensive, other 
major cities have done it. 
 
There is no provision for pedestrians to cross a widened highway. Crossing to catch a bus or 
train is difficult now so this will encourage car use. A local pedestrian fatality occurred three 
years ago and the submitter has had near misses. 
 
The plan destroys significant properties, the ambience of Claremont and property values and 
is so out-of-date compared to options being used overseas, it is embarrassing. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; and 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
A proposed central solid median will assist informal pedestrian crossings by providing a 
2 metre wide, grade separated and safe pedestrian refuge in the centre of the highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 267:  Richard Elsey 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Queen Victoria Street is unique to North Fremantle residents. Commercial development has 
not kept pace with residential demand; therefore Queen Victoria Street is needed. It is 
underdeveloped and has huge potential. Interfering with the street’s configuration will inhibit 
development. 
 
The street’s cosy feel is enhanced by the age and architecture of its buildings. The minor 
nature of the road is part of its atmosphere. Modify the reserve at the northern end of Queen 
Victoria Street. 
 
Stirling Bridge traffic will reduce in the future as other ports open. The State did not build the 
Fremantle bypass south of Stirling Bridge indicating that traffic is not significant. 
 
Queen Victoria Street should be left alone. 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. There are no plans to close or relocate Fremantle Ports. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 268:  Whelans WA Pty Ltd (for owners WA Flour Mills Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 200 (No.154) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed widening over the subject site will lead to land excision affecting a commercial 
building. The amendment reduces the reserve from 43 metres to 8.7 metres with an 8.48 
metre corner truncation at Taylor Road, reducing the reserve from 2,064 m2 to 426 m2. 
 
Although right turns from the highway into Taylor Road are allowed now, the future solid 
median will prevent it, impacting vehicle access, shopper volumes and business operations. 
 
The local planning scheme (LPS) allows ‘retail shopping’ on the west side of the lot and 
‘office/showroom’ on the eastern part. A smaller lot will reduce permissible plot ratio to 0.75. 
The reduced land area equates to a reduced plot ratio area from 3344 m2 to 3024 m2. Any 
changes to plot ratio in a future LPS will be less than the existing plot ratio - a 9 per cent 
reduction of development potential. 
 
The proposed reserve will affect commercial improvements and building operations including 
loss of facade, signage, refrigeration plant, and cool rooms. The supermarket will lose 
120 m2 and the showroom 100 m2 floor area. Off-site impacts include a ban on right turns into 
Taylor Street and pedestrian access from the highway. 
 
The subject lot is in a popular, high value suburb with access to many facilities. A significant 
loss of value is due to reduced development potential (i.e. highest and best alternative use). 
Compensation will be sought if the amendment is gazetted. 
 
The subject property presently has: no commercial vacancies; a strong socio-economic 
community; quality development anchored by quality tenants; ample car bays; a strong 
trading history; a corner location; and good long-term revenue prospects. 
 
In summary, the objection is to the substantial negative impact on future development 
potential and restriction of options, significant reduction in vehicular access from Stirling 
Highway, loss of amenity and enjoyment and loss in financial value by a reduction of highest 
and best use. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
Due to the existing side street configuration, it is not possible to provide safe right turn 
vehicular access at Taylor Street due to its proximity to Ord Street. Formalised right turn 
pockets will allow right turns at each intersection east and west of Taylor Street. 
 



Development including plot ratio is guided by the LPS, not the MRS. Comments on future 
development provisions are somewhat speculative and are likely to be considered in greater 
detail in future. An existing development may gain non-conforming use rights where a 
reserve affects an existing legitimate approved use. 
 
The existing reserve extends 44 metres into this lot from the highway boundary. The 
advertised amendment proposed a reduction to 8.7 metres. The modified reserve (refer part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 7.7 metres and a substantial reduction. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 269:  Gerard McCann Architect (for owner) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 51 (No.106) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Comment 
 
The proposed increase in reservation is not objected to subject to several factors. 
 
The land is zoned mixed use with development potential outlined in an attachment. The 
proposed reserve will result in a reduction in potential floor area for future redevelopment and 
will reduce the land value. Generally vacant, with buildings reaching the end of their 
economic life, and no identified heritage, the lot is ready for redevelopment. 
 
The owners seek to retain compensation rights for loss of value caused by the amendment. 
 
Overhead high-tension curb-side power lines on the verge in front of numbers 106-109 
Stirling Highway are a traffic hazard and a number of trucks exiting Dingo Flour Mill have 
collided with them. Underground power should be integrated. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The MRS does not provide detailed guidance for development; this is found in the relevant 
LPS. Future development will be assessed against the relevant planning provisions, 
however, existing development may gain non-conforming use rights if a legitimately 
approved use no long complies with the LPS. 
 
The amendment cannot require the undergrounding of power supply, however, the 4.1 metre 
verge is intended to contain and collocate power with other infrastructure. 
 
There is no existing reserve over the subject site. The advertised amendment proposed a 
new reserve extending between 1.4 and 2.6 metres from the highway boundary. The 
modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 0.4 to 1.6 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 270:  Sherri Brown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



Demolishing shops and removing car parking in Queen Victoria Street is not supported. It will 
increase the speed and amount of traffic increasing risk to pedestrians. 
 
Better vehicle, bus, bike and pedestrian through ways are supported, however, the City of 
Fremantle’s proposal can achieve this without negative impacts on Queen Victoria Street 
Community Centre. The removal of heritage buildings is not agreed to. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and Submission 84 for discussion of City of Fremantle’s submission. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 271:  Mika Leondro 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter is attracted to the North Fremantle community feel. The community comes 
together in the built environment and activities. Australia should protect its few historic 
buildings. 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street south of Jackson Street will shamefully destroy existing 
buildings. 
 
The amendment appears to be the beginning of a process to increase traffic through the 
centre of North Fremantle when there is the option to divert traffic to the new bridge and 
Stirling Highway. 
 
The development of better vehicle, bus, bike and pedestrian access is supported, but not to 
the detriment of the town centre. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 272:  Dorothy Deighan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Although the amendment may give some advantage to the community, it negatively impacts 
the physicality of space in Queen Victoria Street. 
 



Positive Queen Victoria Street changes (narrowing traffic lanes) made it safe. Increasing 
traffic will undo this. The amendment alters the nature and quality of North Fremantle. 
 
An alternative to demolishing heritage, with consultation, should occur. 
 
An increase in bike paths, along with greater consultation, is supported. 
 
The negative social cost will reduce social cohesion and Queen Victoria Street’s character. 
 
Consider alternative options as at Bay View and Christ Church school area. 
 
Work with the community to create a solution for Curtin Avenue and Stirling Highway 
honouring and respecting the sense of community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle and 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. 
 
Planning for Curtin Avenue is expected to advance via a separate amendment which will 
entail community consultation and the opportunity to lodge a submission or comment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 273:  Sandra Cotton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The planned expansion of Stirling Highway at Queen Victoria Street is objected to. The 
historical significance of the area and work to retain historical buildings will be undone. 
 
The amendment will have a greater community impact than the 1990s super tanker proposal. 
It does not achieve a balance of transport and safety with preservation of North Fremantle. 
 
Support is given to the City of Fremantle proposal for better road development with improved 
facilities without detrimental community impacts. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 274:  Judith Kenny 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter urges the government to prevent the proposed amendment from becoming a 
reality. 
 
North Fremantle is an example of a community heart, frequented by locals and visitors. It has 
irreplaceable heritage buildings, many restored. The proposal will dissect the town centre 
preventing pedestrian access. 
 
Widening roads creates more traffic and is not a safer, streamlined transport solution. All 
Perth roads are getting more traffic. Building bigger, wider roads and tunnels are not long-
term solutions. Better rail, light rail, more buses, and more freight rail are required. 
 
Consider the detrimental effects of allowing this to happen and show vision and see 
alternatives. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and Submission 84 for discussion on the City of 
Fremantle submission. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 275:  Ric and Tish Skipworth 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No. 66) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment impacts North Fremantle, all properties north of the shopping precinct and 
this State heritage listed house. 
 
The owner has grave concerns about the structural impact of widening the highway and the 
increase in traffic. A new footpath will run to the front door. The Heritage Council will be 
requested to do a structural survey to assess potential impacts. 
 
It is not understood why the State Government pursues an increase to road traffic when most 
governments encourage public transport? 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. 
 
The existing front setback of the subject State and local heritage listed property is minimal. 
No part of the property is presently reserved. The advertised amendment sought to reserve 
0.3 to 0.4 metres of the property equating to 5 m2 of the property. The reduced verge width 
(refer to 7.4 Reserve Width) will result in no reservation over the property maintaining the 
existing status quo. 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 276:  Kate House 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Any demolition at the side of Stirling Highway or Queen Victoria Street should be at least 
100 metres north of Queen Victoria Street/highway intersection, preferably beyond North 
Fremantle station. It will harm public amenity in increasingly popular North Fremantle. 
 
Business establishments in the street are popular with people, including those from out of 
Fremantle. The proposal should be revised in light of recent development in the area. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 277:  Marilyn Dodd 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removing heritage buildings is a disturbing idea. It will negatively impact the small Queen 
Victoria Street community. It is a vibrant meeting place bringing town people together. 
 
Bike lanes and pedestrian safety are supported. Bus lanes are also important for the ageing 
and increasingly frequent user of public transport. Stirling Highway should be better utilised 
for traffic while Queen Victoria Street retains bus, cyclist and pedestrian traffic. 
 
Strong communities are vanishing with North Fremantle possibly next. Surely, a solution with 
can be found that does not impact this community and destroy local history. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 278:  Brice Parmentier 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The short, morning congestion at Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle, will not improve 
with an additional traffic lane between the car park and Jackson Street. The line of traffic is 
too long for buses to get to the bus lane. 
 
Traffic should be diverted to Stirling Bridge and Stirling Highway with Queen Victoria Street 
limited to buses and cycling only. 
 
Visiting North Fremantle is lovely mainly due to its buildings. Adding a lane will not assist its 
improving sense of place. Ease traffic without negatively affecting the built environment. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 279:  Jane Sullivan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Re-establishing North Fremantle has taken 20 years, only to be wiped out by a bus lane 
when Stirling Highway is close by. 
 
North Fremantle has become more residential in the past 15 years and needs a town centre. 
Businesses in the area need stability to go forward. 
 
Use the close by Stirling Highway instead. The City of Fremantle proposal is supported. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, Submission 84 for discussion of the City of Fremantle submission. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 280:  Alan and Jennifer Dagg 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removal of northern Queen Victoria Street shops will reduce the area’s village atmosphere. 
It is the only community street with restaurants and bars in an expanding community. 
 
Heavy port traffic should not be encouraged to the street, use Stirling Highway instead. 
 



North Fremantle rail station car parking is limited and any reduction would be negative. 
 
Queen Victoria Street’s buildings with great character should not be reduced or lost. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Heavy freight traffic is not permitted on Queen Victoria Street. Railway parking will be 
reviewed in future planning processes. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 281:  Roland Smith 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The area is a wonderful drawcard. The council has done a lot to reduce traffic. Removing 
heritage buildings is unwarranted. Investment in the area will decline. 
 
There are two options: provide cycle-ways and better traffic flow and close the street entirely 
and divert traffic to Tydeman Road and Stirling Highway. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 282:  Blackwell and Associates Pty Ltd (Tony Blackwell) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 330 (No. 550) Stirling Highway, Peppemint Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
The submitter somewhat agrees, in principle, with the amendment, however, has grave 
concerns about process, approach, scope, and environmental, social and economic 
implications. 
 
Roads and highways serve people. More is not necessarily better. While other cities try to 
reduce the size and impact of roads, Perth takes an antiquated approach (i.e. the 
amendment). 
  



The most distressing aspect is, contrary to State policy about community consultation, the 
first the submitter knew was a fait accompli style letter advising that he stood to lose both a 
workplace and superannuation investment. It was difficult to get detailed plans for the full 
length of the highway. 
 
There is concern that the Stirling Highway Activity Corridor study is not available and its 
conclusions may vary significantly from the subject amendment. 
 
Although Directions 2031 requires generally accepted higher urban densities, there is no 
evident link between this and the need for changes to current infrastructure. 
 
The proposed amendment is a simplistic “one size fits all” traffic plan as done in the 1960’s. 
 
There is insufficient justification, from a traffic viewpoint, to justify the wholesale destruction. 
 
Why the amendment is uncoupled from associated land use planning it not understood. 
Urban design would normally be a basis for this type of proposal. The report states that 
redefining the highway reservation will assist in identifying land use opportunities. This is 
rather strange and entails assumptions, not a conventional or scientific approach, raising 
suspicion on its motives. 
 
The “one size fits all approach” for the whole length of the highway ignores the different types 
of problems along that length requiring individual responses. It lacks vision and common 
sense and is at odds with contemporary traffic planning and urban design philosophy. The 
two are inextricably linked. There isn’t even mention of the relationship to Curtin Avenue. It is 
incomprehensible that the reserve along Christ Church and Methodist Ladies' College (MLC) 
is not acknowledged as a special case. 
 
The amendment report does not consider contextual issues such as: 
 

• the underutilised rail corridor and the potential to use it for a lineal Transit Oriented 
Development has not been considered; 

• traffic congestion at Christ Church, MLC and Scotch College has not been adequately 
addressed; 

• in the future, children may not carry books due to digitisation, a reason for having to 
drive students to school. A private electric mini bus for students would then be an 
option. 

• the proposed bus lanes seem extravagant given only nine buses run at peak time 
along the highway. Instead, focus should be on the nearby train line; 

• implication of Curtin Avenue extension and impact; 
• questions nature and timing of further highway development, especially population 

density; 
• “Peak Oil” is likely to affect personal travel modes and a finer grain or scale of local 

communities and an overall traffic network is needed; 
• questions whether the highway is the best route for cyclists given nearby railway 

reserve; 
• implications of ageing demographic, need for different housing types and mode and 

extent of travel as well as the benefits of “aging in place”; 
• consideration of how traffic heading south will be delivered across the Swan River 

given the two existing bridges are under-designed and often over capacity; 
• similar consideration for Mounts Bay Road, will extra traffic be diverted along Thomas 

Road; 
• undertake a cost benefit analysis for long term feasibility and consider the social 

impact. 



If all the other transport related considerations were taken into account, there would be a 
significantly different approach to this amendment. 
 
The 5.5 metre median is no benefit to pedestrians but accommodates right hand turning 
lanes. Further, most of these (and the verges) are inadequate for trees so cross sections are 
misleading. The cross sections for the future highway are at best naïve and at worst grossly 
misleading. 
 
Generous verges and footpaths are not well shaded especially in the harsh and exposed 
Stirling Highway environment. A high standard of landscaping cannot really be achieved. 
Wide verges, medians and bike paths encourage people to drive faster. In particular, the 
provision of 5.1 metre near the owner’s property is odd and completely unnecessary due to 
the lack of pedestrians. 
 
Encouraging more cyclists onto Stirling Highway is questioned and how best to 
accommodate cyclists in a safe and effective way. Use alternative routes such as the rail 
reserve. 
 
No evidence of “adaptive design to minimise impacts of State heritage properties” except for 
one small deviation at the Claremont Council Chambers. Same approach should be taken 
elsewhere. 
 
The proposed reservation should be diverted to avoid the Claremont Fire Station. No 
consideration of adapting the design for the building has been given. 
 
Most of the visible vegetation that can be seen along the highway is on private land and will 
be lost as a result of the amendment. 
 
There are no traffic figures to support provision of bus priority lanes. 
 
There is no consideration of the implications of “peak oil” although taken seriously in USA 
and UK. 
 
Stirling Highway is a unique activity corridor and it would be a great shame to see it 
destroyed for questionable benefits. If all the demolitions proposed by the amendment 
proceed, it will be impossible to recreate the quirky, complex highway environment that 
presently exists. 
 
Due to a lack of vision that was informed, innovative, exciting and plausible, it is very likely 
that there will be progressive onset of blight and dereliction for the next few decades which is 
a good reason not to support the amendment. 
 
The amendment proposal may disturb the fine balance of retail viability along the highway, 
for example, businesses in Claremont were adversely affected by Claremont Quarter. 
Similar, greater effects could occur along the highway. Confidence for investors will be 
undermined. 
 
There is no detail on scheduling, re-routing traffic, disruption to services for highway 
roadworks. 
 
The amendment defies the 3 R’s of sustainability - reduce, reuse, recycle. It does not reduce 
wanton destruction of heritage and the building industry is poor at reusing and recycling. 
 



The amendment fails the three platforms of sustainability i.e. environmental (e.g. waste of 
serviceable building stock), social (e.g. disruption to services and loss of cultural heritage) 
and economic (huge negative financial implications). 
 
Each potential benefit in the Amendment Report is prefaced by “may”. With the negative 
amendment outcomes, more surety and science in ensuring a sustainable benefit is needed. 
 
A reduction to the width of the reserve at particular locations is supported. 
 
The net gain statements in the Amendment Report are questioned due to uncertainty of how 
figures were calculated. There is no gain for a scenario of greater land loss. 
 
The current 80 metre reservation seems to have been ignored when assessing planning 
approvals. An example given in the Amendment Report is disputed as misleading. 
 
The beneficial aspect of a reduction north of Jarrad Street could proceed as a separate 
amendment. 
 
Support is given to improving side and rear access, however, many of the lane widening 
proposals result in demolition of buildings so is questionable from a sustainability point of 
view. Many laneways end in a cul-de-sac so is counter to principles of crime prevention. 
Questions how the laneway widening will be implemented if the amendment is not reserving 
laneways. The question of who pays for compulsory acquisition is raised. 
 
The benefit of greater surety and convenience in dealing with planning proposals is attractive 
but costs are questioned. Minor benefits are far outweighed by overwhelming negative 
environmental, social and economic impacts of the amendment. 
 
Suggests undergrounding the Perth to Fremantle railway as there would be enormous and 
significantly greater benefits than the proposed amendment. Cyclists and pedestrians should 
be favoured. Private transport should logically have second priority. The railway would no 
longer be an east-west barrier integrating adjoining suburbs as at Subi Centro. Pressure 
would be taken off the highway so it could have express bus lanes. 
 
The submission provides a list of envisaged benefits of the above (refer full submission). 
 
To make a new integrated transport system work there would need to be density increases 
with diverse and affordable housing types around rail line transport nodes. Diversity, 
adaptability and resilience should be key elements of new built form. There should be new 
community facilities and a high level of amenity. The proposal will build social capital to offset 
cost of the vision. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump 
lanes. 
 
The subject property is the State heritage listed former Cottesloe Police Station. It is severely 
impacted by the advertised amendment (likely future demolition) however MRWA supports a 
modification to avoid the building footprint. The modification is in keeping with WAPC policy, 



which has been consistently applied along the highway, and retains future transport options 
for the locality in relation to the Johnston Street intersection. Consequentially the modified 
reserve over neighbouring 552 Stirling Highway (known as Just Music) is also reduced. Land 
either side of these lots reverts to the same alignment as for the overall modified reserve. 
 
The modified reserve does not affect any State heritage listed buildings and impacts less 
local heritage listed buildings than the existing reservation. The reduced reservation frees up 
land unnecessarily constrained and not likely to be needed for future roadworks. The 
expense and lack of demonstrated need for tunnelling or other alternatives in the submission 
which would cause lengthy and considerable disruption to the highway and existing train 
services. 
 
The submission raises various matters. A major amendment, itself, is not a forum to review 
related administrative processes. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (avoid State heritage) / partly 

dismissed (alternative transport solutions) / partly noted 
 
 
Submission 283:  Aimee Tapp 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposal is damaging to Queen Victoria Street aesthetically and to its community. 
 
North Fremantle is a tight-knit community thriving on connection and connectivity. Queen 
Victoria Street is a meeting place, fostering community. Local walkable spaces and outdoor 
eating make North Fremantle a ‘village’. Support, don't damage, these qualities. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 284:  S. and G. Cooper 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Public consultation on the amendment was not long enough. It should be extended. 
 
There are serious issues in widening Stirling Highway at North Fremantle that need review. 
Widening the highway with bottlenecks at Stirling/Fremantle traffic bridges is pointless. 
Another bridge between Perth and Fremantle will lower the highway’s traffic volume. It would 
be cheaper to build longer lanes for cars exiting Stirling Highway to the right. 
 
The idea is a band aid solution for a problem that has been years in the making. 
 



Serious thought should be given to the mess North Fremantle will become if this goes ahead. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Four months consultation, not the usual three months, occurred, along with acceptance of 
several late submissions. 
 
A feature of the concept design is formalising safe right turn movements and a solid median. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 285:  Annie Taylor 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Requisition of buildings in North Fremantle for widening Stirling Highway is strongly opposed. 
The precious pocket should be preserved by reducing traffic and diverting on alternative 
routes via Port Beach. 
 
The small shopping precinct has a wonderful feel. The plans will stress local businesses. 
 
Suggest that councils apply a tariff on private school traffic which is the main cause of traffic 
jams from Mosman Park to Claremont. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. A number of private school bus services already assist with school traffic. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 286:  Jonah and Danielle Desforges 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle road widening, particularly removal of Queen Victoria/Jackson Street 
buildings, is objected to. 
 
Protect North Fremantle’s unique heritage and character as a priority. Rejuvenated, it has 
become North Fremantle’s central hub. Removing its northern end is inappropriate when 
there is so much space to the east. The priority must be to protect the heritage and character 
of North Fremantle. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 287:  Brian and Gillian Pratt 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term (since 1981) North Fremantle residents are pleased earlier upgrades to Queen 
Victoria Street provided the community with a previously lacking focal point. It has also 
attracted small business, restaurants and bar licences greatly enhancing the area. 
 
Having started a resurgence of activity with a lot of public funds spent on upgrading, it is 
incomprehensible that the State seeks to destroy it. Abandon the planned works. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 288:  Christian de Caux 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 289:  Bryn Jones 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Proposed road widening in North Fremantle and destruction of buildings is totally 
unacceptable. Roads serve the community, not destroy them. Please think again. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 



 
Submission 290:  Pip Shepherd 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
As a former long term North Fremantle resident (19 of 28 years), it is considered that the 
proposed Queen Victoria Street road widening is short sighted for the community hub. 
 
Although a need to improve traffic flow along many sections of the highway exists, benefits at 
North Fremantle are outweighed by losses to residential, business and heritage properties 
which will flow on to the wider community. It is a destination first and thoroughfare second. 
 
Mojos is an iconic musical venue that should not be lost as that would have a devastating 
effect on the local music scene. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Mojos music venue is not included in the subject amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
    Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 291:  Sharon Mackay 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle resident objects to the loss of commercial heritage buildings in Queen 
Victoria Street. There is very little service/retail in the area, with heritage an attractive feature. 
 
Any plan to demolish existing buildings is objected to. Only two buses pass with few traffic 
problems. It should remain a pedestrian friendly, desirable retail precinct, not a highway. 
 
Stirling Bridge only has traffic issues in peak hour. The bottleneck is at Canning Highway 
intersection. Better movement south off the bridge will significantly reduce congestion. 
Widening north of the bridge at Alfred Road will not alleviate the issue. 
 
Many trucks from Tydeman Road create congestion over the bridge. Hopefully, freight rail 
will evolve to take more capacity, reducing truck use of Tydeman Road and Stirling Bridge. 
 
Modify the plan to include the North Fremantle Community Association (NFCA) views. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, Submission 258 for discussion of the NFCA submission. Stirling 
Bridge is beyond the study area for this amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
    Victoria Street) 



 
Submission 292:  National Trust of Australia (WA) 
 
Interest:   Special interest group (heritage) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed rationalisation of the Stirling Highway reservation will impact numerous 
important local, regional and state significant heritage places. It is critical potential impacts be 
appropriately considered from the outset. 
 
There is insufficient recognition of the many local and regionally significant heritage places. 
The concept design report expressly excludes consideration of local heritage due to the high 
number of places needing consideration, which is unacceptable. 
 
The number of heritage places on the highway demonstrates its historical link between 
Fremantle and Perth. Although local heritage has limited statutory protection, it should not be 
ignored. The sheer number of local heritage demands a detailed assessment of cultural 
heritage values for both the highway and individual places. 
 
Significant art deco places not on the State heritage register warrant careful consideration. 
The National Trust is particularly concerned that the Windsor Theatre is not State heritage. 
 
Amendment details suggest impacts to 14 State heritage listings with little detail. It is 
assumed that impact assessments will occur before roadworks or any major amendment. 
Detailed analysis should proceed and inform major MRS amendments. The concept design 
does not offer this information. 
 
The approach for impacts on old buildings used in this amendment needs change. Heritage 
is more than “old buildings”, it include social, aesthetic, historic, scientific and spiritual values. 
 
Loss of curtilage for heritage places needs greater detailed consideration with losses avoided 
where possible. Access to Stirling House (National Trust managed) is impacted and may 
affect heritage viability. An Office of Heritage assessment of impacts on the State heritage 
listed Stirling House is needed to inform the amendment. It should also be publicly available 
for scrutiny. 
 
Rationalisation of the highway reserve and improved public utility is broadly supported but 
not the proposed amendment. Detailed work on the impacts to individual heritage is required, 
whether State, municipal or other heritage (including the National Trust classification list, 
and, the Art Deco Society ‘Significant Buildings of the 1930s in Western Australia’ register. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
The Windsor Cinema (Nedlands) building is outside the modified reserve. 
 
Stirling House (also known as North Fremantle Primary School) is presently affected by a 2-3 
metre reservation. The advertised amendment proposed a varying reserve between 5 and 
10.4 metres over the property with the modified reserve reduced to 4-9.4 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted / partly upheld (protect Windsor Cinema) 
 
 



Submission 293:  Richard Lane 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle widening of Stirling Highway which, intends demolition of part of our 
shopping precinct, is opposed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
    Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 294:  Severine Blanchard (for owner) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 29 (No. 231) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The owner of the subject property (Allegro Pizza) requests an extension of time for making a 
submission. It states that more information was to be submitted by Friday 10 August 2012. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The submitter was contacted on several occasions and requested to provide details of the 
submission however no further information has been submitted. 
 
The subject property has an existing 20-21 metre reserve over it. The advertised amendment 
proposed a 2-2.1 metre reserve with a truncated corner. The modified reserve (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 1-1.1 metres and a truncation. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 295:  Alistair Paterson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The regular commuter cyclist considers the provision of bike lanes excellent and long 
overdue. They should be designed with a hard shoulder/barrier to exclude contact between 
vehicles and bikes as is common in Europe. They should fit in to the broader network of 
pathways and not lead to a dead-end or merge with vehicle traffic. 
Heritage listed buildings appear to be undervalued and should be better protected. 
 
Widening in North Fremantle needs to be totally rethought. Traffic should continue along the 
highway or divert around the North Fremantle commercial precinct. 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. The design of cycle lanes will 
occur closer to the actual roadworks. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 296:  Joe O'Keefe 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is a detailed criticism of statutory and strategic planning processes and 
policies related to the amendment. The writer requests the Minister for Planning ensure that 
the submission not be re-written by DoP in a way that misleads Parliament (see response in 
Planning Comment section below). 
 
Accordingly, only a list of the main topics of the submission is provided here and readers are 
directed to the full submission: 
 

• there is no evidence to back the claim the amendment will result in a safer highway; 
• although it is claimed the wider reservation will ameliorate cycle safety, the safest 

route is a cycleway along the Perth Fremantle rail reserve; 
• there is no survey or analysis of anticipated doubling and trebling of truck traffic 

generated by the Port of Fremantle; 
• descriptions of alleged past poor planning practices by the WAPC are set out; 
• the amendment documentation selectively uses parts of a complex array of WAPC 

policies and documents to support rezoning of land abutting and in the vicinity of the 
highway, however, parts of those documents do not support the amendment; 

• the Amendment Report is not honest in its evaluation and is lax and inaccurate; 
• the sustainability appraisal in relation to the Environment theme of Directions 2031 is 

a flawed analysis designed to mislead the public and Parliament; 
• Suggestions of future tree planting and landscaping of the highway are conjecture 

and may never occur – if it is done it can only be inferior to the current streetscape. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
As the writer has requested his submission not be re-written by DoP, readers of this report 
are referred to the writer’s full submission. 
 
This report is prepared by the Department of Planning for consideration by the WAPC. The 
report contains recommendations to the Minister for Planning. Accordingly it is not 
appropriate for the Minister to direct the WAPC as to the form or contents of the report. 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Determination: Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 



Submission 297:  Thomas and Valerie Reeve 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lots 101-102 (No.1A-1C) Richardson Avenue, 

Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The owners of the subject property oppose widening Stirling Highway as it will be closer and 
reduce amenity through increased noise, dust and motor vehicle pollution. 
 
The proposal will not improve traffic as the highway retains four lanes. Instead, sink the 
railway and build a road above it. This is unlikely due to excessive costs. 
 
The alternative route includes Curtin Avenue, Railway Street, Cottesloe/Swanbourne through 
to Stubbs Terrace/Railway Road, Shenton Park/Subiaco. 
 
It is a waste of tax payer money and unfair on property owners to reclaim land to widen the 
highway when viable alternatives with lower impacts are available. 
 
Excessive speed is a problem for pedestrian safety, no matter how wide pedestrian refuge 
islands are. The railway by-pass road would allow the highway to be traffic calmed. 
 
The entrance to Richardson Avenue will enable greater speed for vehicles than now. 
Speeding along the avenue is excessive. Local council should install traffic calming solutions. 
 
The daily peak hours, particularly from Jarrad Street in Cottesloe to Loch Street in 
Claremont, is mostly traffic to and from private schools. If public schools are operating and 
private schools on holidays, congestion is less. Councils, schools and local community 
should work to solve this problem, including a survey of student needs, a safe mini-bus 
service and changed parent attitudes. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The concept design is anticipated to improve safety and reduce risk for accident and traffic 
congestion, including formalised right turn pockets and prioritisation of bus, cyclists and 
pedestrians over private vehicles. It is also an opportunity to rationalise the reserve by 
removing more than 26 hectares of land not realistically needed for future roadworks. 
Being a local street, the Town of Claremont would consider a request for traffic calming on 
Richardson Avenue. Several local private schools provide regional bussing for students. 
 
The existing reserve over subject Lot 102 varies 36 to 37 metres. The advertised amendment 
varied between 9.5 and 10.7 metres, whilst the modified reserve is 8.5 to 9.7 metres, a 
substantial reduction to the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 298:  Amanda and Goran Nikolich 
 
Interest:   Resident: Lot 102 (No.1B) Richardson Avenue, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The proposed highway widening will bring the highway closer to the writers’ property and 
reduce amenity through increased noise, dust and vehicle pollution. 
 
The amendment will not improve traffic problems as there will still only be four lanes. 
 
Sink the railway line and construct a by-pass road above utilising Curtin Avenue/Railway 
Street, Cottesloe/Swanbourne and Stubbs Terrace/Railway Road, Shenton Park/Subiaco 
(although this is unlikely to happen due to cost). 
 
An alternative is to use land adjacent to the railway line as a bypass road to alleviate 
problems on the highway. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 297. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 299:  Ron MacNeill 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter was shocked to learn of plans to widen Stirling Highway in North Fremantle 
including the removal of sections of the shopping and entertainment district. 
 
North Fremantle has a distinctive human-scale and unique heritage character. The plan to 
increase road width at the expense of heritage buildings, business and the community is 
short-sighted, vehicle focused and wrong. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 300:  Josephine Johnson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle has a wonderful sense of community built on walkability to shops, cafes and 
heritage. The heritage precinct is vibrant on weekends and evenings. There are plans to 
further develop business within its buildings. 
 
Strong communities are built on walkable precincts and it is not understood why this is at risk 
for another empty transit zone. The plan is opposed. 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 301:  Kent Heard 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The widening of Stirling Highway and Queen Victoria Street in North Fremantle is opposed. 
 
It would remove heritage buildings and increase vehicle traffic in an area that has become a 
vibrant community hub. It is difficult to understand why the widening is being considered. 
 
Removal of shops and car parking will destroy what has recently been built up. Increasing 
traffic and speed will increase risks to pedestrians, especially children. Heritage buildings 
provide North Fremantle with its character. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 302:  Frank Lopresti (for owner) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 276 (No. 76) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A 13 metre reserve over the subject site is objected to. Removing 176 m2 of land will make 
the lot less attractive and viable for business. Operating 20 years as a restaurant, a smaller 
size will force closure. Disruption to small business if works proceed will be negative. 
 
Effects on business and land owners should be the main consideration. Families will be 
affected financially and health wise due to stress. 
 
Improving the highway to Jarrad Street is only a small part of the Perth-Fremantle route. 
More motorists will bring more congestion, especially in areas not widened. It is already a 
problem for Perth drivers when three lanes merge into two. 
 
Road widening should be 3.5 metres or less on each side of the highway with parallel streets 
used for cycle ways or shared paths. Medians should be one metre or less. Right turn 
pockets are essential but cannot be installed in certain areas. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The proposed reservation at this location is unavoidable as the subject lot is on the south 
side of Stirling Highway near the Loch Street intersection. The existing building is close to the 
highway boundary as is typical of shopfront type development. The proposed concept design 
and related reserve is supported. 
 
Current DoT design standards require solid medians to be a minimum width of 2 metres to 
function as a pedestrian refuge (to accommodate wheelchairs, prams, bicycles etc. safely). 
The concept design introduces turning pockets and bus queue jump lanes and retains two 
through traffic lanes along its length. Adequate reserves are already in place for the 
remainder of the highway. 
 
The existing highway reserve takes in the entire subject property. The advertised 
amendment proposed to reduce the reserve to 13.6 metres with a truncation at the Rockton 
Road corner. The modified reserve is approximately 12.6 metres – a substantial reduction to 
the existing reserve. If the amendment is not finalised, the existing reserve will remain. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed (alternative transport solutions) 
 
 
Submission 303:  Bruce Moriarty 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The writer was involved in redevelopment of several North Fremantle properties which 
preserved heritage landmarks. Those heritage landmarks are now threatened. 
 
Traffic flow is important, however, little thought has been given to other less disruptive 
measures. For example there is potential to use railway reserve land on the western side of 
the highway at North Fremantle train station. 
 
A wider median for pedestrians near safe traffic signal crossings is questionable. Wider 
verges will have a small impact on pedestrians to the detriment of the area’s special 
character. 
 
While highway improvements are necessary, the department is urged to work with the local 
community to ensure appreciation of its needs and to mitigate impacts. The community is 
willing to work with planners to achieve appropriate outcomes for future traffic requirements. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. The modified reserve does 
not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 304:  Karen Worrall 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Encouraging more public transport and bike lanes is positive, however, the proposal does not 
consider negative community implications at Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The proposal will increase traffic using the street as a short-cut as well as speeding, and 
destroy a heritage precinct. Use Stirling Highway instead, and leave Queen Victoria Street to 
grow and prosper. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 305:  Charlotte Worrall 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The changes to Queen Victoria Street will increase traffic. Changing the high street near 
families, schools and parks will increase risk of incidents. 
 
Consider the two alternatives - Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 306:  Ian Worrall 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
There is little to assist pedestrians cross Queen Victoria Street. This plan will make it worse. 
 



Removing the buildings will negatively affect community and parking. The proposal increases 
traffic when there are two alternatives. 
 
Better vehicle, bus and bike movements are supported. City of Fremantle’s proposal 
achieves this without damaging the Queen Victoria Street community, heritage and homes. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 307:  Bianca Galan-Dwyer 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The planned widening of Queen Victoria Street will have negative impacts. 
 
Removing historic buildings along and behind Queen Victoria Street will remove the 
increasingly frequented North Fremantle skyline. North Fremantle’s heritage buildings are 
one of few remaining points of history in Perth. Their removal shows a lack of culture. 
 
Fremantle is struggling as visitor numbers drop. North Fremantle is increasingly a hub for 
activity with food/entertainment/retail businesses attracting young adults and families. Queen 
Victoria Street optimises and filters people into the heart of Fremantle. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 308:  Jill Aldrovandi 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter visits North Fremantle for its interesting and diverse shops and sense of 
community. We need to support these vibrant precincts so they don’t become sterile and 
road overloaded. 
 
Strong, connected communities ensure safety and support networks. Extra road traffic will 
endanger locals and others in nearby suburbs. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 309:  Riccardo Aldrovandi 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The musician considers removal of the vibrant North Fremantle scene as poor planning. 
 
Port related trucks appear the main problem for traffic as the rail from the port is 
underutilised. 
 
Western Australia does not care for heritage. Perth city was destroyed as it was old and dirty. 
 
North Fremantle will be destroyed as cars dominate. Get people out of their cars and into 
public transport and make roads pedestrian and cycle friendly. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The amendment supports pedestrian, cycle and public transport use 
through improved infrastructure. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria 
Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 310:  Julie-Anne Christy 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Increasing speed or amount and size of traffic through North Fremantle is not supported. 
 
Pedestrian crossings for, and cycle ways in, North Fremantle are supported. 
 
It will be disappointing to see old North Fremantle disappear if buildings are demolished. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 



 
Submission 311:  Jeff Yeaton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Pedestrian crossing is already difficult on Queen Victoria Street and will become worse as 
more heavy vehicles use it as a thoroughfare. Its use for heavy vehicles should be 
discouraged rather than the current plan. As North Fremantle town centre grows, pedestrian 
crossings will increase resulting in unwanted pedestrian-vehicle interaction. 
 
The planned expansion will remove several heritage listed buildings and appears to 
contravene the desire and need to preserve North Fremantle heritage values. 
 
Removing shops will negatively impact North Fremantle town centre which recently 
underwent revival. This is why people move to the vibrant community. Do not destroy it. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street which is not a 
heavy vehicle route. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 312:  Sally Pyvis 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Reclaiming land for unsustainable traffic will result in the loss of irreplaceable heritage. 
 
With 1500 heavy trucks using Tydeman Road daily, expansion of Queen Victoria Street will 
bring more diesel particulates, more noise and increased community safety risk. 
 
This process will reduce amenity for local residents in Queen Victoria Street and is typical of 
poor planning. Focus should be on integrated/expanded public transport, not cars/gridlock. 
 
North Fremantle community will be further fractured by this project which will destroy its 
sense of place, identity and character. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 



Submission 313:  Father James D'Souza (Parish Priest Cottesloe/Mosman Park) 
 
Interest: Landowner: St Mary Star of the Sea Catholic Church and 

Church Hall - Lots 28, 29, 30, 31 and 266 (No. 430) Stirling 
Highway, Peppermint Grove 

 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
The church (1904) and hall (1905) are Shire of Peppermint Grove Category 1 heritage listed. 
 
A reduction to the existing reserve is conditionally supported on behalf of the parish. 
 
The design criterion for State heritage listed buildings is requested to be applied to the 
property so that verges are reduced to 4.1 metres with ‘adaptive design to minimise impacts’. 
 
The church and hall have signs of structural damage due to proximity to the highway and 
heavy traffic. Extensive structural design work is underway. The widening will risk further 
damage as the reserve will be within 5 metres of the building. These issues compromise 
community safety, for example in the case of emergency evacuation. 
 
The ornate wrought-iron entry gate (1937) is heritage listed. Its removal or relocation will be 
required. The future of onsite peppermint trees is uncertain. Mature with natural beauty for 
this busy stretch of highway, they shade and complement the spiritual environment of church 
buildings. 
 
A reduction to the parking and gathering space between the entry gate and church doors will 
cause parking/access problems, compromising safety, as the doors are nearer the highway. 
 
The place of worship provides for spiritual life and celebrations that will be affected by 
widening and traffic noise. Costly noise reduction measures will be required. 
 
The Catholic parish is non-profit. Impacts will negatively impact its financial resources. 
 
The headstone of former parish priest and Gallipoli chaplain, Father Fahey is on the grounds. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; and 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
The request for treatment of this site as State heritage is not supported however the modified 
reserve is reduced to 4.1 metres for the entire amendment area. 
 
The entrance gate, front fence and other features within the modified reserve may be 
relocated as part of future resumption negotiations prior to roadworks. Retention of existing 
peppermint trees is dependent on the final detailed highway design and application of 
MRWA’s separation requirements for large trees and traffic. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject property measures 30 metres from the highway 
boundary. The advertised reserve proposed reducing it to approximately 10.7 metres. The 
modified reserve of 9.7 metres no longer affects the church or hall. 
 
Determination: Submission noted / partly dismissed (alternative transport 

solutions) 



 
Submission 314:  David O'Connor 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (East Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Planning must include community agreement. Without local government or local resident 
cooperation, bulldozing real people that make up the community is a risk. Do not let this 
happen. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Wide community consultation for this amendment has occurred, supported by detailed plans 
readily accessible online, an extra month of public consultation to the usual three months, 
various advertised information sessions at local libraries, newspaper advertisements and a 
designated enquiries line and email address. 
 
A project working group allowed local government and State officers to liaise and provide 
feedback representative of their communities prior to wider public consultation. Two or more 
information and briefing sessions were offered to each of six affected local governments. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 315:  Jessica Milliner 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle shops and bars create a street presence and sense of community 
where people can enjoy life. Removing some of these premises and widening Queen Victoria 
Street will take away the heart of North Fremantle. 
Visiting North Fremantle after the planned changes would put pedestrian safety at risk with 
no crossings, more traffic and higher speeds. People will not feel part of the community. 
 
Heritage buildings make places unique and worth visiting. Removing them removes a piece 
of history and people who create the community. 
 
Widening of the road will reduce train station parking adding to more traffic as people drive 
instead of utilising the train. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 316:  Andrew Milliner 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The widening will reduce parking currently available at the North Fremantle train station. 
 
The Queen Victoria Street atmosphere needs protection. Its feeling of community attracts 
visitors. Increasing Queen Victoria Street’s traffic makes no sense as other options exist. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is North Fremantle’s heart. Removing its residential feel by widening 
would be a disappointment to locals and visitors. 
 
Queen Victoria Street and heritage buildings at risk are part of the Fremantle tourism image 
providing glimpses of history while travelling to Fremantle. The street should be pedestrian 
friendly to encourage tourists. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 317:  Jane Walsh 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removing heritage at Queen Victoria Street will ruin the increasingly popular family centre. 
 
Increasing traffic flow will endanger pedestrians using local businesses. 
 
Fremantle council’s proposal allows improvements without heritage and business impacts. 
 
Removing heritage buildings and businesses will destroy a decade of upgrades. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, Submission 84 from the City of Fremantle. The modified reserve does 
not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 318:  John Walsh 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 



Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Addition to pro forma submission. Retention of the town centre, heritage buildings, 
established businesses and the mall atmosphere is essential. An example of the above is 
South Street (central section) in Fremantle. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 319:  Romaine Paparone 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removing shops along Queen Victoria Street in North Fremantle will ruin the atmosphere 
that attracts tourists. Its buildings are known for their views and heritage listings. 
 
Widening the street will increase speed and traffic volumes, increasing fossil fuel release. 
Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue should be used instead. This plan will leave Fremantle 
feeling empty with less places to enjoy. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 320:  Jack Paparone 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removing shops will ruin a unique and diverse part of Fremantle. Option one will enable 
traffic increases whilst retaining North Fremantle’s unique culture. 
 
A better alternative is to improve the highway by enabling vehicles to cross to Curtin Avenue. 
 
Better alternatives will improve the vibrancy of North Fremantle and improve the roads. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 321:  Jill Howieson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle has developed a vibrant heart over recent years. It is unique and 
irreplaceable. 
 
Creative options could achieve traffic safety without damaging shops and buildings. 
Encourage cars onto Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue so there is no need to rationalise 
Queen Victoria Street and it can be creatively enhanced. 
 
North Fremantle probably developed faster than envisaged so revisiting and re-visioning the 
amendment will produce better outcomes for all. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 322:  Maurits Bruns 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Mount Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Cars will travel faster through the area, creating more accidents and reducing pedestrian 
safety. 
 
A busy road will make it less homely, quiet and cosy for people looking for a quiet coffee or 
drink. 
 
A loud, lit up road deters people, reducing people to support businesses. Locals will seek to 
move away from the noise. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 323:  Jacinta Brooker 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
There is no need to demolish buildings or extend roads in the area. There are multiple 
options to avoid this and accomplish the same outcomes, without destroying a unique area. 
 
Decrease traffic through Queen Victoria Street and develop the shopping area rather than 
increasing traffic, emissions, dangerous speeds and trucks. Queen Victoria Street is integral 
to North Fremantle and should not be destroyed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 324:  Peter Zuvela 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Demolishing shops, homes and parking on Queen Victoria Street will take the heart of vibrant 
North Fremantle town centre and its community. This amendment will remove heritage and 
reduce the size of North Fremantle Station. 
 
There is no pedestrian crossing at Queen Victoria Street and port traffic has started using it 
as a thoroughfare. The roadworks will increase traffic, speed and risk to pedestrians, 
especially children. 
 
Drivers should be encouraged to use Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue not Queen Victoria 
Street. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 325:  Jane Willis 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



Demolishing shops and reducing car parking will detract from the vibrant North Fremantle 
hub. There are only a few pockets of great community not surrendered to poor planning. 
 
The need for future planning is understood however redirecting traffic to the highway is 
suggested with Queen Victoria Street used for local traffic and those visiting shops or on 
social outings. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 326:  Christian Sambrailo 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The vibrant community area is threatened by poor planning. Removing heritage buildings 
and community based businesses is objected to. They combine to create a unique dynamic 
infusion of community spirit and heart. The area should be planned to maintain its positive 
contribution to the Fremantle area. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 327:  Carolyn Brown 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Hilton) 
 
Summary of Submission: No content 
 
No content included. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
A letter to the submitter requesting further details received no response. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 328:  Brendon Ptolomey 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to impacts of the reservation on property value. The uncertainty 
created by the reserve has unnecessary negative effects on property values. 
 
Destroying the community centre for road construction is objected to. Momentum is gaining 
as antique shops evolve into other exciting uses/businesses attracting people to the area. 
 
The community is inherently attached to its heritage architecture and built form. Removal will 
severely damage the community. 
 
Better traffic and parking management, alfresco dining and extension of the CAT bus service 
is needed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 329:  Amanda Burrows 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to the resumption and widening of Stirling Highway as it will isolate 
Pearse Street residents by surrounding them with major roads that are dangerous for the 
family to cross. 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street and removing shops or other buildings will remove the heart 
of the flourishing community. The shops provide a sense of destination. Removing them will 
encourage car use and increased traffic. 
 
Western Australia has a poor record for preserving historical buildings. Widening a road 
where there are alternatives is not a reason to demolish history. There are other traffic 
options. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. Pearse Street will retain access 
via Tydeman Road and Jewell Parade as well as pedestrian access at Jackson Street. 
Options for localising access through North Fremantle are at the discretion of the City of 
Fremantle in liaison with MRWA. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 



 
Submission 330:  Lorraine Sweetman 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Alternative traffic routes, such as vacant land west of Pearse Street, should be considered 
first, instead of upheaving history and people’s livelihoods. 
 
The current plan goes against the City of Fremantle proposal to improve quality of life with 
better bus, vehicle, bike and pedestrian movement in and out of Fremantle. 
 
The amendment is not smart, or constructive regarding the council’s proposal. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 331:  Department of Transport 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The Department of Transport (DoT) provides extensive detailed comments on road design 
issues in its written submission with accompanying road plans. Refer to the actual 
submission for full details. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The advertised amendment plans have been reviewed by DoP in liaison with DoT, including 
MRWA and PTA, following the close of submissions. All items raised by DoT in its 
submission and an additional review, considering matters raised in public submissions, are 
addressed in the modified reserve with any revision detailed in the Report on Submissions. 
 
Following the above liaison, DoT forwarded a letter to the Director General, DoP expressing 
full support for the modified reserve as recommended. 
 
Determination: Submission noted / partly upheld (alternative transport 

solutions) 
 
 
Submission 332: Cromag Pty Ltd 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 32 (No. 257) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 



A detailed list of electrical, plumbing, signage, fascia, roadworks and landscape infrastructure 
that may be affected by roadworks related to the proposed amendment is provided. 
 
Vaucluse Street should retain full access between Gugeri Street and Stirling Highway. 
 
Compensation is calculated to be approximately $1,876 per square metre and approximately 
$253,340.00 with car bays an extra cost. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Full turning movements are proposed at the Vaucluse Street/highway intersection. Access at 
the Gugeri/Vaucluse streets intersection is at the discretion of the Town of Claremont. 
 
If the amendment is finalised, related resumption and roadworks may not occur until MRWA 
formalises the ultimate highway improvements as a project with allocated funding and short 
term prioritisation. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 333:  Karen Heagney 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 103 (No. 3/16) Crossland Court, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject strata property backs onto Stirling Highway. Reserving 7.9 to 8.8 metres of the 
property will remove the courtyard; bring the highway to the backdoor and impact quality of 
life. 
 
Publishing the plan has diminished the unit’s value and decreased the possibility of future 
sale. 
 
Land in the rail reserve opposite Crossland Court is vacant. It should be used for the 
widening all the way from North Fremantle to almost Jarrad Street, Cottesloe so there is less 
impact on shops and residences and resumption is less expensive. A cheaper and less 
disruptive option should be considered. Photos are included with the full submission. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The alignment of the highway in the vicinity of Crossland Court was reviewed, however, a 
kink in the existing highway alignment requires treatment to reduce car accident risk as both 
local streets - Irvine and Keane - have low visibility. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 334:  The Fremantle Society 
 
Interest:   Special interest group 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Fremantle Society represents 395 members of the wider Fremantle community and 
strongly objects to the proposed widening of Stirling Highway at North Fremantle. 
 
Current plans involve demolition of heritage properties and impacts to others. North 
Fremantle town centre has a unique appeal that should be retained by modifying the 
amendment plans. 
 
The broad aims of the amendment, encouraging public transport and providing safe bike 
lanes, are supported. The amendment does not comply with the Directions 2031 statement 
that ‘we should grow with the constraints placed on us by the environment in which we live’ 
and ‘protect our natural and built environments and scarce resources’. 
 
Parts of Queen Victoria Street to Alfred Road, North Fremantle are more interesting and 
older than other highway locations, with many State and local heritage listings. 
 
The Northbank residential development and renovation of older homes has contributed to 
revitalising the town centre with many small businesses establishing in Queen Victoria 
Street, encouraged by the City of Fremantle, and more planned. 
 
Queen Victoria Street could be a pedestrian and bus priority road with only local traffic and a 
reduced speed of 40 kilometres per hour, during peak hour or all the time. Northbound cars 
could be directed right at Tydeman Road then head up the highway. 
 
Alternatively, Queen Victoria Street could become one way with a car or bus lane and a lane 
for bikes, along with the shared path along the railway line and proposed cycle lanes. 
 
Lot 1 Queen Victoria Street is an important group of Fremantle heritage listed shops. 
Adopting one of the alternatives avoids the need to reserve the site. Further, the two existing 
lanes near Jackson Street could operate as a bus lane and a single traffic lane. 
 
The proposed reserve at the Alfred Road intersection is excessive with a doubling in size and 
impacts heritage properties. The road leads to a redeveloped part of North Fremantle with no 
vacant land or further infill opportunities so traffic to and from the highway will not change 
markedly in the future. The intersection does not need the planned additional lanes and a 
better solution to protect the heritage properties must be found. 
 
The City of Fremantle suggestion to remove the east side road reservation by realigning 
some of the highway reserve on railway land to the west is supported. 
 
Regard for the communities affected and places on the State Heritage List and Municipal 
Inventory is requested. Directions 2031 promotes people living in communities with less need 
for travel. The North Fremantle community has a busy heritage precinct. The threat of 
resumption over town centre properties and houses along the highway will negatively affect 
viability of the town centre and future development. 
 
Improve public transport with more train carriages in peak hour and a future light rail link. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 84 for 
discussion of the City of Fremantle submission. The modified reserve does not impact Queen 
Victoria Street. 
 
MRWA confirms Alfred Road requires a future right turn pocket for traffic travelling from the 
south into the road. A review of the proposed bus queue jump lane at Alfred Road concluded 
it will not reduce impacts to several local heritage listed properties so is not supported and 
the option is protected. Deleting the proposed right turn pocket is also not supported. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 335:  Glenn Pauling 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 103 (No. 16) Crossland Court, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Every effort should be made to minimise disruption to people’s lives. Space in the railway 
reserve should be used instead of removing homes. 
 
With substantial, costly renovations to the subject property, the owner is concerned its value 
will be based on prior sales with a substantial loss from a forced sale. 
 
There is no indication that a large population increase will occur in the area. 
 
Government should focus efforts on decreasing car use, and increasing train and bus use to 
reduce traffic on the highway. Working from home is more popular and will increase with the 
National Broadband Network, so less travel. 
 
The effect of the reservation is akin to being heritage listed. Building improvements will not 
continue due to uncertainty of when the building will be removed - 3 years or 50 years? 
Given the area’s affluence, it is ridiculous that government will purchase properties and hold 
on to them for decades. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 
Submission 333. 
 
Realigning the highway to the west to utilise the railway reserve is not supported. Legislation 
outlines the rights of landowners of reserved land and includes provisions for fair valuation. It 
is anticipated that confirming the ultimate reserve will assist landowners in making property 
decisions. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 336:  Leigh Gardiner 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The writer considers any proposal or development that adversely affects Mojos Bar in North 
Fremantle, as disastrous to the Western Australian music scene. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street or Mojos Bar. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 337:  Deco Society of WA (Vyonne Geneve) 
 
Interest:   Special interest group  (Art Deco Heritage) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Art deco heritage is located all along Stirling Highway, particularly Nedlands. Remaining art 
deco buildings provide a thread of aesthetic unity, marking the history and use of the route 
between Nedlands and Fremantle. The proposed reservation will negatively affect many art 
deco places. 
 
Apart from the State heritage register, no other heritage has been considered (National Trust 
or municipal inventories). The society’s ‘Significant Buildings of the 1930s in Western 
Australia’ register should be taken into account for the amendment. The amendment should 
be modified to conserve all places identified by the Art Deco Society. 
 
Art Deco places include the Windsor Cinema, residences, the Captain Stirling and Coronado 
hotels and numerous commercial buildings. The Windsor Cinema is at risk. 
 
The group of art deco houses and flats on Stirling Highway is important. Few are registered 
on official heritage lists but together they form a very significant heritage area. 
 
The Coronado Hotel is protected by its State heritage listing. The Captain Stirling Hotel is not 
State listed and the proposed reserve will impinge the north east part of the building. 
 
The submission (full copy in the schedule) contains a petition of 115 signatures, submitted to 
the Minister for Planning opposing the amendment due to negative effects on heritage; 
detailed information on the Windsor Theatre and Gardens; and, a copy of Waltzing Moderne 
– an Arc Deco Society publication – detailing its view on Stirling Highway. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. All State heritage buildings are excluded 
from the modified reserve. The overall number of affected local heritage buildings is reduced 



from 55 at present to 31 buildings in the modified amendment with many of those no longer 
affected in Nedlands and Claremont. 
 
The Captain Stirling Hotel, Windsor Theatre and Coronado Hotel buildings are not affected 
by the modified reserve. 
 
Identification of existing local heritage and National Trust properties informs the amendment. 
There are 104 identified local heritage listed properties in the amendment area. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 338:  David Kaesehagen 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle has lost many original buildings through port and road development. What 
remains is critical for its sense of place. Removing heritage is poor planning. It is considered 
that the amendment could proceed without destroying the sense of place of North Fremantle. 
 
Years of effort revitalising the town centre is still in progress. Widening Queen Victoria Street 
and losing shops and businesses will affect amenity in North Fremantle. The visual and 
social impacts will be significant. 
 
Widening and potential traffic increases will decrease pedestrian and cycling connectivity in 
North Fremantle. The area is fractured by transport corridors instead of being improved by 
contemporary place-making principles. 
 
There should be further detailed engagement with North Fremantle residents and 
businesses. The City of Fremantle view is supported however community engagement is 
required. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.5 Opposition to reserve width; and, 7.7 Opposition to on-road cycle lanes. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
    Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 339:  Brian Kowald 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The need to remove some old buildings in Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle is not 
understood. A dedicated bus lane at the expense of the buildings is not needed. The area 
has become popular. 



All that is required are bus pull-over bays. Existing bus stops are on-road, so cars cannot 
pass. The writer requests a review of the proposal. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 340:  Neville Hills 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Swanbourne) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
It is disappointing that the flawed approach used on Servetus Street residents still applies. 
The plan reserves land for later public use, effectively depriving owners of true land value. 
 
The fanciful idea that one retains ‘quiet enjoyment of the property until the government needs 
it for the public purpose’ is objectionable as once a reserve is announced a cloud descends 
on local property values and beyond. 
 
It is virtually impossible to sell the property to anyone other than the government. Individuals 
do not have the ‘equality of arms’ in negotiations, given the power of the government. Forced 
resumption cannot be casually ignored. 
 
Sale to the government is ‘subject to acquisition priorities and availability of funds’, which 
means it decides which properties are acquired and at what time. The submitter provides 
details of a rejected request (in relation to a former Servetus Street property) he made for an 
advance payment to assist with relocation and purchase of a reserved property despite being 
available for Commonwealth acquisition. 
 
The WAPC obtaining two independent valuations is no comfort. In the submitter’s situation, 
valuations were not based on comparable locations. The price paid was a fraction of what 
the property would be worth now if the owners were not displaced. Negotiations on price are 
unfairly weighted against property owners. 
 
When property is acquired by government through a reserve there is no compensation. The 
property is acquired at the devalued price caused by the reservation. If an owner requests 
the sale they are not entitled to compensation. Only when compulsorily resumed a payment 
of up to 10 per cent applies and it is dependent on government assessment. 
 
Private companies like ALCOA paid market value plus 35 per cent to assist with resettlement 
at Wagerup. The government should do no less. 
 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights enshrines property rights in Article 17 stating that 
everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others and no one 
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. In reality there is an arbitrary dispossession. 
 
Where government acquires private property for community advantage, it should also 
appropriately compensate those disadvantaged in the process. 
 



The amendment plans indicate a substantial benefit to many landholders and disadvantage 
and planning blight for others. It is extremely debatable that the proposal will benefit traffic 
movement and there has been no canvasing or consideration of alternative options. The 
failure to complete Servetus Street/West Coast Highway plans has resulted in no gains for 
drivers along Curtin Avenue and is a factor in the alleged Stirling Highway problems. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing. The Commonwealth process referred to in the 
submission is for compulsory acquisition. The WAPC may only deal with owner-initiated 
acquisition so is not comparable. MRWA is responsible for compulsory acquisition which 
occurs when roadworks are imminent. Commonwealth and State acquisition relate to very 
different reservations and land uses. 
 
Regarding the comments on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, acquisition, 
resumption and compensation matters are addressed in Western Australian legislation. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 341:  Wendy Cowell 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Mount Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The highway will be too close to heritage listed Christ Church, Claremont with noise and loss 
of parking for parishioners being issues. The redevelopment at the corner of Freshwater 
Parade, Claremont, backs on to Christ Church. Public parking near the west boundary is 
needed for residents and church access. 
 
The front garden and north-west section of The Grove library should not be reserved. 
 
The Star of Sea Church, Peppermint Grove, will be affected by noise and a closer highway. 
 
Noise will affect Cottesloe Primary School heritage property, affecting staff and students. 
 
It is unclear when the roadworks will commence or if funding is by councils or the State. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing; Submission 120 for discussion of Christ Church, 
Claremont, and Submission 313 for discussion on Star of the Sea, Cottesloe. 
 
The amendment proposed The Grove library site’s existing 29 metre reserve be reduced to 
12.5 metres and less. The modified reserve is 11.5 metres and less. Approximately 1 metre 
at the north west corner of the building remains in the modified reserve. The small incursion 
of reserve over the building and its public purpose will be considered prior to roadworks. 
 
The State generally funds roadworks for major roads. Timing of roadworks will depend on 
MRWA prioritisation of this project against other metropolitan region roadworks and the 
allocation of funds, once the amendment process is finalised. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed  



 
Submission 342:  June Hutchison 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
While conceding the importance of facilities for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport, the 
amendment focuses on road design with little account of other relevant planning matters. 
 
Between McCabe and Queen Victoria streets the amendment should better consider the 
local centre and heritage buildings. North Fremantle local centre has potential with a mix of 
uses and a sense it is developing successfully. The threat to properties negatively affects 
their economic vitality. 
 
Directions 2031 recognises the contribution of heritage to sense of place and community, 
however, this has not been given sufficient consideration in this amendment. The proposed 
widening affects a number of heritage listed properties, some to be partially or totally 
removed. The City of Fremantle suggestions reduce heritage impacts and are supported. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, Submission 84 from City 
of Fremantle. 
 
There are no changes to the existing reserve over Queen Victoria Street. Overall, the 
modified reserve affects a lesser number of local heritage buildings than the existing reserve. 
No State heritage buildings are affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 343:  Stewart Smith 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The demolition of old buildings along Queen Victoria Street is opposed as it is unnecessary. 
The priority bus lane could be repositioned to avoid demolition. North Fremantle has an 
increasingly vibrant sense of community centred on Queen Victoria Street’s amenities. The 
Amendment Report mentions the social benefits of ‘streetscapes’ and ‘landscaping’ then 
proposes removing the thriving North Fremantle heritage streetscape. 
 
The only significant Stirling Highway problem is the Claremont bottleneck where criteria to 
improve the highway cannot be met. Reducing the speed is absurd. Less traffic and more 
public transport is the long term solution. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. The modified reserve does not 
impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 344:  Sophie Smith 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The former North Fremantle resident objects to up to 40 buildings on the Fremantle Heritage 
list being affected and 18 removed for more traffic in North Fremantle. Mojos, Flipside, 
Mrs Brown are some of the affected properties and local institutions forming the heart of the 
North Fremantle community providing a rich culture for residents and visitors. Government 
should not underestimate the importance of these to the broader metropolitan community. 
 
Stirling Highway is already prominent in North Fremantle with up to eight lanes at its widest 
point. Why make it more prominent and invasive? While there is a WAPC Liveable 
Neighbourhoods policy why propose destroying a successful, liveable, local community? 
 
The aims of improving the viability for car, pedestrian, cycling and public transport is 
commendable, however, these can be achieved without destroying North Fremantle’s town 
centre. 
 
The proposal is a lazy solution to reducing congestion. Viable alternatives by the City of 
Fremantle are fully supported including moving the highway west into railway reserve and 
creating more urban land near McCabe Street. Public transport should be improved with 
more train carriages during peaks and light rail in the future. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; and, Submission 84 for discussion of City of Fremantle alternatives. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. The businesses mentioned in 
the submission are not within the amendment area. Overall, less heritage buildings are 
affected by the modified reserve than the existing reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 345:  Hamish Fleming 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The proposed amendment in its present form impacts North Fremantle town centre. 
 
The submitter is a long term local resident and business owner that has been active in 
revitalising Queen Victoria Street. It is now a vital part of the local community and a popular 
destination for the wider population. The variety of businesses in heritage buildings makes it 
a rare Perth jewel. 
 
A proposed bus lane requires demolition of heritage listed shops at 261–267 Queen Victoria 
Street, a significant portion of the town centre. 
 
Planning for future transport is acknowledged however this proposal is absurd. Social 
implications must be considered. There is no point changing roads to reduce travel times if it 
results in destruction of destinations. 
 
City of Fremantle and North Fremantle Community Association (NFCA) submissions are 
supported. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; Submission 84 from City of Fremantle; and, Submission 258 from the 
North Fremantle Community Association. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 346:  Russell Date 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 1 and 249 (No. 496) Stirling Highway, 

Peppermint Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject property is affected by the proposed amendment. The property is Category 1 
listed on the Peppermint Grove Municipal Heritage Inventory meaning it should be retained. 
 
The WAPC has not sufficiently deliberated on heritage impacts of the amendment. 
Inadequate heritage consideration will lead to loss of historic highway structures. Greater 
concessions to retain buildings that contribute to streetscape are required so that transport is 
balanced with aesthetics and heritage. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 



The subject property is between Jarrad and Irvine streets where traffic issues are 
exacerbated by the existing Jarrad Street road level railway crossing. The existing building 
was used by the Peppermint Grove Roads Board and later as an electricity supply station. 
MRWA reviewed the proposed highway concept with no options identified to reduce the 
reserve in this locality. 
 
Occasionally, a resumption of a reserve may include a landowner request to retain and 
reposition an existing façade if the landowner seeks to retain ownership of the unreserved 
portion of a site and intends to incorporate an original façade in to redevelopment. Such a 
request is considered on its individual merit and the specific circumstances of the 
resumption. 
 
The existing reserve over this property measures 3.1 to 4 metres from the highway 
boundary. The advertised amendment proposed a 12.2 metre reserve with the modified 
reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) being 11.2 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 347:  Alan Newson and Johanna Barlow 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 35 (No. 375) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection / Support 
 

1. Reducing the 1963 regional reservation to 492 m2 is supported provided the new 
boundary is not developed without consultation with the owners and strata company. 

 
2. The writer clarified the above detail at an information session and requests 

confirmation that the above statement is correct. The submission further suggests a 
display map at the information session incorrectly positioned the landowners’ 
apartment development within the lot. 

 
The proposed reserve envelops part of the building. The widening of the highway is 
not supported as it will not fix current or projected highway traffic problems. 

 
3. Traffic congestion in this locality is related to Methodist Ladies College and Christ 

Church Grammar School traffic. Less congestion occurs in school holidays, 
suggesting children being driven to school causes the congestion. By law, children 
under 10 must hold an adult’s hand to cross the road and modern time constraints 
favour the car over other transport. Scotch College, 300 metres to the north, also 
contributes to congestion. 

 
Between Stirling Road and Albert Street the land requirement is proposed on the 
north side of the reserve. School and work traffic combine for morning congestion 
while afternoon traffic is eased by different finish times at schools and work. Widening 
in this location should be limited to school land. 

 
With people accessing the University of Western Australia and the city for work, along 
with increased western suburb residential densities and Charles Gairdner Hospital 
expansion, the Claremont bottleneck will not be improved by widening to add cycle 
and partial bus lanes. 

 
4. A possible solution is to sink a new main road from West Coast Highway/Claremont 

Crescent, along the railway with an off-ramp at Leura Avenue and through to 



Aberdare Road/Thomas Street, incorporating hospital, university and light rail plans. 
An off ramp at Leura Avenue will allow separation of local school traffic with other 
regional traffic. 

 
As each section of the new route is completed, Stirling Highway could be restricted to 
one lane of traffic with a combined full length bus/taxi/cycle priority lane. A full length 
priority bus lane will improve public transport use, buses will run on time and 
congestion will be reduced. 

 
5. A 40 km/hour speed limit should be introduced between Methodist Ladies 

College/Christ Church Grammar and Leura Avenue. Lower speeds, a friendlier 
cycling environment and an end to rat runs via Dean Street and Chatsworth Terrace 
will reduce congestion and allow traffic to get to hospitals, universities and the centre 
of Perth more directly. 

 
Without radical action, such as relocating schools, installing tunnels and flyable cars, it is 
difficult to see how transit problems will be improved now or in the future. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width. 
 

1. Detailed planning and land acquisition prior to physical roadworks requires 
consultation with affected landowners (in this case, the strata council, as the reserve 
is over common property) by the MRWA. 

 
2. Advice provided to the submitter by DoP confirmed the amendment proposed to 

reduce the reserve to approximately 492 m2 and that the existing building footprint, 
car parking areas and swimming pool are not affected by the proposed reserve. 

 
Information display maps included details of building structures (from existing data) to 
assist people identify properties of interest. Building footprints are not shown in 
reserves or region schemes. 

 
3. An increasing number of programs associated with reducing school related traffic 

congestion such as walking school bus programs, feeder buses and individual school 
instructions for student travel are being initiated by schools. 

 
The proposed reservation affects southern and northern highway property in this 
locality. Modifying the reserve to only impact private schools in this locality would 
require an entire realignment of the highway south potentially negating the aim of 
improving the highway for safety and congestion. It may also impact nearby State 
heritage listed Christ Church, require demolition of the existing pedestrian footbridge, 
and further compromise the Queenslea Drive/Stirling Road intersection, with 
additional impacts to properties. It is not supported. 

 
4. MRWA modelling identified highway capacity can be adequately accommodated with 

two traffic lanes each way. Claremont congestion and accidents are mainly attributed 
to left/right turns, queuing behind turning vehicles and three sets of traffic signals 
within 500 metres. Formalised turning pockets/lanes are intended to enable through 
traffic to continue unhindered. Cycle lanes potentially improve cyclist safety, 
especially in peaks, where cars currently cross lane markings to pass cyclists. There 
is no demonstrated need for a full bus lane the length of the highway. 

 



The suggested route along the Fremantle train line between West Coast Highway and 
Aberdare Street previously partially reserved was deleted in 2009 as part of 
Claremont’s North East Precinct development. There is no regional road reserve 
between West Coast Highway and Langsford Street. 

 
5. The practice of reducing speed limits around schools is not applied on the highway. 

 
The subject site has an existing reserve measuring 33 to 34 metres into the lot affecting the 
entire apartment complex. The advertised amendment proposed a reduction to between 
6.1 and 7.1 metres affecting no part of the building, car park or pool. The modified reserve 
(refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 5.1 to 6.1 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 348:  Glendon Lane 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Encroaching historic Christ Church, Claremont is awful and no decent civilised country allows 
vehicle traffic to affect people’s rights in this way. 
 
The submitter suggests constructing a tunnel as would be done in other countries. The cost 
will not be too expensive if compensation is taken into account. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and Submission 120 for details on Christ Church. 
 
The anticipated expense and lengthy disruptions associated with tunnelling in close proximity 
to the State heritage church are not justified. If the amendment is not finalised the existing 
reserve adversely impacting the church will remain. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 349:  Jennifer Lane 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening the highway will bring vehicles/heavy vehicles too close to the heritage building. 
Parking for disabled and elderly will disappear. 
 
Buildings in Europe built in the late 1800s are part of walking tours. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and Submission 120 for details on Christ Church. 
 



The modified reserve excludes the Christ Church buildings from the reserve for the first time. 
If the amendment is not finalised the existing reserve adversely impacting the church will 
remain. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 350:  Richard Hill and Fleur Schell 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 14 (No.1/98) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject property is heritage listed and considerable money has been spent converting it 
to a residence/studio. The building is integral to Fremantle and Western Australian arts. Art 
studios, galleries, shops and eateries are unique North Fremantle drawcards. 
 
The existing landscaping, installed by the owners, provides a buffer between the building and 
Stirling Highway. 
 
When purchased in 2005, MRWA assured the submitters that traffic would be directed west 
of the railway and Stirling Highway would not have bus lanes. Neighbours at No. 100 Stirling 
Highway acquired a proposed bus lane area from the government fronting their property. 
 
The proposed amendment will remove 2.7 metres from the front of the property and reduce 
the garden (reduced acoustic and visual buffers), remove all public and visitor (commercial) 
parking, bring the highway to within two metres of the front door, devalue the property and 
reduce rental earning potential via reduced parking. 
 
It is understood the reserve over the submitters’ property is for a bike path. However, vacant 
land alongside the railway reserve on the western side of the highway should be used. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential Loss of 
buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition and timing; 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
Advice given to landowners is subject to review and may be updated as detailed planning 
and design for the highway occurs. 
 
The WAPC supported preservation of the landowners’ State heritage building by agreeing to 
exclude its front external stairs from the reserve if necessary when the amendment was 
initiated. 
 
There is no existing reserve over the subject lot. The advertised amendment proposed a 2.3 
to 2.7 metre reserve while the modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width) varies between 1.3 and 1.7 metres and avoids the entire building footprint. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 351:  Bridget Faye 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mosman Park) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Effects on important community heritage buildings, commercial, residential and shopping 
precincts will be devastating to cultural and social life, with little benefit and huge cost. 
 
For Cottesloe through to Claremont, school traffic causes congestion mainly due to the lack 
of coordinating traffic lights at Stirling Road/Queenslea Drive; Bay View Terrace; and, 
Leura Avenue intersections impacting west to Eric Street. 
 
The submission suggests using each side of the railway reserve for a one way traffic lane to 
alleviate congestion and fuel costs, adding rail bridges for traffic crossing each 1.5 kilometres 
from North Fremantle to Shenton Park and sinking the railway from North Fremantle to 
Subiaco with road traffic above or alongside. 
 
Further, schools should be required to run buses serving Mosman Park, Cottesloe, 
Peppermint Grove, Claremont, Dalkeith and Nedlands. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Suggested alternatives detailed in the submission are not supported due to anticipated costs, 
substantial disruption to communities in constructing the alternatives and the lack of 
demonstrated need for the works. MRWA continually monitors traffic signal functionality. A 
number of school initiated programs including a ‘walking’ school bus; regional bus services 
and mini bus service to railway stations, operate in the locality, independent of the MRS. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 352:  Michelle Keen 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 2 (No. 120) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed as it will impact the amenity of the locality and the submitter’s 
property. Impacts are not warranted - the design appeases a minority at a cost to many. 
 
Major renovations to the owner’s heritage property satisfy heritage rules. Government should 
also abide by the heritage inventory. The 4.1 to 4.4 metre reserve takes the front outdoor 
living area, a living room and a bedroom, and will abut the path causing security and noise 
concerns. 
 
The front rooms (only remaining heritage) will have to be demolished as they will be too 
close to the path. This will necessitate complete redevelopment to two storeys with 
recompense expected. This group of heritage homes should be retained. The railway reserve 
opposite should be used as it will not impact anyone and is government owned. 
 



Land that was allocated for widening between Coventry and Christina parades was sold by 
the State, suggesting road widening had been abandoned. 
 
The 5.1 metre verge is excessive; the current footpath, nearby bus stop and footbridge 
paving are adequate. There is no need to cross the highway here only a fence exists on the 
west side. 
 
Railway land should be used for cycle ways. Most people walk and ride along the ocean 
where there is plenty of government land. Tree planting in the median is opposed due to the 
many overhead power lines, strong winds and interruption of views. 
 
The submitter considers the proposed road design as not promoting public transport. 
 
Queen Victoria Street has a good local vibe and should be nurtured not demolished. It should 
be linked to Port Beach. 
 
Cycle ways and paths should be located at Stirling Highway level and reroute traffic down 
and along the rail line from Port Beach Road and under Leighton footbridge. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition reservation width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The subject limestone local heritage listed dwelling is not within the proposed or modified 
reservation. There is no reserve over the subject property at present. The advertised 
amendment proposed a 4 – 4.4 metre reserve while the modified reserve is 3 – 3.4 metres. 
This will result in an approximate 2 metre setback between the building (existing verandah) 
and the highway verge. The setback is greater than the existing setback for State heritage 
listed buildings to the south. 
 
A prominent limestone ridge constrains land west of the highway in North Fremantle from 
highway planning. The substantial level change is evidenced by the absence of a west side 
footpath on the small verge. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission dismissed / partly upheld (deletion of bus queue 

jump lane - Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 353:  Trevor Glegg 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 2 (No. 91-93) Stirling Highway, North 

Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Having spent twenty years renovating two 1890’s Fremantle council heritage listed cottages 
there are a number of alternatives to widening the highway. 
 



The submission suggests alternatives including utilising Fremantle rail reserve, relocating 
Fremantle Ports south to reduce congestion on Stirling Bridge/High Street/Leach Highway, 
selling port land to fund a new harbour, encouraging motor cycles and car-pooling and, 
fewer, strategically placed bus stops. 
 
Claremont’s private schools cause traffic problems. Government should encourage bus use, 
school bus services or shuttle services to train stations and a more efficient rail service. 
 
Housing density should not be increased. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
A government approved plan to close or relocate Fremantle port facilities does not exist. 
 
A number of school initiated programs operate in the locality including a ‘walking’ school bus, 
regional bus services and a mini bus service to railway stations. 
 
In relation to the submitter’s property with its proximity to Alfred Road, MRWA seeks to retain 
future options of introducing bus queue jump lanes so a modification is not supported. 
 
The MRS and amendments to it do not control residential density. Local Planning Strategies 
and Schemes administered by Local Government usually include density provisions. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 354:  David Meredith 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street is objected to as it will negatively affect historic buildings, 
local businesses and destroy the heart of the local community. Traffic should be reduced. 
 
Through traffic may already bypass the area using Tydeman Road and the highway. 
Improving right turn movements will assist in improving traffic flow. 
 
Allowing only local traffic and increased parking will improve social amenity. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative solutions and costs. The modified reserve does not 
impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 355:  Patrick Armstrong 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The values of Christ Church, Claremont will be damaged if the amendment takes place. 
 
The memorial garden is a place of quiet reflection and memory where dozens of local people 
are interred. To bring traffic closer to it is inappropriate. 
 
Parking on Queenslea Drive is extremely important to church users, particularly the elderly, 
infirm and handicapped. Removal will lead to additional use of street parking with its 
irritations and dangers. Parking for weddings and funerals is acute as parking close to the 
church is required. Parking hearses and bridal vehicles on the street would be a safety issue 
if there is no provision for them. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 
Submission 120 for specific discussion on Christ Church. No part of the Christ Church 
building footprint is included in the modified reserve. The potential for parking adjacent to the 
Queenslea Drive frontage exists and will be considered by MRWA and Town of Claremont 
preceding roadworks. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 356:  Mair Property Securities Ltd (for owners) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 101 (No. 525) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Improvements to highway and traffic movement are generally supported, however, the new 
reserve disregards established buildings and businesses. The proposal is objected to and 
modifications sought to preserve highway properties, character and amenity. 
 
A more careful, considered planning approach is suggested to protect amenity, heritage and 
commercial value of the majority of highway premises for a better outcome. 
 
It is expected that many buildings with highway frontages will become obsolete and derelict 
creating a costly and unattractive urban environment. 
 
The proposed reserve cuts through the front two metres of the landowner’s building. This will 
initially make it unattractive to tenants and it will eventually become vacant and obsolete. The 
existing medical centre provides an important local community service. 
 
It appears the reserve was proposed without economic consideration. This vital component 
should have been deliberated before advertising. The submitter suggests their site is worth 
$7.8 million with a replacement cost of $8.4 million, the eventual compensation amount. 
 
Alternative solutions (or a combination of these) to reduce highway widening and impacts to 
the subject lot include reducing footpath and verge width; reducing median width; slightly 



adjusting the highway alignment to move it away from the building or reducing the reserve by 
2 metres or more so the building can be retained. A sympathetic approach is requested. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The existing reserve extends approximately 54 metres into the subject site, almost taking in 
the entire lot. The advertised amendment proposed to substantially reduce the reserve to 
7.1 metres and a truncation. The modified reserve is 6.1 metres. The property has no 
identified heritage features. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 357:  Jim Howe 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A sense of community has established Queen Victoria Street as a place of good amenity and 
services. This is essential to encourage social interaction. Community and culture should not 
make way for cars when alternatives exist. 
 
There are no traffic problems at Queen Victoria Street, however, the plan removes shops 
and businesses. Traffic problems may be fixed by better public transport. Social and cultural 
problems can be improved by encouraging communities to develop. North Fremantle is a 
good example of positive actions resulting in a place where people are encouraged to enjoy 
the company of others. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The modified reserve 
does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 358:  David Eastwood 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
It would be tragic to destroy an important part of North Fremantle’s history. There has to be a 
better way to improve traffic flow in this area without knocking down the community heart. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 359:  Ingrid Maher 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is objected to due to its negative impacts on North Fremantle town centre, 
its urban environment, heritage, sense of place and residential amenity. 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street conflicts with traffic calming and the focus on pedestrians 
which has improved liveability, walkability and viability of the town centre. Removing heritage 
buildings to improve traffic efficiency is opposed. The shops contribute to the North 
Fremantle character and are an attractive destination. Queen Victoria Street must remain 
calmed and its heritage protected without reducing parking bays. 
 
The City of Fremantle proposal to move the highway west to make use of the rail reserve is 
supported. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, Submission 84 for discussion of City of Fremantle alternatives. The 
modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 360:  Victoria Monro 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term Pearse Street resident has seen many changes, with Fremantle Council taking 
action to bring business and life to Queen Victoria Street. The amendment will negate this. 
 
The street should be further calmed and buses should travel slowly. No more heritage 
buildings should be removed in North Fremantle. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 361:  Siobhan Blumann 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle resident, business tenant and property owner objects to the 
amendment due to its negative impacts on social and physical amenity and future economic 
viability at North Fremantle town centre. 
 
Existing Queen Victoria Street traffic calming has assisted the revitalisation of North 
Fremantle town centre by slowing through traffic with lane reductions, adding kerbside 
parking and the median strip to increase pedestrian amenity and business diversification. 
 
The amendment will remove heritage shops at 261 Queen Victoria Street and increase traffic 
speeds. Loss of business through building demolitions and future uncertainty will lead to 
negative economic impacts. There will be no need for a bus bay if there is no reason to stop. 
 
The Queen Victoria Street precinct is steeped in history with a large number of historical 
buildings and the State heritage registered former North Fremantle Town Hall. Revitalisation 
has resulted in a meeting and destination place for residents and visitors, and a new mix of 
uses increasing sense of community. 
 
Eroding physical amenity negatively affects social fabric defying Liveable Neighbourhoods. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street and the former 
North Fremantle Town Hall is not affected by the existing or modified reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 362:  Karri Harper-Meredith 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment will destroy one of Perth’s best night and day spots and discourage future 
business investment. North Fremantle is safer and more interesting and visually pleasing 
than Perth, Northbridge, Fremantle or Melbourne. Losing it via an ill-thought plan is tragic. 
 
The width of Queen Victoria Street is not a problem; it is too many vehicles using Fremantle 
traffic bridge to avoid Stirling Bridge. Heavy peak hour congestion is due to overuse by 
container trucks. The submission suggests using the North Fremantle freight terminal railway 
instead. Offloading truck traffic to rail would solve the problem. If trains are not possible, 
people have to accept delays. 
 
This plan must not proceed so North Fremantle can continue to grow into a great district. 
 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 363:  Water Corporation 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The existing reserve contains Water Corporation infrastructure including numerous water, 
wastewater and drainage distribution and reticulation mains, and, water and wastewater 
connections to individual properties, along the length of the highway. 
 
Existing infrastructure will require protection, potential modification, relocation or removal. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Comments noted. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 364:  Cate and Giles Pattison 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 18 (No. 38) Boreham Street, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 

1. Proposed deletion of the existing reserve over the subject property was initially 
pleasing however the full extent of the plan is alarming. 

 
Impacts to heritage dwellings and highway streetscape are a concern. The interim 
5 metre building setback avoided most existing development and should remain. The 
proposed 39.7 metre wide reserve and loss of residential/commercial buildings 
affects many more people. It is a Leach Highway, Mitchell and Kwinana Freeway 
scale plan. 

 
2. Public transport, cyclist and pedestrian infrastructure is supported, however, wider 

footpaths, median strips, and extra traffic lanes/pockets are not needed for the 
entire highway. There is minimal foot traffic in the locality, adequate allowance for 
buses and few local people needing to turn right (access banned decades ago). 

 
The submissions suggests ‘one size fits all’ is not good policy. Problems occur at 
different times and locations on the highway and there are options to avoid 
introducing more traffic lanes. Traffic at Eric Street intersection flows smoothly, the 
median already exists and buses easily pull into the indented bay safely. Each road 
section should be considered separately. 

 
3. Cycle lanes are all that is needed. 

 



Claremont centre’s problems may be improved by better traffic management, 
particularly buses. A black spot in the commercial section of Mosman Park also 
requires safe redesign. 

 
Environmental and financial impacts will affect many, including Eric to Napier street 
owners. Nearly all encroachment (between Eric and Napier streets) is on the west 
side, it is not equally proportioned. Provide fairer land acquisition that equally 
resumes land on each side. 

 
4. Use vacant land along most of the railway to reduce impacts to historic suburbs and 

streetscapes, with West Coast Highway connecting northern suburbs and Fremantle. 
Underwood Avenue links West Coast Highway and Perth. 

 
The submitter considers improving the highway as going against city traffic reduction 
goals. Enabling more suburban traffic to the city in peak hours cannot be justified. 

 
5. The rationale behind the amendment should be publicly communicated for context. 

Saying the road needs widening is not satisfactory. Existing housing in these 
established residential areas will not triple to require extra infrastructure so the extra 
demand will come from the wider Fremantle area so options for access to the city 
must be considered. 

 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition; 
compensation and timing; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 

1. The proposed reservation is informed by a highway design concept which 
demonstrates compliance with current Western Australian engineering road design 
standards. It impacts less State and local heritage buildings than the existing reserve. 

 
The interim 5 metre setback was a general measure to limit development close to the 
highway in the absence of a detailed ultimate highway concept design. The highway 
concept retains two traffic lanes each way and is not on a scale of a freeway or Leach 
Highway which consist of three or more lanes and faster traffic speeds. 

 
2. Highway improvements are safer when applied consistently. Such an environment 

reduces risk of accidents and congestion assisted by solid central medians and 
formalised right turns. 

 
3. The concept caters for buses, cyclists and pedestrians. Reserving land identically on 

either side of the highway may not facilitate a safer highway. All suggestions raised in 
submissions were considered prior to preparation of the Report on Submissions. 

 
4. A need for an additional highway system across the western suburbs is not identified. 

An improved Stirling Highway is considered suitable for regional traffic movement. 
 

5. Two traffic lanes in each direction is anticipated to adequately cater for future highway 
traffic volumes in line with MRWA advice. 

 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 365:  Ian Asphar 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 3 (No. 3/412) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 
    Grove 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject property owners oppose highway widening - extra lanes are of minimal benefit. 
 
Instead, sink the Fremantle railway and develop medium or high density housing above. 
There would be less traffic plus new vigour for public transport. A dual carriageway could be 
placed above the sunken railway. Expanding Stirling Highway is not visionary. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
Stirling Highway will remain as two through lanes in each direction with bus and turning lanes 
formalised. The cost and lack of demonstrated need for an additional regional road network 
in the Fremantle railway makes the option of sinking the railway unviable. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject lot measures approximately 18 metres from the 
highway boundary. The advertised amendment sought to reduce this to approximately 
6 metres and the modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 
approximately 5 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 366:  Noel Stone 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 58 (No. 382) Stirling Highway, Claremont (also 
    known as 6 Ashton Place) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Stirling Highway problem in Claremont/Cottesloe is congestion at Bay View Terrace. 
 
It is hard to understand why the subject property is to be reserved and not Bay View Terrace. 
Reducing traffic at Bay View Terrace to 50 kilometres per hour is not the solution. 
 
With money to be spent on resumption of properties, use of the rail reserve and tunnels or 
overpasses should be considered. 
 
An estimate of the cost of resumption of land from Nedlands to North Fremantle at current 
valuations should be provided as the public is paying for this project. 
 
The submitter questions upgrading the whole of Stirling Highway instead of seeking 
alternatives. The disruption caused by resumption, roadworks etc., will cause social upheaval 
which does not seem to concern government. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 



A consistent highway design is recommended for the safety of all users. The Claremont town 
centre requires a compromise in highway design to ensure retention of State heritage 
buildings. The proposed reserve affects land on the corner of Bay View Terrace. 
 
The amendment proposes an overall reduction of more than 26 hectares to the reserve. This 
may reduce State liability by more than $500 million based on 2011/12 compensation figures 
for Stirling Highway. 
 
The advertised amendment sought to substantially reduce the existing reservation over the 
submitter’s property from the current 38-39 metre reserve to 9.8-10 metres with the modified 
reserve being 8.8-9 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 367:  Christopher Lyons 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 135 (No. 26B and 26C) Stirling Highway, 

Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter is primarily concerned about his business in a building of significant heritage at 
26B Stirling Highway. The proposed reserve goes through the front door. The submitter asks 
what will happen to his business which is both an investment and income. 
 
The submitter resides on site and will have nowhere to live or continue the business, 
developed over five years. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.2 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Acquisition and compensation related to a regional reserve is negotiated with landowners, 
not tenants. Generally, resumption negotiations commence about two years before 
roadworks. The subject property is local heritage listed. Due to design requirements for 
connectivity at highway intersections with Bruce and Clifton streets, impacts to the property 
are unavoidable. It is necessary to secure an effective reservation that caters for 
contemporary road design requirements via this amendment. 
 
The proposed reservation, as advertised, sought to reduce the existing reservation over the 
lot from approximately 25 metres as measured from the Stirling Highway frontage to 8.4-8.6 
metres plus a truncation to ensure visibility and safety related to turning vehicle movements. 
The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is 7.4-7.6 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 368:  Susan Marwick 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



Improving cycle ways, public transport, routes and traffic flow is supported, however, impacts 
on North Fremantle township including demolition of shops and character buildings are 
unnecessary. The City of Fremantle has made North Fremantle more interesting and safer 
for pedestrians through traffic calming. Improved property value due to heritage adds to its 
popularity. 
 
The proposed reservation will result in all businesses between North Fremantle Station and 
Tydeman Road being ineffective, negatively impacting the ambience of houses, the local 
community and heritage. This outweighs possible gains. If businesses lose parking they will 
not survive. 
 
The proposed bus queue jump lane at Alfred Road/Stirling Highway is of little benefit. The 
bike lane is supported if it does not require removal of heritage buildings. As there are no 
buildings beyond the train station, extend station parking and widen the highway into the rail 
reserve instead of damaging old buildings. A bus lane simply won’t fit. 
 
Synchronising traffic lights is effective in other countries and states and should occur here. 
All over Europe, heritage takes precedence. Destruction of heritage buildings and business 
in North Fremantle and north to Cottesloe is strongly opposed. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.7 Objection to On-
road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Deletion of proposed bus queue jump lane facilities at Alfred Road will not alleviate local 
heritage impacts and a right turn pocket is necessary. Securing the option of introducing bus 
queue jump lanes at a future time is to be retained for the intersection. The modified reserve 
does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 369:  Tony Connor 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The heritage value of Fremantle is the large number of intact ordinary houses of late 
Victorian and Edwardian periods. To preserve the grander public and landmark buildings as 
State heritage dismisses lesser buildings, is wrong and fails to recognise true heritage. City 
of Fremantle local heritage, while individually less important than landmark heritage, is very 
important as a group and must be preserved. 
 
After decline, Queen Victoria Street town centre has shown signs of revival in the past 
decade. This is partly due to it being a desirable residential area, and mainly due to the City 
of Fremantle’s efforts to make Queen Victoria Street (Tydeman Road to Jackson Street/ 
Stirling Highway) more conducive to pedestrians by traffic calming. It is becoming a charming 



and thriving precinct. Queen Victoria Street is effectively one lane with kerb side parking and 
no designated bus lane. 
 
Four businesses utilise the heritage listed Victorian shops at 255 to 261 Queen Victoria 
Street and it is questioned why these should be removed. The City of Fremantle with local 
community support restricted and slowed traffic flow. Nothing will be gained by increasing 
traffic flow in the last 75 metres to the highway heading north. Negative effects on local 
businesses, local community and heritage outweigh any amendment benefit. 
 
Shops on the east of the highway will lose off street parking and no longer be viable. 
Heritage houses on the west side will be removed. 
 
The northbound bus lane at Alfred Road lights is a luxury of dubious benefit. The right turn 
and bike lane are worth pursuing if they don’t negatively affect local businesses or heritage 
buildings. The same applies on the east side of the highway north of Alfred Road. North of 
the train station there are no west side buildings so widening could occur there. 
 
In the western world, cities of high heritage value place traffic flow second to heritage 
conservation. The City of Fremantle’s view on the amendment is agreed, except for the 
designated bus lanes at Queen Victoria Street and Alfred Road traffic signals. They will not 
fit. Road widening resulting in destruction of heritage buildings or curtilage is opposed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The long term option of 
providing bus queue jump lanes and a right turn pocket at the Alfred Road intersection is 
supported. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 370:  Annabel Rattigan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Do not widen Queen Victoria Street or remove heritage buildings to ruin the town centre. 
There is no bottleneck here and traffic travels through the area smoothly. Please put the 
community before expensive unnecessary roadworks. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 371:  Cameron Hay 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street will destroy the heart of an emerging community centre. It 
will increase the amount, speed and size of traffic on Queen Victoria Street - a high street 
with increasing pedestrian numbers – posing danger to pedestrians, especially children. 
 
North Fremantle is not a bottleneck due to three options - Curtin Avenue, Stirling Highway 
and Queen Victoria Street. Traffic should be encouraged onto Curtin Avenue and Stirling 
Highway, not Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Improving traffic flow and providing better pedestrian and cycle paths is supported, however, 
the City of Fremantle proposal is better. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 372:  Ken and Lyn Musto 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 373:  Ian Daw 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 7 (No. 688) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Stirling Highway from North Fremantle to Crawley will negatively impact North 
Fremantle, Mosman Park, Cottesloe, Claremont and Nedlands. Congestion is rarely an 
issue. City work journeys have not increased in five years and school holiday traffic is quiet. 
 
The submitter considers the current highway width adequate and may be improved by 
removing traffic lights close to each other that cause congestion; synchronising traffic lights; 
reducing speed limits; preventing parents dropping children to school by encouraging public 
transport and bike use; introducing no standing zones at schools for start and finish times; 
preventing right turn movements at congested points like Hungry Jacks, Claremont; installing 
roundabouts; increasing public transport, particularly buses up the highway to the city; 
lengthening right turn pockets at main intersections; constructing a direct cycle route along 
the rail line to the city and another along the northern and western bank of the Swan River 
and, increasing car and cycle parking at train stations. 
 
Increasing the width of Stirling Highway will result in negative impacts including: 
 
  



• increased traffic speeds and more truck traffic; 
• encouraging car use rather than other transport forms; 
• further dividing suburbs with more difficult road crossings discouraging pedestrians; 
• unused cycle lanes - a different cycle route away from the busy highway is requested; 
• funds being taken from essential projects. Change is only necessary at Claremont; 
• loss of mature trees, particularly in Mosman Park near Wellington Street; 
• preventing right turns into properties affecting use of trailers; 
• loss of land and faster traffic at the doorstep of affected residents; 
• removal of the war memorial and impacts to other heritage; 
• reducing traffic to the city as Riverside Drive is closed for Elizabeth Quay combined 

with high parking costs make the project unnecessary. 
 
This project is not needed. It is a waste of money and a low priority compared to other roads. 
City residents should expect delays and consider using public transport. Existing train and 
bus services negate the need for this project. Improve existing services instead of road 
widening to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which should be the goal of society. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
A review of the highway design concept is likely prior to construction, as the roadworks are 
anticipated to be a long term project. MRWA continues to monitor signals and highway use 
and make changes when necessary. Right turns into Claremont centre may be reviewed in 
the future however local businesses object to limiting access. Future relocation of the 
Claremont war memorial was informally supported by State and local RSL representatives 
provided it remains in the immediate vicinity. 
 
There is no proposed or existing reservation over the submitter’s Stirling Highway property. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 374:  John Whitley 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 17/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma B - refer to Submission 72 
 
 
Submission 375:  Jane Leahy-Kane 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle is strongly opposed. It will destroy the 
heart of the interesting and vibrant precinct. Perth has few areas of architectural interest and 
character as most have been removed for roads and suburban shopping centres. Those that 



remain are enjoying resurgence as people seek places which offer social, shopping and 
dining experiences different from those found in large shopping malls. 
 
North Fremantle is alive with a mix of uses and has been enhanced by trees, landscaping 
and the provision of parking. It is a social hub, attracting people from the immediate 
community and further afield. Widening will negatively affect this and reduce property values 
and viability of businesses. Heritage properties integral to the character and uniqueness of 
the area will be lost - the very things that attract people and enhance a sense of place, 
belonging and community. 
 
Numerous alternatives for managing traffic flow exist. Relocate the port to Kwinana to reduce 
the volume of heavy traffic to and from the port. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 376:  Stacey Turner 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter is concerned about proposed widening at Queen Victoria Street. Local 
businesses already struggle and increased traffic and removal of heritage buildings will 
aggravate this. There are already doubts about the stability of the old bridge so increasing its 
usage is questioned. Queen Victoria Street is perfectly acceptable in its current state. Do not 
remove any buildings, trees or carry out any activity that is negative to North Fremantle’s 
ambience. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 377:  Francesco Jelovsek  
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Queen Victoria Street between Stirling Highway and Tydeman Road is vibrant with activity. It 
has the most buildings worthy of conservation. It is not a traffic bottleneck. 



The ‘living village of north bank’ never materialised. Queen Victoria Street is widely used by 
the North Fremantle community and visitors from other suburbs and overseas. 
The submitter understands a solution to the bottleneck on Stirling Highway is to build an 
extra lane (bridge) across the river as the majority of traffic goes to and from Tydeman Road 
to Stirling Highway over the river. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The Stirling Highway bridge is not within the amendment area. An existing reserve secures 
an option of future duplication of the Stirling Highway bridge. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 378:  David Butler and Justine White 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A bus priority lane is not needed at Queen Victoria Street as the volume of buses is not large 
enough. Bus stops before Tydeman Road and close to North Fremantle train station, if 
necessary, could facilitate removal of stops in Queen Victoria Street. The bus facilities 
should, however, remain to discourage car traffic. 
 
The destruction of heritage buildings and removal of local businesses is not warranted. 
Street parking allows businesses to flourish and helps sustain and improve cultural and 
economic growth of the vibrant suburb. The mix of uses attract large numbers to North 
Fremantle, adding to vitality, with the majority using the train. 
 
The dance school relies on parking on both sides of the road to allow safe delivery and pick 
up of children and adults. 
 
It is outrageous to remove heritage buildings at the Alfred Road intersection. A right hand 
turning lane would be very useful, however, a bus lane is not required. 
 
It is unwise to consider changes at Queen Victoria Street before plans associated with 
connecting Curtin Avenue to the highway are assessed. Until this is built, it is unknown what 
Queen Victoria Street traffic will be like. It is likely money will be wasted and businesses and 
buildings removed unnecessarily. 
 
The cultural and community centre of Queen Victoria Street is returning after some 40 years. 
This is a thriving community with a vibrant, developing focus and it should not be removed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Relocation of bus stops in Queen Victoria Street is not part of this amendment. Modifications 
to the proposed reserve at Alfred Road are not supported. Deletion of the Alfred Road bus 



queue jump lanes does not negate impacts to local heritage without removing the option to 
provide a right turn pocket. At the corner of Alfred Road, St Anne’s Church building is not 
impacted, however, its’ setback will be reduced. The Curtin Avenue extension, if pursued, 
may be the subject of a separate amendment process. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 379:  Beryl Hume 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mosman Park) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Apart from costs of land resumption, widening Stirling Highway will exacerbate parking in 
residential streets. 
 
In relation to Christ Church parish heritage buildings, Claremont, the buildings are not only 
used on Sundays as weddings and funerals occur during the week. The proposed left turn 
pocket into Queenslea Drive is unnecessary as few vehicles turn there and the parking is 
much needed. 
 
Improve public transport instead of widening the highway and encouraging car use. It would 
be better to address horrendous morning school traffic and use land along the railway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 120 for discussion on Christ Church. 
 
The setback for Christ Church is reduced however the buildings are not part of the reserve 
for the first time. A number of local schools provide private bus services and other programs 
to reduce school traffic congestion. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 380:  John Showell 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection - Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
Additional comments: 
 
What is left of North Fremantle should be saved. The Brand Government removed half of 
North Fremantle for railway and shunting yards which are now abandoned. What remains is 
valuable heritage and history. The area including the town hall is part of the heritage and 
should be protected and enhanced, not removed. 
 
From an economic and health angle, more trucks and roads are not a solution. Port freight 
should be increased at Geraldton, Bunbury and Cockburn Sound as Fremantle is too small. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 381:  Maxwell Hewitt (North Fremantle Community Association) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma F – refer to Submission 258 
 
 
Submission 382:  Dr Neville Davis 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Traffic will significantly increase in narrow, tree-lined Walter and Vaucluse streets that have 
many heritage listed houses. 
 
Highway traffic flow will be improved by a median between Loch Street and Leura Avenue. 
Widening the Ashton Avenue bridge will improve Loch Street traffic flow as many cars travel 
to Alfred Road [Claremont]. 
 
A pedestrian underpass at Bay View Terrace or Leura Avenue would improve traffic flow. 
 
The proposal is detrimental to the heritage area between Stirling Highway and the rail line. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
and Submissions 141 for discussion on Walter Street, Claremont. 
 
Walter and Vaucluse streets are better suited to full vehicle access than other streets in the 
locality. A solid median between Loch Street and Leura Avenue is not supported. There is 
not demonstrated need for a pedestrian underpass at either suggested location. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 383:  Peter Jones 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 38 (No. 5/444) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 

Grove) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



Highway widening will be costly to the State for the subject lot. Purchase of villas 1 to 6, 22 
and 23 will be necessary, valued at $1,250,000 each, or a sum of $10 million. The body 
corporate will seek compensation for the western entry, communal rubbish area and garden 
border. The adjoining lot contains a three storey complex of private residences and towards 
The Grove Shopping Centre are three similar complexes. Rather than affecting all these 
owners/residents use other viable options to improve traffic. 
 
Viable alternative solutions that least affect landowners should be considered. The State 
Government should acknowledge costs of acquisition. 
 
There is no timeline for this project or even a decision to proceed. A definitive timeline is 
necessary. Uncertainty worries elderly owners/residents. The lack of knowledge about the 
villas suggests little preparation causing anxiety about the project. A drop in property value is 
due to poor planning. A specific timeline for roadworks should be given to affected 
landowners. The State Government should acknowledge that a lack of property information 
demonstrates poor planning which causes angst for property owners. 
 
During the school term highway traffic flow increases as cars ferry children to and from 
school. With various schools between Napoleon Street and Bay View Terrace it is noted that 
in holidays, traffic is less. Alternative travel methods for schools should be considered. 
Families living a few streets from school and driving exacerbate the problem. Perth bound 
morning highway traffic takes almost half an hour to get from Eric Street to Bay View Terrace 
as vehicles leave schools. Time restrictions on school traffic flow should be introduced. 
Designated collection points should be used to ease school traffic. 
 
More cyclists use the highway early morning than during the day. Whilst bike users are 
acknowledged, there are viable alternatives to introducing cycle lanes to the highway such as 
upgrading existing and safer path ways along the rail line. Proposed cycle lanes should be 
deleted. 
 
Right turns from Stirling Highway should be reduced where there is no designated lane. 
Motorists should turn at the following set of traffic lights. The fast food outlet in Claremont 
and drive-through coffee places cause mayhem. 
 
Reducing traffic lights is the solution to improving traffic flow. A survey about the Johnston 
Street/Stirling Highway intersection [Peppermint Grove] resolved to install traffic lights. This 
would result in four traffic lights in one kilometre, between Napoleon and Glyde Streets. One 
of the existing sets should be eliminated or be modified to be less rigid. 
 
A fly-over/underpass would reduce wait times and promote traffic flow at Leura Avenue. 
 
Widening the highway will further separate Cottesloe and Peppermint Grove. Instead, sink 
the highway between Station and Jarrad streets so traffic flow is not stopped at Jarrad and 
Napoleon streets. The land above the tunnelled highway would become a peaceful, safe 
connection to Napoleon Street, The Grove Shopping Centre and The Grove Library. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.7 Opposition to on-road cycle lanes; and, 
Submissions 15 and 67 for discussion on the subject property. 
 
Resumption is guided by legislation. A timeline for roadworks and acquisition cannot be 
prepared unless the amendment is finalised. Various local schools provide private bus 
services and school drop off/pick up programs. 



A feature of the highway concept design is formalised right turns and a solid central median 
all along the highway. MRWA constantly monitors traffic signals for improvements. A 
flyover/underpass at Leura Avenue and highway tunnel are not supported. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 384:  Father Peter Boyland (Parish Priest) 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission includes a petition of 57 signatures objecting to the amendment. 
 
Proposed changes at the Queenslea Drive intersection will adversely affect Christ Church’s 
worshipping community and many others who rely on the church and adjacent hall. 
 
The amendment proposes an unacceptable reduction of area between the church/memorial 
garden and the highway. It will increase noise levels, pollution and vibration. The amendment 
will remove essential and irreplaceable parking in Queenslea Drive. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 135. The church buildings are not within the modified road reserve for 
the first time. There may be options for continued access and parking adjacent to the 
Queenslea Drive frontage subject to liaison between the Town of Claremont and MRWA. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 385:  E. and R. Basson 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is a debacle. A fly over /overpass, or tunnel is a far-sighted answer as traffic 
will not go away. 
 
Heritage should be protected. Building a highway within 5 metres of an historic building 
(there are only a few in Claremont) is absurd. Many weddings and funerals occur in addition 
to weekly services. These will be affected by increased traffic noise. Children should walk or 
cycle to school. 
 
The western suburbs contribute hugely to State coffers and are entitled to a 21st century 
transport system. The proposal is undesirable to the majority of Claremont and Western 
Australian citizens. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 



Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; and Submission 120 for discussion on Christ Church, Claremont. 
 
Christ Church buildings are excluded from the road reserve for the first time. The modified 
reserve is a 40% reduction to the existing reserve and impacts less State and local heritage 
buildings than the existing reserve. Various schools provide private bus services and 
programs to address school related traffic. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 386:  Michael Croudace 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment will have unacceptable adverse impacts on current amenity. 
 
Widening the highway on the south side and creating an extra turning lane into Queenslea 
Drive will impact visual amenity of Christ Church. Removing parking on the east side of 
Queenslea Drive will ruin use of the facility for weddings and funerals. Street parking is 
essential for important community functions. 
 
Moving the road closer to the church and increasing traffic will cause intolerable noise in the 
church and memorial gardens. 
 
Create a two way road within the Fremantle train line reserve. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and Submission 120 for discussion of Christ Church. 
Anticipated future traffic volumes for the highway do not support a new road in the railway. 
 
Christ Church buildings are not within the modified reservation. There is potential for 
continued access to parking on Queenslea Drive subject to liaison between MRWA and the 
Town of Claremont.  
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 387:  Susan Croudace 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Road widening causes problems and destruction all along Stirling Highway. 
 
Christ Church, Claremont has served the community for many years. Bringing traffic closer 
and removing existing street parking will restrict weddings, funerals and services and the 
church will become unusable. Because of the development at 328 Stirling Highway and loss 
of street parking, parking in the school will be extinguished. 



There is no evidence that traffic flow will improve, rather it will cater for more school traffic. 
 
Using railway land or constructing an underground lane would be less intrusive. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 120 for discussion of Christ Church. 
 
The church buildings will be excluded from the road reserve for the first time since 1963. 
Constructing a tunnel under the highway or a road in the railway reserve would likely cause 
years of various types of disruption such as road closure and reconstructions, train service 
closures and disruption to the amenity of surrounding residential areas. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 388:  John D'arcy 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Parking must remain in Queenslea Drive for the use of funerals, weddings and older people 
to park and access Christ Church. Another traffic lane closer to the church will cause extra 
noise making it difficult to conduct church services. 
 
More planning is needed. Open up areas of the railway reserve and Gugeri Street and 
Railway Road to ease the highway traffic from Loch Street to Eric Street and beyond. 
 
More school buses to transport students to and from school in the Claremont area are 
needed as there is less traffic during school holidays. A tunnel from Loch Street to Eric Street 
will ease congestion around the schools. 
 
Consider options so that parking around Christ Church is not removed. Long term plans must 
cater for increasing Stirling Highway traffic. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, Submission 120 for discussion of Christ Church. 
 
Christ Church buildings are excluded from the reservation for the first time. Constructing a 
tunnel under the highway or a road in the railway reserve would likely cause years of various 
types of disruption such as road closure and reconstructions, train service closures and 
disruption to the amenity of surrounding residential areas. 
 
Various schools provide private bus services and programs to address school related traffic. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 389:  Claire Greenway 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 



Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Proposed changes to the highway at Queenslea Drive, Claremont, and Christ Church, are 
objected to. The changes will be detrimental to the building and people who use it. The 
amendment disregards the historic value of the building. 
 
Eliminating parking in front of the church will impact its use for spiritual and social purposes. 
Reduced space between the highway and church will damage/pollute through vibrations. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 
Submission 120 for discussion of Christ Church. The setback to Christ Church will be 
reduced however the modified reserve does not impact the existing buildings ensuring they 
are not affected by future roadworks. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 390:  Adele Carles, MLA (Member of Fremantle) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The advertised amendment is opposed as it does not preserve several heritage listed 
properties and has an unacceptable impact on heritage values of other properties. 
 
The main concerns relate to North Fremantle town centre, specifically, Queen Victoria Street 
to Alfred Road and Lot 1 Queen Victoria Street. The area has enjoyed revitalisation with new 
residential development and significant small business investment. 
 
The amendment appears to impact up to 40 properties and buildings on the City of 
Fremantle’s heritage list including five State heritage listed places. Up to 18 of these 
buildings would have to be removed or seriously impacted. This is unacceptable and cannot 
be justified by any sort of cost benefit analysis related to traffic flows and rationalisation of 
the Highway road reserve. The impacts outweigh the claimed benefits. 
 
The proposed Alfred Road intersection is unjustifiably large affecting several heritage 
properties. Impacting heritage should be avoided by planning alternatives. 
 
Increasing public transport and bike paths are supported, however, it is ironic that road 
widening and negative impacts to heritage are the only way to achieve this. As an alternative, 
improve public transport by increasing rail capacity and introducing light rail is suggested. 
 
Revise the amendment to ensure North Fremantle heritage is not excessively impacted and 
investment uncertainty related to resuming private and commercial properties is avoided. 
 
The concerns of Fremantle people about impacts on North Fremantle should be heeded. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 
Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 



solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The deletion of the proposed bus queue jump lane and associated reservation at Queen 
Victoria Street is supported. This will result in no change to Queen Victoria Street. No State 
heritage buildings are affected by the modified reserve. Overall, the modified reserve impacts 
31 local heritage buildings, 24 less than the existing reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 391:  Richard Cranfield 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 101 (No.309) Stirling Highway, Claremont 

(Zenith Music) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The joint owner of Zenith Music, Claremont since 1971 notes the business has been 
described as one of the most important music shops and auditoriums in the State. 
 
Cars must not destroy the heritage and life built along Stirling Highway over the past century. 
 
Traffic congestion in the area is mostly caused by school traffic. Private schools in close 
proximity to the highway have grown without restriction or adequate traffic management. A 
school congestion tax could fund a morning and after school shuttle bus system. 
 
Resumption of the subject property is for a left turn lane from the highway into Leura Avenue. 
The lane will exacerbate Leura Avenue northbound traffic congestion as queues to enter 
Gugeri Street are slow to clear. This is entirely due to Claremont Quarter entry/exits. 
 
The proposed bus lane is not needed. Any benefit that destroys heritage in the Claremont 
highway precinct is not worth it. 
 
Resumption of properties along Stirling Highway is completely objected to. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential Loss of 
buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 
7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and 7.8 Bus queue jump 
lanes. 
 
Impacts on the subject property are unavoidable due to its location. Stirling Highway at 
Claremont town centre and the subject property are the most congested part of the highway. 
Proposed improvements to Leura Avenue intersection and the introduction of bus queue 
jump lanes are constrained in the locality. Leura Avenue provides eastern access to 
Claremont town centre and a connection to Gugeri Street. The advertised reservation 
between Stirling Road and Leura Avenue is a compromise to avoid impacts on State heritage 
(Christ Church and Claremont Municipal Chambers). A multi-level, mixed use apartment 
building at 40 St Quentins Avenue (north east corner of Stirling Road) also constrains 
highway design. 



Introducing a school congestion tax is beyond the scope of the amendment. Various schools 
provide private bus services and programs to address school related traffic. 
 
The subject property is not local or State heritage listed. It was built to the highway edge so 
has no setback from the existing highway. The existing reserve completely blankets the 
property with the advertised reserve proposing a reduction to 9.7 metres. The modified 
reserve (refer part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) measures approximately 8.7 metres 
into the site. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 392:  Veronica Yeo 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Extending Stirling Highway in North Fremantle, particularly Queen Victoria Street is opposed. 
 
Queen Victoria Street shops and businesses will be lost. The long-term North Fremantle 
resident has seen a close knit community and vibrant place grow. It now has a strong sense 
of place, integral to community fabric, which attracts visitors. Local business is supported. 
 
The submission questions whether regional traffic needs are more significant than those of 
the local community. Encouraging greater use of the railway is a reasonable alternative. 
 
Constructing Curtin Avenue overpass is questioned due to the anticipated enormous cost. It 
would be better to make use of the coast road via Tydeman Road instead of the Curtin 
Avenue extension through the North Fremantle precinct. 
 
A car park near the bus depot and improved park and ride amenity at the station is 
suggested. The bus lane is not needed, more trains are. Instead, provide a free train service 
between Fremantle and North Fremantle and use vacant railway land for new roads. 
 
Modify Stirling Highway bridge to include a pedestrian/cycle way under it and make a safe 
cycle way along the train line to join the existing one in Cottesloe. Reduce the cost of public 
transport rather than spend money on small sections of road. 
 
Do not disrupt the village-like shopping area of Queen Victoria Street or remove heritage 
buildings. Retain the traffic calming policy. Do not negatively affect the community for a faster 
vehicle journey. Encourage public transport and bike use by not building more roads. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The Curtin Avenue overpass is not part of this amendment and is shown for information 
purposes. It will be the subject of a separate amendment, if pursued. The Stirling Highway 
bridge is out of the amendment area, however, the existing reserve may accommodate 
improved cycling/pedestrian infrastructure subject to future MRWA planning. 
 



Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 
Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 393:  Dr Nicholas Keely 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed extension of Stirling Highway through North Fremantle is strongly opposed. 
 
It will disrupt the village-like shopping area of Queen Victoria Street, remove heritage 
buildings and interfere with small business. It will reverse the existing street calming policy 
and disrupt community fabric. 
 
Presupposing regional vehicle and bus traffic needs are more valid and significant than those 
of the local community is questioned. 
 
The alternative of encouraging greater rail use appears the most reasonable option. Instead, 
provide a park and ride facility west of the train line to join with buses at the existing bus 
depot and provide free rail travel between Fremantle and North Fremantle (this was done 
previously and worked well). Overall, this would encourage public transport use. 
 
A railway crossing construction is not reasonable expenditure due to the enormous cost. 
 
Provide a safe cycle way from Fremantle along the train line to the existing pay in Cottesloe. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The Curtin Avenue overpass is not part of this amendment and is shown for information 
purposes. It will be the subject of a separate amendment, if pursued. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 394:  Bryan and Nyree Dwyer 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 1 (No.410A) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Efficient transport movement reduces pollution and congestion, and potentially private 
vehicle traffic, by making public transport more attractive. 
 
School buses should replace cars delivering students one by one to private schools along 
Stirling Highway. During school holidays, morning peak hour traffic is reduced drastically and 
runs smoothly. Due to staggered traffic, the afternoon peak is not an issue. Congestion 
occurs twice a day on Monday to Friday; otherwise it is not an issue. In North America, 



parents are not allowed to drive children to school as students are transported by buses from 
various neighbourhood locations. 
 
Develop an express bus lane each side of the railway to connect the highway and Riverside 
Drive to the city. It could service UWA, the QE2 Medical Centre and Children’s Hospital. 
 
The 1.5 metre wide on-road cycle lane will not resolve cyclists and traffic mixing safely. 
Residential driveways create a hazard for cyclists and pedestrians. Develop railway reserve 
land as a cycleway with no traffic lights. The Midland to Perth cycleway is an example. 
 
Provide better access to public transport, safer pedestrian movement and cycling 
infrastructure to encourage healthier lifestyles. 
 
Removing cycle lanes and bus queue jump lanes from the reserve will reduce State liability 
as less residential, commercial and heritage listed land will be resumed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 
7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
Use of public transport, including the Fremantle train line, is encouraged; however the 
amendment provides an opportunity to improve the highway’s bus services. Various schools 
provide private bus services and programs to reduce school traffic. 
 
Constructing bus lanes adjacent to the Fremantle railway would unnecessarily duplicate the 
existing train service. The submission does not refer to the landowner’s highway property. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 395:  Simon and Jill Williams 
 
Interest:   Christ Church, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
A petition of ten signatures is attached to the submission. It objects to reducing separation 
between Christ Church and the proposed highway and is concerned that existing Queenslea 
Drive parking will be removed. 
 
The amendment is destructive to the environment around heritage buildings. 
 
Christ Church is the most important Anglican church after Saint George’s Cathedral. This 
plan will increase noise, visual pollution and restrict parking for church and community use. 
 
The on-road cycle lanes would be better located on land adjoining the railway. 
 
Two independent private schools are mainly responsible for traffic congestion with little 
congestion during school holidays. Alternatives such as setting up shuttle bus services 
should be considered. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 
Submission 120 for discussion on Christ Church. 
 
Christ Church buildings are excluded from the reservation for the first time. Various schools 
provide private bus services and programs to address school related traffic. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 396:  Trevor Daw (Chairman Body Corporate: Forrest Grove Villas)  
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 38 (No.2/444) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
On behalf of the owners and residents of this strata development, the proposed changes to 
the road reserve are objected to. There are 23 villas at the subject site. The highway should 
not be widened here as it will negatively affect the villas. 
 
Villa 23 and its garage will need to be removed. Garages of villas 1 to 6 and 22 will be 
inaccessible for cars. Access, bin storage and a garden west of the villas will be removed. 
The submission includes several attachments – see copy of full submission. 
 
Villa garages deflect highway noise. A reduced setback will affect the villa’s quiet ambience. 
 
Health risks to residents will increase as proximity to fuel fumes from the highway increases. 
 
The proposed reserve should match the property boundary due to the impact of widening. 
 
Each affected villa is worth $1.3 million, making a total cost of at least $10.4 million. 
Compensation for the loss of the western road, the border garden and green rubbish area 
will be sought. Other high density housing adjacent to the highway will be similarly affected 
and also be too costly to resume. Due to these costs, the highway should not be widened in 
front of high density housing. 
 
Property values at the subject site and other properties will be affected by the proposed 
widened highway. The negative publicity has already affected values. The long term trend 
will be less private cars travelling to Perth because: parking fees in Perth are expensive; 
Perth City Council may charge motorists for driving in the city; petrol prices will rise; more 
people will use the train or cycle commute; and, more people will work from home. 
 
Owners wanting to sell will find it difficult to find buyers due to speculation on widening. 
 
Prohibit right turns from Stirling Highway unless specific turn-right, designated lanes are 
provided. Examples of problem areas are the Claremont fast food outlets, Mosman Park, 
MLC parents turning north across the highway to U-turn and travel toward Perth. 
 
Reduce the number of traffic lights from three to two at the intersections of Leura Avenue, 
Bay View Terrace and Stirling Road then synchronise the two traffic signals to enhance flow. 
Build a flyover bridge for south bound traffic in Leura Avenue to turn right into the highway. 



Delete bike lanes as they are not needed on the highway. A good cycle/pedestrian path 
exists along the railway line. The route is safe and away from traffic. Other bike routes exist 
on Marine Parade, Cottesloe, Victoria Avenue, Mosman Park, and Bindaring Parade, 
Peppermint Grove. All the rail stations provide bike lock-up facilities. 
 
Encourage the seven private schools to bus their students to school from locations away 
from the highway and return them in the afternoon (e.g. Claremont Showgrounds). It would 
improve Claremont congestion at 8.30am and 3.30pm school days. Vehicles usually carry 
one student and during holidays there is little congestion. Some schools already do this. Car-
pooling should also be encouraged. 
 
Widening the highway will increase the separation of Cottesloe and Peppermint Grove. 
Consideration should be given to sinking the highway between Station and Jarrad streets. 
Traffic would then flow with no lights at Jarrad and Napoleon streets. Ground level would 
then provide a peaceful and safe connection between Napoleon Street, the Grove Shopping 
Centre and the Grove Library. 
 
Effectively use vacant Fremantle Ports and railway land instead of affecting people and 
homes at a large cost. 
 
Many things can be done to improve highway function and flow so removing people from 
homes should be the last resort. There will always be some highway congestion in peak 
hours and flow can be improved but not by demolishing houses. 
 
The WAPC should provide written confirmation to the subject property owners that their 
homes will not be affected by the future development of Stirling Highway. 
 
Relocating the reserve three metres to the west would allow the existing western access to 
the subject site to remain as a one-way access with a new exit to the highway (detailed plans 
provided in full submission). Replacing existing garage doors with tilt doors would allow one 
car to park in each of the seven double garages. This will also retain villa 23 and the peaceful 
ambience of the concourse. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to 
On-road Cycle Lanes; and, Submission 15 for discussion on the subject property. 
 
Limiting highway improvements to areas that do not abut medium density dwellings is not 
supported as a consistent highway environment is required for safety. The highway concept 
informing the amendment is based on improving safety and catering for all highway users. 
Modifying the plan in the vicinity of the subject site may have implications for other parts of 
the highway or undermine proposed improvements and safety, so is not supported. 
 
Legislation is in place to ensure fair valuations and safeguard landowners. Valuation occurs 
near the time of acquisition as values fluctuate over time. Acquisition of common property is 
negotiated with and paid to the strata body. 
 
The amendment accommodates the introduction of a solid central median and formalised 
right turn movements. MRWA continues to monitor traffic signal performance, however, is not 
supportive of a reduction of traffic signals in Claremont at this time. 
 
Various private schools in the region provide private bus shuttle services for students and 
other programs to reduce school related traffic. 



The lengthy disruption of building of a highway tunnel between Jarrad and Station streets, 
the anticipated enormous cost of construction and the land required for a tunnel (i.e. a larger 
reserve than proposed) make the alternative unviable, overriding any perceived benefits. 
Further, ongoing disruption to the amenity of surrounding neighbourhoods would be likely to 
occur for extended periods of time. 
 
The subject site has been continuously within the highway reservation since 1963 and the 
present amendment substantially reduces its extent. Contrary to a request for WAPC 
assurance, the amendment process highlights that there are potential impacts arising from 
the highway for the site, hence the modified reserve still affects the site. 
 
A request to relocate the reserve three metres west to avoid on-site impacts is not supported 
as it may undermine planned improvements and simply transfer impacts to other properties. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 397:  TPG (for Amhurst Enterprises and John Fountain Family Trust) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 3 (No. 590A) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is on behalf of owners of Mosman Park Drive-in Chemist. 
 
Rationalising the highway reservation is supported, however, the reservation and effects on 
the subject site are of concern. The proposed reservation will impact current and future use 
of the site. Instead, utilise road and rail reserves west of the highway for road widening. 
 
The reserve will impact vehicle access and visitor parking, both essential to the business. 
 
Future development opportunities will be limited by the removal of up to 10 metres of land. 
 
The proposed reserve focuses on road design and construction to the detriment of broader 
planning and urban design objectives, including retention and intensification of existing 
business activities and the maintenance of development potential on privately owned land. 
The proposed reserve at Willis and Stuart Streets is unnecessary and inaptly configured. 
 
A recommendation of the Town of Mosman Park draft Local Planning Strategy is: 
 

'In respect of the key issue of future road widening requirements on Stirling Highway, 
it is the Town's view that the road and railway reservations to the western side of 
Stirling Highway should be utilised for road widening purposes in the first instance. 
This is considered to be a more appropriate response than reserved land being taken 
from private properties on the eastern side of Stirling Highway, resulting in a loss of 
development potential and providing limited and constrained remaining land area to 
realise beneficial development outcomes.' 

 
The proposed reserve will remove access to existing car bays between the site and highway. 
Given the 'drive in' nature of the business and the compromised urban environment, 
customers may bypass the business. The front facade will require modification. 
 
Between Stuart and Willis streets, an alternative design is offered (see full submission for 
details). The alternative offers four traffic lanes, including peak period bus lanes to allow 
public transport priority at peak times; a central median with turning pockets; a potential slip 



lane for southern traffic movements; dedicated pedestrian and cycle facilities; and a 
reduction of up to 60 square metres of the proposed reserve. The alternative enhances 
development potential of private land east of the current highway. 
 
Broadly, the proposal may have beneficial urban environment outcomes, particularly 
between Jarrad Street, Cottesloe and Broadway, Nedlands, as the reserve is reduced. 
Encouraging use of significant public transport between Fremantle and Perth is supported. 
 
Assuming the proposal will reduce private vehicle traffic by making public transport options 
more attractive is questionable. It is not in the interest of the Mosman Park community to 
compromise the quality of the future urban environment or broader sustainability objectives 
by focussing on road design. It will create a low urban amenity environment and compromise 
the area around the Mosman Park Train Station as a transit oriented development. The 
Town's draft Local Planning Strategy encourages intensity of land uses, including higher 
density dwellings close to the highway to utilise transit and existing land uses. 
 
Stirling Highway will continue as a physical and visual 'barrier' compromising the ongoing 
economic viability of the chemist and future redevelopment. 
 
The amendment discourages redevelopment and economic growth on the site due to 
reduced land availability and compromises opportunities for residential development due to 
the likely poor quality of the future environment. 
 
The impact of the amendment on the subject site, and Mosman Park generally, warrants 
special consideration. There has been insufficient deliberation over the potential to use 
surplus railway reserve to the west of the highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The suggested alternative design is not supported. It does not include all elements of the 
highway concept and appears to utilise a traffic lane in each direction during peak hours for 
bus queue jump lanes which may exacerbate peak congestion and the risk of accident. 
 
Realigning the highway to utilise railway reserve may reduce the opportunity for improved 
highway safety and visibility. Further, with PTA requiring a buffer of 10 metres between the 
rail and any other use, there is minimal additional useable space within the rail reserve. 
 
The subject site is presently not affected by the highway reserve. The advertised amendment 
proposed a 128 m2 reserve over the site measuring between 9.7 and 10.1 metres from the 
highway. The modified reserve is reduced by a further 1 metre to vary between 8.7 and 9.1 
metres. A number of car bays exist at the rear of the site and existing parking to the south is 
physically accessible from the subject site. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 398:  Anglican Church, Diocese of Perth 
 
Interest: Landowner: Christ Church, Lot 301 (No.2) Queenslea 

Drive/(No. 356) Stirling Highway, Claremont; 



Saint Lukes Church, Lot 4 (No. 580) Stirling Highway/ 20 
Monument Street) Mosman Park; and, 

Shell Service Station, Lots 1-3 (No. 582) Stirling Highway, 
Mosman Park   

 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed reduced reserve is objected to. Christ Church, Claremont is State heritage 
listed. The amendment will result in loss of street trees and landscaped verge affecting the 
church setting. Widening the highway does not respect the visual, architectural, social and 
spiritual amenity of the church. 
 
Construction of the church preceded widespread use of cars. Current on-street parking 
fronting the church is vital for the frail or disabled; daily services; weddings, funerals and 
community use. A proposed left turn lane into Queenslea Drive will remove parking. 
 
Bringing traffic closer will affect the peace and tranquillity of the church, open daily for 
worship, quiet contemplation, as a meeting place; for weddings, funerals and priest 
assistance. Noisy vehicles within 5 metres will damage quietness as the church opens 
windows for ventilation. 
 
The memorial gardens, east of the church, where ashes of loved ones are interred - is a 
contemplative place. It is already affected by WAPC approved development of neighbouring 
328 Stirling Highway and will be further impacted by the widening. 
 
Construction of a wider highway and large vehicles travelling near the church may affect 
structural integrity of the circa 1893 State heritage listed building. 
 
The proposed cycle lane is inadequate for safe cycling and will be unacceptably close. Find 
alternatives, delete the cycle lanes and increase the distance between highway and church. 
 
Increased road capacity through Claremont is questioned. Evidence that the eventual 
upgraded highway will cut travel time is lacking, rather it simply provides for more traffic. 
 
Addition to submission. 
 
Shell service station at Lots 1-3 (No. 580-582) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park is owned by 
the Anglican Church and the proposed reservation is objected to. The use provides income 
to the Anglican Parish of Mosman Park. The proposed reserve will reduce lot depth between 
2.6 and 3.4 metres at the front boundary. Existing fuel pumps will no longer be useable and 
affect viability of the site and income. The funds maintain the church, facilities and services. 
 
How vehicles will access the service station is not detailed on plans. A proposed central 
median will prevent vehicles exiting the service station to head north. No other uses of the 
site are permitted in the local planning scheme. If the station becomes unviable, the land will 
need to be re-zoned, an expensive and lengthy process. 
 
Lot 4 is the entrance to the State heritage listed St Lukes Church. The existing boundary 
fence and railings will need to be relocated to the new boundary line. A loss of landscaping to 
the south of Lot 4 is likely. Streetscape improvements accompanying the highway widening 
are not detailed. 
 
Photos of Christ Church, St Lukes and the service station are included with the submission 
(see full submission). 



The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, Submission 120 for discussion on Christ Church. 
 
The modified amendment excludes Christ Church from the highway reserve for the first time 
since 1963. If the amendment is not finalised, the existing large reserve will remain. 
 
The modified reserve results in two through traffic lanes being approximately 3.5 metres 
closer than at present. No major openings or doorways exist on the Stirling Highway frontage 
of the church, although original windows and ventilation features are prominent. 
 
It is feasible that continued vehicular access to the front of the church off Queenslea Drive 
may be possible if supported by the Town of Claremont and MRWA. 
 
The proposed reservation, as advertised, over the service station site on the corner of Willis 
Street, Mosman Park varied between 2.6 to 3.4 metres and does not preclude continuation of 
the service station use. A reduced verge (refer to 7.4 Reserve Width) decreases the reserve 
over the site to 1.6 to 2.4 metres. Access will be limited to left in/left out traffic movements. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact the church building of State heritage listed Saint 
Luke’s Anglican Church, however, will result in eventual alterations to front landscaping, 
driveway and fencing. The church is set back toward Monument Street. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 399:  Danny Brescacin (on behalf of landowner) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 19 (No.170) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is unrealistic as it will place the new reserve some 3.7 to 5.7 metres inside 
the existing commercial building and will affect a basement. 
 
The existing parking in the front setback will be lost. The proposal is objected to. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns about land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The existing highway reserve extends 45 metres into the subject site - almost to the rear 
boundary. The advertised reserve proposed a reduction to approximately 13.4 metres. The 
modified reserve (see part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is further reduced to 
12.4 metres or less facilitating a substantial 30 metre reduction to the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 400:  Gary Ryan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle Community Association submission is supported. 
 
Planning makes much noise about ‘community’ - North Fremantle defines community. 
Proposed road widening at the old town centre in Queen Victoria Street is at the communal 
heart of North Fremantle and is just beginning to realise its potential. The proposal to remove 
heritage buildings will negatively affect community assets. This is planning on the run with no 
regard for the big picture. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, Submission 258 by the North Fremantle Community Association. The 
modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 401:  Cathie Glassby 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The West Australia born and passionate North Fremantle devotee objects to widening 
Stirling Highway at North Fremantle and demolishing heritage properties and the North 
Fremantle town centre community (including local businesses like Mojos, Mrs Brown and 
Flipside). 
 
The North Fremantle centre has a unique and attracting appeal. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. None of the 
mentioned businesses are within the amendment area. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 402:  Peta Walter (North Fremantle Community Association) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma F – refer to Submission 258 
 
Addition to Pro Forma - The submitter strongly objects to the demolition of Queen Victoria 
Street and removal of its remaining heritage and amenities. 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and Submission 258. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria 
Street.  
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 403:  Planning Solutions (for Amana Living) 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 412 (No. 1) Airlie Street, Claremont (former 

Sundowner retirement facility) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is on behalf of the owner of the subject site on the south west corner of the 
highway and Airlie Street which formerly accommodated a low care aged person’s residential 
village of 41 beds and 90 retirement dwellings. 
 
The proposed amendment reduces the existing road reserve by approximately half along the 
highway frontage, returning about 1200 m2 to the Urban zone. A proposed central median on 
the highway will restrict vehicles exiting Airlie Street to southbound left turns. 
 
The submission supports the amendment provided the concept design is modified to 
facilitate full access at the Airlie Street intersection. The proposed Airlie Street access 
arrangements are more restrictive than at Anstey, Napier and McNeil streets in the vicinity. 
 
Restricting access to southbound left in/left out movements unduly constrains access and will 
negatively impact surrounding residential amenity by increasing local road traffic. Details of 
vehicle routes to access the site are attached to the submission. The proposed intersection 
design will increase journeys by 950 metres to 1.2 kilometres in local streets. 
 
Northbound vehicles will have to turn right into McNeil Street before seeing the subject site, 
travel away from the site along McNeil Street, left into Bindaring Parade, then Airlie Street 
toward the highway. Otherwise they will travel approximately 180 metres passed the site, 
turn right at Anstey Street then turn right into Bindaring Parade and back to Airlie Street 
 
Vehicles seeking to travel northbound from the site will have to travel along Airlie Street away 
from Stirling Highway, turn left into Bindaring Parade and then left into Osborne Parade. 
Osborne Parade is the only road where a right turn onto Stirling Highway northbound is 
permitted in the locality. 
 
These alternative routes are illegible and inconvenient, will increase journeys by 1 to 2 
kilometres and adversely impact site accessibility. The local streets were not designed for 
high volumes of traffic, and lack adequate signage. Diverting non-local traffic into these 
streets will affect local amenity. 
 
The 1.5741 hectare lot in single ownership presents an opportunity to consolidate access 
and minimise highway crossovers. The level of existing development warrants convenient 
access to the highway with Airlie Street intersection retaining full movement. 
 



The not-for-profit aged care facility requires emergency ambulance access. Delays in 
emergency access may have serious consequences. Ambulances travelling to either Sir 
Charles Gardiner Hospital or Royal Perth Hospital will need to travel north from the site. 
 
Site redevelopment potential is affected by a restricted road network. With capacity for 105 
multiple dwellings of 75 square metres, at seven vehicle trips per day per dwelling, 750 trips 
are likely. A reasonable number of these will be northbound trips. 
 
Modifying the concept is requested so full traffic movement remains for Airlie Street. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Full vehicular access at Airlie Street is not feasible. Napier Street will retain full turning 
movements. Napier Street is opposite to the west and slightly south of Airlie Street so only 
one of the two may retain unrestricted access for safety and to reduce risk of accidents. 
 
Full access at McNeil Street, immediately south of Airlie Street, will provide a right turn for 
northbound traffic accessing the subject site via Bindaring Parade with northbound exiting 
traffic being able to turn right at the Osborne Parade traffic signalised intersection. 
 
A future review of side street access by MRWA and Local Government may identify the need 
for management of various highway sections. Redesign of the highway within the reserve 
may also occur prior to commencing roadworks. 
 
The advertised amendment sought to reduce an existing 24.6 metre wide reserve over this 
site to 10.7 metres or less. The proposed reserve is therefore considerably less than the 
existing reserve. The modified reserve is further reduced by one metre (refer to part 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width). 
 
MRWA suggests adequate opportunities for vehicular access are available in close proximity 
to Airlie Street. If a significant redevelopment is proposed at this site, traffic modelling 
considering impacts of increased traffic to and from the site should inform the proposal. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 404:  Paul Fletcher 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is focused on the North Fremantle Town Hall heritage precinct between 
Tydeman Road and Stirling Highway. 
 
Queen Victoria Street should be improved by making it one-way northbound so pedestrian, 
bus and bike movements form part of a seamless uncluttered corridor. 
 
The Stirling Highway traffic bridge is the obvious choice for southbound traffic. Those 
seeking the old Fremantle traffic bridge can turn right from the highway at Tydeman Road. 
South travelling vehicles bound for North Fremantle village may gain access via Tydeman 
Road. Peter Newman [Professor of Sustainability, Curtin University] is aware of, and 
supports, the alternative concept. 



This is an opportunity to improve ambience and corridor functionality through the North 
Fremantle town centre. It is harmful to take land and expand the street for heavier traffic. 
 
On-road cycle lanes are a poor substitute for designated bike paths. Construct a path beside 
or in the rail reserve to safely segregate cars and bikes. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. The modified reserve does not impact 
Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The City of Fremantle may consider options for Queen Victoria Street in consultation with 
MRWA. It is noted that southbound Transperth buses travel along Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 405:  Sara Woollett 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment affects local and State heritage buildings, with 18 to be removed. 
 
Queen Victoria Street from Tydeman Road to the highway is a thriving centre vital for local 
community and pleasing to visit. It is a place where people visit, rather than pass through. It 
would be sad to reverse the revival by making the street a pass-through location once again. 
 
The proposed amendment will damage the area’s character. Alternatives in the City of 
Fremantle submission on the amendment are supported. 
 
The intent of the amendment is supported but not as advertised. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and Submission 84 for discussion of the 
City of Fremantle submission. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street and, is an overall reduction to 
the number of local heritage buildings affected by the reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 406:  Lawrence Yu 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 51 (No.515) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject property is heritage listed. To bring it to original condition by removing paint and 
render and replacing floorboards would be a waste if the building is to be removed. 
 
Continually used for commercial uses as a corner shop, the building is currently a medical 
laboratory. Having been built to the edge of the footpath, the proposed setback will make the 
property unsuitable for continued commercial use due to lost space, no garden and car park. 
 
The Catholic church opposite the subject site has ample open space. It is requested that 
widening occur on the east side of the highway instead. 
 
Any compensation must take into account that site value will be severely diminished (not just 
loss of net leasable area) by a smaller block only suitable for residential use and lost parking. 
There is a substantial difference between commercial and residential land values in this 
neighbourhood. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The subject site is local heritage listed however impacts cannot be avoided due to highway 
design requirements and the concept design for the close by McNeil Street intersection. The 
ultimate highway design cannot be repositioned east due to implications for safety, access, 
design and highway alignment. 
 
Legislation provides guidance and protection for landowners ensuring fair valuations are 
informed by best case land use scenario that ignores the existence of the reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 407:  Giles Roberts 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Having grown up in North Fremantle and lived abroad, the submitter sees the value of village 
type communities that make up our main cities. North Fremantle is an exceptionally strong 
and energetic local community. The heart of the community, after some careful planning, is 
now growing again, notably in the highway strip between Alfred Road and Jackson Street 
and the heritage buildings and old town hall of Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is regaining its centre of town status as a hub for community and 
commerce. It is threatened by this amendment. It will damage the historical heart of North 
Fremantle as more traffic uses Queen Victoria Street. 
 



The proposal is a temporary fix and won’t permanently address traffic in North Fremantle and 
surrounding areas. Alternatives should discourage the public from car travel by introducing 
incentives such as a bridge toll, better and safer cycle ways, more public transport 
connecting southern suburbs to beaches, jobs and other attractions. 
 
This is a misguided development as current plans pay no attention to the local community 
and will only please those who pass through in their cars. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street, however, the proposed reserve 
at the Alfred Road intersection is mostly retained in the modified reserve to protect future 
options to introduce a right turn pocket and bus queue jump lanes. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 408:  Daphne Harris 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 38 (No.4/128) Forrest Street (also known as 
    No. 4/444 Stirling Highway), Peppermint Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
As the proposal will result in removal of submitter’s garage, it should be abandoned or 
arrangements made to house the property owner’s car nearby. 
 
Property value is reduced due to uncertainty surrounding the proposal and, if implemented, it 
will impact on retirement finances. 
 
The proposal is an ill-conceived and unsophisticated way of addressing traffic flow problems. 
 
Highway widening goes against sustainability policies that aim to reduce traffic and pollution. 
 
Full width footpaths, bike lanes and a median strip with trees is an ultra-deluxe arterial 
design. It is inappropriate for a built up area - it is better suited to greenfield development. 
 
The proposal shows little respect for the historic nature of the district through which the 
highway passes. It will result in great loss of highly valued, historic fabric. 
 
A wider highway will intensify the barrier between neighbourhoods on either side. 
 
Instead of creating more roads, focus on making public transport more accessible. 
 
More cycle ways are welcome however insufficient space exists on the highway so they 
should be removed from plans. Cyclists should be encouraged to use Curtin Avenue or, 
preferably, a bicycle path in the railway reserve. 
 
Encourage car traffic to use Curtin Avenue instead of widening Stirling Highway. 
 



School traffic congestion can be resolved by creating drop off points away from schools 
whether or not the highway plan is implemented. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions; 7.5 Opposition to reserve width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and Submissions 15 and 
67 for discussion on the subject property. 
 
A change to the reserve is not supported here due to implications for other properties and to 
ensure that highway function and safety may ultimately be improved. Access to the existing 
garage will be addressed via liaison between the State and the unit’s landowner preceding 
resumption, and before roadworks commence. The highway concept design is consistent 
with the Australian Standards of the day and Department of Transport practice. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 409:  Vicki and Simon Hamersley (for LF Rural Nominees Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 3 (No.72) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The owners of the subject site support the proposed amendment as they seek to demolish 
the repeatedly vandalised local heritage listed dwelling on the subject lot which is in a vast 
state of disrepair. The amendment proposes to reserve 54 m2 of the subject property. 
 
An application to demolish the existing dwelling was refused by the City of Fremantle. The 
property has commercial value as part of the ‘Rose and Crown’ area with the adjacent north 
lot being redeveloped for high density modern buildings. 
 
A proposed truncation impacts the front verandah so the building will eventually be 
demolished. The owners support this however if the City of Fremantle opposes this, the 
owners would further request demolition approval on the grounds that the roadworks will be 
too close to the house undermining foundations, reducing privacy, increasing noise levels 
and untenable living conditions. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance. 
 
Although no vehicular access exists (or is proposed) between White Street and Stirling 
Highway, the truncation is necessary for pedestrian and cyclist visibility and safety. The 
truncation at this location may be pursued if redevelopment or subdivision is proposed. 
Liveable Neighbourhoods allows for a 3 metre by 3 metre truncation depending on 
anticipated pedestrian and cycling volumes, however, MRWA supports a standard 
8.48 metre option for consistency and safety along the highway. 
 
The advertised amendment proposed a 2.7 to 2.9 metre reserve with an 8.48 metre 
truncation. It affected the existing building footprint at the southern section of the front 



verandah. The modified reserve (refer 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) over the 
property is reduced to 1.7 - 1.9 metres with a realigned truncation. 
 
Any proposed redevelopment, including demolition, is at the discretion of the City of 
Fremantle which currently must refer highway proposals to MRWA for comment. 
 
The property has no direct vehicular access to the highway. The proposed truncation at 
White Street is retained in the modified reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 410:  Jan and Cecilia Pieniazek 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 80 (No.2) Anstey Street, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The owners of the subject site object to the amended road reserve. Providing dedicated 
cycle lanes will increase reserve width and impact highway properties and is objected to. 
 
Between Cottesloe and Claremont the highway has a gradient that will be hazardous for road 
users. Cyclists, especially children, will find this challenging, resulting in weaving actions as 
they climb the hill. A situation where motorists take evasive action to avoid weaving cyclists, 
especially at bus stops and Eric Street, should be avoided as alternatives are available. 
 
Completing the principal shared path alongside the railway, as proposed, is preferred as it 
better caters for cyclists and motorists. A safer and gentler route with few busy intersections, 
it may encourage vehicle users to cycle, thus reducing traffic volume. Reducing the proposed 
reservation by deleting cycle lanes will reduce the overall reserve width and minimise 
impacts to both sides of the highway. 
 
The proposed reserve impacts a boundary wall and may require a section of wall, trees and 
car port to be demolished and is opposed. 
 
A reduced lot size will negatively impact property value, especially if the car port is removed, 
and will affect the owner’s anticipated secure retirement. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and 7.7 Objection 
to On-road Cycle Lanes. Deleting proposed on-road cycle lanes is not supported. 
 
Legislation is in place to ensure landowners are compensated fairly and changes to the site 
are addressed. Resumption negotiations usually commence about two years before 
anticipated roadworks. 
 
The existing reservation completely covers the subject site. The advertised amendment 
proposed reducing it to 40 m2 measuring 3.6 metres or less and tapering along the highway 
boundary away from the south west corner of the lot. The modified reserve is similar to that 
which was advertised as corner truncations do not gain the full benefit of a 1 metre reduction. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Submission 411:  Peter Roberts, Caroline Strauss, Anne Wood and Keith  
    Lankester 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 75 (No.14-16/408) Stirling Highway,  
    Claremont (also known as No.5 Anstey Street, Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection / Support 
 
The landowners welcome a reduction to the reserve over the subject site however are 
concerned about the highway concept design. 
 
Providing a 5 metre wide footpath will bring the reserve to within centimetres of front doors of 
units 15 and 16 affecting quality of life for present and future residents. Pedestrian noise, 
acceptable at present, will increase affecting lifestyle by noise pollution. Large protective 
trees will be removed and vehicle access affected, exacerbating an already dangerous entry. 
 
Providing a 1.5 metre cycle lane is a duplication cycle infrastructure 500 metres to the west. 
The cycle path parallel to the railway will be extended from Grant Street through Cottesloe. 
Cyclists to Fremantle prefer the more scenic route parallel to the highway along Bindaring 
Parade through Peppermint Grove and Mosman Park. 
 
The proposed reserve will bring vehicle traffic closer to the subject dwellings which have 
previously attempted to reduce noise, visual and emission pollution by constructing high 
walls, plants and double glazing. Present levels of pollution are barely tolerable. Instead, 
utilise railway land for a more acceptable means of highway transportation. 
 
Moving vehicles and pedestrians closer to the dwelling will reduce its private land area 
impacting its value and resale ability. 
 
The residents of the subject property want to enjoy their homes without concern over 
disruptions and object to the amendment. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject site extends 19-20 metres into the site from the 
highway boundary. The advertised amendment proposed a reduction to between 4.1 and 4.7 
metres. The modified reserve is further reduced to 3.1-3.7 metres. Deleting on-road cycle 
lanes is not supported as their inclusion is consistent with current practice. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 412:  Department of Health 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The submission suggests including a Health Impact Assessment and/or Public Health 
Assessment in the transport infrastructure decision making process. 
 



This may identify potential safety, noise, light or exhaust impacts of traffic near houses/parks. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Noted. MRWA may consider potential impacts mentioned in the submission as part of its 
detailed design work prior to roadworks. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 413:  John Murray (Creation Landscape Supplies) 
 
Interest: Land leasee: Lot 448 and Reserve 9403 (No.139-141) Stirling 

Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter operates a landscaping business at the subject site. It has seven employees, 
provides services for residents, businesses and councils along and near Stirling Highway. 
Although the property may be affected by the amendment, the landowner, the State, has 
made no attempt to contact the tenant and business operator. 
 
Most plans to help with streetscape, safety and traffic flow are supported. The submission 
objects to the amendment due to the significant investment in the business which is realising 
some potential. Business owners along Stirling Highway fear for their businesses which are 
small and passionate but with limited resources. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The amendment is a preliminary step to improving Stirling Highway so it would be premature 
of the State to revisit existing leases prior to finalisation of this amendment, allocation of 
funds to complete roadworks and a timeframe for the MRWA commencement of roadworks. 
 
The amendment is administered by the DoP whilst the lease is with the Department of 
Lands. A lessee may negotiate for inclusion of conditions outlining a procedure for dealing 
with potential impacts of future roadworks and the amended reservation when an existing 
lease is renewed. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 414:  Anita Staude 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term North Fremantle resident acknowledges the sense of community within the 
suburb. The area is already heavily divided by roads and is flanked by the river and sea. 
Queen Victoria Street has been revived and is popular with locals and visitors. Widening will 
destroy ambience, space and parking. This also applies to the Alfred Road intersection. 
 
The family of four oppose the amendment. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. Changing the 
proposed reserve near Alfred Road is not supported as a right turn pocket is necessary and 
the option of introducing bus queue jump lanes is retained for future consideration. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 415:  Dr Marguerite Cullity 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 38 (No.14/444) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 

Grove (also known as No.14/128 Forrest Street) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The owner occupant of the subject property objects to the proposed Stirling Highway 
reservation and supports the view of the body corporate that the highway should not be 
widened. The proposed reserve will result in removal of villa 23 and seven villas will lose 
access to garages. This will potentially affect pedestrian safety on the east side of the 
highway as cars exit garages at a reduced distance from the highway. The proposed reserve 
adjacent to the site should match the existing title boundary. 
 
A World Health Organisation report (2012) cites diesel exhaust as carcinogenic. The 
proposed distance between the highway and villas will exacerbate residents’ health impacts. 
 
Limit right turns along the highway. This was successful at Methodist Ladies College, 
Claremont and Bruce Street, Nedlands. Consider building a flyover bridge for southbound 
vehicles from Leura Avenue. 
 
Upgrade existing cycle and walking paths along the railway. Existing paths on Marine Parade 
and Railway Street, Cottesloe and Gugeri Street, Claremont should be covered to shade 
users from sun and rain. Such sustainable transport will be an attractive option. Upgrading 
existing pathways may increase safety of users as the route is distanced from heavy traffic 
yet can be observed by train passengers and local traffic. Highway cycle ways expose 
cyclists to exhaust and traffic. It ignores advancing a combined approach to improved paths. 
 
Delete proposed bicycle lanes planned for Stirling Highway. 
 
Highway traffic flow would be enhanced if private schools were to pick up and return their 
students to/from school by bus at suitable locations, such as the Claremont Showgrounds 
and nearby train stations. Schools near each other could share the service. Schools which 
encourage use of public transport should be rewarded. 
 
Effectively use vacant Fremantle Port Authority and State railway land. Solve traffic problems 
by using vacant land instead of affecting people and homes at a large cost. Grassed areas 
near the railway should be used to enhance walk and bike paths and as school and 
community bus pick-up/drop-off locations. 
 
The need to improve traffic flow is appreciated, however, this will not be achieved by 
enlarging the existing highway. Alternative proposals that consider social, environmental and 
personal well-being of residents and non-residents who travel through Cottesloe and 
Claremont are requested. 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 
7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road 
Cycle Lanes; and, Submissions 15 and 67 for discussion on the subject site. 
 
Modifying the reserve in this location to avoid impacts to the subject site is not supported. It 
is likely future access to the six adjacent double garages will be modified or removed. A solid 
central median and formalised right turn pockets are core features of the improved design. 
On-road cycle lanes will provide for improved safety of cyclists on the highway by ensuring 
they have designated road space and do not have to compete with cars for space. It is likely 
that commuter cyclists will use the infrastructure, whilst school children may be encouraged 
to use safer cycle routes. Not providing highway cycle lanes will increase risks for cyclists. 
 
It is noted that several schools provide private bus services and other programs to reduce 
school related traffic however, this cannot be implemented through an MRS amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 416:  Beth Blackwood (Presbyterians Ladies' College) 
 
Interest: Principal, Presbyterian Ladies College, Peppermint Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
It is accepted that the proposed Stirling Highway reserve does not affect school property. 
There are, however, safety ramifications for students crossing the highway at the McNeil 
Street intersection. 
 
Traffic lights are requested at the McNeil Street intersection in preference to a crossing with 
attendants due to the volume of students crossing the highway, the speed of traffic and, to 
accommodate students entering or leaving school throughout the day. 
 
A wider highway will exacerbate the current situation. The school encourages public 
transport or walking for health and traffic management reasons. 
 
A management plan should accompany the Stirling Highway widening (e.g. an underground 
pathway) to ensure student safety. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The submission focuses on safe highway crossing of Presbyterians Ladies' College students. 
 
MRWA informs that existing crossing arrangements function appropriately. A specific request 
to investigate the need for additional crossing facilities at McNeil Street, associated with 
school pedestrian traffic, may be made directly to MRWA by the school. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
  



Submission 417:  Kyele Wickenden 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term Alfred Road resident strongly objects to plans for Stirling Highway and Queen 
Victoria Street. This change proposes smoother traffic flow but will divide, destroy and 
alienate the community. The comments relate to North Fremantle zone, however, are 
relevant all along the highway. 
 
The amendment does little to promote the use of public transport and indicates the 
government promotes Perth as a car society. 
 
North Fremantle residents fight for a close sense of community. The amendment will damage 
vital North Fremantle businesses. Resuming land will affect day-to-day operations of affected 
businesses. Lack of parking will be a major factor in business closure or re-location. 
 
Strip shopping all along Stirling Highway helps create a sense of community. The majority of 
affected properties will not have capacity to replace lost parking. This will result in a downturn 
of passing clientele. Prime examples are the two galleries at 92 and 94 Stirling Highway and 
the liquor store at the corner of Alfred Road, North Fremantle. 
 
Realigning the highway closer to historical structures will detrimentally affect foundations and 
structures. Some historical structures will be completely removed. As a city, many historical 
buildings have been lost to roadworks. The amendment sets an unacceptable precedent. 
 
Many cities have worse traffic than Perth and do not cut swathes through suburbs for traffic 
flow. They promote a better option - efficient public transport to reduce traffic. Spend more on 
public transport. 
 
The widening is a precursor to six lanes, like Leach Highway. Building wider roads by 
demolishing history will be unfavourably viewed by future generations. The proposed 
widening is unfriendly to history, communities and the architectural landscape of the 
highway. The proposal should not proceed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. The proposed reserve includes 
securing space for bus queue jump lanes at Albert Road. The lanes will facilitate priority for 
public transport buses. Deleting the lanes from the design concept would not mitigate 
impacts on surrounding local heritage as the necessary right pocket lane into Alfred Road 
impinges buildings. The highway will remain two lanes each way with additional lanes to 
service public transport at traffic signals. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 
    Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 418:  Edmond O'Loughlin (for Geraldine O'Loughlin) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 51 (No.4/120) Forrest Street, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The unit is the owner’s main asset. After moving to a nursing home, the unit was offered for 
sale in July 2012, with potential buyers concerned by land resumption and the reserve. 
 
Appendix C of the WAPC’s Amendment Report is misleading as it states an owner may ‘offer 
the property for sale to the WAPC’. This information was distributed at the public information 
display. In a phone discussion the submitter was informed that no funding is allocated. The 
option is therefore not available. It is misleading to say it is an option for someone selling an 
affected property in the short term. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. The property 
changed ownership since the lodgement of the submission. 
 
The Amendment Report summarises planning legislation to inform landowners of regionally 
reserved land of their rightful options. Although the law allows for sale to the WAPC, affected 
land may only be purchased “subject to acquisition priorities and the availability of funds.” 
Other acquisition priorities or a lack of available funds does not negate the law, however a 
phone enquirer may be informed that, at times there may be no available funds. A formal 
request may be made by an affected landowner at any time and must be in writing. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 419:  Geoffrey Barrymore 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 100 (No. 118) Stirling Highway, North 

Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Vacant land west of Stirling Highway between North Fremantle train station and 
McCabe Street and east of the Fremantle railway should be used for highway widening and 
would affect two properties rather than many. 
 
Government wants to increase population density on major transport routes, however, 
reclaiming land will reduce the number of people able to reside along the route. There is 
vacant land available to expand the transport route. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width. 
 
The Fremantle railway reserve is not as large or underutilised as it may appear. Aside from a 
10 metre safety buffer to the train track, the North Fremantle locality has a significant change 
in ground level between the highway and railway reserves that impedes its use. This is 



demonstrated by the existing west side minimal verge and lack of footpath between Craig 
and Pamment streets, North Fremantle. 
 
The subject site presently has only a truncation reserved at the Christina Parade intersection. 
The advertised reserve extends 4.4 to 4.7 metres into the site from the highway title 
boundary. The modified reserve (see 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) is reduced to 
between 3.4 and 3.7 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 420:  Brenna Day 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle is already split by major roads. Widening Queen Victoria Street for more 
traffic will ruin its atmosphere. A wider road and more traffic will be difficult for pedestrians 
and make outdoor dining unpleasant. 
 
A bike path is only useful if it is grade separated, otherwise cars can still drive over the lane. 
Based on personal experience, cycling between East Fremantle and North Fremantle train 
station, there is no need for a bike lane. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. Queen Victoria Street is not 
affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Although not grade separated, commuter cyclists will be afforded protection through space 
designated as a cycling lane, whilst motorists and buses will experience less delay/conflict 
associated with vehicles attempting to pass cyclists in peak hour traffic contributing to 
congestion. Provision of on-road cycle lanes is consistent with State Policy. 
 
Development Control Policy 1.5 Bicycle Planning promotes integration of cyclists onto the 
road network by eliminating hazards and problems often encountered in on-road cycling. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 421:  Serina Herbert 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
North Fremantle town centre is a unique, thriving and stimulating place for friends and 
visitors to connect in a heritage setting. 
 
There is too much at stake in terms of heritage, jobs and community for a short-term band 
aid solution to traffic. 
 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Queen Victoria Street is not affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 422:  Haylee Walton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is against proposed development in North Fremantle. It is unsuitable and will 
greatly damage the community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. Queen Victoria Street is not affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 423:  Kim Donovan and Carl Payne (Twine Court Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 61 (No.3/592) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission raises concern that the amendment is released for public comment as a 
token gesture as the proposal is well advanced. It has created uncertainty over security of 
tenure. It will affect saleability and has already lowered property values. The uncertainty will 
prevail as long the proposal remains. 
 
The plans are an overly detailed, ill-considered, blunt solution that ignores heritage, other 
features, landscape and the historical streetscape. The cost of compensation and re-
establishment of streetscape will be overwhelming and unpredictable. The disruption may go 
on for years with the streetscape never recovering. 
 
Alternative solutions should be considered with bus lanes being part of a more imaginative 
public transport plan that utilises the vast expanse of railway land. Put rail and light rail/buses 
under a structure and sell land above for commercial/residential use. Use land in between for 
a green belt, cycling and pedestrians (refer to diagram in submission). 
 
The amendment is wasteful of money and resources, including private sector engineering 
consultants and internal bureaucracy. If the Government were sincere in seeking public 
comment, the scheme need not have been presented as so advanced and detailed. It 
appears as a ‘fait accomplii’. 
 
The scheme will not be implemented in the near or distant future because of difficulties, 
costs, removal of streetscape and a large number of buildings including heritage listings. 



The scheme is unrealistic, unimaginative, and undesirable and in time, most likely 
unnecessary given projected changes to lifestyle and transportation brought by a looming 
fuel crisis and efforts to mitigate global warming. 
 
The purpose appears to be for a wasteland central median, easier passage for buses and 
taking the pressure off traffic flow. The problem requires 21st century, not 1955, thinking. An 
equal amount of money and time should be spent on providing an alternative solution with 
Stirling Highway downgraded or left as is. 
 
Other options include less parents dropping children off at school, banning 4WDs and 
utilising railway land. This would rely on the cooperation between different State agencies. 
 
The resolution of highway traffic issues requires more than an engineering solution. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to 
land acquisition, compensation and timing; and 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
The amendment process requires the level of detail provided to justify a change to the 
existing reserve. It is not finalised until tabled in both Houses of Parliament without a motion 
of disallowance. Only upon finalisation of the amendment, can MRWA set a level of priority 
and allocate funding before roadworks can occur. 
 
The central median is an informal pedestrian refuge anticipated to reduce risk of pedestrian 
accidents. Bus queue jump lanes are intended to assist the prioritisation of public transport 
buses. A number of private schools already operate private bus services and other programs 
to reduce school related congestion. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 424:  Alex Jones 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Nedlands) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long-term Nedlands resident fears the proposal will repeat hideous changes to 
Great Eastern Highway. These huge roads are effectively freeways through suburbs that 
divide communities. They make it almost impossible for pedestrians to cross the road, 
damage green buffer zones between humans and noise, air and visual pollution of non-stop 
heavy traffic, and affect homes and local amenity. Planners are pushing for ruthless 
development. 
 
Wide roads are dangerous for public transport users and cyclists. Why repeat mistakes made 
in other cities that have roads too wide to cross? Consider alternatives that do not divide 
communities and provide better public transport and light rail options. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions; 7.5 Opposition to reserve width; 7.6 
Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road 
Cycle Lanes; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
Pedestrians, cyclists and public transport will benefit through wider verges and a solid central 
median to provide safer pedestrian refuge than at present, cycle lanes will be clearly 
delineated and priority for buses introduced. Additional traffic lanes are not proposed 
although bus queue jump lanes will see wider signalised intersections. 
 
Improvements to Great Eastern Highway are of a larger scale than Stirling Highway. In 
places, Great Eastern Highway accommodates three lanes of through traffic in each direction 
(six traffic lanes) as well as full length bus lanes resulting in an eight lane width, along with 
cycle lanes, a central median and verges. Stirling Highway will remain two traffic lanes each 
way with cycle lanes; bus queue jump lanes, formalised right turn pockets and a solid central 
median. 
 
Two traffic lanes adequately cater for future traffic projections. Including bus queue jump 
lanes instead of full length bus lanes requires less space and is appropriate for Stirling 
Highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 425:  Shire of Peppermint Grove 
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Comment 
 
The Shire of Peppermint Grove conditionally supports, in principle, the proposed amendment 
as it will provide more certainty for adjoining landowners and provide a safer traffic outcome. 
 
The submission requests, by council resolution, that: 
 

• Alternative road design solutions be developed to ensure existing heritage listed 
properties (State and Local) are preserved and adequately protected. 

• The proposed reserve is modified to preserve heritage listed property. 
• Shire of Peppermint Grove staff provides the WAPC with a list of affected heritage 

properties and suggest alignment changes to preserve the buildings. 
• The WAPC consider alternative traffic solutions to reduce impacts to streetscape and 

amenity adjacent to the highway. 
 
As per the above, the Shire of Peppermint Grove Municipal Heritage Inventory (MHI) 
Category 1 listings include: 
 

• Lots 1-2 Stirling Highway (Star of the Sea Roman Catholic Church); Lots 3-4 (Church 
Hall). 
o Minimal impact to built structures; main impact - reduced onsite parking. No 

change requested. 
• 488 Stirling Highway, (Highway Drycleaners); 490-494 Stirling Highway (shops). 

o Existing buildings have nil front setbacks. The proposed reserve will result in 
demolition of building frontages. A change is requested to retain the buildings. 



• 496 Stirling Highway (former Peppermint Grove Roads Board art deco building). 
o Proposed reserve will result in demolition of building frontage. A change is 

requested to retain the building. 
• 502 Stirling Highway (John Coppin’s Building – Vintage Cellars) 

o Proposed reserve will result in demolition of building frontage. A change is 
requested to retain the building and awnings. 

 
Listed on both the State Heritage and Category 1 on the Shire MHI: 
 

• 530 Stirling Highway (Cottesloe State School). 
o Minimal impact on built structures. No change requested. 

• 548-550 Stirling Highway (former Cottesloe Police Station). 
o Proposed reserve will result in demolition of building frontage. A change is 

requested to retain the building. This can be partly achieved by deleting the 
proposed bus priority lane at the intersection. 

 
Council supports moving the highway closer to the railway to achieve the above requests. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions 
and costs. 
 
All State heritage listed buildings are outside the modified reserve. The number of local 
heritage listed properties affected by the modified reserve is less, overall, than the existing 
reserve. In Peppermint Grove, three local listed buildings north of Jarrad Street (including 
Star of the Sea Church) are no longer impacted by the reserve, however, three other local 
listings south of Jarrad Street are now impacted (488, 496 and 502 Stirling Highway). 
 
The use of the railway reserve for widening occurs where it accommodates the proposed 
concept design and aligns with the existing highway, safety and reduced congestion. Utilising 
the railway reserve is suitable in limited locations. The general perception that significant 
underutilised railway reserve exists is not accurate due to buffer distances for safety. A new 
highway on the railway reserve is not justified in terms of anticipated future traffic volumes. 
 
Determination: Submission dismissed / partly upheld (avoid impacts on State 

heritage buildings) 
 
 
Submission 426:  Greg Poland 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lots 281-283 (No.83-87) Stirling Highway, 

Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
The amendment will appropriately reduce the reserve over the subject site. The proposed 
carriageway plan does not cause a major intrusion to the building or reduce parking. 
 
It is requested the reserve be further reduced to match the existing property line because: 
 

• The buildings are very close to the front boundary; 
• Removing and rebuilding the front facades of the buildings will be expensive; 



• The decreased rental area will result in a loss of income; and, 
• On-side parking will be decreased. 

 
With development proposed across the highway, new development should be set back an 
appropriate distance to allow for any increases to the carriageway. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The property opposite the subject site is local heritage listed Captain Stirling Hotel. 
Minimising impacts to the hotel site (refer to 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local 
Heritage significance) prevents scope to further reduce the reserve beyond the modified 
extent. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject site extends 28 metres into the site. The advertised 
amendment proposed a reduction to between 4.4 to 5.3 metres plus a standard corner 
truncation for Boronia Avenue. The modified reserve (refer to part 7.5 Opposition to 
Reservation Width) is further reduced to between 3.4 and 4.3 metres – a significant reduction 
to the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 427: Greg Rowe and Associates (for Ortona P/L and Don Russell 

Holdings) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 100 (No. 519) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection 
 
Aspects of the amendment are supported while other aspects are opposed. 
 
The intent to rationalise land required for widening Stirling Highway by reducing the reserve 
over the subject site is supported. The landowner will be able to pursue long-term land use 
planning approvals given the majority of the subject site will no longer be reserved. 
 
Approximately 116 m2 of the subject site is proposed to remain reserved. Including any 
portion of the existing building in the reserve is opposed. The reserve should be modified so 
the existing building complies with Town of Cottesloe setback requirements. 
 
The subject site is severely constrained given the proximity of the building to the intersection 
of Stirling Highway and Vera Street and a modified verge and truncation should be applied. 
 
For land north of the subject site (block between Vera and Albion Streets) a lesser verge 
width is proposed than at the subject site, possibly due to the siting of buildings on Lot 50. 
 
The portion of the subject site proposed to be removed from the reserve will likely be 
rezoned to ‘Residential Office” zone under the local planning scheme. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. The subject lot is located at No. 519 
Stirling Highway, Cottesloe not No. 501 Stirling Highway as detailed in the submission. 
 
The concession for ‘severely constrained’ locations is applied to the entire amendment area 
and discussed in part 7.5. A lesser verge width of 4.1 metres is proposed in the modified 
reservation. 
 
The proposed verge width adjacent to Lot 50 is the same as at the subject site. Each 
property is, however, unique in terms of the proposed reserve so comparison with other 
affected lots is not effective. Any continuing land use and development will attain non-
conforming use rights if it no longer complies with relevant local planning scheme 
requirements, such as street setbacks or car parking. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (reduced reserve width) 
 
 
Submission 428:  Richard Palmer 
 
Interest:   Lot 500 (No. 389) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Support 
 
The submission supports the amendment in the vicinity of the subject land. No reasons are 
provided. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
The existing reserve over the three storey, 24 multiple residential dwelling site is 25.7 to 28 
metres, as measured from the highway boundary. 
 
The advertised reserve did not affect any portion of the existing apartment building extending 
2.3 metres into the site. The modified reserve (see part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) 
is further reduced to 1.3 metres. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 429:  Michael Challen 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The 1963 road reservation is ignored with new buildings constructed within the reservation 
so the amendment is not returning 80 metres but taking several metres. 
 
The planned widening encroaches to within one metre of Christ Church, spoiling its aspect 
and increasing noise levels which would interfere with worship and meditation. 
 
The proposed widening inhibits the natural community focus of Bay View Terrace, 
Claremont, Napoleon Street, Cottesloe and North Fremantle. 
 



If intended as a long-term traffic solution, it does not allow for growth. An alternative route 
along the rail reserve is suggested. 
 
Short-term congestion caused by schools in Claremont could be reduced by a circular 
service centred on the north side of the railway station available before and after school. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, Submission 120 for 
discussion on Christ Church. 
 
The State heritage listed Christ Church buildings are excluded from the MRS reserve for the 
first time. The concept design and reserve reflect a safer highway environment that better 
caters for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport (buses). Traffic modelling by MRWA 
indicates that Stirling Highway traffic volumes are not anticipated to significantly increase in 
the long term. The rationalisation therefore frees up land not required for future roadworks 
and infrastructure. 
 
Various schools provide private bus services and other programs to reduce school related 
traffic.  
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (reduced reserve width) 
 
 
Submission 430:  Ryan Cant 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The planned widening of Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle is opposed. Heritage 
buildings in North Fremantle should not be removed for the small gain of a bus and cycle 
lane. Rethink this idea. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
The modified reserve does not affect any buildings along Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 431:  Margaret Ferrell 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mount Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
It is inconceivable that widening Stirling Highway is being planned, disadvantaging and 
damaging properties. 
 



Christ Church, Claremont is heritage listed. If the highway is brought closer an increase in 
noise and vibration will occur if only 5 metres separates the church and highway with 
potential for damage by vibration. 
 
Queen Victoria Street business owners have increased the value of their businesses, only to 
be removed if the widening occurs, including heritage buildings. Little regard is given to Perth 
heritage. Perth will have no heritage and history will disappear. 
 
There is no need to widen the highway. Instead, construct a road parallel to the railway on 
rail reserve. It will avoid all disadvantage and damage related to widening the highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to reservation width; and Submission 120 for discussion 
on Christ Church, Claremont. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact buildings in Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
Christ Church is excluded from the MRS reserve for the first time. The substantial cost 
associated with constructing a new highway in the railway reserve is not justified as the 
highway is anticipated to have the capacity to cater for future traffic volumes. The 
amendment releases land not needed for future roadworks and better caters for pedestrians, 
cyclists and public transport (buses). 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 432:  Melissa Shepherd 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle resident moved there for the vibrant community that cares for residents. 
The Queen Victoria strip contributes to the vibrancy. North Fremantle attracts businesses not 
found elsewhere along Perth’s coast. 
 
The community will lose small business and other local advantages. The Queen Victoria strip 
is an example of how small business can flourish with local support and, in turn, serve the 
community. It should be supported not eroded. 
 
Better transport, cycle lanes and pedestrian access is supported however this should be 
done without negatively impacting the historic community centre. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact buildings in Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 



Submission 433:  Australian Urban Design Research Centre 
 
Interest:   Special interest 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The Stirling Highway Activity Corridor could be an example of sustainable and affordable 
transit oriented development given its unique, advantageous and historic location. Such a 
project could act as a catalyst for similar projects stimulating urban intensification, supported 
by both national and state policy. 
 
Redevelopment, integrated with street based public transport that optimises use of close by 
land, is warranted. Delivering sustainable transit oriented urban development requires 
examination and promotion of transport (both public and private), urban form and land use. 
 
Whether the amendment represents an integrated approach or a road transport focussed 
solution is not clear. 
 
Introducing wider crossings and carriageways, especially at intersections, markedly 
increases pedestrian severance reducing access to public transport. It erodes the extent and 
capacity of adjacent land for transit development and positive urban outcomes. 
 
Assess the urban consequences of the amendment prior to finalisation. Scenarios should be 
evaluated on overall economic performance and potential redevelopment impacts. The 
amendment lacks conviction for urban infill, productivity and increased affordability. 
 
Develop an integrated land use and transport methodology considering urban planning and 
design opportunities and transport planning. Revisit key assumptions against other transport 
systems with a view to optimising urban outcomes for the highway. 
 
Engage the community through scenario planning and visioning to reduce opposition to 
changing traditional land uses. 
 
The centre assists in formulating methods and has specific research expertise. The Stirling 
Highway Activity Corridor study is aligned with current policy, however, the study method 
risks overlooking significant urban opportunities for this type of project and location. A long-
term project, it appears that an approach which explores opportunities more strategically 
could realise substantial dividends and community support. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Prior to this amendment, the Stirling Highway Activity Corridor Study progressed as a 
combined land use and transport study. Due to the complexity and range of issues across 
local government boundaries, as well as the limited application of the MRS in terms of urban 
design and density (neither are controlled by the MRS), the amendment has advanced to 
resolve the regional roads issue. It may facilitate identification of unreserved parcels of land 
suited to redevelopment, intensified land use or urban design opportunities. 
 
The proposed highway design is focused on the regional function of Stirling Highway, 
including public transport, cycling infrastructure, central medians/pedestrian refuges and 
wider verges to facilitate a safer, more pleasant experience for pedestrians. 
 



Securing a continued regional transport function for Stirling Highway, including high 
frequency public transport, will assist it to retain its activity corridor attributes. 
 
The regional road function is primary for the highway to ensure future redevelopment 
continues to benefit from proximity to a properly functioning primary regional road. 
 
Integration of land use and urban design for Stirling Highway is ultimately guided by local 
planning schemes. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Submission 434:  Dylan Niblett 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed because of negative impacts on the North Fremantle town 
centre. It may provide benefit to some sections of the highway, however, impacts to Queen 
Victoria Street are opposed. Proposed widening between Queen Victoria and Staple streets 
will be detrimental to local residents, businesses and the whole town centre. 
 
Previous Queen Victoria Street planning sought to downgrade it to two lanes to calm traffic 
and provide a more pedestrian friendly environment. This has positively affected town centre 
revitalisation. 
 
The proposed widening will increase local traffic and diminish pedestrian permeability and 
accessibility, impacting residents and businesses. It is poor planning which contradicts the 
place making to date. It poses a risk to the vibrancy and viability of the town centre, 
businesses and its fabric. 
 
It is not acceptable or reflective of contemporary planning and place making. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact any buildings in Queen Victoria 
Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly dismissed (alternative transport solutions) / 

partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – Queen 
Victoria Street) 

 
 
Submission 435:  Tom Roberts 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The City of Fremantle submission, particularly the heritage aspects, is supported. 
 
A bus priority lane at the northern end of Queen Victoria Street is unnecessary. The lane is 
too short to be effective. Morning traffic congestion is at North Cottesloe and Claremont. 



A longer bus priority lane can be provided without increasing the road reserve. Reinstate a 
right turn from Stirling Highway into Harvest Road and make Queen Victoria Street one way 
northbound from Harvest Road. 
 
Increasing the Queen Victoria Street and Stirling Highway road reserve and related loss of 
heritage can be avoided by connecting the highway to a four lane Curtin Avenue at 
Wellington Street and downgrading the highway through North Fremantle to a local road. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact any buildings in Queen Victoria Street. The suggested 
change to access at Harvest Road and Queen Victoria Street may be considered by the City 
of Fremantle, in consultation with MRWA. A separate MRS amendment related to the 
Curtin Avenue reserve and potential connection is anticipated, if the concept is pursued. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 436:  Jaimie Eidsvold 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Based on amenity, sense of place, community, impacts on local businesses and heritage in 
North Fremantle and wider area, the amendment is strongly opposed. 
 
City of Fremantle street calming improved pedestrian accessibility and safety at 
North Fremantle town centre. The street has transformed and businesses grown, resulting in 
a vibrant cultural hub. The amendment will impact on a number of businesses, vitality of the 
centre and increased traffic to undo efforts for a pedestrian friendly area. 
 
The use of heritage buildings in North Fremantle demonstrates how the preservation of 
heritage and commercial growth can thrive together. North Fremantle’s mix of heritage, 
residential, commercial and industrial development creates a strong sense of place and 
unique atmosphere. Impacts to local heritage listed buildings are disheartening. Demolishing 
18 local heritage properties will impact North Fremantle and Fremantle’s heritage. 
 
The amendment affects No. 261-267 Queen Victoria Street which houses successful 
businesses and a building facade integral to the town centre. The proposed widening is 
therefore not reflective of current planning practices in Perth. North Fremantle is an exciting 
and unique cultural hub valued by local residents and others in the metropolitan area. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 



7.3 Potential loss of buildings with State heritage significance. The modified reserve does not 
impact any buildings in Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly dismissed (alternative transport solutions) / 

partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – Queen 
Victoria Street). 

 
 
Submission 437:  Charlie Nicholson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Abandon the proposed amendment through North Fremantle. Consider alternatives and local 
community amenity. The town centre has thrived since the City of Fremantle closed lanes to 
slow traffic and create street parking. 
 
Widening Stirling Highway for bus and cycle lanes is unnecessary as Queen Victoria Street 
acts as a bus lane where stopping buses assist traffic calming. A slip lane to turn left from 
Tydeman Road into Queen Victoria Street to cross the traffic bridge but this can be retro-
fitted to avoid queuing of container trucks. Freight containers should travel by rail not trucks. 
 
Traffic leaving Fremantle, can use Tydeman and Port Beach roads or Canning Highway then 
turn left onto Stirling Bridge. Why damage human values and life quality for motor vehicles? 
 
The City of Fremantle opposed the Fremantle to Cottesloe Transport Plan 2001. Use 
underutilised land west of the railway to extend Curtin Avenue to Tydeman Road. 
 
Encourage cycling by providing cycle lanes that do not damage historic buildings. A Principal 
Shared Path along the railway duplicates on-road cycle lanes from Fremantle to Claremont. 
 
Complete the railway bike path between Grant Street and Fremantle and retrofit footpaths for 
local riders south of Wellington Street. There is a distinction between commuter cycling and 
recreational/shopping cycling. Commuters need fast, uncomplicated paths. 
 
Consistency in decision making across six local governments is not reason to reduce old and 
valued buildings. The submission notes the proposed Claremont solution to reduce the 
speed limit rather than removing buildings, and that this should be applied to the rest of the 
highway. This is already been done for Queen Victoria Street, so there is no need to remove 
old buildings and business for a slip road that may not materialise. Traffic light phasing 
should also be considered. Curtin Avenue, Port Beach and Tydeman roads studies all call for 
alignment along the railway. If the highway is a problem, perhaps revisit extending 
Stock Road through Dalkeith. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle 
Lanes. 
 



The modified reserve does not affect any Queen Victoria Street buildings. A future 
amendment to secure appropriate reservations for Tydeman Road and Curtin Avenue is 
anticipated if the options are pursued. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 438:  Patrick Ford 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
There is no sound rationale to the proposed amendment and it shows a lack of 
understanding of North Fremantle. The statement, "the existing Stirling Highway Primary 
Regional Roads reservation, south of Jarrad Street, Cottesloe, is ineffectual” does not justify 
or identify the problem. 
 
A proposed link to Curtin Avenue will increase vehicles on Queen Victoria Street and impact 
North Fremantle. It contradicts the environmental, social and economic 'benefits' in the 
amendment report. The local community is opposed to the Curtin Avenue link and its 
legitimisation by stealth. 
 
Tackle Perth’s broader traffic congestion, environmental quality (e.g. air) and rapid 
population growth holistically. The amendment is technical rather than flexible. The 
'standardised' planning and design criteria ignore adjacent land uses or owners. Retain 
Queen Victoria Street its current form. 
 
The New South Wale’s ‘Beyond the Pavement’ document guides road and transport projects 
based on contribution to urban structure, revitalisation, fitting with the built fabric and 
landform; connecting modes and communities; responding to natural patterns; incorporating 
heritage and culture; the movement experience; and achieving integrated and minimal 
maintenance design. 
 
Suggested alternatives to the amendment proposal are: 
 

• Extend the principle shared path from Grant Street to Fremantle along the railway line 
instead of a cycle lane on Stirling Highway; 

• Extend Curtin Avenue to Tydeman Road instead of Stirling Highway; 
• Create an indented bus stop at North Fremantle station, not bus priority at Alfred 

Road; 
• Utilise the North Fremantle train station for long-term strategic planning in North 

Fremantle; 
• Retain Queen Victoria Street with no additional lanes; 
• Consider container access to the port and how to minimise container truck numbers. 

 
The proposed amendment will encourage car use. It creates uncertainty for existing 
businesses and residents by increasing the road reserve. Containment already occurs. The 
highway as a 'community asset' is defined by those who live and interact on its edges. 
 
The proposal will remove important viable businesses on Queen Victoria Street and is at 
odds with the local community. The council and local community support the businesses 
through efforts to pedestrianise Queen Victoria Street, calm traffic and landscaping. 



The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.8 On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The modified reserve does not affect Queen Victoria Street and does not propose additional 
lanes. 
 
Stirling Highway is anticipated to cater for commuter cyclists who are seeking a direct route. 
The alignment of Curtin Avenue and Fremantle Ports vehicular and freight access will be 
subject of a separate MRS amendment which will be informed by public consultation. An 
indented bus stop is not supported at North Fremantle train station as it is not a timed stop. 
Indented bus bays are generally not supported due to potential delays associated with buses 
not being able to re-enter the through traffic lane. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane, Queen 

Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 439:  TPG (for CITI Fiedlity Nominee Co Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 20 (No.168) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection / Comment 
 
The subject lot is 1181 m2 and is located on the south of the highway at the Waroonga Street 
intersection. It contains a recently constructed office building. The basement is 5.3 metres 
from the highway boundary with ground and upper floor setbacks between 11.94 and 
16.94 metres. The lot was developed based on the 5 metre interim setback of the WAPC. 
 
Almost all the property (90%) is in the reservation. It intersects the site along the western 
boundary 45 metres from Stirling Highway and along the eastern boundary 44 metres from 
Stirling Highway with the remainder zoned Urban. 
 
The amendment proposes to reduce the existing reserve over the site from 1062.9 to 327 m2. 
The proposed reserve intersects the lot 13.3 metres from the highway on its side boundaries. 
Adjoining properties are similarly affected in relation to basement parking and emergency 
egress. 
 
Rationalising the reserve is supported, however, the proposed reserve over the lot is 
objected to. 
 
The primary reasons are: 
 

• loss of 8 visitor bays - affecting business/tenants and increasing side street parking; 
• the proposed reserve encroaches onto the basement - it removes 7 car bays, two 

storerooms, fan motor room and exhaust riser. Overall onsite car bays will be reduced 
from 40 to 25, compromising commercial viability and local planning scheme 
compliance; 

• loss of an emergency exit stairwell, a safety requirement. 
 



The Amendment Report indicates verges may be reduced to 4.5 metres or 4.1 metres in 
severely constrained isolated locations. Applying the concession will save emergency stairs. 
 
The impact on the subject site is unacceptable. Instead, extend the ‘Urban’ zone northward 
to include the basement to alleviate impacts. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The existing development was legitimately approved utilising the former interim 5 metre 
setback in the absence of more detailed design work. 
 
Eventually, if the unreserved portion of the site is negotiated for retention by the owner, 
works to make good the various matters in the submission would be addressed. The use 
would become non-conforming so may legally continue to operate with reduced car parking. 
 
A modified verge width of 4.1 metres is supported for the entire amendment area in 
acknowledgement of the historically constrained highway environment. 
 
The advertised amendment sought to reduce the existing 44-45 metre reserve at this site to 
13.3 metres from the highway title boundary with a standard truncation. The modified reserve 
extends 12.3 metres into the lot along its west side boundary and is a substantial reduction to 
the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (verge width reduced) 
 
 
Submission 440:  Michael Balfe 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
Compromising State or local heritage listed buildings, including reduced setbacks between 
heritage properties and the highway, is objected to. Heritage, not traffic, should be a primary 
consideration due to sense of place and respect for the past. 
 
Moving Claremont War Memorial is unacceptable. The important memorial was built by the 
community. Heritage listed buildings on the corner of Bayview Terrace should not be 
affected. 
 
Cycle lanes and streetscape improvements are supported if they have no heritage impacts. 
 
Changing densities is strongly opposed. Any alteration to densities should be limited to 
greenfield sites and initiated by the relevant local authority. 
 
Increased median strips, including maintenance, are supported. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 



Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.5 Opposition to reserve width. 
 
The modified reserve affects a lesser number of local and State heritage buildings than the 
existing reserve, and two less local heritage buildings than the advertised proposed reserve. 
 
The Claremont War Memorial is on a local reserve and was constructed with funds from local 
residents. Representatives of the Returned and Services League of Australia (RSL) met and 
discussed the amendment with the Chairman of the WAPC in June 2012. At that time, the 
representatives supported, in principle (at no cost to RSL), the potential future relocation of 
the memorial in close proximity to its original site (i.e. west of the Claremont Municipal 
Chambers and south of its current location). More formalised discussion and RSL agreement 
on the exact repositioning of the monument will occur well in advance of roadworks. 
 
Impacts on the two local heritage listed buildings at the corner of Bayview Terrace are 
unavoidable to ensure minimal impacts to the State listed Claremont Municipal Chambers 
and Christ Church, as well as Saint Quentins mixed use development on the north east 
corner of Stirling Road. 
 
An MRS amendment cannot control or change residential density. Directions 2031 
recommends a 47% infill for new dwellings in established areas over the next 20 years. 
Density is applied via local planning schemes administered by local government. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 441:  Tim and Gemma Banfield 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Walter Street, Claremont is part of the Claremont Heritage Precinct. The submitter’s home is 
approximately 100 years old. Mature street tree canopies create a beautiful Claremont street. 
 
The submission seeks deletion of a proposed right hand turning pocket from Stirling Highway 
into Walter Street and replacement of a solid median strip on the concept design. 
 
The design change is requested for the safety of the many children residing in Walter Street, 
to protect the heritage precinct for future generations, reduce impacts of increased traffic, 
vibration and pollution on Walter Street and reduce the risk of accidents related to vehicles 
turning right out of Walter Street. A right turn pocket into Walter Street will increase risks. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and Submission 141 for discussion on Walter Street access. 
 
Walter Street is one of the few locations between Loch Street and Leura Avenue where safe 
right hand turns may be planned due to misaligned north and south local side streets. A 
future review of local access arrangements by local government and MRWA is likely. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 442:  Thomas and Franscesca Steffen 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Walter Street, Claremont, attracted the owner of No. 9 with its heritage homes and consistent 
tree lined streetscape. The heritage precinct is important to Perth history and is valued by its 
residents and the broader community. 
 
The proposed amendment will result in more traffic in Walter Street making it less suitable for 
families with small children. It will bring more traffic to St Thomas Primary School, a safety 
risk for local children travelling by foot or bike. At least one row of street trees will be lost and 
the verge width reduced, diminishing its streetscape. 
 
It is a contradiction to heritage list homes due to street appeal then remove trees/verges. 
This will further dissect the heritage area, reducing values and heritage importance. 
 
A duplication of the thoroughfare is Loch Street. Turning right from Walter Street in to Stirling 
Highway is a major hazard as highway traffic is regularly reduced to one lane (bus stops, 
commercial traffic, right turn queues etc.) lengthening waiting time to turn. It is a similar 
problem turning right out of Walter Street. Due to the hazards, it should not be allowed. 
 
City traffic heading to Gugeri Street should travel via Loch, Melville and Chancellor streets. 
Enhance traffic flow via these streets rather than upgrading Walter Street. In peak hours, 
traffic on Gugeri Street queues from Claremont, often passed Melville Street. Traffic queues 
on Melville Street turning left into Gugeri Street will increase traffic flow onto Walter Street 
and exacerbate right turn risks from Walter into Melville streets. 
 
Improve peak hour traffic flow by utilising Chancellor and Loch streets as they do not obstruct 
left turns in to Gugeri Street with traffic queued from Claremont. Lengthen proposed turning 
pockets at Loch Street/Stirling Highway and ban right turns into Walter Street. 
 
Lengthen the proposed right turn pocket into Leura Street for easier right turns into Gugeri 
Street via Leura Street and access to the Shenton Road underpass or Claremont. This will 
sustain streetscape and heritage importance of the locality; be a safer outcome for students 
of St Thomas and cars turning right from Walter Street onto the highway and sustain the 
value of the area. It will improve safety for families living in the area and present a more 
sustainable solution as the tree-lined street will be maintained. 
 
Diagrams included in the submission may be viewed with the original submission copy. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and Submission 141 for discussion on Walter Street access. 
 
Walter Street is one of the few locations between Loch Street and Leura Avenue where safe 
right hand turns may be planned due to misaligned north and south local side streets. A 
future review of local access arrangements by local government and MRWA is likely. 
 
Widening, verge reduction and removal of trees in Walter Street are not part of this proposal. 
Walter Street is maintained by the Town of Claremont. The indicative concept design 
demonstrates a proposed reserve to cater for future highway needs. 
 



The amendment primarily sets a highway reservation and does not extend into side streets 
unless as a consequence of improved road safety related to highway access. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 443:  Virginia and Daniel Rivalland 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 9 (No. 121) Eric Street, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening roads attract and encourage more road use leading to further congestion. 
 
Use other strategies to reduce traffic congestion such as education encouraging and 
rewarding increased use of public transport, creating ‘no-drop off’ zones at private schools 
and the utilisation of Curtin Avenue railway reserve as a traffic corridor instead of 
substandard dense housing. 
 
The proposed reserve negatively affects the subject property’s long term value, resale ability 
and the inevitable deterioration of surrounding properties. The proposed reserve will 
eliminate the existing business. It will require removal and relocation of the business with 
inconvenient and substantial economic implications. 
 
The Georgian residence with purpose built surgery is of architectural merit. The proposed 
reserve will see demolition of the house causing community concern due to its iconic and 
historical association. The 1930’s house requires considerable maintenance which is on-hold 
due to uncertainty created by the amendment. 
 
The amendment is not a rationalisation as the council advised for a number of years that a 
maximum widening of 5 metres was in place for setback requirements. 
 
The proposed reserve will negatively impact social amenity on the western side of 
Stirling Highway, impacting lives and property values and removing incentive to improve or 
preserve neighbouring properties. It will lead to a depressed neighbourhood moving into 
decline. The increased traffic attracted by extra lanes will add to the inhospitality of living by 
the highway. 
 
The proposed reserve impacts The Grove Library and a recent redevelopment of the former 
Loreto site, corner of Osborne Parade, meaning that a prime opportunity to resume land for 
future road use was wasted. 
 
A 2011 newspaper article titled Six-lane highway ‘will not happen’ is attached to the 
submission along with a 2002 submission on the highway (both attached to the submission). 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns 
relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The Eric Street/Osborne Parade intersection of Stirling Highway is an important east-west 
link for local and regional access to Curtin Avenue, West Coast Highway and between the 



river and the coast. Retaining a future option to introduce a bus queue jump lane at this 
intersection is important. Eric Street has a grade separated vehicular crossing over the 
railway, so is safer than other existing ground level crossings at Salvado and Victoria streets. 
 
The Cottesloe Municipal Inventory lists 121 Eric Street as Category 7 - “no practical meaning 
as it is simply a listing of those buildings and places that have been delisted or demolished 
since the original Municipal Inventory was adopted in 1995”. The statement infers the 
property was removed from the inventory as it has not been demolished. It acknowledges 
Marshall Clifton as the architect. 
 
The existing reserve extends more than 44 metres into this corner property from the highway 
boundary. The advertised reserve sought to reduce the reserve to approximately 13.4 metres 
from the highway boundary plus a truncation for turning into/from Eric Street (220 m2). A 
4.1 metre verge further reduces the modified reserve to 12.4 metres. The dwelling/dental 
clinic development was constructed very close to its highway frontage. 
 
The modified reserve is a reduction to the existing reserve. The highway concept design is 
not six traffic lanes and focuses on safety and reduced congestion through designated right 
turn pockets, solid central median strips to formalise right turns, cycle lanes, bus queue jump 
lanes and a wider verge. 
 
The interim 5 metre setback detailed in the submission was a stop-gap measure, utilised 
between 1991 and 2011, in the absence of detailed plans to reduce the 80 metre wide 
reserve. With detailed planning, the interim setback is no longer necessary and is replaced 
by more accurate and defensible setbacks reflective of the advertised amendment. 
 
The importance of Stirling Highway/Eric Street intersection for local, coastal, commuter and 
river access for the region, particularly Cottesloe, Claremont and Peppermint Grove 
residents south or east of Stirling Highway, is highlighted. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 444:  TPG (for Rhys Edwards) 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lots 589 and 590 (No.35) Stirling Highway, 

Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Support / Objection / Comment 
 
The subject site is the former Nedlands Post Office. Virtually the entire property is presently 
reserved – approximately 920 m2 (93.6%). Rationalising the existing highway reserve is 
supported however the advertised reserve is objected to on heritage and design grounds. 
 
The 1934 built former post office is of cultural heritage significance. The submission states 
the property ‘contributes to an understanding of the history and development of Nedlands.’ 
 
The front facade will be within the reserve necessitating its demolition. The entire building 
should be within the Urban zone. The property is local heritage listed by the City of 
Nedlands. As the property is considered for State heritage, State Planning Policy 3.5 Historic 
Heritage Conservation must be considered. 
 
The provision for 4.1 or 4.5 verges in constrained or severely constrained areas should be 
applied to the property. ‘Adaptive design to minimise impacts on State Heritage property’ 
should be considered. Development Control Policy 1.7 General Road Planning states that 



‘the truncation requirements of this policy may be reduced or deleted in established areas in 
order to retain significant aspects of heritage value or streetscape.’ 
 
Addition to submission. 
 
A letter from the State Heritage Office, dated 22 May 2013, confirms the former Nedlands 
Post Office is permanently included in the State Register of Heritage Places. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
The entire amendment area is considered ‘severely constrained’ therefore the modified 
reserve accommodates a 4.1 metre verge. 
 
As the former Nedlands Post Office gained State heritage status after the amendment was 
initiated and advertised, its State heritage did not inform earlier highway planning. Consistent 
with the WAPC practice of minimising impacts to State heritage, the modified reserve avoids 
impacts to the building footprint. City of Nedlands recognises the building as local heritage. 
 
Part of the building’s façade is affected by the advertised reserve. The existing building 
footprint is approximately 3.4 metres from the proposed kerb line resulting in a verge 
0.7 metres short of the supported 4.1 metre width. The modified reserve avoids the building 
footprint. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (minimise impacts to State heritage) 
 
 
Submission 445:  Greg Rowe and Associates (for Yat-Wing Liu and Precious 
    Holdings Pty Ltd)  
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 207 (No. 492) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 
    Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission for the owners of the subject property states a review of the highway reserve 
is welcome, however, the amendment compromises site value and development potential. 
 
The submission details the existing and proposed reserve and implications for existing 
development. The reserve leaves few development options until land is acquired. Lost 
development potential includes 122 m2 of plot ratio floor area. 
 
Most of the existing building will be reserved so a reluctance to expend funds to upgrade or 
enhance it will occur impacting its value as a leaseable premises. Slow acquisition will further 
affect the value, lease and development potential of the site. 
 
Details of potential redevelopment scenarios – with diagrams – form part of the submission. 
 
Amendment concept plans refer to a new right of way at the rear of lots to the south for 
access from Irvine Street. The amendment does not detail how this will be achieved. 
 



Given the impact of the proposed reserve over the site, acquisition of the entire land parcel, 
or payment of compensation and affection of reduced commercial value should occur. 
 
The enlarged road reserve affects 70% of the existing building, limiting the ability to lease it 
on normal commercial terms. The entire building will need to be removed upon acquisition. 
 
The reserve will contribute to further urban blight until the land is acquired. 
 
Development potential of the remaining site will be reduced to 160 m2. Based on the 
'Commercial' zone of the local scheme, development potential will be limited with the 
possibility that discretion will be required for setback requirements and site access. 
 
If access via Irvine Street to a lane is provided, vehicles will exit the site in reverse gear as 
reversing in would effectively remove the ability to develop the zoned part of the site. 
 
The zoned portion of the site could potentially accommodate a very small showroom and 
office floor area, to a maximum of 160 m2, with four tandem rear car bays (accessed from 
Irvine Street via the suggested laneway). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.5 Opposition 
to reserve width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
As the main building is affected by the reserve it is likely that eventual acquisition 
negotiations would commence for the entire lot. In the interim, landowners may benefit by 
maintaining reserved land in good condition, encouraging continued use (and productivity) of 
the reserved portion of land, and adding/increasing property value through improvements. 
 
The Amendment Report refers to notional laneways detailing that the amendment ‘cannot 
and will not reserve land for laneways’. Side street accessed laneways provide a safe 
alternative vehicular access to highway properties and are preferred for primary vehicular 
access. Their inclusion on plans simply shows a possible future scenario for improving 
highway traffic flow that may inform subdivision and redevelopment concepts or local 
government planning. 
 
The existing reserve varies between 4 and 4.9 metres into the lot from the highway 
boundary. The advertised reserve proposed a 12.2 metre reserve with the modified reserve 
being 11.2 metres. The modified reserve encroaches the building. 
 
Impacts to the local heritage listed building (part of a row of four shops) are unavoidable due 
to its zero highway setback and proximity to the Jarrad Street intersection. Jarrad Street 
provides access to Curtin Avenue/West Coast Highway and the coast across the railway, in 
addition to the Cottesloe town centre. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 446: Allerding and Associates (for Two Twenty Investments Pty 

Ltd/DionNominees Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lots 1, 650 and 2 (No.220-222) Stirling Highway, 
    Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The detailed submission includes photographs, appendices and diagrams (see full copy of 
submission) and is on behalf of owners of the subject land. 
 
An existing 46-47 metre reserve over the lot is proposed to be reduced to 9.9 to 10.1 metres 
over two dwellings converted to commercial use and a shop on the highway boundary. The 
reserve will impact the heritage and character of the dwellings and remove the antique shop. 
 
The lack of an implementation plan for coordinated rear access to lots is concerning. 
 
There is no need for on-road cycle lanes for the highway due to the nearby alternative district 
and regional cycling routes so the reserve should be reduced by 3 metres. 
 
The mix of heritage and modern development on the south side of the highway should 
restrict future roadworks to the northern side of the highway. 
 
The street block of Goldsworthy to Bay roads includes the local heritage listed subject site, 
State heritage listed former Coronado Hotel (Claremont Medical Centre) and various 
commercial businesses. A list of commercial uses and buildings on the north side of Stirling 
Highway, between Brown and Reserve streets, forms part of the submission. 
 
The proposed reserve extends over the former dwelling at No. 222 Stirling Highway requiring 
removal of front verandah and rooms and remodelling of the front of the building. 
 
A summary of existing vehicular access for the site, region and local planning provisions and 
Town of Claremont deliberation of the amendment are detailed. The submission indicates the 
proposed reserve is 32.5 metres wide at the front of the subject site. 
 
Building envelope plans show the extent of impacts on buildings by the proposed reserve 
and includes an alternative that realigns the reserve 8.2 metres north between Loch Street 
and Vaucluse Avenue that removes impacts on the local heritage lots and a neighbouring 
four level commercial building. 
 
Properties on the north side of the highway are neither local nor State heritage listed or 
comparable in size and scale to those on the south side. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The proposed reserve and associated design cannot be realigned north without major 
impacts to highway design and other properties. The intersections of Loch Street, Bay Road, 
Walter Street and the highway are important for connectivity. The requested changes are not 
supported. The highway concept design is focused on improved safety and traffic flow. 
Potential benefits afforded to one side of the highway through a realigned reserve would 
result in greater impacts to the other north side of the highway. 
 
On-road cycle lanes form part of the reserve at the specific request of the WAPC and are 
consistent with the provision of cycling infrastructure on Perth’s major roads. 
 



The notional laneways detailed in plans are not part of the amendment. They may inform 
further local government planning or subdivision and redevelopment concepts. The 
Amendment Report states the amendment cannot formalise or reserve laneways. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 447:  Allerding and Associates (for Harman Nominees Pty Ltd) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 25 (216) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The detailed submission includes appendices and diagrams. A full copy of the submission is 
published under separate cover. 
 
On behalf of the owners of the subject lot, it is acknowledged that a 47 metre reserve over 
the lot is proposed to be reduced. The lot comprises a four level commercial office building 
with undercroft car parking and an electrical substation. The proposed reserve of 9.7 to 
9.9 metres impacts the substation, structural building elements, façade, and basement 
requiring removal of substantial parts of the building. 
 
The proposed reserve will see demolition of the building front impacting tenants/landowners. 
 
An implementation plan for coordinated rear access to highway properties is not included. 
 
The current design in this location is objected to. A redesign to reduce impacts is requested. 
 
The proposed reserve impacts the south side of the highway more than the northern side. 
Reduce impacts on the south side of the highway by realigning the highway north. 
 
Delete proposed on-road cycle lanes as other, close-by district and regional cycling 
routes/infrastructure exists. A review of verge widths and cycle lane widths is requested. 
Claremont streets have a high degree of permeability and legibility with cycle routes in the 
rail reserve and Mounts Bay Road. Reduce cycle lane and verge width and the speed limit. 
 
Extend the proposed 50 kilometre per hour speed limit for the Claremont area east to Loch 
Street to reduce reserve width. This may result in retention of the subject building. 
 
Details of impacts to existing development within the proposed reserve are provided. The 
submission discusses partial or full demolition of the building and WAPC acquisition. 
 
The property has not been valued. The building is leased. The natural economic life of the 
20 year old building is about 30-50 years. Although the reserve has existed since 1963, 
approval conditions were satisfied during construction in 1990-1991. 
 
Land north of the highway has no State/local heritage listed buildings or comparable multi-
storey office development with basement parking and sub-station infrastructure. The reserve 
should be realigned to retain these buildings and local heritage to the west. Retain all 
heritage and significant buildings on the south side of Stirling Highway. 
 
The submission includes a traffic engineer/transport consultant alternative - a ‘lateral shift’ of 
the highway 8.2 metres north. Extensive detail, background information, diagrams and 
photographs illustrating physical impacts are included in the submission. 
 



The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The proposed reserve and associated design cannot be realigned north without major 
impacts to highway design and other properties. The intersections of Loch Street, Bay Road, 
Walter Street and the highway are important for local connectivity. The requested changes 
are not supported. The highway concept design is focused on improved safety and traffic 
flow. Benefiting the south side of the highway by realigning the reserve north would result in 
greater impacts to north side properties and may undermine intended improvements. 
 
On-road cycle lanes form part of the reserve at the specific request of the WAPC and are 
consistent with the provision of cycling infrastructure on Perth’s major roads. A reduction to 
the speed limit between Leura Avenue and Loch Street is not supported. 
 
Notional laneways detailed in supplementary plans are for information and may inform local 
government planning or subdivision and redevelopment concepts. The Amendment Report 
states the amendment cannot formalise or reserve the suggested laneways. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 448:  Pauline Socha 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Demolishing any part of Queen Victoria Street will destroy parts of Perth’s minimal heritage 
and negatively impact local businesses and residences. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is busy with trucks due to Fremantle Ports. Increasing Queen Victoria 
Street traffic will, inappropriately, bring more heavy traffic to the route as an alternative to 
Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue. This will affect the old traffic bridge resulting in its 
demise and costly repairs. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential damage of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. Queen Victoria 
Street is not a heavy traffic route. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete proposed bus queue jump 

lane at Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 449:  Layla Tucak 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The amendment is objected to due to the detrimental economic, aesthetic and social impacts 
on the community and built environment of North Fremantle. It will negatively affect some 
businesses, heritage buildings and the amenity of others. It is not good for North Fremantle. 
 
Buses on Queen Victoria Street are never full. A priority lane will widen the road in the heart 
of North Fremantle removing heritage buildings and changing the fabric. Loss of heritage will 
affect businesses. Six lanes are too many. 
 
The City of Fremantle and locals have calmed traffic on Queen Victoria Street to bring life 
and vitality back, with merging traffic, street trees and street parking. Buses should and do 
slow the traffic when they stop. Often this helps pedestrian access. Widening will make the 
road less manageable for pedestrians. Parking will also be removed under the amendment. 
 
Use railway reserve west of the highway to save houses and businesses on the eastern side. 
Realign the highway under Leighton footbridge. 
 
A cycle path on Queen Victoria Street is supported but not on Stirling Highway as there is 
already a plan to have a path along the rail line. 
 
The amendment overestimates demand for bus services and a priority bus lane is not 
needed at Queen Victoria Street. Removing any buildings or footpaths is objected to. Queen 
Victoria Street will become more dangerous. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle, 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. The modified reserve 
does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The modified reserve accommodates potential highway infrastructure improvements for 
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. On-road cycle lanes are included at the direction of 
the WAPC and are consistent with contemporary highway planning. 
 
Realigning the highway under the Leighton footbridge is not considered viable due to the 
adjustment of the highway alignment and the existing significant change in ground levels 
between the railway and existing highway. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 450:  Caroline Monro 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Any heritage building in this area should be protected, including its surrounds. The pocket of 
land is of special historic interest and should be preserved, not removed. This strip of shops 
is unique and popular with local people, providing great community spirit and service. 
 



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; and, 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance. 
 
The submission does not identify a specific shopping strip or pocket of land on Stirling 
Highway. If referring to Queen Victoria Street, refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential 
demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. The modified reserve 
affects a lesser number of local and State heritage listed buildings than the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 451:  Graeme Rattigan 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Any road widening of Stirling Highway in North Fremantle is opposed. It will destroy its 
amenity and is short-sighted and unnecessary. Traffic issues need an overall plan which 
accounts for the social and human needs of the residents of North Fremantle. The Fremantle 
to Perth commuter suggests North Fremantle is not a bottle neck. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street however securing future 
infrastructure options elsewhere in North Fremantle is supported, including Alfred Road. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 452:  Jacqui Carter 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening Stirling Highway through North Fremantle from McCabe Street to the Swan River is 
objected to. Submissions by the North Fremantle Community Association (NFCA), City of 
Fremantle and Fremantle Society are supported, particularly the view that the amendment’s 
sole imperative for removing North Fremantle businesses and buildings is future car needs. 
 
Upsizing the McCabe Street intersection is unwarranted and beyond belief. Widening for only 
public transport and bicycles is supported as long as no land from homes and businesses is 
taken and rail reserve is used. That way no heritage buildings, including villas on the south-
west corner of Alfred Road and the Rose Hotel, will be affected. 
 



Keep North Fremantle town centre intact without removing any buildings. Queen Victoria 
Street could become one way if necessary. 
 
Swan River needs another crossing between Dalkeith and Bicton, at least by light rail. 
 
Put more port freight on rail until it moves to Kwinana in 30-50 years. 
 
Prioritise human needs, not just cars. Plan increased public transport, cycling and pedestrian 
access. Introduce public transport across Stirling Bridge to Fremantle via High Street. Putting 
money into public transport, pedestrians and cycle ways benefits everyone while making car 
travel easier only benefits those willing to increase car use. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and 
Submissions 84 (City of Fremantle), 258 (NFCA) and 334 (Fremantle Society) for discussion. 
 
Queen Victoria Street is not affected by the modified reserve. Securing space at Alfred Road 
and McCabe Street signalised intersections for future improvements for pedestrians, cyclists 
and public transport is supported. The Rose Hotel building is not in the modified reservation. 
 
Realigning Stirling Highway into the North Fremantle rail reserve is not considered viable due 
to the considerable change to the highway alignment and the significant difference in ground 
levels between the railway and existing highway. Railway reserve is utilised where possible. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 453:  Jane and Pete Cheffins 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to the amendment and supports views of the North Fremantle 
Community Association and City of Fremantle. Although it rationalises the highway reserve, 
the amendment significantly impacts urban environment, heritage values and public amenity. 
 
Utilising the railway reserve could provide a better and more sustainable outcome. 
 
Local and State heritage listed buildings do not appear to have been considered. About 40 
buildings are affected, with as many as 18 to be demolished. As well as effects on heritage 
value, it will diminish North Fremantle’s character and identity. Heritage buildings not 
removed will lose amenity by being closer to the highway, including the two former primary 
schools and St Anne’s Church. 
 
Widening the reserve over Queen Victoria Street to accommodate a bus lane will see 
demolition of heritage listed shops at No. 261-267. Reserving a portion of Queen Victoria 
Street for Other Regional Roads will give MRWA responsibility, enabling them to undertake 
roadworks. 
 



This section of Queen Victoria Street is zoned ‘Local Centre’ in the Local Planning Scheme 
reflecting its function and development as a commercially active ‘main street’. It has been 
traffic calmed by reduced lanes and parking. The lack of bus embayments for the few buses 
using the route assists traffic calming. Facilitating bus movement at the cost of heritage 
buildings and their local functions is highly anomalous. 
 
Highway widening at Alfred Road will significantly reduce parking at the local shops, possibly 
affecting viability. These shops contribute to the North Fremantle quality of life. Existing train 
station parking is inadequate and will be further reduced. This could result in spill over 
parking into neighbouring streets or more cars on the highway. 
 
Planners talk of liveable communities. North Fremantle was once a quintessential example. 
Like others, it lost the quality with reduced population and shops and services moving to 
larger centres. Recently revived, widening Queen Victoria Street will bring planning blight 
and discourage improvements. 
 
North Fremantle town centre has become a destination and should not be considered a 
place where passing through is the prime objective. 
 
The well-articulated City of Fremantle submission suggests moving the highway west to 
make use of railway reserve to reduce amenity and heritage impacts. Relocating 
Stirling Highway west in the vicinity of McCabe Street and taking the highway along the rail 
line will provide opportunities to develop Urban zoned land and improve pedestrian and 
cyclist access from adjoining suburbs to the beach. 
 
The WAPC is requested to consider the above points as well as the submissions from the 
North Fremantle Community Association and City of Fremantle. This will reduce impacts on 
the North Fremantle community, neighbours and visitors, while meeting the intent of the 
amendment more sustainably. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and 
Submissions 84 (City of Fremantle) and 258 (North Fremantle Community Association). 
 
Queen Victoria Street is not affected by the modified reserve due to the deletion of a 
proposed bus queue jump lane. 
 
Overall, the modified reserve impacts no State heritage buildings and affects less local 
heritage buildings than the existing or advertised reserve. The modified reserve impacts 
31 local heritage buildings between North Fremantle and Nedlands. 
 
Realigning Stirling Highway into the North Fremantle rail reserve is not considered viable due 
to the considerable change to the highway alignment and the significant difference in ground 
levels between the railway and existing highway. Rail reserve is utilised where possible. 
 
At Alfred Road and McCabe Street signalised intersections securing space for future 
improvements for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport is supported and retained. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 



Submission 454:  Kelly Rippingale 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission objects to widening the highway, chiefly in North Fremantle town centre, and 
supports the North Fremantle Community Association (NFCA) and City of Fremantle views. 
 
With over 1750 locally listed heritage sites along the highway, its historical importance is 
established. Only protecting State listed places suggests Local Heritage is too difficult to 
address. Local Heritage cements a sense of place more than select iconic buildings. Local 
heritage provides the context for State heritage. That a place is not on the State register is no 
guarantee it is not significant, for example, the Albion Hotel. 
 
Wide road reserves may create safer roads, but they also disconnect communities. Local 
heritage is more beneficial than an extra bus lane. Queen Victoria Street should have further 
traffic restrictions with all efforts to assist reinvigorating the town centre. The existing right 
turn from the highway into Queen Victoria Street is dangerous, as crash records show, and is 
further reason for traffic to turn right at Tydeman Road instead. 
 
The submitter has encountered few traffic problems during eight years commuting between 
North Fremantle and West Perth during peak hours. Some congestion occurs at Stirling 
Bridge heading south in the evenings and between Eric Street and Bay View Terrace 
eastbound in the mornings. There are no problems in school holidays suggesting traffic may 
be managed through behaviour change. 
 
If a portion of the money spent on roads went to public transport, protecting heritage and 
decreasing North Fremantle traffic, it may build the better communities so often talked about. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and 
Submissions 84 (City of Fremantle) and 258 (North Fremantle Community Association). 
 
Queen Victoria Street is not affected by the modified reserve. 
 
There are 104 local heritage listed properties in the amendment area. Of these 31 buildings 
are affected by the modified reserve, a reduction from 55 affected by the existing reserve, 
however, south of Jarrad Street, Cottesloe, different properties may be affected due to an 
increased reserve width. No State heritage building is affected by the modified reserve for 
the first time. 
 
Determination:   Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 
    Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 455:  Michael West 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



Widening Queen Victoria Street and Stirling Highway, North Fremantle is objected to. If 
works must occur then use land to the west to reduce impacts on highway businesses and 
houses east of the highway. 
 
The amendment will impact local shops, cafes, restaurants and bars; increase traffic; impact 
heritage listed buildings; and, reduce community feel and amenity. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
The modified amendment does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
Realigning Stirling Highway west into the North Fremantle rail reserve is not viable due to the 
change to the highway alignment and the significant difference in ground levels of the railway 
and existing highway. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 456:  Omega Swift 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter supports the North Fremantle Community Association submission. Although 
the rationalisation may improve the highway, impacts on urban enviroment, heritage and 
amenity of North Fremantle are given insufficient attention. North Fremantle town centre is a 
destination and should not be regarded as a place where passing through more efficiently is 
the primary objective. 
 
Relocate the highway west near McCabe Street to be next to the railway. The City of 
Fremantle suggested alternatives are supported and should be considered. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
The modified amendment does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
Realigning Stirling Highway west into the North Fremantle rail reserve is not viable due to the 
change to the highway alignment and the significant difference in ground levels of the railway 
and existing highway. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 457:  Gregory Muir 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 50 (No.107) Stirling Highway, North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The landowner is concerned that reserving 20 m2 of the subject lot will be detrimental to 
future development potential. The underutilised lot has small buildings nearing the end of 
their economic life. Development potential is a significant aspect of property value. 
 
In 1999, the owner, at the request of MRWA, purchased part of the reserve, moving the 
property boundary further west. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The sale of ex-reserve land in 1999 was consistent with the State disposal of unneeded land 
associated with a reduced reserve, as amended in 1996. 
 
The existing reserve does not affect the subject lot. The advertised reserve extended 
3.3 metres into the irregular strata titled lot which has an approximate 7 metre frontage to the 
highway. The modified reserve extends 2.3 metres into the lot and, due to the lot’s battle axe 
configuration, reduces the length of vehicular access way, not actual useable lot area. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 458:  Scot and Clare Griffin 
 
Interest:   Local residents (Vaucluse Street, Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The long term Claremont residents object to proposed right turn pockets into Vaucluse and 
Walter streets that will assist traffic from the Perth travel north along these streets. 
 
The area is quiet, family friendly with heritage houses within walking distance to Rowe Park 
and local schools. Previously residents of a busy Claremont road, the submitters moved to 
the area to raise a family at a price reflecting its prestige. The proposal devalues the owner’s 
investment and quality of life, as well as the importance of heritage in the local community. 
 
The amendment will devastate the local community aspects of the heritage precinct. The 
streets will no longer be safe for children to ride and play, or for the elderly, with traffic 
directed from the highway. These streets were not designed for large traffic volumes but for 
growing communities 100 years ago. Widening these streets will ruin the tree lined 
streetscape, an attribute to its local heritage and appeal. 
 
The locality already experiences through traffic and parking issues associated with highway 
businesses, non-residential parking, the town centre and special events such as the royal 
show. With temporary parking restrictions for special events, traffic increases are noticeable 
and tolerated for short times. Do not make permanent traffic increases to Vaucluse Street. 
 



There is no demonstrated need for motorists to access Walter or Vaucluse streets via an 
additional traffic lane. A continuous median strip along Stirling Highway between Loch Street 
and Leura Avenue is requested to maximise pedestrian safety, minimise disturbance of local 
streets and enhance traffic flow along the highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and Submission 141 for discussion on Walter Street access. 
 
Walter and Vaucluse streets are rare locations between Loch Street and Leura Avenue 
where safe right hand turns may occur due to misaligned north and south local side streets. 
 
No widening, verge reduction or removal of trees in Vaucluse Street is proposed by the 
amendment. The street is maintained by the Town of Claremont. The amendment primarily 
sets a highway reservation and does not extend into side streets unless as a consequence of 
improved road safety related to the highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 459:  Alison Blair 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 67 (No.487) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The current plan will increase noise, restrict parking and severely impinge on this property. 
 
Promote the cycle path along the railway instead of providing cycles lanes on the highway. 
 
Apply the 4.1 metre verge (constraints at Claremont) to residential properties like the subject 
lot and its neighbours. Make the median strip smaller. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Objection to on-road cycle lanes. 
 
The 4.1 metre wide verge variation is applied to the entire reserve, as modified. A central 
median strip must be at least 2 metres wide to provide safe separation of two-way traffic and 
to function as a safe, informal pedestrian refuge. 
 
The existing reserve takes in almost the entire 840 m2 lot. The advertised reserve extends 
6.1 to 10.2 metres along the highway boundary with an area of 131 m2. The modified reserve 
varies approximately 5.1 to 9.2 metres and is a substantial reduction to the existing reserve. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (reduced verge width) 
 
 
Submission 460:  Carly West 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 



The submission rejects the current proposal for Queen Victoria Street as it will impact local 
shops, cafes, restaurants, bars and heritage listed buildings, increase traffic, and ‘reduce 
community feel and amenity’. 
 
Widening the highway through North Fremantle is also opposed as it will impact businesses 
and houses. Increased noise and pollution will affect houses on the east side of the highway. 
 
Any widening in North Fremantle should occur west of the highway on railway land. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. Realigning 
Stirling Highway west into the North Fremantle rail reserve is not viable due to the change to 
the highway alignment and the significant difference in ground levels of the railway and 
existing highway. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 461:  Pamela Meehan 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 500 (No. 19/28) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The owner’s unit is located on the north-west corner of the subject lot facing the highway and 
Archdeacon Street to the west. The amendment will make this and neighbouring units 
uninhabitable. The proposed reserve boundary will be 3-4 metres from the north room 
windows. Highway noise and fumes are not sustainable for residents. 
 
The development was set back from the highway to reduce noise and earth movement. The 
building is not constructed to deal with traffic close to its foundations. A reduced setback will 
affect quality of life and structural integrity and longevity of the development. Through 
widening, health risks will increase due to exposure to fumes from vehicles. 
 
An owner seeking to sell will now find it difficult due to speculation on the widening. Relocate 
the proposed reserve adjacent to Lot 500 to the boundary line. 
 
Compensation for loss of value to this and other highway properties should be immediately 
available at March 2012 property values. The subject unit is worth around $650,000, and 
another eight affected units are worth $600,000 each. Acquiring the subject site in entirety 
would require nearly $5 million. With all the high density housing along the highway, land 
acquisition will be expensive. The highway should not be widened where housing is dense, 
and viable options considered. 
 
A problem with the highway is that right-hand turns can be made almost anywhere. They 
impede traffic flow and are the reason for rear-end crashes particularly at Williams Road, 
opposite the subject lot, where frequent near misses and collisions occur. Right turn 
opportunities should be reduced by increasing traffic lights or designated lanes. 



Highway cycle lanes are not needed. A wind protected cycle path exists along the railway. 
Western suburbs cyclists are unlikely to use the highway because of fumes when they can 
work their way through pleasant back streets. South of the highway cyclists use paths along 
the river and north of the highway Aberdare Road provides cycle access to Kings Park paths. 
Why cyclists will change their habits and use the highway to cycle to the city is unclear. 
 
Traffic flow through Claremont centre is a problem. Traffic flow will improve if Leura Avenue 
and Bay View Terrace traffic signals are synchronised. A flyover bridge for southbound 
vehicles at Leura Avenue should be constructed. 
 
During school term only, Claremont traffic flow is affected by the various schools in the area. 
Encourage carpooling and drop offs/pickups away from the highway at Claremont 
Showgrounds and bus students to school. Parents will not allow children to cycle on highway 
cycle lanes due to fumes and safety. 
 
During holidays, little congestion occurs at Claremont so it seems excessive to spend a 
$1 billion on traffic problems that occurs some of the year and at certain times of the day. 
Congestion must be accepted as part of life. A solution is not resuming land and businesses. 
 
Land owned by the State should be used to help solve traffic flow problems in the western 
suburbs and North Fremantle. The railway could be sunk and a road built on top to create a 
second major road. The focus should be on effectively utilising vacant State land. 
 
In the long-term the use of private car for transport will decrease. Parking in Perth is too 
expensive and other costs are rising, including potential city tolls. This will encourage public 
transport use. The WAPC should be confident in publicly predicting that there will be a long-
term decline in car use on the highway to restore property values to March 2012 levels, and 
not be forced down by resumption threats. The WAPC should provide written notice to all 
owners of the subject site that their homes will not be affected by future highway roadworks. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing; and, 
7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
Acquisition or resumption of land triggered by the State is unlikely to occur until the works 
become a high priority for MRWA as a project and funds are allocated. Neither may occur 
prior to finalisation of this amendment. Valuations occur near the time of acquisition. Where 
common property is reserved, negotiations and compensation are with the strata company. 
 
A feature of the concept design for the highway is formalising right turn movements through 
designated turning pockets and a solid central median. On-road cycle lanes are consistent 
with planning practice for main roads as they allocate space for cyclists, reduce potential for 
cyclists to delay traffic flow and may encourage commuter cycling. 
 
Several private schools undertake programs including private bus services to reduce school 
related congestion. 
 
Realigning the reserve north is not possible in this location due to the requirement for all 
direction access at the Bruce Street intersection. The existing reserve over the subject site 
varies 18-25 metres into the site affecting the existing development. The advertised reserve 
proposed a reduction to 9.8 metres or less. The modified reserve is 8.8 metres or less and 
does not impact existing onsite buildings. 
 



A flyover at Leura Avenue and new route utilising the railway are not supported due to the 
lack of demonstrated need, the substantial disruption to nearby suburbs during a lengthy 
construction time, and the likely expense. MRWA monitor signalised intersections for 
improvements. Leura Avenue is proposed to become three lanes entering Stirling Highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission partly upheld (reduced reserve width) 
 
 
Submission 462:  Anne Neil and Steve Tepper 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lots 1 and 2 (No.77 and 79) Stirling Highway, 

North Fremantle 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
In 2000, the owners received notification about extending Curtin Avenue across the rear of 
the properties. Although comments on the Curtin Avenue extension are not requested, both 
amendments directly impact this home and business. 
 
The uncertainty and lack of clarity since 2000 has impacted the business and life of the 
owners. While it is reasonable to expect change and that resumption may not be avoidable, 
this state of limbo is non-productive and damaging. 
 
As both proposals affect the properties, resumption as soon as possible is requested. The 
owners would rent back the properties back for ten years whilst seeking property to relocate 
to. Resumption within 12 months is requested. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Until the amendment is finalised, and MRWA priority and funds are allocated, State triggered 
acquisition of the highway reserve is unlikely. In the interim, an owner may request WAPC 
purchase reserved land under the Planning and Development Act 2005. Each request is 
considered in the context of priorities and available funds and assessed on merit. An 
amendment proposing reservation of land for the Curtin Avenue extension is necessary for it 
to occur, then prioritisation and funding. 
 
The landowner has been advised to liaise with the WAPC regarding acquisition. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 463:  Andrew Jackson (for owners of Greenough Home Units) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 151 (No.114) Stirling Highway, Nedlands 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The 1930s art deco apartment development (Greenough Home Units) is on the south-east 
corner of the highway and Louise Street, near Peace Memorial Rose Garden. It is local 
heritage listed by the City of Nedlands as a higher-order Category B place. The owners 
maintain external features to preserve the property’s integrity. 
 



The submission indicates the SKM concept design report on page nine at entry 18 incorrectly 
labels the subject site as a commercial property in a list of Buildings of Interest. 
 
A more sophisticated approach to reconcile transport and land use planning than the basic 
archaic amendment is needed. 
 
The submission objects to the proposed land requirement of 142 m2 due to: 
 

• Loss of land area, grounds and gardens; 
• Insufficient separation from the highway physically, visually and acoustically; 
• Increased security risk and vandalism by bringing the footpath closer to the building; 
• The discordant built form and urban design which will result in reduced setbacks, 

diminished yards and abrupt interfaces, detracting from property and streetscape; 
• The high solid boundary walls which will be required to protect properties; and, 
• The overall loss of character and amenity by the insensitive treatment of properties. 

 
The loss of land and impacts on all properties is untenable. The Peace Memorial Rose 
Garden, Captain Stirling Hotel, Windsor Theatre and others are all heritage places. The 
North Fremantle town centre will also be damaged. This will rob localities of special qualities 
and the highway of its appeal. 
 
The amendment proposal is deficient as: 
 

• It attempts to sell the proposal as good news claiming a transport engineering 
solution bypassing land use issues; 

• The measurable planning implications of built form, urban design, character, heritage 
and amenity are ignored; 

• The Sustainability Appraisal section is superficial and generalised; 
• It suggests certainty, however, no timing is given for implementation; 
• Changes plans are complicated and potentially misleading. The notation ‘not now 

affected by reservation’ is ambiguous and could mean either not at present or not 
under the proposal. 

 
The amendment erodes the activity corridor concept by its proposed land-take and 
destruction. Directions 2031 supports the principle of activity corridors and intensification of 
residential development along their lengths. The perception that bigger, better roads 
generates traffic growth is self-defeating. The reserve should be based on advancing public 
transport to reduce car use and cater for cyclists and pedestrians in less space with safer 
and attractive environments. 
 
The proposal is road design ‘overkill’ with intensified intersections. The Amendment Report 
states that as transport planning and technology evolve the detailed design may be modified 
or improved. This highlights the irrationality of securing an ultimate reserve. Suggesting 
consistent decision making across local government is misguided. 
 
Bus prioritisation can be counter-productive. Improvements to travel times are doubtful. The 
corridor concept is flawed as the highway is not scenic rather a through-district distributor. 
 
Proposed rear laneways will displace traffic problems, concentrating traffic at intersections 
and side streets, shift impacts to residential areas and deprive business of parking/access. 
 
The road engineering plan is based on outmoded presumptions of car dominance. Instead, 
reinvent the current carriageway more efficiently, effectively, economically and sustainably as 
a planning strategy with land use and transport objectives and urban context. 



SHACS promised an innovative, holistic approach to integrated land use and transport 
planning and has been abandoned for a traditional MRS amendment. 
 
The full upgrade to the highway is a long-term project. The long horizon for land acquisition 
and an absence of funding or construction program means protecting existing built 
form/fabric and stimulating good land use outcomes on the route is negatively affected. 
 
The ultimate reserve will cement decades of urban blight and sterilise land. It overlooks 
cumulative impacts of the envisaged carriageway. All existing buildings contribute to land 
use, built form and activity. Dismissing 1750 local heritage listings ignores WAPC’s heritage 
policy. 
 
The amendment contradicts Directions 2031 outlook to accommodate medium rise high 
density housing and encourage reduced vehicle use by impacting the highway’s urban form. 
Economic, transport and planning settings may change over time and land use blighted. 
 
The regional reserve method has failed and resulted in decades of uncertainty and blight 
along blue and red roads in Perth. Advancing the amendment before SHACS puts the cart 
before the horse. The sound planning of SHACS is not part of the amendment. 
 
Superimposing the proposed road engineering design over the highway as a magic wand to 
create a wonderful activity corridor will stifle the life out of the highway and cause an 
extended period of urban blight. Upgrade public transport and complimentary land uses to 
achieve win-win gains. A copy of the detailed submission is included. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; and, 7.7 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
The modified reserve has a lesser impact on the Peace Memorial Rose Garden, 
Captain Stirling Hotel and Windsor Theatre than the existing reserve. Captain Stirling Hotel 
and Windsor Theatre building footprints are not part of the modified reserve. 
 
The subject lot is identified as local heritage by the City of Nedlands. It consists of six strata 
titled multiple dwellings. City of Nedlands documents informed the concept design reports. It 
is noted that the subject property is residential. 
 
The existing reserve over the subject site extends 39 to 40 metres deep from the highway 
boundary significantly impacting the existing development. The advertised amendment 
proposed a reduction to a 5.3 to 5.4 metre reserve that does not impact onsite buildings. The 
modified reserve varies between 4.3 and 4.4 metres and is a significant reduction. 
 
Of 104 local heritage listed properties on Stirling Highway, 55, including eight State heritage 
buildings are affected by the existing reserve. The modified reserve reduces the overall 
number of local heritage buildings affected to 31 and excludes all State heritage building 
footprints. If the amendment is not finalised the existing 80 metre wide reservation through 
Nedlands will remain. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 464:  Trent Woods 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening by demolishing buildings at No. 261-267 Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle to 
accommodate a bus priority lane is objected to. 
 
Reserving a portion of Queen Victoria Street for Other Regional Roads hands MRWA 
control, enabling them to start works. Queen Victoria Street is zoned ‘Local Centre’ in the 
Local Planning Scheme reflecting its function and development as a ‘main street’. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
The modified amendment does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. Other 
Regional Roads reserves are managed by local government in liaison with MRWA. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (deletion of bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 465:  Janine Pittaway and Stewart Brown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
Addition to pro forma: 
 
This section of North Fremantle is effectively a town centre enjoyed for its cultural and 
heritage values. To remove it and increase traffic would negatively affect a community and 
the reasons why people chose to live in North Fremantle and surrounds. More thoughtful and 
appropriate opportunities to calm traffic and encourage pedestrians and public transport are 
available. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle and Submission 106. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria 
Street, North Fremantle. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete proposed bus queue jump 

lane at Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 466:  Chris Leighton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 



Do not to diminish the amenity of Queen Victoria Street buildings by road expansion. 
 
The submitter believes the proposed roadworks have been referred to as the Curtin Avenue 
expansion. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The Curtin Avenue expansion is not part of this amendment. If pursued, it will be the subject 
of a separate MRS amendment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete proposed bus queue jump 

lane at Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 467:  Andrew Bremner (for Strata Council of Owners) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 17 (No.396) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Although the rationalisation may improve vehicular and pedestrian flow, all options to achieve 
the objective have not been fully explored. The proposal will significantly alter the subject 
site’s amenity resulting in removal of garages and part of an apartment block of six dwellings. 
 
Without a full understanding of compensation for the loss of property and the impact on 
vehicle access via Stirling Highway the amendment is objected to in its present form. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
In this locality, connectivity at the intersections with Congdon Street and Eric Street/Osborne 
Parade are important. 
 
The site consists of three apartment buildings and under croft parking. The existing reserve 
extends 30 metres into the site and impacts two apartment buildings. The advertised 
amendment sought to reduce the reserve to 10.5 metres from the highway boundary 
affecting two units in the north west part of the site. The modified reserve is 9.5 metres. 
 
Resumption of reserved parts of individual strata units is negotiated with individual unit 
owners while acquisition of common property is with the strata company. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
  



Submission 468:  Carolyn Bailey 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter mostly agrees with the view of the North Fremantle Community Association 
and supports the City of Fremantle objection to demolishing heritage buildings for a bus lane. 
Knocking over heritage buildings to cater for more traffic when there is vacant railway land to 
the west is out-dated planning. If railway land cannot be used, reserve industrial land, not the 
town centre. 
 
Jackson Street does not need to be a cul-de-sac if the road is moved west along the railway. 
This will leave the small North Fremantle town to flourish with heritage buildings left in place. 
Why prioritise a road over sense of place? 
 
Build the new bridge to link with the new road but leave the town centre and heritage. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. Where 
possible, existing railway reserve is included in the reserve. The Curtin Avenue (bridge) 
extension will be the subject of a separate amendment, if pursued. Being close to a 
signalised intersection, Jackson Street is considered a safety risk for traffic so is proposed for 
eventual closure at its eastern end. Pedestrian access to the highway will be retained. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete proposed bus queue jump 

lane at Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 469:  Serena Tambasco 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 35 (No. 2/375) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The one bedroom unit owner objects to the amendment. Existing highway noise adversely 
affects the unit. If approved, noise will increase with closer traffic. 
 
Reducing distance between highway traffic and the unit increases accident risk and raises 
safety concerns. Property owners should not have to suffer due to poor town planning. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
The existing reserve extends 33-34 metres into the subject lot and impacts the existing 
apartment development footprint. The advertised reserve sought a reduction to 6.1-7.1 
metres with no portion of existing onsite buildings impacted. The modified reserve is between 
5.1 and 6.1 metres. 
 



The reserve cannot be reduced at this location due to the importance of the Stirling Road 
intersection and securing space for a proposed bus queue jump lane. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 470:  Emmet Blackwell 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Removal of heritage properties in North Fremantle, specifically around Jackson Street and 
Queen Victoria Avenue is strongly objected to. Alternative land should be used such as grass 
islands and road reserves. 
 
Many buildings proposed to be removed are on local or State heritage inventories. They 
provide North Fremantle with its unique amenity and character and contribute to the strong 
sense of place. 
 
Removing or affecting these heritage places is unnecessary and will significantly reduce the 
unique community of North Fremantle. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle. Overall, less 
State and Local Heritage building footprints are impacted by the modified reserve than the 
existing reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete proposed bus queue jump 

lane at Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 471:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro Forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 472:  Philip Wallbridge 
 
Interest:   Local Resident (Nedlands) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The Loftus Street resident focuses on the area between Claremont and University of 
Western Australia however the comments generally apply to the whole study. 
 



Reducing the reserve north of Claremont is supported, however, affecting Claremont Baptist 
Church and its tennis court is objected to. The church predates the reserve and should be 
given all assistance if permanent or temporary relocation is required. 
 
Make allowance for trams between Perth and Claremont as they may be introduced later. 
 
Transperth buses 102 and 103 travel the highway at same half hour intervals on weekends. 
Bus stops should cater for two buses or the timetable altered. 
 
Proposed bike lanes are supported. The highway is easier to cycle than nearby routes like 
Bedford Road. The lanes will hopefully prevent cars passing cyclists as close as they do 
now. Drainage will need to be modified to cater for cyclists. 
 
At some junctions the bus lane is left of the bike lane so buses will have to wait for cyclists 
before moving through a green light, potentially causing conflict. 
 
Unless provision is made north of Claremont for safer cycle crossings, the amendment is 
objected to. Stirling Highway is difficult for cyclists to cross between Bay View Terrace and 
Hampden Road with only Dalkeith Road having a signalised crossing. The concept design 
does not improve the situation. Make parallel roads more cycle friendly to allow opportunity 
for safe highway crossings. Introduce hook turns. 
 
North of Claremont, the highway is impossible for pedestrians to cross - the design does not 
improve this. Residents need to cross the highway to access facilities. There are only two 
safe signalised crossings between Hampden Road and Bay View Terrace. The elderly and 
mothers with prams are expected to quickly cross four lanes of fast moving traffic. Light 
controlled crossings, bridges or subways should be provided for pedestrians to safely cross. 
 
If phased with other lights on the highway, such crossings would have little effect on medium 
distance traffic. Unless better provision for pedestrians to cross the highway is made, the 
amendment is objected to. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The highway concept informing the amendment proposes improved infrastructure for 
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. Wider verges and solid central medians, 
functioning as informal pedestrian refuges, may enhance a safer pedestrian environment 
whilst cycle lanes will provide allocated space for cyclists. Light rail is not proposed. 
 
Cycle lanes are to be positioned on the kerbside of bus queue jump lanes (shown in cross 
sections). The concept design through Nedlands was prepared prior to the introduction of the 
practice. The remainder of plans show the correct layout. 
 
Other than at timed stops, where a bus may pause to match a schedule, DoT requires the 
bus stops are not indented; buses may queue in the kerbside traffic lane. 
 
The highway concept was reviewed in the Claremont area. Due to many constraints, there is 
little flexibility in the vicinity of Claremont Baptist Church. The modified reserve is, however, a 
significant reduction to the existing reserve. Refer to Submission 103 for further discussion. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 



Submission 473:  Sandy McNab 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
After decades of neglect, Queen Victoria Street shops and businesses are a hub of activity. 
The proposed changes threaten its character and integrity. Residents of, and visitors to, 
North Fremantle do not want its unique character threatened by increasing traffic and 
demolition of heritage buildings. 
 
Other ways of improving public transport, such as utilising rail reserve, should be considered. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact properties in Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 474:  Glenn Evans 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter supports improved cycle and pedestrian routes along the railway. 
 
Widening the road will not alleviate traffic congestion without additional measures. 
 
The three way intersection of Stirling Highway and Queen Victoria Street is poorly managed 
and should be reviewed. Only one lane should turn south into Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Increase parking at train stations. 
 
North Fremantle is one of few traditional village settings in Perth and should be preserved. 
Community amenity is vital. The thriving North Fremantle business community is proactive 
with local residents. 
 
Infrastructure should be designed around the rail network to alleviate road use. The plan will 
be ineffective unless applied to the full length of the highway. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs. The highway concept 
and associated reserve proposes on-road cycle lanes for improved cyclist safety. 
 



The modified reserve does not impact buildings in Queen Victoria Street. The Queen Victoria 
Street intersection may be reconfigured to connect with Curtin Avenue via a separate 
amendment. The proposed design of the intersection includes two southbound lanes and a 
single right turn pocket for Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The amendment extends along Stirling Highway between Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle and Hampden Road/Broadway, Nedlands. The remainder of the highway has an 
adequate reserve. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 475:  Hayley Willson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission vehemently opposes the removal of heritage listed buildings, especially 
those that contribute to the strong arts culture of Perth and Fremantle. 
 
Losing Mojo’s will have a devastating effect on the music scene. There is no point providing 
better access if the very destination is removed. Perth has a reputation as a difficult place to 
succeed in the arts; the loss of Mojo’s would further stifle young artists. Without culture, 
innovation and growth is lost. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact any buildings in Queen Victoria Street. Mojos is not 
affected by the proposed or modified reserve and is not part of the amendment area. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 476:  Brendan Mulvena-Trinder 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission opposes destruction of heritage listed buildings and established businesses 
in North Fremantle town centre. 
 
The area has flourished and developed a real sense of community spirit. Mojos is vital for 
musicians and artists. To deny Fremantle this artistic haven would be an oversight. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. 



The modified reserve does not impact any buildings in Queen Victoria Street. Mojos is not 
affected by the proposed or modified reserve and is not within the amendment area. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 477:  Kerry Revell 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 61 (No.2/592) Stirling Highway, Mosman Park 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Improving Stirling Highway for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport is commendable but 
not at the expense of local heritage, community history and social diversity. 
 
The submission objects to the proposed reserve increase at the subject site, Christ Church, 
Claremont, and over the strip of highway shops between Glyde and Stuart streets. 
 
As well, it objects to proposed reserve increases over shops and buildings generally, and, 
heritage listed buildings and monuments the length of the highway. The WAPC is requested 
to recognise the significance of heritage. 
 
It is a false premise that costly roadworks will result in significant reduction in vehicle 
accidents. Most accidents along the highway occur at intersections. These accidents occur 
when traffic is slowed or halted, irrespective of road width, number of lanes or dedicated 
turning lanes. Driver inattention is the principal factor in accidents. 
 
Safe pedestrian passage will be reduced due to the increased reserve and resumption of 
existing verge space. An example of this is at Christ Church where the existing verge will be 
resumed thus reducing the buffer between highway vehicles and buildings. Promoting the 
proposed widening as improving pedestrian safety is misleading. 
 
Christ Church is a frequently used heritage listed church. Loss of the verge and proximity to 
the highway will impact its religious function, service and ambience. Maintaining an 
accessible area for people to gather and for cars to park on the Queenslea Drive frontage is 
imperative.  
 
The southern half of the highway should be seen as having a ‘high street’ character and the 
social fabric of local communities. Some of these areas are in a state of limbo due to the 
uncertainty of the amendment. The limited reserve width adds to the ‘village’ feel, shops 
close to the highway slow traffic, and feature in many British and European cities. 
 
Whilst level crossings are a safety issue, their removal in Cottesloe and Mosman Park will 
reduce accessibility for local communities and should be avoided. 
 
Consider the many options for utilising adjacent railway reserve. 
 
Liaise with local schools on options to reduce school related bottlenecks. 
 
Local councils and the Minister for Planning should ensure that increased density does not 
add significantly to the already overloaded local traffic. 
 
Educate the public about courtesy and patience on the road. 
 



Value heritage and points of interest as traffic calmers with equal rights to traffic. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing; 8.2 Glyde Street, Mosman Park; and, Submission 120 
for discussion about Christ Church, Claremont. 
 
Improved road design reduces risk of accidents by reducing accident opportunities - 
formalising right turns, improving driver/pedestrian visibility, providing a consistent road 
environment and improving highway design at known accident spots. The modified 4.1 metre 
wide verge will provide wider verges and more pedestrian space than exists now for most of 
the highway. This includes an additional metre of verge adjacent to Christ Church. The solid 
central median also serves as an informal pedestrian refuge in this location. 
 
Christ Church’s buildings are outside the modified reserve. Space for parking and gatherings 
at the Queenslea Drive frontage will remain. Further detailed design will consider parking and 
vehicle access prior to roadworks. 
 
Closing ‘at grade’ railway crossings at Salvado and Victoria streets is based on construction 
of ‘grade separated’ underpasses at Jarrad Street, Cottesloe and Wellington Street 
extending to Curtin Avenue, Mosman Park. The existing crossings contribute to congestion 
(via queuing on Stirling Highway) and are dangerous for pedestrians and motorists alike. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 478:  Michael Tucak 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submitter is focused on Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle, however, generally 
supports the rest of the amendment. Community input to the plan is vital. The process so far 
appears to have been duly considered, with submissions further informing positive 
improvements. 
 
As a Cottesloe resident who regularly commutes to North Fremantle and is involved with 
creative industries, the village is a hub for social and community activity. Queen Victoria 
Street should be preserved in its current form without impact from roadworks. The area 
already promotes public transport. 
 
With the future Curtin Avenue extension unresolved, transport improvements should not 
affect Queen Victoria and Jackson streets until there is a plan for Curtin Avenue. The area is 
an easily accessible land use opportunity that does not need to be created (i.e. infill). 
 
Minimise unnecessary through traffic. An enhanced road design should not come at the cost 
of the local area itself. The area is a model for infill, containment as discussed in 
Directions 2031. 



Affected properties in this locality were built prior to the 1963 reserve. Preserving 
Queen Victoria Street will not impact or reduce planning potential for the highway as it is a 
clear and distinct area. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. Deletion of a proposed bus 
queue jump lane at this location is supported, however, due to the close proximity of Jackson 
Street to the highway intersection, the option to cul-de-sac is retained. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 479:  Alison and Andrew Godden 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission is a pro forma copy of Submission 458 (refer to Submission 458). 
 
 
Submission 480:  Jennifer Paterson 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The proposed 2 - 5.5 metre medians are not effective for pedestrians to cross a busy 
highway. It is quite frightening to wait on the central median with children and a pram. 
Pedestrian refuges are not effective. The Congdon Street resident does not catch the bus, 
and drives to Fremantle, because it is too dangerous for children and prams to cross the 
highway without a pelican crossing or stoplights. 
 
The proposed bike lanes are not sufficient to encourage safe and regular cycling and do not 
follow world’s best practice as exhibited in Berlin (650 kilometres of separated and 
190 kilometres of off-road cycle lanes; helmets optional). Where speeds exceed 
30 kilometres per hour there should be a physical barrier between car lanes and bike lanes. 
It is not safe for children or adult commuters so the submitter drives. 
 
An improved pedestrian verge is appreciated however planting vegetation could effectively 
buffer pedestrians from the traffic. 
 
The submitter is deeply concerned that heritage is proposed for removal by the amendment. 
Pictorial effects on streetscape, including Queen Victoria Street, North Fremantle, 
Albion Hotel, Cottesloe, The Grove Library, Peppermint Grove; and Bay View 
Terrace, Claremont, are not provided in the Amendment Report. 
 



Utilise world best practice not just current movement patterns to improve communities. Use 
the railway reserve for cycling and pedestrian paths. Drop the train line and put a new road 
above so town centres along the highway may bustle with shops, pedestrians and life. 
 
Look at what is working, people flock to Queen Victoria Street, The Grove Library is busy, 
and the Albion Hotel is a village meeting place. Heritage adds to streetscape and bustling 
communities. Look at the street level to see what is used and what isn’t. 
 
The amendment is objected to as it only provides for the same number of car lanes, adds 
medians and bike lanes that are not best practice and will not increase walking, cycling or 
public transport use. 
 
Look outside the borders to plan the best for future generations and use State wealth to 
create a world-class city. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.7 Objection to On-road 
Cycle Lanes. 
 
Central solid medians and, in most places, wider verges/footpaths are intended to make the 
highway environment more welcoming and safer for pedestrians. The nearest formal 
crossing in this area is Eric Street traffic signals or the pedestrian overpass near 
Dean Street, a 500 to 700 metre walk to access a southbound bus stop via a crossing from 
Congdon Street. Due to the angle of the highway a new crossing here is not supported. 
 
The modified reserve simply secures 3 metres of cycling space allocation. Cycle lane design 
will occur in the future and may incorporate physical barriers. The modified reserve does not 
impact Queen Victoria Street and avoids the Albion Hotel. The north west corner of The 
Grove library is impacted as it is opposite local heritage listed Albion Hotel, avoided by the 
modified reserve. Buildings on the northern corners of Bay View Terrace and one 
immediately to the east are affected due, in part, to minimise impacts of the reserve over the 
State listed Claremont Municipal Chambers. The Christ Church buildings are excluded from 
the reserve for the first time. 
 
A new highway in the Fremantle railway reserve is not justified and would be a costly 
highway duplication, with major construction disruptions to rail services and highway use 
over years. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 481:  Andrew Sullivan 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Widening the reserve through the North Fremantle town centre, particularly at Queen Victoria 
and Jackson streets, is opposed. Removing heritage buildings is unacceptable and will 



severely diminish town centre character. The proposed bus lane length is insufficient to 
significantly reduce bus travel time. 
 
Widening in North Fremantle is generally objected to due to effects on State and local 
heritage. Realign the highway alongside the railway near McCabe Street. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, North Fremantle. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street, however, securing an 
increased reserve at Alfred Road and McCabe Street secures options to improve the 
highway at a future time. Realigning the highway to the railway reserve at McCabe Street is 
not supported due to costs and the significant difference in ground levels in the locality. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street). 
 
 
Submission 482:  Anita Lorenz 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Claremont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is opposed, although reducing the highway reserve is supported. 
 
The proposal will create a swathe of destruction through old and well-established suburbs 
along the highway. Demolishing heritage buildings is unnecessary and unacceptable. The 
cultural, social and financial cost of damaging old suburbs is unsustainable. 
 
The amendment will create planning blight as landowners become reluctant to spend money 
on buildings to be removed. With no clear timeline, gradual degradation will occur, and 
property values and businesses will suffer. 
 
The plan is ill thought out. Footpaths, bike paths and trees can be designed properly, off the 
highway, as in Berlin (see photograph in submission). 
 
Proposed bus lanes need redesign with routes altered to minimise impacts to heritage. 
Consider introducing light rail and utilising the rail reserve. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
The overall number of local heritage listed buildings affected by the modified reserve is less 
than the existing reserve. No State heritage listed building is located in the modified reserve. 
Light rail is not proposed for Stirling Highway and would require a wider reservation than 



proposed. Utilising the railway reserve for a new highway is considered to be an 
unnecessary and costly duplication of the highway. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 483:  Dr Lise Summers (for History Council of Western Australia) 
 
Interest:   Special interest group (heritage) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The peak body for history in the State represents history associations, organisations and 
individuals interested in history. The highway is fronted by many heritage precincts and 
structures due to its history as the main connection between Perth and Fremantle. 
 
If a site is not State heritage listed it does not mean that it is not of State significance, it 
means the significance has not been fully assessed. Sites of State significance may be 
damaged or removed without proper assessment. A full assessment of affected sites should 
occur with conservation plans prepared prior to any roadworks. Conservation plans should 
be released for public consultation. 
 
Impacts on visual amenity and character of Nedlands, Cottesloe, Claremont and North 
Fremantle heritage precincts are a concern. The concept design shows Claremont police 
station at Claremont will be significantly affected by a proposed bus lane and verge. The 
verge should be reduced at this and other heritage locations and the bus lane moved. While 
health and safety factors are acknowledged, public amenity includes consideration of 
heritage significance. 
 
The amendment will affect the settings of Christ Church, Claremont, and other heritage sites. 
The street reserve contributes to the church’s sense of place and is a buffer zone for people 
gathering outside. Consider public amenity including historic and heritage significance, visual 
amenity and impact of heavy traffic on the built fabric of heritage sites. 
 
Heritage protection is something the State and community should commit to, so we can take 
pride in, and more full understand society and culture. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing; and Summary of Submission 120 for discussion on Christ Church. 
 
Any member of the community may nominate a property for State heritage significance to the 
State Heritage Office. Overall, the modified reserve affects less local heritage listed buildings 
than the current reserve. No State heritage buildings are included in the modified reserve. 
 
The former Claremont police station buildings are not affected by the modified reserve. 
A small portion of the lot is reserved for a proposed truncation at the Parry Street corner. 
Christ Church buildings are not within the modified reserve. Space for gatherings at the front 
of the church will remain however a final design will be prepared in the future. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street and verge width reduced) 



 
Submission 484:  Anne Brake 
 
Interest:   Local resident (North Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
While improved public transport, cycling and walking opportunities are supported, the 
proposed widening is inappropriate. 
 
Connect the current system along the rail corridor through to Fremantle and develop a 
corridor to service the highway/UWA north from Claremont. Keep cyclists off the major 
highway. 
 
Introduce a campaign to encourage school students to use public transport or walk/cycle to 
school to address school related traffic. A drop off point for parents should be introduced. 
 
Extending turning lanes will encourage more traffic and recreate problems in a short time. 
 
Improve train services though this area. 
 
A significant number of properties will need to be removed or are affected by the plans, 
particularly south of McCabe Street. North Fremantle town centre will be affected. The City of 
Fremantle slowed traffic allowing shops and the hub to flourish – this will be stifled as no-one 
will risk investment. 
 
There is already a Stirling Highway bypass designed as a major thoroughfare. Future 
proposals should concentrate opportunities there. 
 
The small time saving for few people does not justify the expense or damage to properties 
and heritage. Cyclists should be given alternatives to using the highway. 
 
Money should be spent on upgrading real trouble spots not encouraging more cars on roads. 
It is also an opportunity to encourage students to be more active. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes. 
 
The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. Less Local Heritage is affected 
overall (compared to the existing reserve), however, more are affected south of Jarrad Street 
due to the ineffectual existing reserve. The cycle path in the railway reserve may be 
extended to Fremantle, however, the WAPC supports retention of the option to introduce 
cycling infrastructure along the highway in the future. A number of private schools in the area 
undertake programs to reduce school related traffic. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
  



Submission 485:  Robert Day 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (East Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Improving bus and cycling efficiency is supported, however, the proposed reserve is very 
wide and does not respect the existing environment. If implemented, important local buildings 
and those close to the highway will be lost. Heritage impacts outweigh amendment benefits. 
 
The reserve in North Fremantle needs to be narrowed to recognise local conditions. 
 
Some features, such as cycle paths, should be consistent for safety, however, all 
intersections do not need to be identical. Design should reflect varying traffic flow on the 
highway. In North Fremantle, less traffic feeds the highway with fewer people in the area and 
little potential for growth. 
 
A narrower road and reduced speed, as proposed at Claremont, should occur at 
North Fremantle as Jackson Street and Alfred Road are close, so traffic usually moves 
slowly. 
 
Buses should have priority over cars but an extra lane is not needed. One of the car lanes at 
intersections should be used for buses. Adding right turn lanes will benefit cars only, not 
buses. The features will encourage more car use not public transport use. It is the addition of 
two extra lanes at intersections that makes the widest points and it is most problematic. 
 
Proposed truncations at three North Fremantle intersections are pointless and require a 
larger reserve and removal of heritage buildings. Truncations proposed for closed 
intersections and highly engineered intersections for roads that carry little peak hour traffic 
are unnecessary. There are enough entry points to the highway from the east, given future 
development between the highway and river is limited. 
 
Providing cycle lanes on the highway and the future shared path along the railway will serve 
the area well. Two on-road lanes will require significant space. Grade separated cycle paths 
are safer particularly where a lane may be crossed by turning traffic. A single two way grade 
separated path may reduce its width while increasing safety. Complete the shared path along 
the railway as soon as possible to meet existing needs. 
 
Building more roads does not solve traffic congestion and increases car use. The 
amendment highlights increased bus and bike infrastructure, however, cars benefit by taking 
buses out of car lanes and creating car right turn lanes. Ideally bus and bike lanes should be 
at the expense of cars and the speed limit reduced along most of the highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.7 Bus queue jump lanes; and, 8.1 Jackson Street, 
North Fremantle. 
 
The general width of the modified reserve is 2 metres less than advertised. The modified 
reserve affects less local and no State heritage listed buildings compared to the existing 
reserve. A proposed bus queue jump lane in Queen Victoria Street is deleted resulting in no 
addition to the reserve in the street. Advertised design options for Alfred Road and McCabe 



Street remain supported. Standard truncations at White Street and Christina Parade are for 
visibility and safety of pedestrians and cyclists traversing between residential and highway 
environments. 
 
Reducing the speed limit along the highway is only supported at Claremont. Utilising a traffic 
lane for buses at traffic signals would increase congestion. Reserving space for bus queue 
jump lanes secures the option for future planning. 
 
Reducing opportunities for accidents by introducing right turn pockets is a safety measure 
that benefits pedestrians as well. Central medians may function as a pedestrian refuge half 
way across the highway. Parts of the existing highway have no central median. 
 
Due to the number of side streets and existing crossovers directly accessing the highway, an 
off-road cycle path is not supported. On-road facilities better cater for commuter cyclists as 
there are less obstacles and infrequent starting and stopping. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 486:  Pam Nairn 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (East Fremantle) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment ignores the values of Directions 2031 for North Fremantle to Claremont. 
These are busy meeting and shopping places for locals and visitors. 
 
The value of reducing parts of the reserve in Claremont/Nedlands and providing certainty to 
land owners is recognised. Increasing the reserve from North Fremantle to Claremont will, 
likewise, introduce uncertainty to communities. Reserved property is often not renovated or 
improved with businesses in limbo about investing. Advantages of bus and bike highway 
improvements are outweighed by social effects and the loss of built heritage. 
 
As a frequent commuter, little congestion occurs in North Fremantle compared to Claremont. 
Further, there is minimal residential growth potential. North Fremantle does not need new 
road plans. 
 
Rationalising the highway does not reflect a future transport picture. People drive because it 
is faster than the bus. Changes to the highway need to make it less attractive to drive a car 
and more attractive to catch a bus or train. Rather than add extra bus lanes or right hand turn 
lanes, cars should be reduced to one lane to give buses priority at traffic lights. 
 
Encourage bike transport by extending the shared path along the railway, negating the need 
for on-road cycle lanes. It is so close to the highway that cyclists may easily move between 
the shared path and the highway and is safer than on-road cycle lanes. 
 
The amendment will devastate North Fremantle and severely impact Mosman Park, 
Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe and parts of Claremont. The highway is the main place people 
first lived in these suburbs. Many local heritage buildings will be removed or lose front yards. 
The concept design and land requirement is “Rolls Royce” favouring cars with little regard to 
the built environment. Removing significant buildings for roads should be a thing of the past. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential Loss 
of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 
7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation 
and timing; 7.7 Objection to On-road Cycle Lanes; and, 7.8 Bus queue jump lanes. 
 
The general width of the modified reserve is 2 metres less than advertised. The modified 
reserve affects less local heritage listed buildings than the existing reserve and no State 
heritage buildings. A proposed bus queue jump lane in Queen Victoria Street has been 
deleted resulting in no change to the street’s reserve. 
 
Utilising a traffic lane for buses at traffic signals would exacerbate congestion. Reserving 
space for the addition of bus queue jump lanes secures the option for future planning. 
 
Reducing opportunities for accidents by introducing right turn pockets is a road safety 
measure that benefits pedestrians. Central medians may function as a pedestrian refuge half 
way across the highway. Parts of the existing highway have no central median. 
 
On-road facilities cater for commuter cyclists with less obstacles and infrequent starting and 
stopping. Even without cycle lanes, cyclists may legally use the highway. Securing space for 
future cycling infrastructure is supported for safety and traffic flow. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 487:  Gianpaolo Crugnale (Gage Roads Construction) 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 91 (No. 488-490) Stirling Highway, Peppermint 

Grove 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject site, near the intersection of Jarrad Street is difficult to access with the traffic 
lights not accommodating safe vehicular entry or exit for the site’s narrow driveway. 
 
The local planning scheme requires a 6 metre setback for the southern side and eastern rear 
boundaries although there is no restriction at the front of the property. Resuming 12 metres 
of the lot will affect its amenity, use of the lot and reduces development opportunities. 
 
Addition to submission. 
 
The subject building is heritage listed. A copy of the site plan is part of the submission. 
Approximately $500,000 has been spent upgrading the building which had not been 
maintained for years. 
 
The widening affects the site reducing functioning amenity. The front of the site is where the 
main income is derived as well as property value. 
 
Tenants have a long-term lease. It rents due to the sites high profile and visibility at the 
Jarrad Street intersection. 
 



Building an upper level over the side access may be an option however side and rear 
setback restrictions mean the site cannot be developed to its maximum. Below ground 
construction of a car park would be costly giving value to building above. Vehicular access is 
limited to the crossover within the signalised intersection. Exiting is unsafe requiring an 
MRWA strategy and discussion. 
 
The proposed 12.2 metre reserve will restrict maximum site potential. 
 
Use the vast tracts of land adjoining the railway line to reduce impacts to the highway. 
 
Additional lanes and traffic management of the main bottlenecks at school drop off and pick 
up times should be considered. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns about 
land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Impacts on this site are unavoidable due to highway and intersection design requirements for 
Jarrad Street. Vehicular access to the site forms part of the Jarrad Street intersection. 
Jarrad Street is a significant intersection providing connectivity to Curtin Avenue, West Coast 
Highway, the coast, Cottesloe town centre and a railway crossing. 
 
The existing reserve over the property (set in 1996) extends 4.9 to 5.9 metres from the 
highway boundary. As such, the reserve is insufficient to accommodate proposed 
improvements for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport (buses). The advertised 
amendment proposed increasing the reserve to between 12.2 and 12.3 metres. The modified 
reserve is reduced 11.2 to 11.3 metres. 
 
As the subject site is at the T junction of Jarrad Street, an important link across Cottesloe 
and Peppermint Grove, the long term option of securing an improved highway design is 
supported. The nil setback of the local heritage building limits opportunities to modify the 
reserve. Future vehicular access is at the discretion of the local council and MRWA. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Submission 488:  Jeni Shaw 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment is strongly opposed as it will negatively affect the culture of North Fremantle 
and the livelihood of the submitter and others in the music industry. People need 
entertainment. Without it there may be increased crime rates and mental health issues. 
 
People from around the world appreciate the North Fremantle culture and venues. The 
amendment threatens all these things. Decision makers do not realise what they are doing 
and do not seem to have visited affected sites to see what is going to happen. 
 
  



Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle. The Queen Victoria Street reserve will remain as it is now due to the 
deletion of a proposed bus queue jump lane. There are no impacts on Queen Victoria Street. 
 
The amendment is informed by multiple visits to the amendment area by WAPC 
representatives and DoP officers. Additional inspections were undertaken by DoP officers in 
liaison with MRWA, local government and other technical experts. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 489:  Kirsty Finn 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Build a large parking zone or multi-storey car park a little further out from the proposed area 
of expansion and increase public transport - known as ‘Park and Ride’. This will cut down the 
amount of traffic in built up areas. It will save problems caused by road closures during 
roadworks and not impact heritage buildings. 
 
Fremantle is known for its heritage. Heritage buildings are disappearing at a ridiculous rate 
giving the impression Western Australia does not care for its heritage. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs. The modified reserve does not impact Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 490:  Lena Sluga 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 491:  Peter Cropley 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
  



Submission 492:  Trishs' Place (Antiques) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 493:  Kimberley Kohan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 494:  Lisa Murray 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 495:  David Murray 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 496:  Wendy Line 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 497:  Anne Tregonning 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 498:  Cecily Cropley 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 499:  Tracey Swiney 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 500:  Keith Morton 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 501:  Chris Metcalfe 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 502:  Lisa Eldon 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 503:  Janet Hoskings 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 504:  Maggie Mackie 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 505:  Randall Grant 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Additional comments to pro forma. 
 
Traffic volume has increased to an intolerable level. The amendment will increase volume 
and cause greater bottlenecks at the intersections of Canning and Leach Highways. 
 
The ‘rationalisation’ will affect businesses, heritage buildings and sense of community. 
 
The submitter asks whether it is proposed to increase traffic on Queen Victoria Street and 
across the old traffic bridge and if replacement of the bridge is deferred. Road traffic should 
be discouraged, not encouraged. 
 



Sea containers should be moved by rail. Improve public transport frequency and train size. 
Reinstate the original Stirling Highway bypass. 
 
This rationalisation would have an adverse effect on the community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; and Submission 142. 
 
The amendment does not extend to Canning and Leach highways where the reserve was 
previously modified. Queen Victoria Street is not proposed to change – a proposed bus 
queue jump lane is deleted resulting in no change to the existing situation. The old Fremantle 
traffic bridge is not part of the subject amendment. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 506:  Barbara Grant 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
Additional comments to pro forma. 
 
It makes no sense to remove heritage buildings and businesses on Queen Victoria Street. 
The main congestion occurs on Stirling Bridge to Leach Highway, not along Queen Victoria 
Street. It is more appropriate to reduce traffic or extend the highway, as originally proposed. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs; and Submission 142. 
 
The amendment does not include Stirling Bridge as its reserve was modified previously. 
Queen Victoria Street is not proposed to change – a proposed bus queue jump lane is 
deleted resulting in no change to the existing situation. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 507:  Jon Wall 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
  



Submission 508:  Rolf White 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 509:  B. Stoner 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 510:  Elizabeth Scott 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 511:  Joanna Hos 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 512:  Alexandra O'Reilly 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 513:  Conrad Oria 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 514:  Joanna Rogers 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 515:  Steve Rogers 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 516:  J. Nottage 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 517:  C. Mian 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 518:  Ray Jordan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 519:  D'Esterre Family 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 520:  I. Bond 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 521:  M. Thompson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 522:  Caslleden Family 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 523:  Henry Charlecraft 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 524:  Unknown (12/14 Corkhill Street, North Fremantle) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 525:  Unknown (31A Bruce Street, North Fremantle) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 526:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 527:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 528:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 529:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 530:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 531:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 532:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 533:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 534:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 535:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 536:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 537:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 538:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 539:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 540:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 541:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 542:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 543:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 544:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 545:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 546:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 547:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 548:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 549:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 550:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 551:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 552:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 553:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 554:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 555:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Submission 556:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 557:  Emma Lyons 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 558:  Russell Green 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 559:  Shirley Green 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 560:  John Owenell 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 561:  Ben Owenell 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 562:  Robert Lushey 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 563:  Todd Miller 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 564:  Eleanor Paterson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
Addition to pro forma: 
 
Reduce traffic and improve public transport to help reduce congestion. Widening roads will 
simply encourage more cars and traffic in general. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to Submission 106. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Submission 565:  Julie Savill 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 566:  Bayoush Demissie 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 567:  Scott Nicholls 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 568:  Katey Cooper 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 569:  Sian Redgrave 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 



Submission 570:  Phillipa Goodridge 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 571:  Michael McGown (for Kirsten Maley) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 572:  Alexandra Hopkins 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 573:  Bruce Maloney 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 574:  Peter Cheffins 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 575:  Andrew McKean 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 576:  Pia Bennett 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Submission 577:  Liam Courtney 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 578:  Louise Loe 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 579:  Anna Clune 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 580:  William Burns 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 581:  Daniel Cock 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 582:  Deanne Moulden 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 583:  Susan Ferguson-Thomas 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 584:  Stuart Glass 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 585:  Luke Malacari 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 586:  Michael Llewellin 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 587:  Max Ashford 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 588:  Michael Kruit 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 589:  Kate Wilkinson 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 590:  T. Prindiville 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 591:  Imogen Kotsoglo 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 592:  Claire McGowan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 593:  Cate Ridley 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 594:  Ian McKenzie 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 595:  Marlene Gay 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 596:  Kate and Brendon Findlater 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 597:  E. Pinto 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 598:  Ben Ridley and Jessica Dietrich 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 599:  Desi Litis 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 600:  Kate Mullen 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Submission 601:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Submission 602:  Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 

Late Submissions (received after completion of formal public consultation period) 
 
 
Late Submission 603: Dr Kym Silove 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The submission strongly opposes the proposed plan to widen the highway especially in the 
North Fremantle vicinity. It will ruin the local community. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage in Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. A proposed bus queue jump lane is deleted in Queen Victoria Street resulting in 
no change to the street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Late Submission 604: Jane Page and Mike, Jane, Tom and Elea Gilmore 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The North Fremantle residents oppose the widening of Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. Widening Queen Victoria Street will not ease congestion at this bottleneck. This 
part of the highway is never particularly congested, as it carries little traffic. 
 
The real problem is Stirling Bridge at certain times of the day. Widening the bridge and 
highway approach (resulting in no removal of houses or heritage) would improve traffic flow. 
 
Pushing more traffic onto Queen Victoria Street will require repair or replacement of the old 
traffic bridge (it needs it now). Widening Queen Victoria Street makes no sense. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage in Queen Victoria Street, North 
Fremantle. A proposed bus queue jump lane at the northern end of Queen Victoria Street is 
deleted from the concept design. No changes are proposed for Queen Victoria Street. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 



 
Late Submission 605: Department of State Development 
 
Interest:   State Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The Department of State Development reviewed the amendment and has no comment. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Noted. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Late Submission 606: George Evans 
 
Interest:   Local resident (Mosman Park) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
School populations in Claremont, Cottesloe and Mosman Park, for 39 weeks of the year, 
make traffic bad between 7.30 to 9.00am and 2.30 to 4.00pm. In school holidays there are no 
problems (news article ‘Schools back and so are bigger traffic snarls’ attached to 
submission). Staff working on highway plans should live in the area to be aware of problems. 
 
The design for Vlamingh Parade, Buckland Hill is not clear or well defined in respect to the 
widening and entry. The plans are doubtful. 
 
Financial consideration for lessee tenants must occur as they may have costly implications. 
 
Plans for a 2 to 5.5 metre median are doubtful. The plans give no start or finish date. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation 
Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
The concept design for the Vlamingh Parade intersection is consistent and similar to the 
existing layout, allowing for all turning movements with a slight realignment. This may have it 
confusing to view the plans. 
 
Land acquisition or resumption is negotiated with landowners not tenants. 
 
Solid central medians (already in place at Buckland Hill) assist with improved safety by 
creating a spatial and visual barrier between traffic flowing in opposite directions. They also 
allow pedestrians an informal refuge halfway across the highway, so crossing may occur in 
two distinct parts. The 2 metre minimum is wide enough to accommodate people crossing 
the highway with bicycles, prams, etc. whilst the 5.5 metre median accommodates or adjoins 
right turn pockets in the median. A level of priority and funding allocation may not occur until 
finalisation of the amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 



Late Submission 607: Nanette O'Driscoll 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 608: Stephen Caddy 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 609: Clint Nolan 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 610: Libby Hood 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 611: Christopher Merride 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 612: Sacha Bekkevold 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 613: Jenna MacRae 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 614: Gary Lane 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 



 
Late Submission 615: Jacqui Rowe 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 616: Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Late Submission 617: Unknown 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Late Submission 618: Helen Owenell, Suzanne Willing and Christine Bennett (Busatti) 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma C – refer to Submission 106 
 
 
Late Submission 619: Timothy Wright (Wrightfeldhusen Architects) 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 80 (No. 585) Stirling Highway, Cottesloe 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The shop on Lot 80 is approximately 120 years old and used as an office. The verandah 
extends over the footpath and the front façade is built to the title boundary. It is local heritage 
listed by the Town of Cottesloe. The widening will see a 3 metre demolition at the site 
frontage making the building unusable. 
 
It is incongruous to draw upon out-dated highway planning and principles that do not have 
regard for property sovereignty. Instead, upgrade the rail service and utilise rail reserve land. 
 
Whether or not the construction work proceeds, the property will be burdened by the 
reservation, affecting property value and causing urban blight. Property maintenance and 
development will be stifled if the proposal proceeds. All aspects of this proposal are rejected. 
 
The submission was supported by a hearing (refer to Transcripts of Hearings). 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and 7.6 Concerns 
relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 



An MRWA review of the Cottesloe locality to investigate if impacts to existing development 
could be reduced whilst achieving highway improvements found that being close to 
Jarrad Street and an unsafe highway bend, a modification avoiding impacts to the subject 
site is not supported. If the existing building line is retained, highway improvements may not 
occur. 
 
The property is not identified as State or National Heritage. If it were, plans would endeavour 
to avoid the building, as with State heritage. Anyone may nominate a property for State 
heritage recognition. Without such a listing, exclusion of a building from the reserve does not, 
by itself, secure its preservation as local councils have discretion to approve demolition. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Late Submission 620: James Bell 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 
 
 
Late Submission 621: Graeme Robertson Group 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lot 202 (No. 262) Stirling Highway, Claremont 

(former Congregational Hall) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The subject site contains a building that may be the oldest in Claremont. It was built of rubble 
limestone and is State heritage listed. 
 
Heavy traffic on the highway required owners to reinforce the structure with steel to avert the 
bell tower from collapsing. Buildings opposite have no heritage value making it essential that 
any road widening occurs on the north side of the highway. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative 
transport solutions and costs; and, 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width. 
 
Realigning the highway north is not supported due to implications for the constrained 
Claremont town centre. The existing reserve over the lot affects the existing building as it 
extends 31 metres over the property. The advertised amendment proposed a 4 metre or less 
reserve. The modified reserve is 3 metres or less. The former Congregational Hall building is 
not in the modified reserve reflecting its State heritage significance. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Late Submission 622: L. Berrovic 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection – Pro forma D – refer to Submission 142 



 
Late Submission 623: Pete Adams 
 
Interest:   North Fremantle town centre 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The amendment ignores North Fremantle town centre as a place in its own right. Unlike 
larger centres, North Fremantle will not survive removal or part removal of up to 40 buildings. 
 
The North Fremantle centre has organically evolved to become a small vibrant area that the 
rest of Perth enjoys along with locals. No attention is given to local or State heritage. 
Lessons should be learnt from past heritage mistakes. Perth has learned this through loss of 
heritage. Heritage plays a particularly important role in North Fremantle. 
 
What the amendment is trying to do is appreciated, however, costs to the community are too 
great. The already tabled, less destructive, alternatives are better outcomes. 
 
The submitter supports development in North Fremantle, however, the amendment will 
damage a unique Perth centre. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.1 Opposition to potential demolition of heritage at Queen Victoria Street, 
North Fremantle; 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 
7.3 Potential Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; and, 7.4 Alternative transport 
solutions and costs. 
 
A proposed bus queue jump lane is deleted from Queen Victoria Street, resulting in no 
change to the street. Future options for the intersections of Alfred Road and McCabe Street 
are retained by securing an appropriate reserve. Although a larger number of local heritage 
buildings are affected in the North Fremantle area, overall, the modified reserve impacts less 
local heritage and no State heritage buildings. 
 
Determination: Submission partly upheld (delete bus queue jump lane – 

Queen Victoria Street) 
 
 
Late Submission 624: Susan Evans 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 70 (No. 16/392) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Reducing the reserve is appreciated, however, it appears it will overlap the rear of the 
existing building on the subject site so will impact the whole development. 
 
Correspondence from the project team suggests a general presumption for purchasing an 
entire lot where a building or portion of a building is affected by a reservation. The entire 
development may eventually be purchased by the State Government and demolished. 
 
Owners purchased within this development as an investment or place of residence and this 
will financially or physically impact them. 
 



Please consider re-engineering the road design to avoid any need to purchase or remove the 
existing development. Removing or purchasing the site will affect 21 owners. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. Impacts to 
this property are unavoidable due to design requirements for connectivity at the 
Congdon Street and Eric Street/Osborne Parade intersections, to avoid impacts on the State 
heritage listed Claremont Fire Station building and due to the angle of the highway in the 
locality. 
 
The existing reservation varies between 25 and 34.6 metres (as measured from the highway 
title boundary). The advertised reserve reduced it to between 4.3 and 5.5 metres with the 
modified reserve (refer to 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width) further reducing it to 3.3 to 
4.5 metres, a significant reduction to the existing reserve. 
 
Parts of the multi-level building (three units) are within the modified reserve. The individual 
units may be removed and the development modified to retain remaining dwellings subject to 
future negotiations with individual unit owners and the strata company. 
 
The modified reserve is significantly less than the existing reserve which takes in half the 
apartment site. If the amendment is not finalised, the large existing reserve will remain. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Late Submission 625: Peter Gow 
 
Interest:   Landowner: Lot 17 (No. 7/396) Stirling Highway, Claremont 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The widened reserve will significantly alter property value. Fair compensation is requested. 
 
The value of resumed common property will be split among 18 units, however, the bulk of 
unit value decrease will be shared by two units. Please recompense the two units fairly. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to part 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Land acquisition and resumption legislation protects and promotes fairness for affected 
landowners. Compensation related to an individual strata lot is negotiated with the owner. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Late Submission 626: Town of Cottesloe 
 
Interest:   Local Government 
 
Summary of Submission: Comment 
 
The submission is a copy of an item from Town of Cottesloe Minutes of Ordinary Council 
Meeting on 25 June 2012 which considered the amendment. 



The council report summarises a Minister for Planning media statement dated 21 March 
2012 on the amendment, a timeline of highway planning, and measurements used for the 
highway design concept (e.g. 1.5 metre cycle lanes in each direction). It comments that the 
proposed overall reserve reduction should generally be less of a hindrance to Cottesloe 
property owners wishing to subdivide or develop their properties in the future. The 
amendment focuses on regional transport initiatives. 
 
The Town of Cottesloe owns two lots affected by the amendment at Lots 2-3 (No. 22-24) 
Station Street. It suggests impacts on heritage listed buildings require careful consideration 
as various heritage properties have little or no setback to the highway (e.g. Albion Hotel). 
 
The submission includes a summary of a DoP briefing to council and excerpts from the 
WAPC pamphlet, ‘Your property and region schemes’ on landowner options. 
 
The report notes that Claremont Fire Station is the only State heritage in Cottesloe affected 
by the amendment and that the proposed reserve is a significant reduction avoiding the 
building footprint. Four local heritage listed properties, including the former Claremont Police 
Station are less affected by the proposed reserve than the existing larger reserve. 
 
The amendment is necessary to resolve the current unsatisfactory situation of an existing 
80 metre wide reserve. Although the overall transport system may be debated, the ultimate 
concept design could be modified, and it is beneficial to define and clarify the intended land 
requirements for the future. 
 
The Town of Cottesloe submission requests WAPC consideration on: 
 

• future public and private transport demands along other regional roads in the western 
suburbs, especially around the existing bottlenecks in Claremont and along 
Curtin Avenue; 

• alternatives to Stirling Highway, in particular the railway reserve parallel to the 
highway, to reduce impacts on Stirling Highway landowners; 

• developing a system that gives greater certainty to landowners abutting the highway 
including a simple and transparent compensation mechanism; and 

• review of the concept design to determine whether the length of proposed turning 
pockets are adequate to ensure that vehicles, including buses, will not conflict with 
continuous highway traffic flow and that there are adequate access points available 
for turning vehicles with the introduction of a solid central median. 

 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Overall the modified reserve impacts a lesser number of local heritage listed buildings than 
the existing reserve, and no longer impacts any State heritage buildings. MRWA consistently 
reviews ways to improve regional traffic flow, such as phasing traffic signals at Claremont. 
The Curtin Avenue extension will require its own major amendment process if connection 
with Stirling Highway, in the vicinity of Queen Victoria Street, is to progress. 
 
The highway alignment, and, in places, the changing ground levels, makes use of the rail 
reserve problematic. Railway reserve has been utilised for this reserve where possible. PTA 
enforces a 10 metre buffer from the Fremantle railway line. Future traffic volume modelling 
by MRWA does not justify a separate, new highway. 
 



Reviewing compensation mechanisms is directly related to legislation which is beyond the 
scope of an MRS amendment. It is likely that the concept design will be reviewed prior to 
implementation as part of an MRWA project. 
 
Determination:  Submission noted 
 
 
Late Submission 627: J. Crandell 
 
Interest:   Regional resident (Jolimont) 
 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
Impacts to Art Deco heritage places and the general character and amenity of areas in the 
locality of the amendment are of concern. 
 
Considering an alternative is worthwhile. Build an underground system below the existing 
highway for buses, light rail, or both. With future hybrid and hydrogen buses with only water 
as emissions, polluted air below ground will be less of an issue. 
 
Having these vehicles below ground will benefit highway amenity, making business and living 
along the highway more attractive. The long-term benefits are obvious - underground 
systems in London and New York have operated for more than a century. This would save 
the streetscape and reduce hardship for those affected. Otherwise widening may occur again 
as population increases causing disruption and costs. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.2 Potential Loss of buildings with Local Heritage significance; 7.3 Potential 
Loss of buildings with State Heritage significance; 7.4 Alternative transport solutions and 
costs; 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land acquisition, 
compensation and timing. 
 
Overall, the number of local heritage listed buildings in the modified reserve is less than the 
existing reserve. No State heritage listed building is affected by the modified reserve. 
 
Constructing a public transport tunnel under Stirling Highway would be more costly and a 
longer disruption than the eventual redevelopment of the highway facilitated by this 
amendment. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
 
 
Late Submission 628: Shell Company of Australia 
 
Interest: Landowner: Lots 7-8 (No. 269-271) Stirling Highway, 

Claremont and Lots 1-3 (No. 582) Stirling Highway, Mosman 
Park 

 
Summary of Submission: Objection 
 
The landowner is particularly concerned about impacts to its Claremont property. The cost 
burden to compensate for impacts will be extraordinarily high and excessive. Details of on-
site infrastructure requiring relocation are included in the submission. 
 



The loss attributable to disturbance and disruption of business is likely to be extreme. The 
380 m2 proposed to be reserved at the Claremont property will require costly reconfiguring of 
the site, resulting in significant financial loss from reductions to retail volume, merchant 
service fees, and refinery margin and rental income. Other losses will arise through loss of 
parking and space requirements. 
 
Addition to submission. 
 
Infrastructure and reconfiguring costs for the Claremont property is estimated at $3.5 million. 
 
A reduced forecourt will result in a decline in trading performance, new safety and traffic 
management plan preparation, and losses due to disturbance and disruption. These costs 
cannot be quantified at this time. Business partners on the site will make a separate claim. 
 
Confirmation that existing vehicular access will be retained is requested. 
 
Planning Comment: 
 
Refer to parts 7.5 Opposition to Reservation Width; and, 7.6 Concerns relating to land 
acquisition, compensation and timing. 
 
Land acquisition is negotiated with landowners, not business partners or lessees, and occurs 
closer to the time of anticipated commencement of roadworks. It is during these negotiations 
that future site access will be confirmed. 
 
The Claremont subject lot has an existing reserve extending 28 metres into the lot from the 
highway boundary. The advertised reserve varied 7.8-8.9 metres with a standard truncation. 
The modified reserve varies 6.8-7.9 metres with a standard truncation, resulting in a 
substantial reduction to the existing reserve. It the amendment is not finalised the large 
28 metre reserve will remain unchanged. 
 
The Mosman Park subject lot is not affected by an existing reservation. The advertised 
reserve varies 2.6-3.4 metres with a standard truncation. The modified reserve is 1.6-2.4 
metres with a standard truncation. 
 
Determination:  Submission dismissed 
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Appendix 1 
 
 

List of detail plans as advertised 



Stirling Highway Amendment 
 

Proposed Major Amendment 
 

Amendment 1210/41 
 

as advertised 
 

2.0801 
 
 
 
Land Requirement Plans 
 
1.3340/3 - Stirling Highway – Alfred Road to Riverside Road 
 
1.3378/6 - Tydeman Road – Queen Victoria Street to Port Beach Road 
 
1.7137  - Stirling Highway – Lot 5 to Stanley Street 
 
1.7138  - Stirling Highway – Stanley Street to Bay Road 
 
1.7139  - Stirling Highway – Bay Road to Lot 58 
 
1.7140  - Stirling Highway – Lot 58 to McNeil Street 
 
1.7141  - Stirling Highway – McNeil Street to Stuart Street 
 
1.7142  - Stirling Highway – Stuart Street to Bend of Reserve 9403 
 
1.7143  - Stirling Highway – Bend of Reserve 9403 to Alfred Road 
 
Changes Plans 
 
1.7144  - Stirling Highway – Lot 5 to Stanley Street 
 
1.7145  - Stirling Highway – Stanley Street to Bay Road 
 
1.7146  - Stirling Highway – Bay Road to Lot 58 
 
1.7147  - Stirling Highway – Lot 58 to McNeil Street 
 
1.7148  - Stirling Highway – McNeil Street to Stuart Street 
 
1.7149  - Stirling Highway – Stuart Street to Bend of Reserve 9403 
 
1.7150  - Stirling Highway – Bend of Reserve 9403 to Alfred Road 
 
1.7151  - Stirling Highway – Alfred Road to Riverside Road 
 
1.7152  - Tydeman Road – Queen Victoria Street to Port Beach Road 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 2 
 
 

List of detail plans as modified 



Stirling Highway Amendment 
 

Proposed Major Amendment 
 

Amendment 1210/41 
 

as modified 
 

2.0801/2 
 
 
 
Land Requirement Plans 
 
1.3340/4 - Stirling Highway – Alfred Road to Riverside Road 
 
1.7137/1 - Stirling Highway – Lot 5 to Stanley Street 
 
1.7138/1 - Stirling Highway – Stanley Street to Bay Road 
 
1.7139/1 - Stirling Highway – Bay Road to Lot 58 
 
1.7140/1 - Stirling Highway – Lot 58 to McNeil Street 
 
1.7141/2 - Stirling Highway – McNeil Street to Stuart Street 
 
1.7142/2 - Stirling Highway – Stuart Street to Bend of Reserve 9403 
 
1.7143/1 - Stirling Highway – Bend of Reserve 9403 to Alfred Road 
 
Changes Plans 
 
1.7144/1 - Stirling Highway – Lot 5 to Stanley Street 
 
1.7145/1 - Stirling Highway – Stanley Street to Bay Road 
 
1.7146/1 - Stirling Highway – Bay Road to Lot 58 
 
1.7147/1 - Stirling Highway – Lot 58 to McNeil Street 
 
1.7148/1 - Stirling Highway – McNeil Street to Stuart Street 
 
1.7149/1 - Stirling Highway – Stuart Street to Bend of Reserve 9403 
 
1.7150/1 - Stirling Highway – Bend of Reserve 9403 to Alfred Road 
 
1.7151/1 - Stirling Highway – Alfred Road to Riverside Road 
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